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INTRODUCTION 

This is the “Final Report document” for the “Temporal and scaling issues in AMV 
extraction” Project, developed by AEMET (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología de España) for 
EUMETSAT, for the study of the dependence of AMVs (Atmospheric Motion Vectors) on 
the image pixel scale, the tracer size and the temporal separation between the initial tracer 
and later tracking images. 

In this document a full description of the Project is defined first, including a description of 
the software and tools used for the running of the experiments and the statistical validation, 
and of the structure of the input and output data used for the AMV validation. Later, a whole 
characterization of the validation results is explained, through the comparison of the AMV 
outputs with Radiosounding winds and NWP analysis winds at the AMV level, and NWP 
analysis winds at the Best fit level. Specific studies on the effect of the use of NWP data of 
two different scales in the AMV calculation, the use or not of a wind guess in the AMV 
calculation, the MSG/SEVIRI channel used for the AMV calculation, the tracer size and the 
temporal gap between the initial and later image have been taken. All the work has been 
developed as defined in Tasks 1 to 6 of the Project Proposal by AEMET, between the months 
of June 2011 and October 2012. 
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2	 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE 

The objective of this project has been the calculation and validation (against radiosounding 
winds, and ECMWF NWP model analysis winds at the AMV pressure level and the best fit 
level), of 50 different experiments, where AMVs derived from four different MSG/SEVIRI 
channels (HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062) are computed during a Validation period of six 
months. In each one of these experiments, the configuration of HRW running is changed 
considering: 
o	 5 different target sizes (8x8, 16x16, 24x24, 32x32, 40x40 pixels). 
o	 10 different temporal gaps (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 minutes) between the 

initial tracer and the later tracking image. 

AEMET proposal to carry out EUMETSAT “Temporal and spatial scaling issues in AMV 
extraction project” was based on running the corresponding experiments with an adaptation of 
“NWC SAF High Resolution Winds product (HRW)”, an AMV calculation algorithm 
developed by EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on support to Nowcasting and Very 
short range forecasting. 
Here it is necessary to take into account that this product, an operational algorithm for the 
calculation of AMVs included in SAFNWC/MSG software package, has been fully 
developed and validated during the latest six years by Javier García Pereda (who is also the 
“Study responsible” in this Project, and is by far the scientist with the best knowledge of 
HRW algorithm, its functions and conditions and its possible outputs). Besides, it is 
important to remark: 
o	 HRW validation statistics have reached for several years the “Target accuracy”. 
o	 The CGMS considered it at its 38th meeting as the “Prototype for AMV portable 

software” because of being modular, well documented, and suited as a stand alone 
software package. 

o	 The “Tracer size” and the “Temporal gap between the initial tracer image and the later 
tracking image” are easily configurable changing the value of two parameters in the 
product configuration file, easily enabling the experiments defined in the Study 
objective. 

o	 The only important adaptation needed to run the experiments has been the adaptation of 
HRW algorithm to calculate also AMVs with MSG/SEVIRI VIS08 channel. 

2.1 Adaptation of “NWC SAF/HRW (High Resolution Winds) product” 

The adaptation of “NWC SAF High Resolution Winds product” to run the experiments of this 
Project, developed inside Work package 2 between July and August 2011, has been based on 
next objectives: 
o	 The adaptation and tuning of NWC SAF “High Resolution Winds” software v3.1 to run 

with MSG/SEVIRI VIS08 channel. 
o	 The simplification of AEMET HRW validation procedure to validate AMVs against 

NWP analysis data (which now is easier to carry out, directly inside the running of HRW 
algorithm without external procedures defined in other applications). 
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o	 The adaptation of AEMET HRW validation procedure to calculate the level of best fit 
pressure (as defined in the “Project Kickoff meeting with EUMETSAT representatives”). 

The first objective has taken advantage of additional improvements in HRW algorithm 
developed for v3.2 of the product between March and June 2011, which simplified deeply the 
algorithm code for its extension to additional MSG/SEVIRI channels (with all of this, before 
the start of the work on this Project, HRW algorithm was already able to calculate AMV data 
with HRVIS, IR108, IR120, WV062 and WV073 MSG/SEVIRI channels). 
Because of this, the extension and fitting of HRW algorithm to VIS08 channel was easily 
implemented, and in essence the HRW algorithm used throughout this project is based on the 
same algorithm which has been released in March 2012 as HRW v3.2 in SAFNWC/MSG 
v2012 software package. 

The main differences are related to the specific procedures included in the HRW version used 
in this Project for validation purposes against the NWP analysis, at the latitudinal and 
longitudinal position of the AMV wind (both at the pressure level defined by the AMV, and 
at the best fit level with smallest errors against the NWP analysis). 
These procedures were implemented in HRW functions PGE09.c (for the reading of NWP 
analysis data at 1200Z), hrw_EncodeBufr.c (for the calculation of the NWP wind at the 
position of the AMV wind, both at its pressure level and at the best fit level, and for the 
characterization of this best level fit), and hrw_SetReplicatedDesc.c (for the writing of these 
NWP validation winds in the HRW BUFR output file). 

Régis Borde defined throughout the “Kickoff meeting at EUMETSAT headquarters” the 
needed indications about how this “Best fit pressure level” is defined, considering as wind 
reference the NWP wind analysis at 1200Z: 
- The best fit level is defined as the pressure level of the NWP wind giving the minimum 

value of the formula: √((uAMV – uNWP) 2 + (vAMV – vNWP)2). 
- For it, the difference in both wind components between the AMV wind and the NWP 

wind must be smaller than 4 m/s (|uAMV – uNWP| < 4 m/s, |vAMV – vNWP| < 4 m/s). 
- There must not be a second best fit pressure level with a pressure difference of more than 

100 hPa, and the extension of the pressure layer defining the best fit pressure level must 
be smaller than 100 hPa. 

- The best fit pressure level estimation is refined up to a 1 hPa accuracy through the 
interpolation inside the available NWP wind levels (which are 1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 
400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100 and 70 hPa). 

For the validation, the NWP wind at the AMV pressure level and at the best fit pressure level 
was calculated for all AMVs at 1200Z using the ECMWF NWP analysis at this hour, for each 
day in this experiment. It was not calculated for any of the AMV winds not related to the 
1200Z slot. Additional validation against Radiosounding data, which was also requested for 
the experiments of this project, was not considered at this moment but through a later already 
existing Mcidas process. 
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3 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS RUN AT THIS PROJECT 

3.1 Configuration of each experiment 
Each one of the 50 experiments run inside this Project is identified with a “Two cipher 
control key” called CONT (with values between 10 and 59), appearing as additional output 
inside each one of the AMV output datasets (specifically Mcidas MD files), with the values 
defined in next Table. With this configuration, all possible combinations in the “tracer size” 
and the “temporal gap” between the initial tracer and the final tracking image are considered, 
so that the best conditions for the AMV calculation can be identified for each one of the four 
mentioned MSG/SEVIRI channels. 

Temporal gap 
Tracer size 

5 
MIN. 

10 
MIN. 

15 
MIN. 

20 
MIN. 

25 
MIN. 

30 
MIN. 

45 
MIN. 

60 
MIN. 

75 
MIN. 

90 
MIN. 

8x 8 PIXELS 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
16x16 PIXELS 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
24x24 PIXELS 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
32x32 PIXELS 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
40x40 PIXELS 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 

Table 3: Values of control parameter CONT for each one of the 50 experiments in the 
validation dataset, considering different target sizes and temporal gaps between the initial 

tracer and later tracking image 

In each of the experiments, the “tracer size” is configured changing the value of parameters 
LSIZ_HRV/LSIZ_OTHER and ESIZ_HRV/ESIZ_OTHER, related respectively to the 
horizontal and vertical size in pixels of the tracers, in the HRW configuration file 
($SAFNWC/config/safnwc_pge09.cfm), to values 8, 16, 24, 32 and 40. 
The “temporal gap” is configured changing the value of parameter SLOT_GAP in 
$SAFNWC/config/safnwc_pge09.cfm file to values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 respectively 
(needing also the definition to run SAFNWC/MSG products under Rapid scan configuration 
in $SAFNWC/config/sat_conf_file). 
The change of the “temporal gap” also implies to change the size of the “tracking area 
increment” (LLAG_HRV/LLAG_OTHER and ELAG_HRV/ELAG_OTHER, related to the 
horizontal and vertical size of the “tracking area increment” in the High and Low resolution 
images respectively), to values 18/6, 36/12, 54/18, 72/24, 90/30, 108/36, 162/54, 216/72, 
270/90 and 324/108 (if the “wind guess” is used to define the position of the tracking area) or 
to values 50/18, 100/34, 150/50, 200/68, 250/84, 300/100, 450/150, 600/200, 750/250 and 
900/300 (if the “wind guess” is not used to define the position of the tracking area). This 
guarantees that “tracer displacements” (i.e. wind speeds) of at least 300 km/h (83 m/s) per 
component can be detected in the second case, and wind speed differences respect to the 
NWP wind guess speed of at least 108 km/h (30 m/s) per component can be detected in the 
first case. 

Considering all other parameters needed to be defined in HRW configuration file 
(safnwc_pge09.cfm) for the running of the experiments, in all cases they keep a constant 
value and similar to the default conditions that have been defined for the official HRW v3.2 
application (including “Cross correlation tracking” and “CCC height assignment method”). 
The exceptions to this are as follows: 
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- The maximum number of tracers (MAX_TRACERS) admitted for each MSG/SEVIRI 
channel in each running of HRW application was raised to 200000, to afford to calculate 
all possible AMVs in the densest experiments (the cases with lowest “temporal gaps” and 
smallest “tracer sizes”). 

- The preliminary separation between tracers (TRACER_SEARCH_STEP, defining then 
also the density of AMV data) was raised in all experiments to a 112% and a 50% of the 
tracer size (in the High and Low resolution images respectively), to slightly reduce the 
density of AMV data, to avoid later problems with the storage of the experiment outputs. 

- The Quality index threshold in the data included in the Validation study was defined in 
all cases as 85%. (HRW v3.2 defines different QI threshold for the high, medium and 
low layer, and it has been preferred to keep an only QI threshold values for all AMVs in 
the experiments of this Project). Here it is important to remark that the Quality index 
includes the corresponding Quality test against the NWP forecast. 

- No restrictions were made on the “cloud type” or the “pressure level” of the output 
AMVs, as opposed to the default configuration of HRW v3.2, where several AMV data 
filterings are defined related to their “cloud type” of “pressure level” values. 

3.2 Calculation of the Validation dataset three times considering different options 
Additionally, in AEMET proposal for this Project and throughout an additional extension 
defined later with Régis Borde, three different environments were defined for the 
experiments, so that this 50 experiment dataset was to be run three times considering: 
o	 The running of HRW algorithm with the use of wind guess, considering Medium 

resolution (0.5 degree) ECMWF model data, both for the running of the algorithm 
(considering the 1200Z forecast related to the 0000Z NWP model run) and for the 
validation of the output AMV data (considering the 1200Z NWP model analysis). 

o	 The running of HRW algorithm with the use of wind guess, considering High resolution 
(0.125 degree) ECMWF model data, both for the running of the algorithm (considering 
the 1200Z forecast related to the 0000Z NWP model run) and for the validation of the 
output AMV data (considering the 1200Z NWP model analysis). 

o	 The running of HRW algorithm without the use of wind guess, considering High 
resolution (0.125 degree) ECMWF model data, both for the running of the algorithm 
(considering the 1200Z forecast related to the 0000Z NWP model run) and for the 
validation of the output AMV data (considering the 1200Z NWP model analysis). 

The comparison between the first and second dataset was agreed through decision AEMET
EUMITT203682-KOM-04 at the “Project Kickoff meeting” to detect differences in the AMV 
calculation and validation related only to the different resolution in the NWP model used. 
The comparison between the second and the third dataset was later agreed with Régis Borde 
to evaluate the impact in the calculated AMVs of using or not “wind guess information” in 
the initial definition of the AMV tracking area. 
With the fact that the differences found between the first and second dataset after the running 
of some experiments were very small, and that the running of the experiments without with 
guess would take a much longer time, it was concluded with Régis Borde that the running of 
these experiments without wind guess was basically significant considering only one of the 
NWP data resolutions, so it was decided to calculate the HRW algorithm without wind guess 
using only 0.125 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data. 
With this, the total amount of experiments to be run raised to 150. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SATELLITE, NWP AND RADIOSOUNDING DATA 

The experiments of this project were run during the Validation period January-June 2010 (as 
agreed with EUMETSAT representatives in decision AEMET-EUMITT203682-KOM-01 at 
the “Project Kickoff meeting”, due to the better availability of MSG-1 Rapid scan data during 
this period), in a region covering Europe and the Mediterranean sea (772x1856 SEVIRI low 
resolution pixeles centered in 40.5ºN, 11º1 E), which basically corresponds to the available 
information in segments 19-23 of the HRVIS channel HRIT SEVIRI image data. 

To carry out these experiments and their corresponding validation, next input data were 
collected and archived in AEMET Massive Storage System riada.inm.es (in a directory called 
/MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion, available from the two servers used for the running of the 
experiments: nwcwind.inm.es and nwctest.inm.es). These tasks were carried out inside Work 
package 1 of this Project, during the month of June 2011. 

1.	 MSG-8 Satellite HRIT SEVIRI image data (level 1.5): 
•	 Segments 7-8 of the low resolution channels and segments 19-23 of the HRVIS 

high resolution channel, for all SEVIRI channels, for 19 different slots each day in 
the validation period (0730Z, 0815Z, 0900Z, 0930Z, 0945Z, 1000Z, 1030Z, 
1045Z, 1100Z, 1110Z, 1115Z, 1120Z, 1130Z, 1135Z, 1140Z, 1145Z, 1150Z, 
1155Z, 1200Z). 

•	 These segments were downloaded from EUMETSAT archive UMARF and 
archived in the directory /MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion/SEVIRIRSSdata. 
They occupy a total amount of 111 GB. 

2.	 ECMWF NWP model data with 0.5 and 0.125 degree resolution: 
•	 GRIB files with all parameters needed to run SAFNWC/MSG software (with both 

mentioned resolutions) for the 1200Z forecast related to the 0000Z NWP model 
run, and the 1200Z NWP model analysis, were downloaded from ECMWF MARS 
archive for each day in the validation period. 

•	 These data include among other parameters 12 vertical levels (1000 hPa, 925 hPa, 
850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa, 400 hPa, 300 hPa, 250 hPa, 200 hPa, 150 hPa, 100 
hPa, 70 hPa) of geopotential, wind components, and air and surface temperature, 
which are used by HRW product for its calculation of AMVs. They also include 
all available parameters from ECMWF model for the running of the 
SAFNWC/MSG Cloud products: Cloud mask, Cloud type, Cloud top temperature 
and height. 

•	 The 1200Z forecast related to the 0000Z NWP model run has been used in all 
cases by HRW algorithm for the calculation of the AMV data, and the 1200Z 
NWP model analysis has been used for the validation of the 1200Z AMV data. 

•	 The NWP model with 0.5 degree resolution was archived in directory 
/MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion/NWPdata, and the NWP model with 0.125 
degree resolution in directory /MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion/NWPdata0125. 
Both occupy a total amount of 73 GB. 
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3. Radiosounding data from the GTS: 
•	 Radiosounding data from TEMP and TEMP SHIP bulletins at 1200Z for each day 

of the validation period, obtained from the Global Telecommunication System 
GTS, and archived in AEMET Meteorological Database glaciar.inm.es, were 
processed and archived for the validation of HRW 1200Z AMV data in the form 
of Mcidas MD files in /MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion/TEMPdata/MD2010 
directory, occupying a total amount of 270 MB. 

•	 The Radiosounding files extracted from AEMET Meteorological database (in the 
form of text files) and the tools used for their conversion to Mcidas MD files (C 
programme createfiletxttomd.c, script prepare366temps.sh) and a README.txt 
file explaining how to use these data are also available in directory 
/MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion/TEMPdata/TEMPprocedure. 

•	 The Mcidas Radiosounding MD files have next structure defined by SMAO 
schema, considering an example for Madrid Radiosounding station (08221): 

Row : 1 Col : 151 
DAY = 2010001 CYD | TIME = 120000 HMS 
TYPR = 0 | IDN = 8221 
LAT = 40.4700 DEG | LON = 3.5800 DEG 
ZS = 633 M | NREC = 47 
FQC = 0 | LEV = SFC 
P = 936.0 MB | T = 279.40 K 
TD = 275.60 K | DIR = 280 DEG 
SPD = 8 MPS | Z = 621 M 
LEV = 912 | P = 912.0 MB 
T = -999.00 K | TD = -999.00 K 
DIR = 230 DEG | SPD = 16 MPS 
Z = -999 M | LEV = 883 
P = 883.0 MB | T = 274.20 K 
TD = 273.60 K | DIR = 245 DEG 
SPD = 19 MPS | Z = 1085 M 
LEV = 827 | P = 827.0 MB 
T = -999.00 K | TD = -999.00 K 
DIR = 255 DEG | SPD = 20 MPS 
Z = -999 M | LEV = 800 
P = 800.0 MB | T = -999.00 K 
TD = -999.00 K | DIR = 270 DEG 
SPD = 20 MPS | Z = -999 M 
LEV = 726 | P = 726.0 MB 
T = -999.00 K | TD = -999.00 K 
DIR = 285 DEG | SPD = 27 MPS 
Z = -999 M | LEV = 644 
P = 644.0 MB | T = -999.00 K 
TD = -999.00 K | DIR = 290 DEG 
SPD = 22 MPS | Z = -999 M 
LEV = 600 | P = 600.0 MB 
T = -999.00 K | TD = -999.00 K 
DIR = 285 DEG | SPD = 23 MPS 

Z = -999 M 

Table 4: Structure of the Mcidas Radiosounding MD files used for 
the validation of the experiments, using SMAO schema, considering an example from 

Madrid Radiosounding station (08221) for 1st January 2010 at 1200Z 
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Each record includes a header with: DAY, TIME, IDN (station id), LAT (station latitude), 
LON (station longitude), ZS (station height) and NREC (number of record), and up to eight 
repetition groups including: LEV (level identifier), P (pressure at the level), T (temperature at 
the level), TD (dew temperature at the level), DIR (wind direction at the level), SPD (wind 
speed at the level), Z (geopotential at the level). In the cases when some parameter is not 
available, a value -999 is given. For Radiosounding bulletins with more than eight speed 
measurements, more than one MD record is used; in all of them the number of record 
(NREC) is the same. 

The total amount of memory used by these Input data for this project in the directory 
/MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion is of 185 GB (as already mentioned, for a Validation 
period of six months between January and June 2010). 

Having a look at the MSG1 data available during this period, it was verified that the satellite 
was only providing Rapid scan service during 167 out of 181 days. Apart from this, not all 
necessary slots (defined in section 1 of this chapter) were available for all of these 167 days, 
which could cause that for a concrete day some and not all experiments could be run, 
depending on the “temporal gap” defined between the initial tracer and the later tracking 
image. Besides, in some cases it was verified that not all MSG/SEVIRI channels were 
available in some of the slots, causing that AMV can be calculated only for some of the 
demanded MSG/SEVIRI channels (HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062) and not for other ones, 
or that the SAFNWC/MSG Cloud product information included in HRW running would be of 
lesser quality. All of these issues could cause some impact when comparing the statistics for 
the different “temporal gaps”, specially related to the amount of calculated AMVs. 

This was identified before the “Kickoff meeting” with EUMETSAT representatives. It was 
there proposed and assumed as decision AEMET-EUMITT203682-KOM-02 to consider only 
the days in the Validation period where all MSG/SEVIRI channels were available for all 
needed slots, so guaranteeing the calculation of AMV data for all cases in these days, and 
avoiding discrepancies caused by the use of different groups of days in each experiment. 

After doing the study to verify the availability of all MSG/SEVIRI data in all needed slots 
during the Validation period, it was seen that these MSG/SEVIRI data were available for 132 
out of 181 days (a 73% of the total, conforming an actual Validation period of around four 
months and a half). The next Table shows which these days are: 

YEAR 
2010 

JANUARY 

FEBRUARY 

MARCH 

APRIL 

MAY 

JUNE 

0 
1 

0 
2 

0 
3 

0 
4 

0 
5 

0 
6 

0 
7 

0 
8 

0 
9 

1 
0 

1 
1 

1 
2 

1 
3 

1 
4 

1 
5 

1 
6 

1 
7 

1 
8 

1 
9 

2 
0 

2 
1 

2 
2 

2 
3 

2 
4 

2 
5 

2 
6 

2 
7 

2 
8 

2 
9 

3 
0 

3 
1 

Table 5: Days actually used (in white) and not used (in red) inside the Validation period 
(132 days between January and June 2010) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE TO RUN THE EXPERIMENTS 

The running of the experiments was carried out inside Work package 3 of this Project, 
starting in September 2011. Next hardware elements were used for this: 

o	 Two Intel Linux Virtual servers inside a BladeFrame BF400 S2, Xeon IA-32E 4way 
2400 MHz, with 8GB RAM and Linux RHEL Server 5.3 Operative System, where 
SAFNWC/MSG software (with the HRW version defined for this project) and the 
AEMET AMV Validation and display procedure under Mcidas environment were 
installed. The name of these servers is nwcwind.inm.es and nwctest.inm.es. 

o	 AEMET Massive Storage System, called riada.inm.es, where all MSG-8 Rapid Scan 
SEVIRI and ECMWF NWP model data were stored and accessed by the BladeFrame 
Virtual servers for the running of the experiments. 

Because of the use of “CCC height assignment method” in the HRW configuration, needing 
Cloud type and Cloud top pressure information in the cloudy pixels for the AMV height 
assignment process, SAFNWC/MSG Cloud Mask (PGE01), Cloud type (PGE02) and Cloud 
Top Temperature and Height (PGE03) products were needed to be run as initial step before 
the running of each one of the HRW experiments. 
Because of this, the hdf5 output file for each one of these Cloud products was calculated once 
for the 19 slots defined for each day of the Validation period, considering both ECMWF 
NWP model resolutions used (0.5 degree and 0.125 degree) and stored in 
$SAFNWC/export/PGE01, $SAFNWC/export/PGE02 and $SAFNWC/export/PGE03 
directories for their later use by HRW product. 
The 0.5 degree outputs were stored under “tew” user in nwctest.inm.es server (for its use by 
the first AMV set of experiments), and the 0.125 degree outputs were stored under “tewdos” 
user in nwctest.inm.es server and “tew” and “safnwc” users in nwcwind.inm.es server (for 
their user by the second and third AMV sets of experiments). 
The hdf5 Cloud outputs were also stored in /home1/NWP500/CLOUDS and 
/home1/NWP125/CLOUDS directories respectively inside nwcwind.inm.es server for their 
later availability with all additional Validation data. 
All these tasks were taken once for each ECMWF NWP model configuration by 
$SAFNWC/script/runwholeyearstatisticsittclouds.sh script at the beginning of the process, in 
charge for each day in the validation period of bringing from the Massive Storage System the 
needed NWP and MSG/SEVIRI data and uncompress them, prepare the NWP data for their 
use with SAFNWC/MSG products and calculate the Cloud mask, Cloud type and Cloud top 
temperature and height hdf5 outputs for the 19 desired slots each day. 

Once this process related to the Cloud products was finished, the calculation of the three 50 
HRW experiment datasets started. To accelerate the calculations, four parallel runnings of the 
experiments were considered. The two first of them (using “wind guess”, with ECMWF 0.5 
degree and 0.125 degree NWP model data) were run under “tew” and “tewdos” users in 
nwctest.inm.es server respectively. The third of them (not using “wind guess”, with ECMWF 
0.125 degree NWP model data) was run in two parallel runnings under “tew” and “safnwc” 
users in nwcwind.inm.es server, Javier García Pereda wants here to be very grateful for the 
assistance provided by Eduardo Monreal (Project Manager of these experiments) and Raquel 
Antón (Systems Analyst and Administrator of the servers used in these experiments), to run 
the experiments in both servers. 
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Each one of the three 50 HRW experiment datasets was run through script
 
$SAFNWC/script/runwholeexperimentittwithguess.sh (in the first two datasets using the
 
wind guess), and $SAFNWC/script/runwholeexperimentittwithoutguess.sh (in the third
 
dataset not using the wind guess). Each one of these scripts repeats the same process 50 times
 
for each one of the defined “temporal gap” and “tracer size” configurations:
 
- Defining the CONT parameter value for the corresponding configuration.
 
- Defining the related safnwc_pge09.cfm configuration file for the running of HRW
 

product. 
- Running the HRW experiment for each one of the 132 days in the validation period. 
- Storing all the output data in the corresponding directories (as defined in Chapter 6 of 

this document) and preparing everything again for the next run. 
The running of each one of the days in each experiment is done through the script 
$SAFNWC/script/runwholedaystatisticsittwithslots.sh. Its functions are: 
- To bring again from the Massive Storage System the needed NWP and MSG/SEVIRI 

data and uncompress them. 
- To prepare the NWP data for their use with HRW product, and the Radiosounding MD 

data for their comparison with HRW outputs. 
- To run HRW product three consecutive slots finishing at 1200Z, in which: 

o	 An initial tracer position is calculated at the first of the three slots. 
o	 An AMV without temporal quality control (because of the lack of a previous 

AMV) is calculated at the second slot. 
o	 An AMV with temporal quality control (due to the presence of an AMV at the 

previous slot) is calculated at the third slot. 
A BUFR output file (whose format is as defined in Chapter 6.5 of this document) with 
the calculated AMVs is obtained for the latest two slots. The considered satellite slots 
needed to run HRW product for each “temporal gap between the initial tracer image and 
the final tracking image” are defined in next Table. 

“Temporal 
gap” 

5 min 

Initial tracer 
calculation 

1150Z 

Intermediate AMV 
calculation without 
Temporal Quality 
control 

1155Z 

Final AMV 
calculation with 
Temporal Quality 
control 

1200Z 
10 min 1140Z 1150Z 1200Z 
15 min 1130Z 1145Z 1200Z 
20 min 1120Z 1140Z 1200Z 
25 min 1110Z 1135Z 1200Z 
30 min 1100Z 1130Z 1200Z 
45 min 1030Z 1115Z 1200Z 
60 min 1000Z 1100Z 1200Z 
75 min 0930Z 1045Z 1200Z 
90 min 0900Z 1030Z 1200Z 

Table 6: Slots used each day for each one of the experiments, considering the different 
temporal gaps between the initial tracer image and the later tracking image 

- To transform the BUFR output file for 1200Z AMVs to Mcidas MD format (following 
WCOH schema, as defined in Chapter 6.4 of this document). An only Mcidas MD file 
contains all 1200Z AMVs for all days for each experiment, and is archived and used 
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throughout all the Validation processes in this Project. With this, a total of 150 Mcidas 
MD Validation files are considered, which contain apart from the AMV data the NWP 
analysis wind at the same latitudinal/longitudinal position at the AMV pressure level and 
also at the best fit level, as defined in Chapter 2.1 of this document, and where applicable 
the comparable Radiosounding wind (considering the criteria defined at the Third 
International Winds Workshop in Ascona/Switzerland, afterwards recommended by the 
Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites for the comparison of satellite winds 
against radiosoundings, including a maximum distance of 150 km and a maximum 
pressure difference of 25 hPa between the AMV and the Radiosounding wind). 
This transformation is made through two consecutive Mcidas procedures: 
$HOME/Mcidas/bin/pge09tomd2012.k (which transforms the BUFR output to Mcidas 
MD format) and $HOME/Mcidas/bin/ycomp2012ittconmas.k (which transforms the MD 
file including the information related to the comparable radiosonding wind when 
applicable). As already commented, the information related to the comparison NWP 
analysis winds was already provided inside the running of HRW algorithm. 

- To draw two maps (as defined in Chapter 6.2), where the 1200Z AMVs for each 
experiment and day are displayed over the corresponding HRVIS SEVIRI image, 
considering two different colour codings: one related to the AMV pressure level and 
other one related to the MSG/SEVIRI channel used for the AMV calculation. These 
maps are drawn respectively by the next scripts under Mcidas environments: 

$SAFNWC/script/hrwvalidationmapsv2012ittwithpressurecoding.sh 
$SAFNWC/script/hrwvalidationmapsv2012ittwithchannelcoding.sh 

- An additional map is also drawn (as defined in Chapter 6.2), where the 1200Z AMVs are 
displayed together with the Radiosounding wind and the NWP wind (at the AMV level 
and the best fit level) they are compared to, using a different colour coding for each one 
of these wind types. These maps permit a quick visual inspection of the differences 
existing between all these types of winds. This map is drawn by the next script under 
Mcidas environment: 

$SAFNWC/script/hrwvalidationmapsv2012ittwithwindtypecoding.sh 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT OUTPUTS 

As defined previously, a total of 150 experiments were run in three different datasets. To 
differentiate between them, an additional cipher was included in the hundreds of CONT 
parameter, in the name of the corresponding Mcidas MD HRW output files and the 
subdirectories where the corresponding HRW running logs and maps were stored (although 
not as parameter inside the MD output files) considering: 
- A CONT parameter with values between 110 and 159 in the datasets using the wind 

guess and the 0.5 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data. 
- A CONT parameter with values between 210 and 259 in the datasets using the wind 

guess and the 0.125 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data. 
- A CONT parameter with values between 410 and 459 in the datasets not using the wind 

guess and using the 0.125 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data. 

The first of these datasets was stored in /home1/NWP500 directory in nwcwind.inm.es 
server. The second and third of these datasets were stored in /home1/NWP125 directory in 
nwcwind.inm.es server. In both cases the complete structure of the output data is as follows: 
1.	 /home1/NWPxxx/CLOUDS directory: occupying a total amount of 16 GB and storing 

the SAFNWC/MSG Cloud products hdf5 output data for the 19 slots used each day in the 
Validation period, later used in the calculation of HRW product. These hdf5 output data 
are separated in subdirectories PGE01 (including Cloud mask outputs), PGE02 
(including Cloud type outputs) and PGE03 (including Cloud top and temperature 
outputs), and can easily be easily displayed using for example HDFGroup HDFView 
JAVA application. 
As already commented, two different Cloud products datasets have been used, one using 
0.5 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data (later used in the calculations of the first 
HRW dataset and stored in /home1/NWP500/CLOUDS directory) and other one using 
0.125 degree resolution ECMWF NWP model data (later used in the calculation of the 
second and third dataset and stored in /home1/NWP125/CLOUDS directory). Although 
the differences between both Cloud product outputs are very small, they exist and can be 
detected in the next examples when carefully examined: 
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Figures 1 and 2: SAFNWC/MSG Cloud type and Cloud Top Pressure outputs calculated 
using ECMWF Model data with 0.500º and 0.125º resolution, for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z 

2.	 /home1/NWPxxx/LOGS/data9zzz directories, where “zzz” defines CONT parameter 
with values between 110 and 459 differentiating the different experiments, occupying a 
total amount of 580 MB and storing for each experiment the running log of 
SAFNWC/MSG HRW application for all days of the experiment (in a file called 
runhrwv2012itt.log), the running log of ycomp2012ittconmas.k Mcidas procedure which 
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compares HRW AMVs with radiosounding winds and writes down the final MD files 
used in the validation process (in a file called comparehrwv2012.log), and the HRW 
configuration filed used in the experiment (in a file called safnwc_pge09.cfm). 

3.	 /home1/NWPxxx/MAPS/data9zzz directories, where “zzz” defines CONT parameter 
with values between 110 and 459 differentiating the different experiments, occupying a 
total amount of 30 GB and storing for each experiment and day: 
•	 Two maps generated with Mcidas, where the HRW AMVs calculated at 1200Z are 

displayed over the MSG/SEVIRI HRVIS image using two colourings: one dependent 
on the AMV pressure level and the other dependent on the MSG/SEVIRI channel 
used for the AMV calculation. The names of these files for each day follow the 
pattern: SAFNWC-HRW-type-YYYYMMDD1200-2012ITTzzz.GIF, where “zzz” is 
CONT parameter identifying the experiment as previously told and “type” is 
VALIDA for the image where the colouring depends on the AMV pressure level and 
VALIDACHAN for the image where the colouring depends on the channel used for 
the AMV calculation. Two examples of these images are shown next: 

Figures 3 and 4: HRW AMV example maps for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the 
experiment where no wind guess has been used and a 24x24 tracer size and 15 minute 
temporal gap have been considered, where colourings are related respectively to the 

AMV pressure level and the MSG/SEVIRI channel used in the calculation 
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•	 An additional Mcidas map, where the AMVs are displayed over the MSG/SEVIRI 
HRVIS image together with the Radiosounding winds (in the cases where it is 
possible) and the NWP winds at the AMV level and the Best fit level they have been 
compared with, with different colourings for the different types of data. So it is 
possible to visually compare the different types of winds and their differences. The 
file is: SAFNWC-HRW-SEVWINDS-YYYYMMDD1200-2012ITTzzz.GIF, in which 
“zzz” is also CONT parameter identifying the experiment as previously told. The 
corresponding image for the same example shown previously is shown next: 

Figure 5: Example map for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the experiment where no 
wind guess has been used and a 24x24 tracer size and 15 minute temporal gap have 

been considered, where AMVs are visually compared to the corresponding 
Radiosounding winds and the NWP winds they have been compared with 

4.	 /home1/NWPxxx/COMPARISONS directory, occupying a total amount of 312 GB and 
storing the Mcidas MD files with all AMVs for each experiment and day at 1200Z, with 
the reference NWP winds at the AMV pressure level and the Best fit level they have 
been compared to, and where available also the reference Radiosounding wind. For each 
case, it is a file called MDXX9zzz, where “zzz” defines CONT parameter with values 
between 110 and 459 for the different experiments. These MD files follow WCOH 
schema (version 10), where each record has the next structure: 

DAY = 2010003 CYD | CONT = 32 
TIME = 120000 HMS | LAT = 54.6853 DEG 
LON = -17.8060 DEG | DIR = 298 DEG 
SPD = 5 MPS | PW = 79900 PA 
PWER = 4800 PA | CLAT = 87 
QI = 88 | OROG = 4 
CHAN = 3003 | CLOD = 6 
HACH = RCWH | DIRN = 322 DEG 
SPDN = 4 MPS | DIRB = 298 DEG 
SPDB = 5 MPS | PWB = 61000 PA 
BFIT = 3 | IDR = 12120 
LATR = 54.7500 DEG | LONR = -17.5300 DEG 
DIRR = 330 DEG | SPDR = 7 MPS 

PWR = 80000 PA 

Table 7: Structure of the Mcidas Comparison MD files used in the experiments, using 
WCOH schema, from an HRVIS AMV example for 3rd January 2010 at 1200Z 
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and the content of each parameter is explained in the next definition of WCOH schema: 

" (JGP) WCOH 05201 SCHEMA (HRW COMPARISONS) 
" NAME VSN DATE ID "TEXTID 

SCHEMA WCOH 10 11294 0 "COMPARATIONS OF HRW WITH SOUNDINGS/NWP 

" KEY SCALE UNITS DESCRIPTION 
" ---- ----- ----- -------------------------------

ROWS 181 "Foreseen for half a year archive 
DAY CYD "JULIAN DATE (CCYYDDD) 
COLUMNS 120000 "Up to 120000 HRW winds/day 

DATA "Comparisons with Radiosoundings/NWP/NWP best fit 
CONT "DATASET CONTROL NUMBER: 

"10's: 8x8 tracer size, 20's: 16x16 tracer size 
"30's: 24x24 tracer size, 40's: 32x32 tracer size 
"50's: 40x40 tracer size 
"0's: 5 minute gap, 1's: 10 minute gap 
"2's: 15 minute gap, 3's: 20 minute gap 
"4's: 25 minute gap, 5's: 30 minute gap 
"6's: 45 minute gap, 7's: 60 minute gap 
"8's: 75 minute gap, 9's: 90 minute gap 
"Example: 32 is 24x24 size and 15 minute gap 

"HRW Wind data 
TIME HMS "TIME (FINAL TRACKING SLOT) 
LAT 4 DEG "LATITUDE 
LON 4 DEG "LONGITUDE 
DIR DEG "WIND DIRECTION 
SPD MPS "WIND SPEED 
PW PA "PRESSURE LEVEL 
PWER PA "PRESSURE ERROR (DEFINED BY CCC METHOD) 
CLAT "CORRELATION BETWEEN INITIAL/FINAL IMAGE (%) 
QI "QUALITY INDEX (%) 
OROG "OROGRAPHIC FLAG 
CHAN "WIND EXTRACTION CHANNEL & SOME INDICATORS 

"3000's: Spat.test 3, 0000's: Spat.test 0 
"00's: HRVIS channel, 20's: VIS08 channel 
"50's: WV062 channel, 90's: IR108 channel 
"x's: No of Winds calculated for that tracer 
"Example: 3003 is Spatial test 3, HRVIS channel 
" & 3 winds calculated for that tracer 

CLOD "RELATED CLOUD TYPE. Values with CCC method: 
"0: Cloud type unprocessed 
"1: Cloud free land, 2: Cloud free sea 
"3: Land with snow/ice, 4: Sea with ice 
"6: Very low cumulus/stratus 
"8: Low cumulus/stratus 
"10: Medium cumulus/stratus 
"12: High cumulus/stratus 
"14: Very high cumulus/stratus 
"15: High semitransp. thin clouds 
"16: High semitransp. meanly thick clouds 
"17: High semitransp. thick clouds 
"18: High semitransp. above other clouds 
“20: Undefined 
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HACH CHAR	 "HEIGHT ASSIGNMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
"R...'s: CCC method used 
".C..'s: Cloudy AMV, .E..'s: Clear air AMV 
"..C.'s: Cold/dark branch used 
"..W.'s: Warm/bright branch used 
"...H's: Higher threshold used 
"...L's: Lower threshold used 

"NWP Analysis at HRW wind Pressure level 
DIRN DEG "WIND DIRECTION (NWP AT HRW LEVEL) 
SPDN MPS "WIND SPEED (NWP AT HRW LEVEL) 

"NWP Analysis at HRW wind Best fit level 
DIRB DEG "WIND DIRECTION (NWP AT BEST FIT LEVEL) 
SPDB MPS "WIND SPEED (NWP AT BEST FIT LEVEL) 
PWB PA "PRESSURE LEVEL (NWP AT BEST FIT LEVEL) 
BFIT "NWP BEST FIT TYPE: 

"1: One narrow best fit layer (<100 hPa)

"2: Several narrow best fit layers (<100 hPa)

" separated by less than 100 hPa

"3: One wide best fit layer (>100 hPa)

"4: Several wide best fit layers (>100 hPa)

" or separated by more than 100 hPa

"5: No best fit layer

" (udif,vdif > 4 m/s always)


ENDSCHEMA 

"Radiosounding Wind data 
"RADIOSOUNDING ID NUMBER (0:no Radiosounding found) IDR 

LATR 4 DEG "LATITUDE (RADIOSOUNDING) 
LONR 4 DEG "LONGITUDE (RADIOSOUNDING) 
DIRR DEG "WIND DIRECTION (RADIOSOUNDING) 
SPDR MPS "WIND SPEED (RADIOSOUNDING) 
PWR PA "PRESSURE LEVEL (RADIOSOUNDING) 

Table 8: Definition of Mcidas WCOH schema, used in the comparison of 
the calculated HRW AMVs with Radiosounding winds (when available), 

and NWP analysis winds at the AMV level and at the Best fit level 

5.	 Because of memory restrictions in nwcwind.inm.es server to store the final output data, 
the BUFR bulletins related to the final 1200Z AMVs in all experiments, and any 
information related to the intermediate AMVs and the initial tracers in all experiments 
have not been stored, because they are not going to be used in any part of this Validation 
study. 
Nevertheless, if in any case the BUFR bulletins related to any experiment would be 
demanded for any task (for example, their later assimilation in an experiment with NWP 
models) they could be recalculated in a period lasting between half and four days 
(depending on the specific experiment needed). 
The structure of the HRW AMV output BUFR files is defined in next files included in 
$SAFNWC/src/bufr_000360/bufrtables directory: B0000000000214005085.TXT and 
D0000000000214005085.TXT. The structure is basically similar to the one defined for 
the official HRW v3.2 version to keep compatibility between procedures for both 
versions, although the meaning of some parameters has changed: 
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001007 SATELLITE IDENTIFIER CODE TABLE 001007 0 0 10 
001031 IDENTIFICATION OF ORIGINATING/GENERATING CENTRE CODE TABLE 001031 0 0 16 
001032 GENERATING APPLICATION CODE TABLE 001032 0 0 8 
002023 SATELLITE DERIVED WIND COMPUTATION METHOD CODE TABLE 002023 0 0 4 
025200 SEARCH ZONE INCREMENT AT NADIR IN X DIR PIX 0 0 7 
025201 SEARCH ZONE INCREMENT AT NADIR IN Y DIR PIX 0 0 7 
025202 ORIGIN OF THE FIRST GUESS INFORMATION CODE TABLE 025202 0 0 2 
002152 SATELLITE INSTRUMENT USED IN DATA PROCESSING FLAG TABLE 002152 0 0 31 
002153 SATELLITE CHANNEL CENTRE FREQUENCY Hz -8 0 26 
002154 SATELLITE CHANNEL BAND WIDTH Hz -8 0 26 
004001 YEAR YEAR 0 0 12 
004002 MONTH MONTH 0 0 4 
004003 DAY DAY 0 0 6 
004004 HOUR HOUR 0 0 5 
004005 MINUTE MINUTE 0 0 6 
005044 SATELLITE CYCLE NUMBER NUMERIC 0 0 11 
033035 MANUAL/AUTOMATIC QUALITY CONTROL CODE TABLE 033035 0 0 4 
004025 TIME PERIOD OR DISPLACEMENT MINUTE 0 -2048 12 
127000 REPLICATION OPERATOR - 0 0 0 
031002 EXTENDED DELAYED DESCRIPTOR REPLICATION FACTOR (WINDS) NUMERIC 0 0 16 
001200 WIND SEQUENCE NUMBER NUMERIC 0 0 16 
002028 NWP ANALYSIS SPEED AT AMV LEVEL M/S 0 0 18 
002029 NWP ANALYSIS DIRECTION AT AMV LEVEL DEGREE 0 0 18 
005001 FINAL LATITUDE (HIGH ACCURACY) DEGREE 5 -9000000 25 
006001 FINAL LONGITUDE (HIGH ACCURACY) DEGREE 5 -18000000 26 
005011 NWP ANALYSIS PRESSURE AT BEST FIT LEVEL PA 5 -9000000 25 
006011 NWP ANALISIS DIRECTION AT BEST FIT LEVEL DEGREE 5 -18000000 26 
007004 PRESSURE PA -1 0 14 
011001 AMV WIND DIRECTION DEGREE 0 0 9 
011002 AMV WIND SPEED M/S 1 0 12 
012001 NWP ANALYSIS SPEED AT BEST FIT LEVEL M/S 1 0 12 
025203 TYPE OF TRACER CODE TABLE 025203 0 0 3 
025204 HEIGHT ASSIGNMENT METHOD CODE TABLE 025204 0 0 4 
002164 TRACKING METHOD CODE TABLE 002164 0 0 4 
001201 PRIOR WIND SEQUENCE NUMBER CODE TABLE 001201 0 0 16 
033007 QUALITY INDEX % 0 0 7 
033036 CLOUD TYPE CODE TABLE 033036 0 0 7 
033200 NUMBER OF WINDS COMPUTED FOR THE TRACER NUMERIC 0 0 3 
033201 CORRELATION TEST CODE TABLE 033201 0 0 3 
033202 APPLIED QI TESTS CODE TABLE 033202 0 0 11 
033203 NUMBER OF AVAILABLE NWP LEVELS (TEMPERATURE) NUMERIC 0 0 4 
033204 NUMBER OF AVAILABLE NWP LEVELS (WIND GUESS) NUMERIC 0 0 4 
033205 OROGRAPHIC INDEX CODE TABLE 033205 0 0 3 
033206 NWP ANALYSIS BEST FIT LEVEL TYPE CODE TABLE 033206 0 0 5 
033207 WIND CHANNEL (0:HRVIS 2:VIS08 5:WV062 9:IR108) NUMERIC 0 0 4 
033208 CORRELATION % 0 0 7 
033209 PRESSURE ERROR PA -1 0 14 

Table 9: Description of the HRW AMV output BUFR bulletins, 
calculated throughout these experiments 

The total amount of memory used by the Validation output data of this Project (in an 
uncompressed state, ready to be used) in partition /home1 of nwcwind.inm.es (which in 
whole has explicitly been used for this issue) is 358 GB out of 394 GB. 
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CALCULATION OF THE VALIDATION STATISTICS 

Once the 150 Mcidas MD files containing the HRW AMVs from each experiment are 
obtained, with the Radiosounding and NWP winds at the AMV level, and the NWP winds at 
the Best fit level they are to be compared to, next procedures were defined to calculate the 
Validation statistics related to each experiment. Four scripts were defined for this in 
$SAFNWC/script directory, inside tew and safnwc users of nwcwind.inm.es server: 

- scriptittstatsradiosounding.sh $SET - scriptittstatsnwp.sh $SET 
- scriptittstatsnwpbest.sh $SET - scriptittstatsnwpbestfiltered.sh $SET, 

which were run one after the other through scriptittstatsallcases.sh $SET script. 

These procedures calculate respectively the Validation statistics of the AMVs calculated at 
1200Z against respectively the Radiosounding winds, the NWP wind analysis at the AMV 
level, the NWP wind analysis at the best fit level (considering all AMVs) and the NWP wind 
analysis at the best fit level (considering only the AMVs for which the best fit level is inside a 
narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa, or inside several narrow best fit layers smaller than 100 
hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa). The last condition corresponds to the cases where 
BFIT parameter is 1 or 2, so the vertical wind shear is important enough to clearly identify a 
very definite vertical level where the horizontal wind is optimally fit to the displacement 
defined by the AMVs. $SET parameter corresponds to: 

- 1 to calculate the Validation statistics related to the experiments using the wind guess 
and the 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 

- 2 to calculate the Validation statistics related to the experiments using the wind guess 
and the 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 

- 4 to calculate the Validation statistics related to the experiments not using the wind 
guess and using the 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 

Internally these procedures find inside the MD files related to each experiment, the speeds 
and directions of the needed AMVs and the corresponding reference winds through a Mcidas 
“ptlist” command, and calculate the corresponding statistics through a “C language” 
procedure called $HOME/mcidas/data/newstats/statitt.exe. The statistical parameters these 
procedures calculate are: 

• The number of AMVs (NC). 
• The mean AMV wind speed (SPD). 
• The bias (BIAS). 
• The mean vector difference (MVD). 
• The root mean square vector difference (RMSVD). 
• The normalized bias (NBIAS). 
• The normalized mean vector difference (NMVD). 
• The normalized root mean square vector difference (NRMSVD). 

An additional verification is also included to verify that all experiments were run during the 
132 days defined in Table 5. 

In the statistics against the Radiosounding winds only the part of AMVs fulfilling the criteria 
defined at the Third International Winds Workshop in Ascona/Switzerland for the 
comparison of satellite winds against Radiosoundings (through a maximum distance of 150 
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km and a maximum pressure difference of 25 hPa between the AMV and the Radiosounding 
wind) were considered. In these cases, the number of AMVs refers to the number of valid 
collocations against Radiosounding data. 

The AMV Validation statistics against the different reference winds are shown at the end of 
this Report in Annexes I and II, considering separately the statistics for HRVIS AMVs, 
VIS08 AMVs, IR108 AMVs, WV062 Cloudy AMVs and WV062 Clear air AMVs, and the 
statistics for the three different groups of 50 experiments: the ones using wind guess with 
NWP winds of 0.500º and 0.125º resolution, and the one not using wind guess with NWP 
winds of 0.125º resolution. For each one of these groups, the variation in the “temporal gap” 
between images is shown in different rows, and the variation in the “tracer size” is shown in 
different columns. The absolute statistics are shown in Annex I (BIAS, MVD, RMSVD), 
while the normalized statistics are shown in Annex II (NBIAS, NMVD, NRMSVD). Both 
types of parameters are shown because of the important changes in the mean AMV speed, 
which varies very much with the “temporal gap” and the “tracer size”, and which affects 
importantly as additional factor in the absolute validation parameters. 

The tables in Annexes I and II and the Analysis in Chapter 8, where the dependence of the 
Validation on the different configurations is explained in detail, are to be taken into account 
for any decision on the calculation of AMVs. Taking into account the additional dependence 
of the BIAS, MVD and the RMSVD on the mean AMV speed, the analysis in Chapter 8 are 
based on the Normalized statistics to avoid this dependence. But the Absolute validation 
parameters (BIAS, MVD, RMSVD) are also given in the Annexes to verify the relationship 
of these parameters with the “tracer size” and the “temporal gap between images”, and to 
compare in Chapter 9 the results of this study with those of other studies in the past where the 
Absolute validation parameters were considered (Sohn and Borde 2008 [RD.17], Cho and Ou 
2010 [RD.18], Daniels et al. 2012 [RD.19] and Shimoji and Hajashi 2012 [RD.20]). 

Apart from these Tables in Annexes I and II and the Analysis in Chapter 8, a summary of the 
results of this study is also shown next in the form of “Colour matrices”, for a quick 
visualization of the evolution of the different Validation statistics with the different 
configuration parameters. In these “Colour matrices”, the evolution of the Amount of AMVs, 
the Mean AMV speed, and the Absolute and Normalized validation statistics for HRVIS 
AMVs, VIS08 AMVs, IR108 AMVs, WV062 Cloudy AMVs and WV062 Clear air AMVs 
using and not using wind guess with 0.125º resolution NWP data are shown for the different 
“tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps”. So that the amount of matrices shown is not too large: 

•	 The Validation parameters using wind guess with 0.500º resolution NWP data 
have been skipped because of their great similarity with the cases using wind 
guess with 0.125º resolution NWP data (as shown in Chapter 9.2 of this Report). 

•	 The Colour matrices related to the MVD and the NMVD have also been skipped 
in all cases because of the similarity of their behaviour to the one shown by the 
RMSVD and the NRMSVD respectively, although with smaller values. 

•	 The Colour matrices related to the Validation parameters against Radiosoundings 
have also been skipped due to their general similarity with the Validation 
parameters against NWP analysis winds at AMV level, specially considering the 
MVD, NMVD, RMSVD and NRMSVD (although at the same time with larger 
statistics values as shown in Chapter 9.6 of this Report). 

With all of this, the total amount of Colour matrices shown reduces from 300 to 100. 
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7.1 Amount of AMVs 

As Figure 6 in next page shows, the Amount of AMVs grows progressively with “smaller 
tracer sizes” for the AMVs related to all the analyzed MSG/SEVIRI channels (HRVIS, 
VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy AMVs and WV062 Clear air AMVs), taking into account that 
“High Resolution Winds algorithm” defines as many tracers and AMVs as possible, not using 
the procedure used by other AMV algorithm (where the tracers and AMVs are defined in a 
strictly gridded structure independent of their size). A deeper analysis on this issue is done in 
Chapter 8.4 of this Report). 

Additionally, the amount of AMVs is also larger with “shorter temporal gaps between 
images” (because of the corresponding better persistence of the tracers), being the maximum 
related to a temporal gap of 5 minutes in the High resolution scale (related to HRVIS AMVs), 
a temporal gap of 10 minutes in the Low resolution scale (related to VIS08, IR108 and 
WV062 AMVs) when the wind guess has not been used, and a temporal gap of 15 minutes in 
the Low resolution scale when the wind guess has been used (except for WV062 Clear air 
AMVs, for which the maximum is always related to a 10 minute temporal gap). This 
behaviour shows clearly the need to improve the spatial resolution (the pixel scale) along 
with the temporal resolution (the temporal separation between slots) to increase the amount 
of AMV data; considering this parameter, the optimum temporal gap for the 3 km pixel scale 
(related to VIS08, IR108, WV062 channels) is between 10 and 15 minutes, with a 
degradation of results for shorter temporal gaps (like 5 minutes). Instead, the amount of data 
keeps on improving up to a temporal gap of 5 minutes, using the better resolution HRVIS 1 
km pixel scale. 

The amount of AMVs is additionally larger in all configurations when the wind guess is used, 
specially for HRVIS AMVs and when long temporal gaps are defined. 

Comparing the results for the different channels, in the densest cases (with small tracer sizes 
and short temporal gaps), the amount of data is largest for HRVIS AMVs, and progressively 
smaller for VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs. Nevertheless, this 
issue changes completely in the least dense cases (with large tracer sizes and long temporal 
gaps), in which the amount of AMVs is largest for WV062 Clear Air AMVs, and 
progressively smaller for WV062 Cloudy, IR108, VIS08 and HRVIS AMVs. This result 
shows a better persistence of the larger tracers related to the lower resolution 3 km pixel 
scale. Among the different low resolution cases, this shows also a better persistence of the 
brightness temperature patterns related to the IR108 and WV062 AMVs (respect to the 
reflectance patterns related to the VIS08 AMVs), and among the WV062 AMVs, the better 
persistence of the humidity patterns related to the WV062 Clear air tracers. 

This comparison in the behaviour of the different channels is very significant, because the 
difference in the amount of data between the case with the maximum and minimum amount 
of AMVs is of three to four orders of magnitude in the HRVIS, VIS08 and IR108 AMVs, 
around two orders of magnitude for WV062 Cloudy AMVs, but less than an order of 
magnitude for WV062 Clear air AMVs. 
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Figure 6: Distribution of the “Amount of AMVs”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs
 

in the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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7.2 Mean AMV speed 

As Figure 7 in next page shows, there is a very important dependence of the mean AMV 
speed with the “tracer size” and the “temporal gap between images”, where the variation can 
be larger than a 300% (specially when the wind guess has not been used). The extreme values 
are generally related to the “longer temporal gaps”, where the mean AMV speed is a 
minimum if large tracer sizes are considered and maximum if small tracer sizes are 
considered. As later shown in the Analysis in Chapter 8, this seems to infer a better 
persistence of the larger tracers when they are involved in slower situations and a better 
persistence of the smaller tracers when they are involved in faster situations, more noticeably 
with longer temporal gaps. 

Comparing the results for the different channels, the behaviour related to the mean AMV 
speed is similar in all cases. The only significant difference is the increase of the mean AMV 
speed with the shortest temporal gaps seen in the low resolution cases (VIS08, IR108 and 
WV062 AMVs), using and not using the wind guess, which does not occur in the HRVIS 
case. This issue even causes that the maximum mean AMV speed is related sometimes to the 
case with the smallest tracer size and shortest temporal gap (seen with WV062 Clear air 
AMVs and all Low resolution cases when the wind guess has been used). 

Additionally, the mean AMV speed is larger in most cases when the wind guess has not been 
used. This results shows in general the calculation of slower AMVs when the NWP wind 
guess is used to define the tracking area. 

As already commented, with the important variations in the mean AMV speed the analysis of 
the BIAS and the RMSVD (Root mean square vector difference) depends very importantly 
on the mean AMV speed related to each case. This can cause that much of the variation seen 
in the BIAS and RMSVD values in the different configurations might be caused only by the 
variations in the mean AMV speed in each case. 
Because of this, although an evaluation is going to be done on the BIAS and the RMSVD 
parameters for the different configurations in chapters 7.3 and 7.5, an evaluation is also going 
to be done on the NBIAS (Normalized bias) and the NRMSVD (Normalized root mean 
square vector difference) in chapters 7.4 and 7.6. The results related to these two parameters 
are considered to be more significant, because of being independent of the mean AMV speed 
found in each case, showing so only the difference related to the use of a different “tracer 
size”, a different “temporal gap” and the “use or not of the wind guess” in each case. 
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Figure 7: Distribution of the “Mean AMV speed”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs,
 

in the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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7.3 Bias 

A negative BIAS is seen in most configurations with different “tracer sizes”, “temporal gaps 
between images” and “use or not of the wind guess”, for all SEVIRI channels used for the 
AMV calculation, which is shown in the form of bluish colours in the matrices shown in 
Figure 8 in next page. This negative BIAS is larger for “short temporal gaps with large tracer 
sizes” and for “long temporal gaps with small tracer sizes” when the wind guess has been 
used (with values up to -4.3 m/s). 
The only cases where the BIAS is positive (shown in the form of greenish to reddish colours 
in the matrices in next page) is with “long temporal gaps and small tracer sizes not using the 
wind guess” (with values up to +0.8 m/s, except with HRVIS AMVs where it can grow over 
+5 m/s), and more generally for WV062 AMVs with “small tracer sizes”, where it can grow 
up to +1.2 m/s (only for “short temporal gaps” when the wind guess has been used). 
Comparing the results for the different channels, the behaviour is rather similar for HRVIS, 
VIS08 and IR108 AMVs, with relatively equivalent values of the BIAS in all configurations 
(expect the already mentioned case of HRVIS AMVs with “long temporal gaps and small 
tracer sizes not using the wind guess”, where the BIAS is more positive). Comparatively, the 
WV062 AMVs are in general less negative, besides with a relatively higher number of cases 
with a positive BIAS. The difference of BIAS between WV062 Cloudy and Clear air AMVs 
is also small. 

In the comparisons against NWP analysis at the best fit level, shown in Figure 9 in later 
pages, the BIAS is generally smaller and more frequently positive, with values between -0.5 
m/s and +2.3 m/s. The only exception to this is the cases with “longest temporal gaps and 
smallest tracer sizes not using the wind guess”, where the BIAS grows to higher positive 
values, up to 7.1 m/s. These are additionally the only cases where the difference of using and 
not using the wind guess is perceived, and the cases where the BIAS is worse at the NWP 
best fit level than at the AMV level (while the RMSVD improves only a bit at the NWP best 
fit level, showing the difficulties implied by the calculation of AMVs with “small tracer sizes 
and long temporal gaps”, specially when the wind guess has not been used). 
Comparing the results for the different channels the differences are small, being only 
significant in the few cases where the BIAS grows to positive values (progressively higher 
for WV062 Clear air AMVs, WV062 Cloudy AMVs, IR108 AMVs, VIS08 AMVs and 
HRVIS AMVs). 
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Figure 8: Distribution of the “BIAS against NWP analysis at the AMV level”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in
 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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Figure 9: Distribution of the “BIAS against NWP analysis at the best fit level”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in
 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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7.4 Normalized bias (NBIAS) 

Because of the variations in the mean speed used to normalize the BIAS to calculate the 
NBIAS, the trends of the NBIAS are different than those of the BIAS, and are more clearly 
seen. As Figure 10 in next page shows, the NBIAS becomes generally more negative with 
“longer temporal gaps” and “larger tracer sizes” when the wind guess has been used, from 
values around +0.00 for WV062 AMVs and around +0.08 for HRVIS/VIS08 AMVs to values 
around -0.12 for WV062 AMVs and around -0.22 for HRVIS/VIS08 AMVs. This 
progression to more negative values of the NBIAS is seen in most configurations for all 
SEVIRI channels. 
When the wind guess has not been used, the trend of the NBIAS to be more negative is also 
clear with “larger tracer sizes”, but only occurs with “longer temporal gaps” for the largest 
tracer sizes. Additionally, if the wind guess has not been used the NBIAS is less negative, 
and also turns to positive values for “long temporal gaps with small tracer sizes” (specially in 
the HRVIS cases, with values up to +0.12). The difference in behaviour using and not using 
the wind guess is more significant in the HRVIS case, where the NBIAS becomes positive 
not using the wind guess in a significant amount of cases. 

In the comparisons against the NWP analysis at the best fit level, the NBIAS is better if the 
wind guess has been used, with a value nearer to zero for all configurations except those ones 
with “longer temporal gaps with smaller tracer sizes”, where it can grow to values up to 
+0.08. In the cases not using the wind guess the NBIAS keeps near zero for most 
configurations except those already mentioned cases with “longest temporal gaps and 
smallest tracer sizes”, in which it becomes positive to values up to +0.17 (for HRVIS AMVs). 
As shown with the absolute BIAS, in these cases the NBIAS is also worse at the NWP best fit 
level than at the AMV level, while the NRMSVD improves only a bit at the NWP best fit 
level (showing again the difficulties implied by the calculation of AMVs with “small tracer 
sizes with long temporal gaps”, specially when the wind guess has not been used). 
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Figure 10: Distribution of the “NBIAS against NWP analysis at the AMV level”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in
 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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Figure 11: Distribution of the “NBIAS against NWP analysis at the best fit level”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in
 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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7.5 Root mean square vector difference (RMSVD) 

As Figure 12 in next page shows, the RMSVD shows its better values with medium to large 
tracer sizes and intermediate temporal gaps between 10 and 45 minutes with an absolute 
minimum related to 25 or 30 minutes for all configurations: AMVs related to all SEVIRI 
channels (HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062), use or not of the wind guess in the calculation of 
the AMVs, comparison against the NWP analysis at the AMV level or the best fit level. The 
value of this parameter degrades visibly using small tracer sizes with long temporal gaps 
(most clearly in the visible channels and less clearly in the water vapour channel), and also 
for the shortest temporal gap of 5 minutes. 
Comparing the results for the different channels, the RMSVD best values are better for 
HRVIS AMVs (with minimum values smaller than 5 m/s), slightly worse for VIS08, IR108 
and WV062 Cloudy AMVs (with minimum values smaller than 6 m/s), and worse for 
WV062 Clear air AMVs (with minimum values smaller than 7 m/s). 
The fact of not using the wind guess improves slightly the value of the RMSVD in the best 
configurations for all channels, although at the same time degrades the value of this 
parameter in the worst configurations (with long temporal gaps and small tracer sizes, again 
more clearly in the visible channels and less clearly in the water vapour channels), something 
that can be understood through the help provided in these cases by the wind guess for an 
easier localization of the tracers. 

Considering Figure 13, the statistics against the NWP analysis at the best fit level, the 
minimum values of the RMSVD grow from around 1.4 m/s for the visible channels to around 
2.1 m/s for the water vapour channel, with the parameter keeping values smaller than 2.5 m/s 
for all configurations except those with “long temporal gaps and small tracer sizes” (where it 
can reach much higher values up to 16 m/s, specially when the wind guess has not been 
used). An exception to this is related to the WV062 Clear air AMVs, which are able to keep 
the RMSVD against the NWP analysis at the best fit level below 6 m/s in all configurations. 

Taking additionally into account the results for the BIAS and NBIAS, it is clear that good 
AMVs can be calculated with most configurations between “8x8 to 40x40 pixel tracer sizes” 
and “5 to 90 minute temporal gaps between images”, except in general those using the 
“longest temporal gaps with smallest tracer sizes”, for which the low persistence of tracers 
with these small tracer sizes during such long periods makes the calculation of AMVs much 
more difficult. 
Considering all the elements together, “intermediate temporal gaps with large tracer sizes” 
seem to optimize the validation statistics of the calculated AMVs, but if the small differences 
found in the validation parameters with “smaller tracer sizes” (at least up to 16x16 pixels in 
the HRVIS High Resolution channel, and up to 8x8 pixels in the Low resolution channels) 
and “shorter temporal gaps” (at least up to 10 minutes) are taken into account together with 
the much larger amount of AMVs calculated with these configurations, this gives the hint that 
smaller tracer sizes and shorter temporal gaps can be used to optimize at the same time the 
amount of AMVs with nearly optimum validation parameters, as it is going to be seen in 
Chapter 8 of this report more in detail. 
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Figure 12: Distribution of the “RMSVD against NWP analysis at the AMV level”
 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs,in
 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”,
 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess
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Figure 13: Distribution of the “RMSVD against NWP analysis at the best fit level” 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs,in 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”, 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess 
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7.6 Normalized root mean square vector difference (NRMSVD) 

As shown by Figure 14 in next page, the NRMSVD shows a generally similar behaviour than 
the RMSVD respect to the different configurations, although the trends and differences are 
much smaller. The RMSVD can more than quadruplicate in the HRVIS channel, more than 
triplicate in the cloudy low resolution channels, but only less than duplicate in the clear air 
water vapour channel considering the different cases in the comparisons against the NWP 
analysis at the AMV level. Meanwhile, the NRMSVD only changes up to around the double 
in the comparisons against the NWP analysis at the AMV level in the extreme configurations 
(only up to a 50% in the VIS08 and WV062 clear air cases). With this, it is clear that around 
a half of the variation of the RMSVD is caused by the changes in the mean AMV speed. 

In the comparisons against the NWP at the AMV level, the NRMSVD shows better values 
with “larger tracer sizes” only in the HRVIS AMVs: the dependence of this parameter on the 
tracer size in the low resolution channels is very small in all cases, and the optimum 
NRMSVD value can be related to any tracer size. The differences with the tracer size are 
instead more visible for all channels in the comparison against the NWP analysis at the best 
fit level. 
A better NRMSVD with “intermediate temporal gaps” is also seen for the AMVs related to 
all channels, although it is less clear in the comparison against the NWP at the AMV level 
and in the VIS08 AMVs. The optimum NRMSVD values are related to temporal gaps 
between 10 and 25 minutes. 
Comparing the different channels, the NRMSVD values are generally better for the WV062 
and IR108 AMVs (with minimum values up to 0.22), slightly worse for HRVIS AMVs (with 
minimum values up to 0.25) and worse for VIS08 AMVs (with minimum values up to 0.32). 
The NRMSVD improves also slightly in all configurations when the wind guess has not been 
used (with general reductions of around 5% to 10% in all cases). 

Considering the statistics against the NWP analysis at the best fit level, the minimum values 
of the NRMSVD are between 0.08 and 0.11 for all SEVIRI channels and the use or not of the 
wind guess, keeping this parameter values smaller than 0.15 for all configurations except 
those with “longest temporal gaps and smallest tracer sizes” (where it can reach values over 
0.40, specially with HRVIS AMVs and if the wind guess has not been used). This shows 
again that good AMVs can be calculated with most configurations between “8x8 to 40x40 
pixel tracer sizes” and “5 to 90 minute temporal gaps between images”, except those with 
longest temporal gaps with small tracer sizes, for which the low persistence of tracers with 
these small sizes during such long periods makes the calculation of AMVs more difficult. 

Comparing finally the matrices related to the BIAS and the NBIAS on one side, and the 
matrices related to the RMSVD and NRMSVD on the other side, the conclusion is that 
although the absolute parameters (specially the NRMSVD) show clearer trends respect to the 
different configuration parameters (use of the wind guess, tracer size or temporal gap 
between images), these clearer trends depend importantly on the mean AMV speed (which 
varies very much for the different configurations, sometimes even more than a 300%). It is 
better then to use in the Analysis of the validation statistics in Chapter 8 of this Report the 
Normalized validation parameters (NBIAS, NRMSVD), which are independent of the mean 
AMV speed of the dataset in the different configurations. 
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Figure 14: Distribution of the “NRMSVD against NWP analysis at the AMV level” 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”, 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess 
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Figure 15: Distribution of the “NRMSVD against NWP analysis at the best fit level” 
for respectively HRVIS, VIS08, IR108, WV062 Cloudy and WV062 Clear air AMVs in 
the experiments with different “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps between images”, 
considering 0.125º NWP model data, with (left) and without (right) using wind guess 
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ANALYSIS OF THE VALIDATION STATISTICS 

The analysis of the Validation statistics is shown next, considering separately the different 
conditions changing in the different experiments. Specifically, the conditions analysed in this 
report are: 

•	 The different results for the different MSG/SEVIRI channels used in the calculation 
of the cloudy and clear air AMVs: HRVIS cloudy AMVs (with a scale of 1 km at the 
subsatellite point), VIS08 cloudy AMVs, IR108 cloudy AMVs, WV062 cloudy 
AMVs and WV062 clear air AMVs (all of them with a scale of 3 km at the 
subsatellite point). 

•	 The fact of using NWP model data with 0.5 and 0.125 degree resolutions in the 
calculation and validation of the AMVs. 

•	 The fact of using or not the NWP model wind guess in the definition of the tracking 
area. 

•	 The different “tracer sizes” used in the different experiments: 8x8, 16x16, 24x24, 
32x32 and 40x40. 

•	 The different “temporal gaps” between the initial tracer image and the later tracking 
image in the different experiments: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 minutes. 

•	 The differences found in the validation statistics respect to the Radiosounding winds, 
the NWP analysis winds at the AMV level and the NWP analysis winds at the best fit 
level. 
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8.1	 Variation of the Validation statistics for the different MSG/SEVIRI channels 
used in the AMV calculation: HRVIS, VIS08, IR108 and WV062 

The main aspect to be taken here into account is the different scale of the pixels used by 
HRVIS channel (with 1 km at the subsatellite point) and the rest of channels (VIS08, IR108 
and WV062, with 3 km at the subsatellite point), which is the aspect causing the most 
important differences in the calculation of AMVs between the different channels. 
Nevertheless, the differences caused by the fact of being the different channels located in 
different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum can also be important: 
-	 HRVIS channel occupying a wide part of the visible spectrum (with central wavelength 

of 0.75 µm and a wide bandwidth between 0.50 µm and 0.90 µm). 
-	 VIS08 channel located in the red visible part of the spectrum (with central wavelength of 

0.81 µm and a narrow bandwidth between 0.74 µm and 0.88 µm). 
- IR108 channel located in the infrared window part of the spectrum (with central 

wavelength of 10.80 µm and a narrow bandwidth between 9.80 µm and 11.80 µm). 
-	 WV062 channel located in the water vapour absorption part of the spectrum (with central 

wavelength of 6.25 µm and a narrow bandwidth between 5.35 µm and 7.15 µm). 

8.1.1	 Variation of Validation statistics with the scale of the pixels: 1 km and 3 km at 
the subsatellite point 

To study first the differences between the AMV datasets, related only to the two scales of the 
pixels used by the MSG/SEVIRI radiometer (1 km and 3 km at the subsatellite point), it is 
better to compare only the two visible channels defined in this study (HRVIS and VIS08). 
Both satellites share partially the electromagnetic spectrum used in their corresponding image 
extraction, and this partially reduces in the comparison of their AMV datasets the impact of 
the second factor. 
To do this comparison between the AMVs extracted with HRVIS and VIS08 channel, 
additional information on the differences in the AMVs obtained with VIS06 channel are 
needed. This information can be obtained from the “Validation Report for High Resolution 
Winds (HRW – PGE09 v3.2)” [AD.5], which contains differential statistics for AMVs 
calculated with NWC SAF/HRW algorithm, with HRVIS, VIS06, VIS08, WV062, WV073, 
IR108 and IR120 MSG/SEVIRI channels. 
The mentioned document shows, that considering all other calculation parameters similar, 
VIS06 channel tends to calculate a larger amount of valid AMVs than VIS08 channel (at least 
a 10% more of AMVs), which is possibly caused by a larger image contrast in this part of the 
visible spectrum. But the validation parameters (NBIAS, NMVD, NRMSVD) are exactly the 
same for AMVs from both channels (VIS06 and VIS08). Because of this, the differences that 
could be found in the validation parameters of HRVIS and VIS08 AMVs (NBIAS, NMVD, 
NRMSVD), would in general be related to the different pixel scales of both images and not to 
spectral differences in both channels. 

Taking this into account, if the differences between the HRVIS and VIS08 validation 
statistics are compared in the matrices in the previous Chapter, in the Annexes at the end of 
this Report, and in Figures 25 to 29 and 40 to 43 in later pages of this Report, it can be seen 
that under similar circumstances (similar “temporal gaps between images” and “tracer 
sizes”), the amount of valid HRVIS AMVs is at least three times larger than the amount of 
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valid VIS08 AMVs for the smallest temporal gap of 5 minutes, and progressively smaller 
with larger temporal gaps up to 20-25 minutes, where the amount of VIS08 valid AMVs 
starts to be larger than the amount of valid HRVIS AMVs. With a temporal gap of 60 minutes 
or more, the amount of VIS08 AMVs is visibly larger (up to a 35% larger) if the largest 
tracers sizes are considered, but not for the smallest tracer size for which it is again smaller. 
The advantage of HRVIS AMVs with the smaller temporal gaps is for sure related to the 
larger size in pixels of the HRVIS image, permitting to find a larger amount of traceable 
patterns and correspondingly tracers. The progressive advantage of VIS08 AMVs with the 
larger temporal gaps is probably related to the larger temporal persistence of larger objects 
(related to the larger scale of VIS08 pixels). Nevertheless there are some exceptions to this 
rule: in the cases related to the smallest tracer sizes (8x8 pixels and partially also 16x16 
pixels) the amount of valid HRVIS AMVs is again larger than the amount of valid VIS08 
AMVS in the cases with largest temporal gaps, probably because the difference in temporal 
persistence between the corresponding tracer sizes in VIS08 and HRVIS images in these 
cases is not so different. This result could define a relatively worse temporal persistence of 
objects smaller than 48x48 kilometres up to 90 minutes, and relatively better for objects 
larger than this size. 

Considering the mean AMV speed, HRVIS AMVs are faster in all cases (with speeds up to a 
40% larger), except when the temporal gap is 5 minutes for which the VIS08 AMVs become 
faster. This is related to the observed behaviour of the mean AMV speed with the temporal 
gap, which increases progressively with larger temporal gaps for the smaller tracer sizes up to 
16x16 kilometres (which could be related to a better persistence of the smallest tracers when 
they are involved in faster situations), and shows a minimum mean speed with progressively 
larger tracer sizes related to progressively longer temporal gaps (up to 60 minutes with tracer 
sizes of 120x120 kilometres, which could also be related to a better persistence of the larger 
tracers when they are involved in slower situations). 
Respect to the NBIAS, it is generally smaller for the HRVIS AMVs, being the difference 
relatively stable for all temporal gaps and tracer sizes and keeping in most cases values a 25% 
to 45% smaller in the validation against the radiosounding winds, and values a 15% to 40% 
smaller in the validation against the NWP winds. The only exception is for a temporal gap of 
5 minutes, where the NBIAS can be smaller for the VIS08 AMVs, specially in the cases with 
smaller tracer sizes in the validation against the radiosounding winds. 
Considering the NMVD and the NRMSVD, and all other conditions similar, a lower value is 
generally presented by these parameters in the HRVIS AMVs. The difference is largest (up to 
a 28%) in the comparison against the NWP winds and with larger tracer sizes, considering a 
temporal gap of 15 minutes between images.The difference in this parameter between HRVIS 
and VIS08 AMVs reduces for all other temporal gaps, being smallest for the extreme values 
of 5 and 90 minutes. It keeps favourable nevertheless for HRVIS AMVs in all cases except 
when a 8x8 tracer size is considered, where the statistics start to be better (also up to a 28%) 
for the VIS08 AMVs with temporal gaps of 20 minutes and longer. 

With all of this, the AMVs calculated with the smaller pixel scale of 1 km of HRVIS channel 
are better in general than those calculated with the larger pixel scale of 3 km of VIS08 
channel. They have smaller values in the NBIAS and NRSMVD for most configurations 
except a few cases related to the smallest temporal gaps (5 minutes) and tracer sizes (8x8 
pixels), while the corresponding amount of AMVs is larger considering temporal gaps up to 
20-25 minutes, but smaller with longer temporal gaps due to the shorter temporal persistence 
of the corresponding smaller tracers. 
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8.1.2	 Variation of Validation statistics with the part of electromagnetic spectrum used 
in the image extraction: Visible, Infrared window, Water vapour absorption 

To study now the differences between the AMV datasets, related to the part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum used in the image extraction, it is better to compare only the three 
Low resolution channels considered in the study (VIS08, IR108, WV062), so that the 
influence of the other factor considered here (the scale of the pixels used by the 
MSG/SEVIRI radiometer) is completely eliminated. The analysis of the effects of this other 
factor is analysed in the previous chapter 8.1.1. 

The use of different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum for these three channels causes that 
the parameter used in the tracer definition and tracking by the AMV algorithm is also 
different: visible reflectances related to cloudiness for VIS08 (and HRVIS) channels, 
brightness temperatures related to cloudiness for IR108 channel, and brightness temperatures 
related to cloudiness and humidity patterns for WV062 channel. Because of these 
characteristics, WV062 channel is able to extract AMV information in cloud free areas 
(which the other channels are not able to extract). 

Considering the differences between VIS08, IR108 and WV062 AMV validation statistics in 
the matrices in Chapter 7, in the Annexes at the end of this Report, and in Figures 25 to 29 
and 40 to 43 in later pages of this Report, it can be seen that the amount of AMVs is the 
largest one for the VIS08 AMVs for the smallest tracer size (8x8), and for IR108 AMVs for 
the rest of tracer sizes up to 40x40 pixels, although differences between both are never larger 
than a 20%. The amount of WV062 Cloudy AMVs is around a 40% smaller for a tracer size 
of 8x8 pixels, and grows up to being comparatively similar to the amount of IR108 AMVs for 
the largest tracer size. The amount of WV062 Clear air AMVs is around a 90% smaller for a 
tracer size of 8x8 pixels, but grows up to being only around a 55% smaller for the largest 
tracer size. 
Considering the different temporal gaps between images, the amount of IR108 AMVs is the 
largest one for all temporal gaps between 10 and 30 minutes, with the amount of VIS08 
AMVs keeping a bit smaller (between a 12% and 32%) for all temporal gaps. The amount of 
WV062 cloudy AMVs becomes larger for all other temporal gaps, while finally the amount 
of WV062 clear air AMVs is the largest one for temporal gaps of 60 minutes and over. This 
behaviour shows the better persistence for the longest temporal gaps of the WV062 tracers 
(which correspond to around only a 23% of the total amount of data for the shortest temporal 
gaps, but correspond to around a 69% of the total amount of data for the longest temporal 
gaps), and specially the WV062 clear air tracers (related to humidity and not cloudiness 
patterns, corresponding to around the 6% of the total amount of data for the shortest temporal 
gaps, but corresponding to around a 46% of the total amount of data for the longest temporal 
gaps). The relative amount of VIS08 and IR108 AMVs is relatively stable (around the 20%) 
for all temporal gaps up to 30 minutes, with a progressive reduction for longer gaps. 

Considering the mean AMV speed, WV062 cloudy AMVs are the fastest in almost all 
configurations, with WV062 clear air AMVs, IR108 AMVs and VIS08 AMVs progressively 
slower in most configurations. IR108 AMVs are roughly a 20% slower in the mean, and 
VIS08 are roughly a 40% slower in the mean, a difference that keeps basically stable in most 
configurations and is basically related to the mean height level in which the AMVs are 
located (with WV062 AMVs generally related to the higher levels, IR108 AMVs having a 
larger contribution in lower levels and VIS08 AMVs having the largest contribution in the 
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lower levels). WV062 clear air AMVs are also around a 15% slower in the mean than the 
WV062 cloudy AMVs, and although both types of WV062 AMVs are related to the high 
levels, the larger speed of the WV062 cloudy AMVs is surely related to being their tracers 
more probably related to active meteorological systems. 
Respect to the NBIAS, the WV062 Cloudy AMVs have in general the smallest NBIAS, with 
progressively more negative values for WV062 clear air AMVs, IR108 AMVs and VIS08 
AMVs. In the mean, considering all configurations together, the NBIAS related to WV062 
clear air AMVs and IR108 AMVs is twice or more, and the NBIAS related to VIS08 AMVs 
is four times or more, in both cases being the difference more important with short temporal 
gaps and small tracer sizes. 
Considering the NMVD and the NRMSVD, the WV062 Cloudy AMVs have in general the 
smallest value, with progressively larger values for IR108 AMVs, WV062 Clear air AMVs 
and VIS08 AMVs. In the mean, considering all configurations together, the NRMSVD 
related to WV062 clear air AMVs and IR108 AMVs is roughly between a 15% and a 30% 
higher, and the NRMSVD related to VIS08 AMVs is between a 50% and a 70% higher, in 
both cases being the difference more important with large tracer sizes and the extreme 
(shortest and longest) temporal gaps. 

With all of this, it is clearly seen that among the studied Low resolution channels (HRVIS, 
VIS08, IR108), WV062 cloudy AMVs show the best validations statistics, with NBIAS and 
NRMSVD values significantly better than for the other channels. The quality degrades 
progressively for IR108 and VIS08 AMVs, although it is necessary to take into account that 
the AMVs related to the three channels might be needed to have a whole sample of AMVs in 
all layers of the atmosphere (with the WV062 AMVs basically contributing to the higher 
levels, and the VIS08 and IR108 AMVs to all layers of the atmosphere). The impact of the 
WV062 clear air AMVs is also very important, because of providing AMVs in cloudless 
areas to which the other SEVIRI channels cannot contribute. The additional contribution of 
the HRVIS AMVs is also important because of contributing visible AMVs based on cloud 
reflectances, with better statistics than the VIS08 AMVs. 
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8.2	 Variation of the AMV Validation statistics with the resolution of the NWP 
model data 

Next images show examples of the AMVs calculated in the experiments using NWP model 
data with 0.500º and 0.125º resolution for the AMV calculation and validation, including 
their use as wind guess for the definition of the tracking area. In both cases a “tracer size” of 
24x24 pixels and a “temporal gap” between the initial and later images of 15 minutes are 
considered. Verifying the AMV statistics in the Annexes at the end of this Report, the first 
two matrices in each page show the difference using NWP model data with the two different 
resolutions, and it can be seen that they are very small in all cases. 

Figures 16 and 17: Example maps for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the experiments with a 
tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap between images of 15 minutes, using a wind 

guess from 0.500º and 0.125º NWP model data for the definition of the tracking area 

The differences in the number of AMVs comparing similar experiments with different NWP 
model data resolution are always smaller than a 3%, and in the mean only around a 0.3%. The 
differences in the mean AMV speed are also always smaller than a 2%, sometimes faster for 
the dataset using 0.500º NWP data and sometimes for the dataset using 0.125º NWP data, and 
in the mean only around a 0.1%. 
Differences in the NMVD and the NRMSVD are also very insignificant: up to a 1% in the 
98% of cases and in the mean only around a 0.5%, in the validation against the NWP winds. 
The only parameter where the differences are more visible is the NBIAS: the mean NBIAS 
differences comparing similar experiments with the two different NWP model data 
resolutions are around a 2.3%; in the 98% of cases up to an 8%. 

Additionally, there seems not to be a preference for the use of higher resolution NWP model 
data in the calculation of the AMVs: in some experiments the better NBIAS, NMVD and 
NRMSVD are related to the case using higher resolution NWP model data and in other cases 
they are related to the case using lower resolution model data. With all of this, the only 
possible conclusion is that using different resolutions of 0.125 and 0.500 degrees in the NWP 
model data for the running and validation of HRW algorithm has no significant impact in the 
calculated AMVs. 
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8.3 Variation of the AMV Validation statistics with the use or not of the wind guess 

Next images show examples of the AMVs calculated in the experiments using or not using a 
wind guess derived from 0.125º NWP model data for the definition of the tracking area. In 
both cases a “tracer size” of 24x24 pixels and a “temporal gap” between the initial and later 
images of 15 minutes are considered. Verifying the AMV statistics in the Annexes at the end 
of this Report, the second and third matrices in each page show the difference of using or not 
the 0.125º NWP model data as wind guess for the definition of the tracking area. 

Figures 18 and 19: Example maps for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the experiments with a 
tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap between images of 15 minutes, using or not 

using a wind guess from 0.125º NWP model data for the definition of the tracking area 

The amount of valid AMVs is generally smaller in the datasets where no wind guess has been 
used for all SEVIRI channels, specially in the experiments with smallest tracer sizes and 
longest temporal gaps between images. Nevertheless, there is an important group of 
experiments (a 22% of the total, related to the shortest temporal gaps between images and 
specially occurring with IR108 and WV062 cloudy AMVs) where the amount of AMV data 
is larger when the wind guess has not been used. Comparing the case not using the wind 
guess with the case using the wind guess, the amount of AMVs for all SEVIRI channels 
changes from between a 132% to a 30% when the temporal gap increases from 5 to 90 
minutes if a tracer size of 40x40 pixels is considered and between a 195% and a 7% if a 
tracer size of 8x8 pixels is considered. 
The reductions not using the wind guess with longest temporal gaps and smallest tracer sizes 
are more important for the visible AMVs and less important for the WV062 cloudy and clear 
air AMVs (where the maximum reductions are still to about a 16% and 20% of the AMV 
data). The increases with shortest temporal gaps are more important for the Low resolution 
cloudy AMVs with the smallest tracer size and temporal gap. This last result could be 
inferred by the fact of precisely using in these last cases the smallest tracking areas, and the 
fact that a wrong NWP wind guess defining a wrong tracking area not including the true 
tracking centre is in this cases most possible, causing HRW algorithm to work worse if the 
wind guess is considered. Comparatively, the increases in the amount of AMV data not using 
wind guess are almost inexistent for HRVIS AMVs (with maximum increases of only a 2%). 

Considering the mean AMV speed, it is faster for the 96% of experiments in the dataset not 
using the wind guess, with important increases of this mean AMV speed (of up to a 63%) 
when the longest temporal gaps and smallest tracer sizes have been used. This behaviour 
might be related to a better detection of fast AMVs in the datasets not using the wind guess 
(for which the difference with the NWP wind guess can be most important, and the true 
tracking centre can then most possibly be outside of the tracking area defined by the wind 
guess), specially for very long temporal gaps. Comparing the different SEVIRI channels, the 
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increases are largest for both visible AMVs and progressively smaller for IR108 AMVs (up 
to a 51%), WV062 cloudy AMVs (up to a 39%) and WV062 clear air AMVs (up to a 19%). 

Considering the NBIAS, it reduces for the 95% of experiments in the dataset not using the 
wind guess, even changing its sign (which is generally negative) in the 9% of cases. The only 
increases are basically related to a few experiments with the smallest tracer size of 5 minutes. 
The reductions are more important when the longest temporal gaps between images and the 
smallest tracer sizes have been used. The reductions of the NBIAS are more important for the 
HRVIS and WV062 Clear air AMVs (considering the mean value for all experiments in the 
validation against NWP winds, it reduces around a 50%), and progressively less important for 
WV062 Cloudy AMVs (around a 38%), IR108 AMVs (around a 30%) and VIS08 AMVs 
(around a 18%). 

The NMVD and NRMSVD similarly also reduce for the 95% of experiments, in the dataset 
not using the wind guess, with increases (of only up to a 5%) related also to a few 
experiments with the smallest tracer size of 5 minutes. The reductions are generally small (up 
to a 15% in the validation against the NWP winds), being more visible in the experiments 
related to intermediate temporal gaps between 25 and 45 minutes. The reductions are 
additionally largest for the IR108 AMVs (a 10% in the mean) and smallest for the VIS08 and 
WV062 Clear air AMVs (a 5% in the mean). 

Figures 25 to 29 and 40 to 43 in later pages show visually at once the impact of using or not 
the wind guess in the AMV calculation, and using wind guess with the two different NWP 
resolutions (0.500º and 0.125º data) in the AMV validation statistics: the amount of 
calculated AMVs (NC), the mean AMV speed (SPD), the NBIAS and the NRMSVD. First of 
all, as already mentioned, using wind guess with NWP data with two different resolutions has 
absolutely no impact in the validation statistics, and both graphs coincide completely. 

Secondly, it can be seen in the figures that not using the wind guess reduces the amount of 
calculated AMVs, although significantly only for the small tracer sizes, and progressively 
also with long temporal gaps. The special cases mentioned before of AMVs with short 
temporal gaps, where the amount of AMVs is larger not using the wind guess, is also seen. 
Respect to the mean AMV speed, it is clearly faster in the cases not using the wind guess for 
all configurations, and the difference is larger in the cases with longest temporal gaps and 
smaller tracer sizes. The better behaviour of the NBIAS and NRMSVD is finally also seen in 
the graphs, specially for small tracer sizes” and long temporal gaps. A similar behaviour 
occurs with the NMVD, although this is not shown in the figures. 

In conclusion, with all of this it seems clear that nor using the NWP wind guess for the 
definition of the tracking area is positive, because in general it gives better validation 
statistics (NBIAS, NMVD and NRMSVD) in the large majority of cases. Nevertheless, this 
can also imply a reduction in the density of AMV data: the user has to verify if the density of 
data he obtains under this configuration is valuable for his interests. The running time has 
also to be taken into account, because it is significantly larger: for example, the experiment 
with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 minutes takes the double of time 
under the same environment to be run, when the wind guess is not used respect to the case 
when it is used. But in general, with all of this, a default configuration of HRW (and 
supposedly of any AMV algorithm) not using the wind guess seems definitely to be better. 
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8.4 Variation of the AMV Validation statistics with the “tracer size” 

Next images show an example of the variation of the amount of AMVs with the “tracer size” 
(considering respectively 8x8, 16x16, 24x24, 32x32 and 40x40 pixels from the upper side 
downwards), related to the experiments considering the 0.125º NWP model wind guess, and a 
“temporal gap” of 15 minutes between the initial and the later images. 

Figures 20 to 24: Example maps for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the experiments with 
0.125º NWP model wind guess and a 15 minute temporal gap, considering respectively 

“tracer sizes” of 8x8, 16x16, 24x24, 32x32 and 40x40 pixels 
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About the relationship between the “amount of AMVs” and the “tracer size” it is necessary 
to take into account the specific behaviour of “NWC SAF High Resolution Winds 
algorithm”, which tends to calculate the maximum density of AMVs filling as much as 
possible the gaps in the image when finding tracers. Because of this, this result cannot be 
directly extrapolated to other algorithms in which the tracers are calculated in a strictly 
gridded structure independent of the size of the tracers (and where the amount of AMVs only 
depends on the better or worse applicability of the different “tracer sizes” to the calculation 
of AMVs”), because an additional factor appears: the “tracer extension factor” which also 
depends on the “tracer size”. 

Considering this, in “High Resolution Winds algorithm”: 
• 25.00 8x8 pixel size tracers can be defined for each 40x40 pixel size tracer. 
• 6.250 16x16 pixel size tracers can be defined for each 40x40 pixel size tracer. 
• 2.778 24x24 pixel size tracers can be defined for each 40x40 pixel size tracer. 
• 1.562 32x32 pixel size tracers can be defined for each 40x40 pixel size tracer. 

The division of the amount of AMVs by these factors for each “tracer size” gives an idea of 
the amount of AMVs that would be calculated by HRW algorithm if the tracers would be 
defined in a strictly gridded structure, independent of their spatial extension. 

But in practice this factor is a limit that would only be reached if all HRW tracers would be 
strictly located one beside the other one, something that also really does not occur: HRW 
algorithm calculates its tracers starting on a gridded structure and later trying to fill the gaps, 
leaving spaces between valid tracers when this space is smaller than the “tracer size”. 
Because of this, to additionally compare the amount of AMVs for the different SEVIRI 
channels under a similar configuration, it is also necessary to take into account the “tracer 
separation factor” (corresponding to configurable parameter TRACER_SEARCH_GRID), 
which is different for High and Low resolution SEVIRI channels. 

As explained in Chapter 3.1 of this report, this additional factor (which the amount of AMVs 
has to be multiplied with) is equal to: 

• 1.12 for the HRVIS High Resolution channel. 
• 0.50 for all the Low Resolution channels (VIS08, IR108, WV062). 

Once the amount of AMVs considers these two factors (the “tracer extension factor” and the 
“tracer separation factor”) the amount of AMVs can be compared in the different 
experiments in a homogeneous way. But in any case, this modified “Amount of AMVs 
defined by these two factors” has also to be analyzed with care. 

Figures 25 and 26 in next pages relate the “amount of AMVs” with the “tracer size”, before 
and after applying these homogeneity factors, for HRVIS AMVs (in pinkish colours), VIS08 
AMVs (in reddish colours), IR108 AMVs (in bluish colours), WV062 cloudy AMVs (in 
greenish colours) and WV062 clear air AMVs (in yellowish colours), in two different 
configurations which consider a temporal gap of 15 minutes: using and not using wind guess 
with 0.125º NWP model data. 

Considering in Figure 25 the “Amount of AMVs in which the homogeneity factors have not 
been applied”, reductions in the amount of AMVs are seen with larger tracer sizes. In the 
configurations using the wind guess this reduction is very significant for HRVIS, VIS08 and 
IR108 AMVs (comparing with the Amount of AMVs using a tracer size of 8x8 pixels, only 
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between a 15% and 19% of AMVs are kept using a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and only 
between a 4% and 6% of AMVs are kept using a tracer size of 40x40 pixels). 
The reduction is smaller for WV062 cloudy AMVs (with around a 29% of AMVs kept using 
a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a 9% of AMVs using a tracer size of 40x40 pixels), and 
even smaller for WV062 clear air AMVs (with around a 65% of AMVs kept using a tracer 
size of 24x24 pixels and a 26% of AMVs using a tracer size of 40x40 pixels). 

In the configurations not using the wind guess, this reduction of the Amount of AMVs with 
the tracer size is less significant, being this maximum amount of data even reached with a 
tracer size of 16x16 pixels instead of 8x8 pixels for HRVIS and WV062 clear air AMVs. 
Comparing the case with a tracer size of 40x40 pixels with the case with a tracer size of 8x8 
pixels, around a 51% of WV062 clear air AMVs are kept, an 18% of HRVIS AMVs are 
kept, a 14% of WV062 cloudy AMVs are kept, and around an 8% of VIS08 and IR108 
AMVs are kept. 

Variation of the "Amount of AMVs" with the "Tracer size" 
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HRVIS 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

HRVIS 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

HRVIS 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

IR108 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

IR108 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

IR108 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Cloudy 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Cloudy 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Cloudy 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Clear air 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Clear air 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

WV062 Clear air 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
Tracer size in pixels; 15 minute temporal gap considered in all cases 

Figure 25: Variation with the tracer size of the “amount of AMVs (NC)”,
 
before applying the homogeneity “tracer extension factor” and “tracer separation factor”,
 

in the cases with a “15 minute temporal gap”. In the left scale 1.00 means the maximum
 
amount of AMVs for any configuration: 1464020.
 

Considering instead in Figure 26 the “Amount of AMVs in which the homogeneity factors 
have been applied”, and because of this a homogeneous density of tracers is defined for all 
configurations, the variations are much smaller (so proving that most variations in the 
Amount of AMVs shown previously are due to changes in the density of tracers, caused only 
by the “tracer extension factor” and “tracer separation factor”). 

Comparing for each configuration the case with the smallest amount of data respect to the 
case with the largest amount of data, at least a 38% of AMVs are kept for all Cloudy 
configurations when the wind guess has been used (although only a 15% of Clear air AMVs 
are kept correspondingly). Not using the wind guess the variations are larger (with at least a 
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20% of AMVs kept for all Cloudy configurations and only an 8% of Clear air AMVs are 
kept correspondingly). Additionally, under a homogeneous density of tracers the maximum 
amount of AMVs is related to a larger tracer size: 24x24 pixels for most configurations, 
16x16 pixels for HRVIS AMVs and 32x32 pixels for WV062 clear air AMVs (sometimes 
for even larger “tracer sizes” when the wind guess has not been used). 

Comparing finally the amount of AMVs for the different SEVIRI channels, this parameter is 
relatively similar for the Cloudy AMVs related to the three Low resolution channels (VIS08, 
IR108, WV062), although in the comparison a trend is seen to show more VIS08 AMVs 
with small tracer sizes and less VIS08 AMVs with large tracer sizes. The amount of WV062 
Cloudy AMVs is also smaller than the amount of IR108 AMVs. Finally, the amount of 
WV062 Clear air AMVs is significantly smaller (surely because of the harder difficulties 
found by the AMV algorithm to track humidity features than cloudiness features), and the 
amount of HRVIS AMVs is significantly larger (surely implying the better definition and 
tracking of cloudiness features in the 1 km resolution than in the 3 km resolution). 

It is also significant to remark the differences with Figure 25: after applying the homogeneity 
factors it can be seen that the dependence of the amount of valid AMVs with the “tracer 
size” is relatively small considering Cloudy AMVs (specially when the wind guess has been 
used) and more important considering Clear air AMVs. In Figure 25, where the homogeneity 
factors had not been applied, the behaviour seemed to be completely reversed. Nevertheless, 
any decisions to be taken on the tracer size about the amount of valid AMVs should consider 
conclusions taken in Figure 25 without the homogeneity factors, which define the total 
amount of AMVs that would be calculated by the AMV algorithm considering all influences 
of the “tracer size” together. 

Variation of the Amount of AMVs with the Homogeneity factors with the "Tracer size" 
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HRVIS 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

HRVIS 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

HRVIS 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs with 0.125º NWP wind guess 

VIS08 15 min AMVs without 0.125º NWP wind guess 

IR108 15 min AMVs with 0.500º NWP wind guess 
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Figure 26: Variation with the tracer size of the “amount of AMVs (NC)”,
 
after applying the homogeneity “tracer extension factor” and “tracer separation factor”,
 

in all configurations with a “15 minute temporal gap”. In the left scale
 
1.00 means the maximum amount of AMVs for any configuration: 1464020.
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Considering in Figure 27 the variations of the mean AMV speed with the “tracer size” for all 
configurations with a temporal gap of 15 minutes, the progressive general reduction of this 
parameter with larger tracer sizes seen in Chapter 7.2 of this document for most 
configurations in seen again. 

The reduction of the mean AMV speed with larger tracer sizes is largest for HRVIS and 
WV062 Clear air AMVs (between a 16% and a 21% in the configurations with 40x40 pixel 
tracer sizes respect to the 8x8 pixel tracer size; more significant in the configurations not 
using the wind guess). The reduction is smallest for IR108 AMVs and WV062 Cloudy 
AMVs (between a 4% and a 6%). WV062 Cloudy AMVs show additionally the special 
behaviour of reaching the minimum mean AMV speed with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels, 
increasing slightly again for larger tracer sizes. 

The main explanation of the general behaviour of the mean AMV speed with the tracer size, 
similar in most configurations, might be related to a general faster speed of the smaller 
tracers, but possibly also to the reasons shown previously of a better persistence of the 
smallest tracers when they are involved in faster situations, and a better persistence of the 
larger tracers when they are involved in slower situations. 

Comparing finally the mean AMV speed for the different SEVIRI channels, this parameter 
grows progressively from VIS08 AMVs, HRVIS AMVs, IR108 AMVs WV062 clear air 
AMVs to WV062 Cloudy AMVs. But the reason of this difference is basically related to the 
mean height level the AMVs have for the different SEVIRI channels, which is also 
progressively higher in the atmosphere (and because of this quicker) for VIS08, HRVIS, 
IR108 and WV062 AMVs. Additionally, the difference between WV062 cloudy and clear air 
AMVs is that the cloudy AMVs are more probably related than the clear air AMVs to 
quicker meteorological structures inside the atmosphere. 

Variation of the Mean AMV Speed with the "Tracer size" 
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Figure 27: Variation with the tracer size of the “Mean AMV speed (in m/s)”, 
in all configurations with a “15 minute temporal gap”. 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Considering in Figure 28 the variations of the NBIAS against the NWP winds at the AMV 
level with the “tracer size”, for all configurations with a temporal gap of 15 minutes, the 
parameter shows a negative value for all configurations except WV062 clear air AMVs with 
the smallest tracer size, and shows also clearly for all configurations with all SEVIRI 
channels a trend to more negative values with larger tracer sizes. 
This trend is even clearer when the wind guess has not been used for the calculation of the 
AMVs, and with the smallest tracer sizes. The trend is additionally most significant for 
HRVIS and WV062 clear air AMVs and least significant for VIS08 AMVs when the wind 
guess has not been used. 
Considering again Chapter 7.4 and Figure 10 shown previously, it can be additionally seen 
that this trend to a more negative NBIAS with larger tracer sizes is general for all temporal 
gaps between images and all considered SEVIRI channels. 
Comparing the NBIAS for the different SEVIRI channels, this parameter is smallest for 
WV062 cloudy and clear air AMVs and largest for VIS08 AMVs, for which it is 
significantly larger than for the rest of the channels for all tracer sizes. The WV062 cloudy 
AMVs show also a significantly smaller NBIAS than the rest of the channels with the largest 
tracer sizes. In all cases, the NBIAS is additionally nearer to zero when the wind guess has 
not been used. 

Variation of the Normalized bias (NBIAS) with the "Tracer size" 
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Figure 28: Variation with the tracer size of the “NBIAS against NWP winds at AMV level”, 
in all configurations with a “15 minute temporal gap”. 

Considering in Figure 29 the variations of the NRMSVD with the “tracer size” for all 
configurations with a temporal gap of 15 minutes, the trend is less clear and different 
behaviours are seen for the different groups of AMVs. In some of them (HRVIS AMVs), 
there is an important reduction of the NRMSVD (around the 26%) from the cases using a 
tracer size of 8x8 pixels to the cases using a tracer size of 16x16 pixels, with additional slight 
reductions of the NRMSVD for larger tracer sizes (up to an 8%). Other configurations 
(WV062 cloudy AMVs and IR108 AMVs) show also reductions of the NRMSVD with 
larger tracer sizes, although they are very slight in total (smaller than an 8%). Finally, other 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

configurations (VIS08 AMVs and WV062 clear air AMVs) show very small variations (up 
to a 5%) of the NRMSVD with the tracer size for this temporal gap of 15 minutes without 
showing a clear trend with larger tracer sizes. 
Nevertheless, considering again Chapter 7.6 and Figure 14 shown previously, it is clear the 
NRMSVD reduces in general with larger tracer sizes for the AMVs related to all SEVIRI 
channels, although in many configurations the reduction is only significant for long temporal 
gaps between images (30 minutes or over), or for tracer sizes of 16x16 pixels or smaller. 
Although it has not been shown here, a similar behaviour occurs with the NMVD 
(Normalized mean vector difference), which can be verified in the matrices in Annex II. 

Variation with the "Tracer size"
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Figure 29: Variation with the tracer size of the “NRMSVD against NWP winds 
at AMV level”, in all configurations with a “15 minute temporal gap”. 

With all of this, the optimum situation for the calculation of AMVs with respect to the 
“tracer size” seems to be a preference to reduce in general the value of this parameter. This is 
caused because of the relatively small impact of the “tracer size” in the NMVD and 
NRMSVD, increasing at the same time very significantly the “total amount of calculated 
AMVs” and reducing the value of the NBIAS. 
Considering the AMVs related to the different SEVIRI channels, considering an AMV 
algorithm which maximizes the amount of AMVs filling as much as possible the holes in the 
AMV coverage (like “NWC SAF High Resolution Winds”), the smallest tracer size (8x8 
pixels or 24x24 kilometres) is clearly the best one for the Low resolution channels (VIS08, 
IR108, WV062), because of defining the largest amount of AMVs and the lowest NBIAS, 
while the NRMSVD is similar or better to the options with larger tracer sizes. 
Considering the HRVIS AMVs, the important increments in the NMVD and NRMSVD with 
the smallest tracer size (of around the 26%) could be solved opting for the second smallest 
tracer size (16x16 pixels or 16x16 kilometres), where these parameters are near to the 
optimum situation (defined by the cases with largest tracer sizes) while the NBIAS increases 
only relatively and the amount of AMVs is still very large. 
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Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

For an algorithm in which the AMVs would be located in a strictly gridded structure (for 
which the “Amount of AMVs divided by the homogeneity factors” shown in Figure 26 
would be related), a “24x24 pixel tracer size” without use of the wind guess is the best 
option for all SEVIRI channels considered (HRVIS, VIS08, IR108 and WV062) because it 
maximizes the amount of AMVs, keeping the NMVD and NRMSVD near the best possible 
values. 
If the corresponding NBIAS for this configuration is considered to be too large (too 
negative) a “16x16 pixel (48x48 kilometre) tracer size” could be considered, because it 
keeps the amount of AMVs near the maximum for all channels except HRVIS with a 
basically similar NMVD and NRMSVD while reducing significantly the NBIAS. 
Nevertheless, it should be verified if the corresponding reduction in the amount of HRVIS 
AMVs (of around the 18%) could be afforded; else, a configuration with at least a “24x24 
pixel (24x24 kilometre) tracer size” should be kept for HRVIS AMVs. 

With all of this, it can be seen that in both types of AMV algorithms (maximizing the 
amount of AMVs filling the holes in the AMV coverage, or locating the AMVs in a strictly 
gridded structure), the “optimum tracer size in pixels” for the HRVIS channel can be larger 
than for the Low resolution channels because of the smaller size of its pixels. Comparing the 
different Low resolution channels (VIS08, IR108, WV062) the “optimum tracer size” is the 
same in all of them because of a very similar behaviour with the tracer size of the AMVs 
related to these channels with respect to the amount of AMVs and the validation parameters. 
The only difference here might be related to the WV062 clear air AMVs, for which the 
amount of AMVs seems to be related to a slightly larger tracer size (inferring that tracers 
based on humidity patterns instead of cloudiness patters could be better tracked when they 
are larger). 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

8.5 Variation of the AMV Validation statistics with the “temporal gap” 

Next images show an example of the variation of the amount of AMVs with the “temporal 
gap” between the initial and later images (considering respectively 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 
60, 75, 90 minutes from left to right and from the upper side downwards), related to the 
experiments with a 0.125º NWP model wind guess, and a “tracer size” of 24x24 pixels. 

Figures 30 to 39: Example maps for 15 February 2010 at 1200Z, for the experiments with a 
0.125º NWP model wind guess and a tracer size of 24x24 pixels, considering respectively 

“temporal gaps” between images of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 minutes 
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Final Report 

A specific comparison of the AMV Validation statistics for the configurations where the 
“tracer size” is kept as 24x24 pixels for all AMVs and the “temporal gap between the initial 
tracer image and the later tracking image” changes between 5 and 90 minutes is done next. 

Figure 40 relates the “amount of AMVs” with the “temporal gap between images” for HRVIS 
AMVs (in pinkish colours), VIS08 AMVs (in reddish colours), IR108 AMVs (in bluish 
colours), WV062 cloudy AMVs (in greenish colours) and WV062 clear air AMVs (in 
yellowish colours), for the configurations with a tracer size of “24x24 pixels” using and not 
using wind guess with 0.125º NWP data. This relationship is also seen in Chapter 7.1 and 
Figure 6 of this Report. 

It can be seen that the maximum amount of AMVs is obtained with a “temporal gap” of 5 
minutes for HRVIS AMVs, between 10 and 15 minutes for all configurations with Low 
resolution Cloudy AMVs (with VIS08, IR108 and WV062 SEVIRI channels), and between 
15 and 20 minutes for the configurations with WV062 Clear air AMVs. 
With longer “temporal gaps” important reductions in the amount of AMVs are seen in all 
cloudy AMVs, even more significant if the wind guess is not used. Comparing with the 
maximum amount of AMVs, from 12% to 19% of HRVIS AMVs are kept and from 40% to 
63% of the rest of Cloudy AMVs are kept for a temporal gap of 30 minutes. From 1% to 3% 
of HRVIS AMVs are kept and from 7% to 22% of the rest of Cloudy AMVs are kept for a 
temporal gap of 60 minutes. Progressively, the persistence of the tracers for longer temporal 
gaps is better for HRVIS AMVs, VIS08 AMVs, IR108 AMVs and WV062 Cloudy AMVs. 

Variation of the Amount of AMVs with the "Temporal gap between images" 
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Figure 40: Variation with the temporal gap between images of the “Amount of AMVs (NC)”, 
in all configurations with a “24x24 pixel tracer size”. 

The significantly worse persistence of the HRVIS AMVs is related to their smaller size. With 
all of this, the HRVIS 1 km pixel scale seems advantageous for short temporal gaps (up to 10 
minutes, providing a much larger amount of valid AMVs), while the Low resolution 3 km 
scale seems advantageous for the longest temporal gaps (over 30 minutes, because of the 
better persistence of their larger tracers). 
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Final Report 

Considering the WV062 Clear air AMVs, based on humidity patterns and not on cloudiness 
patterns, there is also a reduction in the amount of AMVs for longer temporal gaps, but the 
persistence of these tracers is much more important. Comparing with the maximum amount 
of AMVs, over an 85% or WV062 Clear air AMVs are kept for a temporal gap of 30 minutes 
and over a 45% are kept for a temporal gap of 60 minutes in the three different 
configurations. This issue also causes that the importance of the Clear air AMVs increases 
progressively with longer temporal gaps. Comparing with the total amount of Cloudy AMVs 
together, the amount of WV062 Clear air AMVs is only around a twentieth for a temporal 
gap of 5 minutes, but around a similar amount of AMVs for a temporal gap of 90 minutes. 

Considering the changes of the mean AMV speed with the temporal gap, it was already seen 
in Figure 7 in Chapter 7.2 that the behaviour of this parameter with the “temporal gap 
between images” varies for small tracer sizes and large tracer sizes. 
It increases progressively with longer temporal gaps for the smallest tracer sizes (up to 16x16 
kilometres, possibly related to a better persistence of the smallest tracers when they are 
involved in faster situations), and shows a minimum value with intermediate temporal gaps 
around which the parameter increases again for both longer and shorter temporal gaps 
(occurring this situation with the AMVs related to all SEVIRI channels except WV062 
AMVs, for which the mean AMV speed reduces progressively with longer temporal gaps up 
to 90 minutes). 
Figure 41 shows the specific values of the “mean AMV speed” for all temporal gaps and 
configurations with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels. The behaviour described here for large 
tracer sizes can be seen for the AMVs related to all SEVIRI channels: the mean visible and 
infrared AMV speed shows a minimum value at some intermediate temporal gap, with the 
AMVs becoming quicker for longer and shorter temporal gaps, and the mean water vapour 
AMV speed reduces progressively with longer temporal gaps up to 90 minutes. 

Variation of the Mean AMV speed with the "Temporal gap between images" 
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Figure 41: Variation with the temporal gap between images of the “Mean AMV speed (m/s)”, 
in all configurations with a “24x24 pixel tracer size”. 
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Final Report 

An important difference can be seen between the configurations using and not using the wind 
guess, being for all Cloudy AMVs the mean speed faster in the cases not using the wind 
guess, and the difference being besides more important with longer temporal gaps (the mean 
AMV speed is a 9% to 15% faster in the cloudy AMVs not using the wind guess for a 
temporal gap of 30 minutes, and a 17% to 58% faster for a temporal gap of 90 minutes, being 
the difference specially significant for the HRVIS AMVs). The WV062 clear air AMVs are 
also faster in the mean when the wind guess has not been used, but the difference does not 
grow with longer temporal gaps (with a maximum difference of only a 9%). 
Comparing again the mean AMV speed for the different SEVIRI channels and temporal gaps, 
this parameter grows progressively from VIS08 AMVs, HRVIS AMVs, IR108 AMVs 
WV062 clear air AMVs to WV062 Cloudy AMVs as already seen in Chapter 8.4 in the 
comparisons with the tracer size. But as already mentioned, the reason of this difference is 
related to the mean height level the AMVs have for the different SEVIRI channels, 
progressively higher in the atmosphere for VIS08, HRVIS, IR108 and WV062 AMVs. A few 
differences occur with the longest temporal gaps, where the HRVIS and IR108 AMVs 
become comparatively faster than the WV062 AMVs, and with the shortest temporal gaps, 
where the HRVIS AMVs become comparatively slower than the VIS08 AMVs. 

Figure 42 shows the specific variations of the “NBIAS against the NWP winds at the AMV 
level” with the temporal gap between images, for all configurations with a tracer size of 
24x24 pixels. The general trends shown in Chapter 7.4 and Figure 10 of this document are 
here seen again for this specific example. 

Variation of the NBIAS with the "Temporal gap between images" 
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Figure 42: Variation with the temporal gap between images of the “Normalized bias (NBIAS) 
against NWP winds at the AMV level” in all configurations with a “24x24 pixel tracer size”. 

The NBIAS becomes more negative in all configurations using the wind guess with longer 
temporal gaps, specially with gaps over 30 minutes. When the wind guess has not been used 
the behaviour changes for the different SEVIRI channels: the NBIAS of WV062 channels 
keeps on becoming more negative for longer temporal gaps, while the behaviour is rather 
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undefined for IR108 and VIS08 AMVs for temporal gaps over 10 minutes,. The HRVIS 
NBIAS becomes instead less negative with longer temporal gaps over 30 minutes (becoming 
even positive for a gap of 90 minutes). The use of the wind guess seems additionally 
inconvenient for the NBIAS, in general being comparatively more negative, and being the 
difference progressively more important for longer temporal gaps. 
Comparing the NBIAS for the different channels, it is progressively more negative for 
WV062 Cloudy AMVs, WV062 Clear air AMVs, IR108 AMVs, HRVIS AMVs and VIS08 
AMVs up to temporal gaps of 30 minutes. For longer temporal gaps when the wind guess has 
not been used, the IR108 NBIAS becomes progressively better than the WV062 clear air 
NBIAS, and the HRVIS NBIAS becomes progressively better than the rest of channels. 

Figure 43 shows the specific variations of the “NRMSVD against the NWP winds at the 
AMV level” with the temporal gap between images, for all configurations with a tracer size 
of 24x24 pixels. The general trends shown in Chapter 7.6 and Figure 14 of this document are 
here seen again for this specific example. Although not shown, a similar behaviour occurs 
with the “NMVD against the NWP winds at the AMV level”. 
For all channels and configurations (except maybe the VIS08 AMVs, for which this trend is 
less clear), the NRMSVD shows a minimum value with an intermediate temporal gap of 15 to 
20 minutes when the wind guess has been used; slightly longer of between 25 to 30 minutes 
for the Low resolution channels when the wind guess has not been used. The parameter 
increases then for both longer and shorter temporal gaps. 
The fact of not using the wind guess improves also generally the value of the NRMSVD for 
all configurations. Comparing the minimum value of this parameter for the different SEVIRI 
channels, it is progressively higher for WV062 Cloudy AMVs (0.20), IR108 AMVs (0.23), 
HRVIS AMVs (0.25), WV062 Clear air AMVs (0.27) and VIS08 AMVs (0.34). 

Variation of the NRMSVD with the "Temporal gap between images" 
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Figure 43: Variation with the temporal gap between images of the “Normalized
 
root mean square vector difference (NRMSVD) against NWP winds at the AMV level”
 

in all configurations with a “24x24 pixel tracer size”.
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With longer temporal gaps, the increases of the NRMSVD are very modest up to a temporal 
gap of 30 minutes and progressively more important for longer temporal gaps for the Cloudy 
AMVs. With all of this, a basically stable behaviour of the NRMSVD is seen in all Cloudy 
AMVs with temporal gaps up to 30 minutes, and a progressive degradation of this parameter 
is then seen with longer “temporal gaps”. This increment of the NRSMVD is besides larger in 
the cases with smaller tracer sizes, and larger for the HRVIS and WV062 Cloudy AMVs (up 
to an 80% respect to the minimum value). 
The corresponding increase of the NRMSVD with longer temporal gaps is instead 
comparatively small for the WV062 Clear air AMVs, which becomes the SEVIRI channel 
with a best NRMSVD for a temporal gap of 90 minutes. 

With all these conclusions, a balance is to be found for the optimum calculation of AMVs 
with respect to the “temporal gap between the initial tracer and later tracking image”, due to 
the different behaviour of the AMVs related to the different SEVIRI channels with this 
parameter. As initial decision, it is clear that shorter temporal gaps are preferable due to the 
much larger amount of AMVs and the good validation statistics they provide (which are 
nevertheless not the best, generally related to intermediate temporal gaps). 

Considering the AMVs from all channels together, if only “Nominal scan service” is used in 
the satellite image processing the option to be considered is clearly a temporal gap of 15 
minutes. Comparing all possible configurations in “Nominal scan service”, the total amount 
of AMVs with a temporal gap of 15 minutes is the double or more than using temporal gaps 
of 30 minutes or longer. At the same time, the average NBIAS, NMVD and NRMSVD 
parameters for a temporal gap of 15 minutes are similar in the configurations using the wind 
guess, or only slightly worse in the configurations not using the wind guess (around a 11% 
worse the NBIAS and around a 3% worse the NRSMVD), than for temporal gaps of 30 
minutes or longer. 

Considering the AMVs from all channels together, if “Rapid scan service” can be used in the 
satellite image processing, a temporal gap of 10 minutes between the initial tracer image and 
the later tracking image is considered as the optimum value. It maximizes the total amount of 
AMVs, while the corresponding average NBIAS, NMVD and NRMSVD values are very near 
to the optimum ones (the NBIAS is only up to a 15% worse and the NRMSVD is only up to 
an 8% worse than the corresponding best values). This option has for example been taken 
since the year 2010 in the default configuration for the calculation of AMVs under “Rapid 
scan service” with NWC SAF/High Resolution Winds algorithm. 

Comparing besides with the results obtained with “Nominal scan service” (where the total 
amount of AMVs is around a 12% smaller with very similar average NBIAS and NRMSVD 
values), “Rapid scan service” is then recommended to be used operationally if it is available 
under the defined configuration, for an optimum calculation of AMVs. 
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8.6 Variation of the AMV Validation statistics with the “different reference winds” 

The analysis on the differences found in the Validation statistics (NBIAS, NMVD and 
NRMSVD) of the calculated AMVs with respect to the different reference winds is going to 
be studied now. Comparing in the matrices in Chapter 7 and in the Annexes at the end of this 
Report the statistics against the Radiosounding winds and the NWP analysis winds at the 
AMV pressure level, the first aspect to take into account is that the statistics against the 
radiosounding winds apply only to the part of AMVs fulfilling the criteria defined at the 
Third International Winds Workshop in Ascona/Switzerland for the comparison of satellite 
winds against radiosoundings. These criteria include a maximum distance of 150 km and a 
maximum pressure difference of 25 hPa between the AMV and the radiosounding wind. 

Because of this, the validation dataset is not the same one: the statistics against the 
radiosounding winds apply only to a proportion between the 4% and 9% of the AMVs, while 
the statistics against the NWP winds apply to the whole dataset of AMVs. Besides, this 
proportion tends to be smaller in the cases with larger tracer size and longer temporal gaps 
between images, and in the cases with lowest density of AMV data it includes a very small 
number of comparisons (in a few cases even less than 100), so that the value of the 
corresponding validation statistics is limited. In contrast to this, there are also many cases 
where the number of comparisons against the radiosounding winds is in the tens of thousands 
and the corresponding validation statistics are very defining. In the statistics against the NWP 
data the number of comparison is as already commented larger (in no case falling below 300), 
so in general the representativeness of the corresponding statistics is always better, as already 
commented in Chapter 7 of this Report, 

Comparing the NMVD and the NRMSVD in both types of statistics in the Annexes, these 
parameters are always smaller in the comparison against the NWP winds at the AMV level 
(between an 8% and a 30% smaller) than in the comparisons against the radiosounding 
winds, being this reduction besides larger with shorter temporal gaps between images and 
with larger tracer sizes for all. Comparing the NBIAS the situation is not so clear. There are 
cases, generally related to shorter temporal gaps and larger tracer sizes, where the NBIAS 
against the NWP winds is smaller (up to a 25%), and other cases where the NBIAS against 
the radiosounding winds is smaller (a 50% and even more). 

The statistics against the NWP data at the best fit level have additionally been derived to 
concrete the main sources of error of the AMV winds, which can basically be two: 
- A bad tracking, i.e. the calculation of an AMV with two patterns in the initial and later 

image which are really unrelated and do not correspond to the same structure. 
- A bad height assignment, i.e. the definition of a wrong pressure level to the calculated 

AMV, which when the vertical wind shear is important can cause important errors in the 
validation statistics. 

The comparison of the validation statistics between the second and third datasets (against the 
NWP at the AMV level and the best fit level) shows which part of the validation error in the 
AMVs could be related to a bad height assignment, and shows how much the AMV 
validation can be improved only through modifications in this height assignment process. 
Hence, the remaining error also helps to define which part of the error can be caused by a bad 
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tracking. Comparing both datasets, it can be seen that the reductions in the NMVD and 
NRMSVD using the validation statistics against the NWP data at the best fit level are very 
variable. They are between a 20% and a 70% depending on the concrete case. The least errors 
considering the NWP best fit level (thus defining the optimal conditions for the calculation of 
AMVs once the errors in the height assignment process seem to be solved) are related to the 
cases where the wind guess has not been used, and the largest tracer sizes (40x40 pixels) and 
intermediate temporal gaps between images (being the optimum situation for a temporal gap 
of 15 minutes in the HRVIS case and between 20 and 25 minutes in the Low resolution 
cases) have been considered (although the amount of AMVs in these cases is relatively small 
and some other cases with a similar temporal gap and smaller tracer sizes like 24x24 pixels 
offer a very similar NRMSVD with at least the triple amount of cloudy AMVs and the double 
amount of clear air AMVs) . 

This seems to be in contradiction with the conclusions extracted in chapter 8.4, which showed 
less clearly this preference for large tracer sizes when comparing against Radiosoundings 
winds or NWP analysis winds at the AMV level. But in these cases the error related to the 
height assignment was the most important one, and this may imply the need to consider 
smaller tracer sizes to reduce the height assignment error: the smaller dispersion of heights 
inside the smaller tracers seems to cause then a better height assignment. Considering the 
NWP best fit level, the tracking error defines mainly the validation statistics, and logically it 
tends to prefer the largest tracer size to reduce the possibility of tracking two unrelated 
patterns in the initial and later image, and an intermediate temporal gap between the initial 
and later image around 15 minutes (in the HRVIS case) and around 20-25 minutes (in the 
Low resolution cases) to reduce the speed error caused by the 3 km and 1 km resolution of 
the image pixels. 

Considering the NBIAS, the reductions against the NWP data at the best fit level are very 
important (between 75% and 100% in the majority of cases, falling generally to negative 
values of -0.03 or smaller). There are nevertheless some exceptions where the NBIAS keeps 
larger and even turning to positive values. These cases are basically related to Cloudy AMVs 
with the smallest tracer size (8x8 pixels) and the longest temporal gaps not using the wind 
guess, which are also the cases with worst NRMSVD against the NWP best fit, and which 
seem to be the cases most importantly affected by the other cause of error: a bad tracking. 

Having a look again at the validation matrices against the NWP wind at the best fit level for 
all SEVIRI channels not using the wind guess (which are the ones functioning best), it can be 
seen that in the best cases the NRSMVD reduces to a value around 0.08 in the HRVIS, IR108 
and WV062 cloudy AMV cases, and around 0.10 in the VIS08 and WV062 clear air AMV 
cases; the NMVD reduces to a value around 0.06 in the HRVIS, IR108 and WV062 cloudy 
AMV cases and around 0.08 in the VIS08 and WV062 clear air AMV cases; the NBIAS 
reduces to a value around -0.01 in the WV062 cloudy AMV case, around -0.02 in the HRVIS, 
IR108 and WV062 clear air AMV cases and around -0.03 in the VIS08 case. With this, it can 
be concluded that the height assignment is at this moment with great difference the mean 
source of errors in HRW algorithm, and that the AMV validation could theoretically improve 
very importantly only through modifications in the height assignment process. 

If the validation statistics from the third and fourth dataset in the Annexes are also compared 
(using in both as reference winds for the validation the NWP winds at the best fit level, in the 
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third dataset using all AMVs and in the fourth dataset only the AMVs for which the best fit 
level is inside one or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa), some conclusions can also 
be taken: 
- The AMVs included in the fourth dataset are those useful for any later modifications in 

the AMV height assignment process, because they define a narrow vertical position in 
the atmosphere, which optimally fits to the calculated AMV. Nevertheless, the 
percentage of AMV data included in this fourth dataset is very variable (between a 3% 
and a 32% of the total, depending on the concrete experiment), and in some cases the 
amount of these AMV data can be too small for any later analysis. 

- The behaviour of the difference between the “AMV level pressure” defined by HRW 
algorithm and the “Best fit level pressure” defined by the NWP data is then to be studied 
for the different height levels, different cloud types related to the AMV and the 
MSG/SEVIRI channel used for the calculation of the AMVs. The separation of this study 
in several temporal periods (like two different six month periods) could also be important 
to verify the temporal persistence of these results. 

- The objective then would be to find some reason or rule to redefine the AMV pressure 
level for the different cloud types, height levels and MSG/SEVIRI channels, to reach as 
much as possible the mentioned “optimal validation parameters: NBIAS, NMVD and 
NRMSVD” defined by the validation statistics against the NWP data at the best fit level. 
With an extraordinary reduction of around a 75% in the validation error (NBIAS and 
NRMSVD), this would be a very significant step forward in the validation of AMVs 
calculated by HRW algorithm. 

- Using then the six month January – June 2010 period as “Training period” to define the 
differences between the “AMV level pressure” and the “Best fit level pressure” as 
“Pressure corrections” after the running of “CCC height assignment method” for the 
different cases defined, and later verifying the impact of these corrections in the 
Validation statistics of AMVs calculated during a different period, this could be useful to 
verify the real validity of these corrections in the AMV height assignment process. 

Theses studies are going to be considered in Chapter 10, where the relationship that exists 
between the “AMV pressure level” and the “NWP best fit level” for the different cloud types 
in the different pressure levels for the different SEVIRI channels used, and the dispersion of 
this relationship, is going to be studied. Several cases, considering different temporal gaps 
and tracer sizes are going to be considered, to verify also if there is any dependence on the 
tracer size or the temporal gap in this relationship. 

Later in Chapter 11, the differences found in the different cases are going to be included in 
HRW algorithm after the running of “CCC height assignment method”, and AMVs are then 
going to be calculated in the new six month July – December 2009 validation period, to 
verify the impact in AMV of these corrections in the AMV Validation statistics, and to define 
for which pressure layers these corrections are most useful. 
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9 COMPARISON WITH OTHER AMV STUDIES 

The results obtained in this study respect to the calculation of AMVs using different 
configurations of “tracer sizes” and “temporal gaps” are going to be compared with the 
results obtained by other prior studies on the same issue. The studies that are going to be 
considered are the next ones, defined as Reference documents [RD.17] to [RD.20]. It is 
important to remark that not all of these studies adopt the same conclusions, so it is not 
possible to agree with all of them at the same time: 
•	 K.Shimoji & M.Hayashi, 2012: Study of the relationship between the spatial and 

temporal image resolution for AMV derivation of Next generation satellites (11th 
International Wind Workshop). 

•	 J.Daniels, W.Bresky, A.Bailey, S.Wanzong & C.Velden, 2012: Atmospheric Motion 
Vectors derived via a new Nested tracking algorithm developed for the GOES-R 
Advanced Baseline Imager-ABI (11th International Wind Workshop). 

•	 H.J.Cho & M.L.Ou, 2010: Determining optimal conditions for mesoscale Atmospheric 
Motion Vectors (10th International Wind Workshop). 

•	 E.H.Sohn & R.Borde, 2008: The impact of window size on Atmospheric Motion Vectors 
(9th International Wind Workshop). 

2012 study by Shimoji and Hayashi used MTSAT-1R/IR108 images with several 
configurations between “5x5 and 33x33 pixel tracer sizes” and “5 to 30 minute temporal 
gaps”. The study concludes that: 
o	 The AMV tracking accuracy is degraded by a “decrease in the tracer size” and an 

“increase of the temporal gap between images”, as Figures 8, 10, 12 and 14 of this 
Report also show, in which the worst possible BIAS and NBIAS values, and specially 
the worst possible RMSVD and NRMSVD values, are related to the cases with longest 
temporal gaps and smallest tracer sizes (cases where the cloud features are less persistent 
and the coincidental match between the initial and later images can be more important). 

o	 The study also concludes mathematically, calculating the difference between the curve of 
maximum correlation from AMV computation and the correlation from Background 
noise that cloud systems are easier to track with smaller temporal gaps between images, 
while the amount of AMVs increases with smaller tracer sizes. 
This is a conclusion similar to the one taken in this Report for an AMV algorithm which 
calculates as many AMVs as possible, defining the maximum amount of AMVs for the 
smallest tracer size and very small temporal gaps (of 5 minutes for the HRVIS pixel 
scale, but slightly longer between 10 and 15 minutes for the Low resolution scale 
because of limits for the extraction of AMVs with short temporal gaps caused by the 3 
km pixel resolution of these channels), and optimum validation statistics related to a 
small tracer size of at least 16x16 kilometres and a relatively small temporal gap between 
5 and 25 minutes (depending on the configuration). 

o	 Shimoji and Hayashi study evaluates a specific example with a “temporal gap of 5 
minutes” and two different tracer sizes of “16x16 and 10x10 pixels”. The quality of both 
configurations is rather similar (as the validation statistics in Annex II of this Report 
show for the similar SEVIRI/IR108 AMV outputs using wind guess, using a 5 minute 
temporal gap and 8x8 and 16x16 pixel tracer sizes, with respectively a NRMSVD of 
0.337 and 0.321), and an expected factor in the amount of calculated AMV of 192% 
(basically similar to the one obtained in the experiments of this Report of 232%). 
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2012 study by Daniels et al. showed using SEVIRI/IR108 images with several configurations 
between “5x5 to 21x21 pixel tracer sizes” and “5 to 30 minute temporal gaps” that: 
o	 On one side, the AMV absolute BIAS is less negative with smaller tracer sizes. This 

behaviour is also detected in Figure 8 and the Matrices in the Annexes of this Report for 
the SEVIRI/IR108 AMVs. The trend is besides clearer in the comparisons against 
Radiosounding winds. The exception to this behaviour occurs when the longest temporal 
gaps have been considered, in which a smaller tracer size causes a more negative BIAS 
(using the wind guess) or even a large positive BIAS (not using the wind guess). 

o	 On the other side, the AMV absolute BIAS is less negative when the temporal gap 
between images is longer up to 30 minutes. This behaviour is also detected in Figure 8 
and the Matrices in the Annexes of this Report for the SEVIRI/IR108 AMVs when the 
tracer size is 16x16 pixels or larger, although the variations are small and this trend is 
less clear in all configurations. 

o	 At the same time, on one side Daniels’ 2012 study also showed that the AMV absolute 
RMSVD is smaller with larger tracer sizes. This behaviour is also generally seen in 
Figure 10 and the Matrices in the Annexes for the SEVIRI/IR108 AMVs, where for most 
configurations the optimum RMSVD is related to a tracer size of 40x40 pixels against 
both Radiosounding winds and NWP winds at AMV level. 

o	 On the other side, an optimum intermediate temporal gap around 15 minutes is seen by 
Daniels’ 2012 study to optimize the RMSVD. A slight difference is found in this Report, 
in which an intermediate temporal gap of 20 minutes is seen to optimize the value of the 
RMSVD in most cases for the SEVIRI/IR108 AMVs against both Radiosounding winds 
and NWP winds at the AMV level. 

2008 study by Sohn and Borde used MTSAT-1R/IR108 images with several configurations 
with “8x8 to 48x48 pixel tracer sizes” and “15 to 30 minute temporal gaps”. It showed that 
smaller tracer sizes cause: 
o	 Stronger wind speeds, as Figure 7 of this Report also shows. 
o	 A smaller amount of AMVs, with a reduction for the case using a “30 minute temporal 

gap” and a “tracer size of 8x8 pixels” of around the 73% respect to the case using a 
“tracer size of 32x32 pixels”. Considering that the algorithm used by Sohn and Borde 
calculates AMVs located in a strictly gridded structure, its amount of AMVs has to be 
compared with the “Amount of AMVs calculated by NWC SAF/HRW algorithm after 
applying the homogeneity factors” shown in Figure 26. Considering the corresponding 
SEVIRI/IR108 AMVs calculated for a “30 minute temporal gap” and “32x32 and 8x8 
pixel tracer sizes”, the amount of AMVs in the second dataset is also smaller with an 
equivalent reduction of around the 84% when the wind guess has not been used (the 
reduction is smaller when the wind guess has been used of only around the 29%). 

o	 A progressively less negative (or more positive) BIAS, as this study and Daniels’ 2012 
study in the previous paragraph have also shown. 

o	 A minimum RMSVD for a tracer size of around 16x16 pixels. This is contrary to the 
conclusions by our study and Daniels’ 2012 study, which show a progressively smaller 
RMSVD with larger tracer sizes, and also to a Figure provided by the same 2008 Sohn 
and Borde study, which for a specific case shows that the minimum RMSVD is related to 
a larger tracer size of 32x32 pixels. Nevertheless, it can also be seen in Figure 12 of this 
Report that the dependence of the RMSVD on the tracer size is small for tracer sizes of 
16x16 and larger (with an RMSVD for a tracer size of 8x8 also noticeably worse), and a 
specific small validation dataset (like the one used by Sohn and Borde of only 45 days) 
can possibly have implications in the different result obtained by them. 
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2010 study by Cho and Ou tried also to define the optimum target sizes for AMV calculation 
considering the Korean Meteorological Administration AMV algorithm, MTSAT-1R Low 
Resolution IR108 images (of 4 km at subsatellite point) and High Resolution HVIS images 
(of 1 km at subsatellite point), with a strictly gridded location of the AMVs. This study 
concluded that: 
o	 The “temporal gap between images limits the minimum tracer size applicable”, 

showing for example qualitatively larger errors in AMVs calculated with a temporal 
gap of 30 minutes when having a tracer size of 16x16 pixels instead of 32x32 pixels. 
This issue occurs also in the experiments of this Report, where it can be seen that for all 
temporal gaps, AMVs with smaller tracer sizes have a larger NRSMVD (specially for 
temporal gaps longer than 30 minutes, as shown by Figure 14 and the Tables in the 
Annexes), although the NBIAS is also less negative and the amount of AMVs is also 
larger. 

o	 At the same time, two tables in 2010 Cho and Ou’s study showed a general reduction of 
the BIAS and the RMSVD with smaller tracer sizes for IR108 AMVs with a temporal 
gap of 30 minutes, up to 4x4 pixels when the Quality index threshold is high, and up to 
8x8 pixels when the Quality index threshold is low. The conclusion on the BIAS is in 
general agreement with our study and Daniels’ 2012 study in the previous paragraphs. 
But the general reduction of the RMSVD with the tracer size is contrary to the 
conclusions by our study and Daniels’ 2012 study, which show a progressively larger 
RMSVD with smaller tracer sizes (although with small variations of this parameter 
with the tracer size, for tracer sizes of 16x16 pixels and larger). The specific small 
validation dataset used by 2010 Cho and Ou’s study (less than a month) can also have 
implications in the different result obtained by them. 

o	 Because of this small validation period, and the fact of using the AMV dataset with a 
low Quality index threshold around 0.2, the specific “optimum tracer sizes” defined by 
2010 Cho and Ou’s study for both Low resolution images (8x8 pixels for a temporal 
gap of 15 minutes; 12x12 to 24x24 pixels for a temporal gap of 30 minutes) and High 
resolution images (32x32 to 64x64 pixels for a temporal gap of 15 minutes and 64x64 
pixels for a temporal gap of 30 minutes), are considered to be not significant. 
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10 ANALYSIS OF THE AMV LEVEL AGAINST THE NWP BEST FIT LEVEL 

The analysis in the relationship that exists between the “AMV level” and the “NWP best fit 
level”, for the different cloud types in the different pressure layers, is evaluated here. The 
variation this relationship can have with the “tracer size” or the “temporal gap” between 
images is also evaluated. For this, five different experiments have been considered. All of 
them belong to the dataset not using the NWP wind guess for the definition of the tracking 
area, which have shown in chapter 8.3 to have in general better validation statistics: 
• Exp. 432: Default case, with a 15 minute temporal gap and a 24x24 pixel tracer size. 
• Exp. 412: Case with a smaller tracer size of 8x8 pixels, and a 15 minute temporal gap. 
• Exp. 452: Case with a larger tracer size of 40x40 pixels, and a 15 minute temporal gap. 
• Exp. 430: Case with a shorter temporal gap of 5 minutes and a 24x24 pixel tracer size. 
• Exp. 437: Case with a longer temporal gap of 60 minutes and a 24x24 pixel tracer size. 

For these experiments, the “AMV level pressure mean” is shown in green in Figures 44 to 50 
and 52 to 79, together with the “NWP best fit level pressure mean” and its dispersion in blue 
for different pressure layers, each of them 50 hPa wide. The dispersion is defined as the 16% 
and 84% centiles of the NWP best fit level pressure population in each one of the AMV 
groups. Only the AMV groups with at least 10 elements are shown. In all cases, AMVs 
related to each SEVIRI channel and each Cloud type are considered separately. 
The cases where “CCC height assignment method” uses the high correlation threshold (mean 
pixel correlation contribution) are shown with a red AMV population, and the cases using the 
low correlation threshold (zero) are shown with an orange AMV population. 
Here it is necessary to remind that in the visible AMVs (HRVIS and VIS08) only the pixels 
in the bright branch of the “Reflectance(Pixel correlation contribution) graph” are used for 
the height assignment, while in the cloudy infrared AMVs (WV062 and IR108) the pixels in 
the warm or cold branches of the “Brightness temperature(Pixel correlation contribution) 
graph” can be used, and in the WV062 clear air AMVs only the pixels in the cold branch of 
the “Brightness temperature(Pixel correlation contribution) graph” are used. The “Algorithm 
Theoretical Basis Report for High Resolution Winds (HRW – PGE09 v3.2)” [AD.1] should 
be verified for additional information on the reasons for using these criteria. 

As main results, it is verified comparing the several figures that the differences between the 
“AMV level pressure mean” and the “NWP best fit level pressure mean” are rather similar in 
the five experiments, and no specific dependence seems to exist of this parameter on the 
tracer size or the temporal gap used for the AMV extraction. Taking this into account, 
additional Tables 11 to 17 are included to show the values of this difference “NWP best fit 
level pressure mean – AMV level pressure mean” for the different Cloud types and Pressure 
layers in the default experiment. These tables are not shown for the other cases due to the 
similarities found with the default case (comparing Figures 44 to 50 with Figures 52 to 79). 
Finally, the specific Validations statistics (against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at 
AMV level, and NWP analysis at best fit level) are also shown for the different Cloud types 
and Pressure layers for each one of the five experiments in Table 10 and Tables 18 to 21, to 
compare their values and to verify if the same trends shown in the default case for the 
different Cloud types and Pressure layers against the three different Validation datasets, are 
found using different tracer sizes or temporal gaps in the AMV extraction. 
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10.1 Default case: 24x24 pixel tracer size, 15 minute temporal gap 

HRVIS AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 226734/ 16254 -0.098/0.304/0.374 -0.093/0.195/0.254 -0.021/0.069/0.091 
Very Low 47243/ 1773 -0.102/0.456/0.534 -0.092/0.236/0.291 -0.041/0.092/0.114 
Low 47732/ 2357 -0.099/0.427/0.508 -0.110/0.269/0.327 -0.041/0.093/0.116 
Medium 23679/ 2144 -0.109/0.336/0.403 -0.101/0.218/0.271 -0.029/0.081/0.102 
High opaque 55432/ 4968 -0.115/0.285/0.350 -0.101/0.180/0.230 -0.015/0.065/0.085 
Very high opaque 8913/ 1155 -0.083/0.296/0.359 -0.093/0.175/0.220 -0.009/0.059/0.079 
High thin 2748/ 179 +0.001/0.279/0.343 -0.036/0.156/0.201 -0.002/0.053/0.070 
High meanly thick 13206/ 811 -0.070/0.234/0.283 -0.043/0.134/0.171 -0.009/0.050/0.067 
High thick 22909/ 2518 -0.085/0.257/0.309 -0.086/0.159/0.208 -0.012/0.053/0.069 
High above clouds 4872/ 349 -0.116/0.301/0.391 -0.135/0.230/0.315 -0.017/0.068/0.091 

100-200 hPa 3402/ 239 -0.013/0.259/0.308 -0.035/0.171/0.211 -0.003/0.048/0.066 
200-300 hPa 56831/ 5077 -0.100/0.269/0.325 -0.090/0.160/0.207 -0.011/0.054/0.072 
300-400 hPa 41804/ 3920 -0.098/0.284/0.351 -0.092/0.182/0.234 -0.016/0.067/0.086 
400-500 hPa 15552/ 1411 -0.073/0.295/0.355 -0.074/0.197/0.251 -0.023/0.073/0.093 
500-600 hPa 9972/ 973 -0.110/0.335/0.400 -0.110/0.248/0.312 -0.033/0.090/0.112 
600-700 hPa 21066/ 1507 -0.160/0.415/0.494 -0.178/0.308/0.368 -0.039/0.098/0.121 
700-800 hPa 30861/ 1395 -0.149/0.423/0.498 -0.119/0.253/0.298 -0.040/0.088/0.109 
800-900 hPa 41523/ 1523 -0.050/0.449/0.526 -0.059/0.227/0.265 -0.044/0.095/0.116 
900-100 hPa 5723/ 209 +0.218/0.603/0.735 -0.027/0.202/0.243 -0.043/0.105/0.130 

******************** 

VIS08 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 181237/ 14880 -0.185/0.378/0.466 -0.160/0.263/0.345 -0.029/0.095/0.120 
Very low 27873/ 1390 -0.179/0.475/0.554 -0.125/0.310/0.370 -0.051/0.151/0.186 
Low 39020/ 2781 -0.205/0.462/0.539 -0.159/0.321/0.384 -0.045/0.135/0.167 
Medium 35168/ 3511 -0.170/0.401/0.477 -0.163/0.286/0.355 -0.035/0.108/0.135 
High opaque 47236/ 3941 -0.202/0.357/0.438 -0.174/0.245/0.315 -0.022/0.076/0.097 
Very high opaque 8283/ 1232 -0.160/0.367/0.438 -0.167/0.244/0.314 -0.016/0.069/0.089 
High thin 1091/ 45 -0.055/0.301/0.351 -0.064/0.182/0.244 -0.006/0.065/0.083 
High meanly thick 5244/ 193 -0.075/0.266/0.317 -0.060/0.150/0.187 -0.008/0.057/0.075 
High thick 13012/ 1429 -0.175/0.307/0.374 -0.164/0.229/0.297 -0.019/0.070/0.090 
High above clouds 4310/ 358 -0.268/0.429/0.553 -0.243/0.331/0.445 -0.033/0.099/0.126 

100-200 hPa 1699/ 127 -0.041/0.304/0.344 -0.080/0.201/0.254 -0.006/0.060/0.079 
200-300 hPa 35613/ 3228 -0.189/0.338/0.411 -0.159/0.222/0.289 -0.016/0.065/0.083 
300-400 hPa 34076/ 3013 -0.193/0.354/0.434 -0.173/0.251/0.321 -0.023/0.081/0.102 
400-500 hPa 20558/ 1919 -0.161/0.371/0.451 -0.154/0.267/0.343 -0.030/0.093/0.117 
500-600 hPa 16804/ 1789 -0.176/0.411/0.486 -0.175/0.310/0.385 -0.040/0.119/0.149 
600-700 hPa 24341/ 2169 -0.223/0.450/0.528 -0.205/0.343/0.409 -0.043/0.134/0.166 
700-800 hPa 25361/ 1557 -0.206/0.464/0.534 -0.146/0.307/0.358 -0.047/0.135/0.167 
800-900 hPa 18457/ 886 -0.131/0.474/0.558 -0.083/0.299/0.348 -0.049/0.156/0.191 
900-1000 hPa 4328/ 192 -0.041/0.594/0.727 -0.074/0.304/0.359 -0.063/0.181/0.225 

******************** 
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IR108 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 226417/ 21546 -0.118/0.319/0.391 -0.087/0.193/0.244 -0.017/0.072/0.093 
Very low 15365/ 1268 -0.001/0.469/0.548 -0.049/0.289/0.340 -0.049/0.143/0.174 
Low 12098/ 857 -0.147/0.393/0.466 -0.085/0.268/0.321 -0.037/0.104/0.129 
Medium 23687/ 2159 -0.083/0.371/0.450 -0.083/0.256/0.317 -0.028/0.090/0.114 
High opaque 51709/ 5663 -0.152/0.355/0.440 -0.109/0.212/0.267 -0.017/0.076/0.098 
Very high opaque 4151/ 751 -0.136/0.349/0.416 -0.113/0.204/0.249 -0.006/0.073/0.096 
High thin 14393/ 1303 -0.125/0.308/0.369 -0.093/0.182/0.229 -0.016/0.066/0.084 
High meanly thick 41463/ 2803 -0.096/0.262/0.319 -0.064/0.146/0.183 -0.011/0.056/0.073 
High thick 37766/ 4309 -0.114/0.279/0.338 -0.092/0.174/0.219 -0.013/0.064/0.083 
High above clouds 25785/ 2433 -0.110/0.311/0.376 -0.087/0.201/0.257 -0.018/0.076/0.098 

100-200 hPa 4274/ 346 -0.084/0.279/0.338 -0.044/0.168/0.207 +0.000/0.052/0.069 
200-300 hPa 81300/ 8027 -0.124/0.292/0.353 -0.086/0.160/0.202 -0.010/0.059/0.077 
300-400 hPa 72978/ 7017 -0.129/0.323/0.398 -0.095/0.199/0.252 -0.019/0.074/0.095 
400-500 hPa 27673/ 2639 -0.082/0.343/0.419 -0.068/0.239/0.304 -0.025/0.086/0.108 
500-600 hPa 12268/ 1261 -0.084/0.377/0.456 -0.092/0.288/0.354 -0.032/0.102/0.129 
600-700 hPa 7596/ 642 -0.192/0.407/0.487 -0.177/0.310/0.366 -0.045/0.122/0.151 
700-800 hPa 7335/ 494 -0.175/0.420/0.488 -0.135/0.276/0.322 -0.047/0.124/0.152 
800-900 hPa 5591/ 517 -0.057/0.426/0.493 -0.039/0.277/0.322 -0.050/0.142/0.173 
900-1000 hPa 7402/ 603 +0.094/0.507/0.595 -0.014/0.289/0.336 -0.049/0.145/0.177 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 197707/ 20143 -0.055/0.293/0.386 -0.028/0.166/0.206 -0.006/0.066/0.087 
Very low 2555/ 127 +0.184/0.565/0.672 +0.014/0.353/0.415 -0.035/0.123/0.169 
Low 2547/ 178 +0.143/0.507/0.578 +0.099/0.355/0.418 -0.020/0.101/0.133 
Medium 6795/ 640 +0.098/0.411/0.500 +0.071/0.267/0.327 -0.014/0.081/0.104 
High opaque 57614/ 6145 -0.103/0.327/0.410 -0.070/0.193/0.243 -0.009/0.075/0.098 
Very high opaque 8293/ 1432 -0.142/0.354/0.704 -0.087/0.187/0.226 -0.002/0.076/0.099 
High thin 9765/ 877 -0.000/0.283/0.343 +0.002/0.148/0.185 -0.002/0.057/0.075 
High meanly thick 40948/ 2968 -0.042/0.252/0.309 -0.016/0.133/0.165 -0.004/0.055/0.073 
High thick 47622/ 5377 -0.042/0.257/0.314 -0.026/0.143/0.177 -0.006/0.062/0.082 
High above clouds 21568/ 2399 -0.001/0.285/0.344 +0.020/0.174/0.214 -0.004/0.069/0.090 

100-200 hPa 5104/ 406 -0.050/0.276/0.330 -0.030/0.163/0.202 +0.001/0.053/0.069 
200-300 hPa 105592/ 10965 -0.074/0.274/0.378 -0.042/0.141/0.175 -0.004/0.060/0.080 
300-400 hPa 68352/ 7009 -0.042/0.307/0.384 -0.016/0.189/0.237 -0.009/0.073/0.095 
400-500 hPa 10860/ 1120 +0.029/0.369/0.454 +0.041/0.262/0.322 -0.014/0.081/0.104 
500-600 hPa 2815/ 308 +0.084/0.421/0.504 +0.075/0.325/0.394 -0.022/0.094/0.121 
600-700 hPa 1454/ 144 +0.121/0.513/0.612 +0.070/0.365/0.432 -0.025/0.114/0.149 
700-800 hPa 1283/ 84 +0.092/0.593/0.700 +0.031/0.374/0.437 -0.023/0.129/0.176 
800-900 hPa 1641/ 93 +0.169/0.507/0.590 +0.038/0.373/0.434 -0.033/0.120/0.164 
900-1000 hPa 606/ 14 +0.327/0.777/0.877 -0.010/0.328/0.383 -0.040/0.121/0.161 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clear air 73678/ 4727 -0.075/0.362/0.454 -0.080/0.249/0.328 -0.012/0.090/0.124 
Cloud free land 41077/ 3118 -0.062/0.357/0.450 -0.062/0.239/0.313 -0.012/0.088/0.121 
Cloud free sea 31761/ 1438 -0.087/0.367/0.450 -0.103/0.262/0.345 -0.012/0.092/0.126 
Land/sea with ice 836/ 171 -0.184/0.401/0.514 -0.118/0.311/0.413 -0.023/0.120/0.161 

200-300 hPa 9225/ 1061 +0.003/0.330/0.394 +0.012/0.173/0.223 -0.003/0.066/0.089 
300-400 hPa 62221/ 3498 -0.087/0.364/0.459 -0.088/0.256/0.335 -0.013/0.092/0.127 
400-500 hPa 2232/ 168 -0.273/0.500/0.603 -0.261/0.388/0.494 -0.037/0.153/0.204 

Table 10: Validation statistics against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at AMV level and 
NWP analysis at best fit level, for the different Cloud types and Pressure layers, in the case 
not using wind guess with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 minutes 
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Figure 44: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green),for the HRVIS AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 45: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green),for the VIS08 AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
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Figure 46: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Warm branch, in the
 
Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24
 

pixel tracer size
 

Figure 47: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Cold branch, in the
 
Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24
 

pixel tracer size
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Figure 48: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for WV062 Cloudy AMVs using the CCC method Warm branch, in
 

the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 49: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for WV062 Cloudy AMVs using the CCC method Cold branch in
 

the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
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Figure 50: NWP Best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green),for the WV062 Clear air AMVs in the Experiment not using the
 

wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Considering the default case (with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 
minutes), statistics in Table 10 for the different pressure levels show a general progressive 
increase of the NMVD/NRMSVD at lower levels (with a minimum at the highest level and a 
maximum at the lowest level in general for all SEVIRI channels, against Radiosoundings and 
NWP analysis at best fit level, but not against the NWP analysis at AMV level for which the 
maximum NMVD/NRMSVD is around 600-700 hPa). 

It is here remarkable that although the errors against Radiosoundings are larger than against 
the NWP analysis at AMV level (between a 30% and a 50% more in the high and medium 
layers, as already seen previously throughout this report), the difference grows very much at 
the low levels and becomes up to the triple at the lowest level (with for example 0.73 against 
0.24 for HRVIS AMVs, 0.72 against 0.36 for VIS08 AMVs, 0.88 against 0.38 for WV062 
Cloudy AMVs). With this, although the NRMSVD at the different levels can be very 
different against the Radiosoundings (0.31 up to 0.74 for HRVIS AMVs; 0.34 up to 0.73 for 
VIS08 AMVs, 0.33 up to 0.88 for WV062 Cloudy AMVs), the difference between levels is 
much smaller against the NWP analysis at AMV level (with for example 0.21 up to 0.37 for 
HRVIS AMVs; 0.25 up to 0.41 for VIS08 AMVs; 0.20 up to 0.37 for IR108 AMVs). 

It can be then concluded that although the NRMSVD against Radiosoundings can be very 
large at the lower levels, this does not mean that the corresponding AMVs have a much 
worse quality, but only that the comparison of the AMVs against Radiosounding winds at the 
lower levels has a smaller representativity, most probably because of the more changeable 
character and less persistence of the Radiosounding winds at the low levels, making their 
comparison against the AMVs (a mean wind in the time lapse between the initial and the later 
image) more difficult. 
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Considering the NBIAS, it grows from low negative values at the highest levels to negative 
maximum values around 600-700 hPa, and falls again to near zero or even positive values 
near the ground for the HRVIS, VIS08 and IR108 AMVs against both Radiosoundings and 
the NWP analysis at AMV level. 
At the same time, the NBIAS turns progressively from negative values at the higher levels to 
positive values at the lower levels against both types of reference data for WV062 Cloudy 
AMVs, although falling again to near zero near the ground against the NWP analysis at AMV 
level. The WV062 Clear air AMVs NBIAS becomes instead more negative at lower levels. 

In the comparison against the NWP at the best fit level, the validation parameters grow 
generally at lower levels for all SEVIRI channels. The NBIAS keeps relatively small values 
in all cases and levels (with values smaller than -0.05). The NRMSVD is progressively larger 
at the lowest levels for HRVIS AMVs (with maximum values around 0.13), IR108 and 
WV062 Cloudy AMVs (with maximum values around 0.17), WV062 Clear air AMVs (with 
maximum values around 0.20) and VIS08 AMVs (with maximum values around 0.22). 

In agreement with these results, the statistics for the different cloud types show a progressive 
reduction in the NRMSVD in the cloud types located at the higher levels (although “High 
semitransparent clouds above other clouds” show worse statistics, similar to those for 
medium to low clouds depending on the reference dataset). 
The smallest errors are generally related to the “High semitransparent meanly thick clouds” 
for all SEVIRI channels (with a NRMSVD between 0.28 and 0.32 against Radiosounding 
winds, between 0.17 and 0.19 against the NWP analysis at AMV level, and of 0.07 against 
the NWP analysis at best fit level). 
The largest errors are related to “Low and Very low clouds”, with NRMSVD values between 
0.53 and 0.67 (for WV062 AMVs) against Radiosoundings, between 0.33 and 0.42 (for 
WV062 AMVs) against the NWP analysis at AMV level, and between 0.12 and 0.19 (for 
VIS08 AMVs) against the NWP analysis at best fit level. “High semitransparent clouds above 
other clouds” in the VIS08 case also show very bad values. 
Considering the different Clear air Cloud types (“cloud free land, cloud free sea, and cloud 
free sea/ice surface”), the differences in the validation parameters are not significant. 

The NBIAS is negative for most Cloud types in all configurations, although with different 
behaviours in the comparison between the Cloud types for the different SEVIRI channels. 
With HRVIS and VIS08 channel, the NBIAS is less negative for “High thin and meanly thick 
clouds” and more negative for “High semitransparent clouds above other clouds”. With 
IR108 and WV062 channel, the NBIAS is less negative for the “Lower clouds” (even 
positive in the water vapour channel), and more negative for the “High opaque clouds”. In the 
comparison with the NWP analysis at best fit level, the lower clouds have the largest NBIAS. 

Considering on the other side Figures 44 to 50 and Tables 11 to 17, where the difference 
“NWP best fit level pressure mean – AMV level pressure mean” is shown for the different 
Pressure layers, Cloud types and SEVIRI channels, several different behaviours can be seen: 

- First of all, the difference is generally positive for the visible channels (HRVIS and 
VIS08), the IR108 channel when using the “CCC method cold branch”, and the WV062 
Clear air AMVs (shown in bluish colours in Tables 11, 12, 14 and 17, meaning that the 
“NWP best fit pressure level” is lower in the atmosphere in around a 75% of cases). 
The behaviour for the different Cloud types is similar in the three cloudy configurations, 
being the main contrast only caused by the largest differences over 100 hPa, which are 
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progressively less common in the VIS08 case (where they occur a 22% of the 
occasions), in the HRVIS case (where they occur a 14% of the occasions) and the IR108 
case using CCC method cold branch (where they occur a 6% of the occasions). 
Finally, the mean value of this difference is 47 hPa for the VIS08 AMVs, 38 hPa for the 
WV062 Clear air AMVs, 35 hPa for HRVIS AMVs and 28 hPa for the “IR108 AMVs 
using CCC method cold branch”. There are some cases to be mentioned because of their 
specific behaviour under these configurations: 
•	 The first one is “AMVs related to very low clouds”; in this case, the difference is 

near zero at around 850 hPa, progressively more positive for higher levels (up to 
200 hPa for the cases with an AMV pressure around 600 hPa) and progressively 
more negative at lower levels (i.e. being the NWP best fit level higher in the 
atmosphere). 
In the few visible cases where the “Low correlation threshold for the height 
assignment: i.e. zero” is used by “CCC Height assignment method” (shown in 
Figures 44 or 45 but not in Tables 11 or 12) the “NWP best fit level pressure 
mean” tends nevertheless to be visibly higher and located over the “AMV level 
pressure” in all cases. This is the only case where the behaviour using the “High or 
low correlation threshold for the height assignment” changes; in the rest of cases 
the behaviour is similar. 

•	 The other one is “AMVs related to High semitransparent clouds above other 
clouds” with AMV pressures higher than 400 hPa. In these cases, the difference is 
also positive but very large in the higher levels, specially with the VIS08 AMVs, 
where it can be more than 200 hPa. 

-	 The situation is different for the IR108 AMVs using the “CCC method warm branch”, 
and both configurations of WV062 Cloudy AMVs, in which there seems to be a frontier 
around 300 hPa: over this pressure level the difference is positive and progressively 
larger at higher levels (shown also in bluish colours in Tables 13, 15 and 16, meaning 
that the “NWP best fit pressure level” is lower in the atmosphere); below this pressure 
level the difference is negative and progressively larger at lower levels (shown in 
greenish to reddish colours in Tables 13, 15 and 16, meaning that the “NWP best fit 
pressure level” is higher in the atmosphere). 
Both behaviours are rather general for all Cloud types and Pressure levels, with the only 
exception being “High and Very high opaque clouds with WV062 channel”, for which 
the difference is generally positive at all levels (meaning that the “NWP best fit pressure 
level” is lower in the atmosphere). 
Additionally, large negative differences over 100 hPa only occur with the configurations 
of WV062 Cloudy AMVs at the low layer, showing the difficulties to calculate AMVs 
related to low clouds with the water vapour channels (basically caused by the humidity 
signal located over the clouds). This is additionally the only case where there are visible 
differences in the comparisons between the three different configurations. 
Considering all possible cases together, the mean value of this difference is -31 hPa for 
the IR108 AMVs using the “CCC method Warm branch”, -57 hPa for the WV062 
Cloudy AMVs using the “CCC method Cold branch”, and -90 hPa for the WV062 
Cloudy AMVs using the “CCC method Warm branch”. 

It can also be seen this dispersion of the “NWP best fit level pressure values” for each cloud 
type and height layer is different. First, it is larger in the configurations of the first group than 
in the configurations in the second group. Considering the “High cloud types”, the dispersion 
is small (around 100 hPa) in the AMVs whose “NWP best fit level pressure” is at the highest 
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levels and increases progressively at lower levels (except for the “High semitransparent 
clouds above other clouds”, for which the dispersion is large at all levels in the visible cases: 
up to 400 hPa). For “Medium and low clouds” the behaviour is similar than in the higher 
cloud types in the AMV configurations in the second group, while the dispersion keeps a 
value around 200 hPa in all atmospheric layers for the AMV configurations in the first group. 
For the “Very low clouds” it reduces progressively at lower levels in the AMV configurations 
in the first group (from values around 300 hPa at 800 hPa to values around 150hPa in the 
lowest levels), while keeps very large (up to 600 hPa) in the AMV configurations in the 
second group. 

Tables 11 to 17: Difference between the “NWP best fit level pressure mean” and the
 
“AMV level pressure mean”, for the different Cloud types, Pressure layers and SEVIRI
 

channels, in the case not using wind guess with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal
 
gap of 15 minutes. Only cases with at least 30 elements, using the “High correlation
 

threshold for the height assignment”, are shown
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With the generally small values seen in the “NWP best fit level pressure mean - AMV level 
pressure mean”, and the progressive change it shows for each cloud type for the different 
height layers, it can seem that small reassignments of the “AMV level pressure” to better 
match the “NWP best fit level pressure mean” can improve the AMV validation statistics, so 
taking the NBIAS and NRMSVD to values near the optimum value already seen: below -0.03 
for all SEVIRI channels and between 0.08 and 0.10 for all SEVIRI channels respectively, for 
the default configuration not using the wind guess. 
But the important dispersion of the “NWP best fit level pressure values” (shown through the 
length of the light blue vertical lines in Figures 44 to 50), means that it is not so easy to 
define an effective reassignment of this “AMV level pressure” in many cases, and the 
expectation of reducing the AMV validation errors to the minimum values found can be very 
degraded. Additional procedures are run in Chapter 11 to verify these options. 

Finally, considering the vertical distribution of the pressure levels defined by “CCC Height 
assignment method” for the AMVs related to the different Cloud types in Tables 11 to 17, it 
can be seen that all cases show a logical distribution except some AMVs related to “Low 
clouds”, which are identified in all atmospheric levels from the ground up to around 300 hPa. 
They also show a very small difference between the “NWP best fit level pressure mean” and 
the “AMV level pressure mean” at all layers, a small dispersion of the “NWP best fit level 
pressure values” of about 100 hPa in the high and low levels, and a larger dispersion in the 
mean levels up to 400 hPa in the “HRVIS, VIS08 and IR108 cases using the CCC method 
warm/bright branch”. The situation is different in the “WV062 cases and IR108 cases using 
the CCC method cold branch”, in which the dispersion grows progressively from around 100 
hPa at the higher levels to around 550 hPa at the lower levels. 
As it can be also later seen, this situation with the “Low clouds” occurs not only under the 
default configuration (with a 24x24 pixel size and a 15 minute temporal gap), but also in 
cases with longer/shorter temporal gaps and larger/smaller tracer sizes. 

An example of AMV related to a “Low cloud” and with an AMV pressure of 289 hPa has 
been taken from the VIS08 dataset using the default configuration, to explain why some 
AMVs assigned to “Low clouds” are showing also pressure levels up to around 300 hPa. The 
corresponding “CCC height assignment method” calculation procedures are shown in Figure 
51 in next page. An explanation of the different elements of the Figure is shown in its legend; 
additional information on how everything works can be found in the “Algorithm Theoretical 
Basis Report for High Resolution Winds (HRW – PGE09 v3.2)” [AD.1]. 
It can be seen that the AMV is mixing information from pixels classified under different 
cloud types: “Low clouds” (shown in cyan colour and related to pressure levels falling up to 
650 hPa), and several high cloud types: “High opaque clouds” shown in green colour, “High 
semitransparent meanly thick clouds” shown in light orange colour, and “High 
semitransparent thick clouds” shown in dark orange (all of them related to pressure levels 
around 225 hPa). The total contribution to the correlation of the three different “High cloud 
types” together is larger than the one of the “Low clouds”, in accordance with the defined 
AMV pressure of 289 hPa, but because there are several different “High cloud types” while 
only one “Low cloud type”, the contribution to correlation of the pixels related to the “Low 
cloud” is higher than the one related to any of the three different “High cloud types” 
separately. Because with the current definition of SAFNWC/HRW algorithm, the Cloud type 
assigned to the AMV is the one with the largest contribution to the correlation, the AMV is 
defined to be related to a “Low cloud”. 
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But nevertheless, the amount of AMVs affected by this issue is very small and should not be 
excessively taken into account. For example, in the case running without wind guess under 
the default configuration (a 15 minute temporal gap and a 24x24 pixel tracer size), the total 
amount of AMVs related to “Low clouds” with pressure levels higher than 400 hPa is only 
around a 0.5% of the total, and the total amount of AMVs related to “Low clouds” with 
pressure levels higher than 300 hPa is only around a 0.01% of the total. 

Figure 51: Matrices and graphs used by “CCC height assignment method”,
 
for a VIS08 AMV defined as “Low cloud” but with a level pressure of 289 hPa not using
 
the wind guess with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 minutes.
 

The first row is the reflectance of the tracer in the initial and later images; the second row is
 
the Cloud type & Cloud top pressure (as defined for each pixel by SAFNWC/MSG CT and
 
CTTH products); the third row is the Pixel correlation contribution considering all pixels
 

and only those pixels over the “CCC method calculation threshold”.
 
The lower graph corresponds to the Reflectance(Correlation contribution), of which only the
 
pixels in the bright branch at the right of the calculation threshold (the blue line) are used.
 

In the Cloud type matrix the purple colour corresponds to “Cloud free pixels” and
 
the red colour to “Fractional clouds”. The cyan colour corresponds to “Low clouds”.
 

The green colour corresponds to “High opaque clouds”, the light orange colour to
 
“High semitransparent meanly thick clouds” and the dark orange colour to
 

“High semitransparent thick clouds”
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10.2 Case with a smaller tracer size: 8x8 pixel tracer size, 15 minute temporal gap 

HRVIS AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 409803/ 30433 -0.057/0.326/0.425 -0.045/0.230/0.335 +0.013/0.108/0.217 
Very low 62244/ 2609 -0.062/0.440/0.510 -0.076/0.253/0.307 -0.035/0.107/0.135 
Low 70103/ 3516 -0.044/0.430/0.512 -0.073/0.280/0.341 -0.036/0.107/0.135 
Medium 29808/ 2614 -0.066/0.340/0.407 -0.043/0.225/0.284 -0.018/0.091/0.130 
High opaque 105525/ 9712 -0.079/0.324/0.417 -0.055/0.223/0.308 +0.014/0.104/0.191 
Very high opaque 18295/ 2348 -0.042/0.325/0.412 -0.041/0.225/0.308 +0.034/0.114/0.214 
High thin 10783/ 623 -0.028/0.315/0.414 -0.021/0.219/0.307 +0.032/0.106/0.205 
High meanly thick 40844/ 2486 -0.053/0.274/0.348 -0.016/0.198/0.288 +0.028/0.101/0.203 
High thick 57242/ 5382 -0.036/0.302/0.392 -0.030/0.227/0.323 +0.037/0.120/0.230 
High above clouds 14959/ 1143 -0.071/0.338/0.450 -0.059/0.271/0.375 +0.030/0.129/0.245 

100-200 hPa 8004/ 582 -0.011/0.311/0.386 -0.006/0.230/0.305 +0.038/0.106/0.205 
200-300 hPa 140711/ 11933 -0.056/0.311/0.402 -0.036/0.221/0.312 +0.035/0.115/0.221 
300-400 hPa 87223/ 7798 -0.065/0.315/0.401 -0.047/0.222/0.303 +0.008/0.099/0.176 
400-500 hPa 25601/ 2220 -0.040/0.315/0.385 -0.023/0.216/0.280 -0.012/0.086/0.127 
500-600 hPa 13582/ 1289 -0.062/0.350/0.426 -0.044/0.261/0.326 -0.022/0.098/0.131 
600-700 hPa 25174/ 1721 -0.123/0.424/0.496 -0.152/0.324/0.385 -0.030/0.114/0.147 
700-800 hPa 37636/ 1668 -0.100/0.410/0.477 -0.100/0.266/0.312 -0.036/0.105/0.132 
800-900 hPa 62489/ 2886 -0.030/0.429/0.502 -0.046/0.248/0.287 -0.039/0.110/0.137 
900-1000 hPa 9383/ 336 +0.259/0.617/0.731 +0.003/0.222/0.266 -0.033/0.111/0.141 

******************** 

VIS08 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 673459/ 60625 -0.134/0.373/0.459 -0.114/0.254/0.331 -0.014/0.101/0.139 
Very low 92715/ 5088 -0.097/0.499/0.584 -0.077/0.306/0.361 -0.033/0.158/0.194 
Low 122615/ 8842 -0.135/0.468/0.547 -0.106/0.321/0.381 -0.031/0.143/0.178 
Medium 116314/ 12396 -0.116/0.412/0.485 -0.113/0.282/0.344 -0.026/0.115/0.146 
High opaque 183694/ 17914 -0.157/0.359/0.441 -0.134/0.242/0.309 -0.011/0.088/0.122 
Very high opaque 30190/ 4243 -0.127/0.359/0.431 -0.115/0.226/0.288 +0.001/0.083/0.123 
High thin 9863/ 707 -0.098/0.334/0.408 -0.071/0.204/0.273 +0.002/0.075/0.108 
High meanly thick 29433/ 1822 -0.086/0.271/0.328 -0.048/0.165/0.214 -0.001/0.066/0.097 
High thick 63708/ 7115 -0.121/0.309/0.379 -0.115/0.223/0.292 -0.004/0.082/0.122 
High above clouds 24927/ 2498 -0.174/0.401/0.508 -0.177/0.315/0.422 -0.012/0.107/0.155 

100-200 hPa 8195/ 673 -0.054/0.326/0.393 -0.053/0.204/0.256 +0.007/0.070/0.103 
200-300 hPa 158778/ 15624 -0.143/0.333/0.407 -0.116/0.214/0.280 -0.002/0.077/0.116 
300-400 hPa 143746/ 14001 -0.146/0.351/0.431 -0.128/0.249/0.318 -0.012/0.092/0.124 
400-500 hPa 73137/ 7828 -0.107/0.376/0.453 -0.106/0.267/0.336 -0.022/0.102/0.132 
500-600 hPa 58481/ 6718 -0.121/0.420/0.497 -0.123/0.311/0.380 -0.030/0.126/0.159 
600-700 hPa 75485/ 6567 -0.152/0.462/0.540 -0.151/0.337/0.400 -0.031/0.142/0.178 
700-800 hPa 74072/ 4451 -0.150/0.471/0.544 -0.101/0.307/0.355 -0.033/0.145/0.179 
800-900 hPa 66828/ 3875 -0.071/0.492/0.577 -0.046/0.299/0.343 -0.032/0.162/0.199 
900-1000 hPa 14737/ 888 +0.003/0.586/0.689 -0.032/0.291/0.339 -0.036/0.173/0.214 

******************** 
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IR108 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 741832/ 74569 -0.079/0.329/0.405 -0.052/0.201/0.251 -0.008/0.082/0.112 
Very low 27881/ 2696 +0.016/0.471/0.580 +0.003/0.288/0.337 -0.034/0.139/0.170 
Low 32980/ 2761 -0.031/0.420/0.496 +0.028/0.271/0.328 -0.024/0.097/0.122 
Medium 88126/ 8782 -0.016/0.384/0.457 -0.000/0.256/0.308 -0.020/0.096/0.122 
High opaque 167180/ 18293 -0.096/0.342/0.415 -0.060/0.207/0.254 -0.007/0.086/0.115 
Very high opaque 9947/ 1677 -0.115/0.345/0.407 -0.080/0.190/0.229 +0.003/0.081/0.110 
High thin 65866/ 6143 -0.109/0.336/0.414 -0.087/0.205/0.262 -0.006/0.079/0.111 
High meanly thick 121491/ 8188 -0.084/0.285/0.345 -0.054/0.162/0.203 -0.004/0.066/0.094 
High thick 125076/ 14558 -0.081/0.292/0.356 -0.059/0.183/0.229 -0.002/0.077/0.109 
High above clouds 103285/ 11471 -0.075/0.337/0.436 -0.056/0.218/0.274 -0.007/0.089/0.120 

100-200 hPa 12862/ 1020 -0.071/0.284/0.347 -0.035/0.178/0.220 +0.005/0.060/0.086 
200-300 hPa 260631/ 25498 -0.097/0.301/0.373 -0.066/0.169/0.213 -0.001/0.071/0.101 
300-400 hPa 256733/ 26095 -0.084/0.332/0.405 -0.058/0.210/0.261 -0.009/0.086/0.114 
400-500 hPa 104950/ 11060 -0.036/0.356/0.429 -0.012/0.249/0.304 -0.017/0.094/0.121 
500-600 hPa 48906/ 5287 -0.030/0.399/0.474 -0.007/0.285/0.343 -0.024/0.105/0.134 
600-700 hPa 21366/ 2135 -0.067/0.425/0.492 -0.051/0.295/0.351 -0.030/0.118/0.147 
700-800 hPa 11593/ 955 -0.127/0.429/0.502 -0.059/0.266/0.310 -0.033/0.125/0.153 
800-900 hPa 12195/ 1376 -0.021/0.450/0.540 +0.013/0.288/0.337 -0.035/0.137/0.169 
900-1000 hPa 12596/ 1143 +0.080/0.505/0.656 +0.016/0.286/0.331 -0.034/0.142/0.173 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 445357/ 45224 -0.036/0.305/0.393 -0.008/0.175/0.215 +0.003/0.077/0.105 
Very low 1234/ 48 +0.093/0.548/0.672 +0.060/0.364/0.424 -0.018/0.118/0.157 
Low 3812/ 253 +0.113/0.440/0.515 +0.162/0.319/0.380 -0.013/0.081/0.105 
Medium 18763/ 1614 +0.142/0.435/0.525 +0.116/0.274/0.333 -0.008/0.086/0.111 
High opaque 130539/ 13703 -0.071/0.336/0.412 -0.032/0.198/0.242 +0.001/0.087/0.117 
Very high opaque 17661/ 2622 -0.089/0.320/0.372 -0.058/0.179/0.214 +0.007/0.082/0.112 
High thin 29885/ 2788 -0.039/0.287/0.353 -0.007/0.159/0.198 +0.006/0.070/0.098 
High meanly thick 78540/ 5399 -0.041/0.263/0.400 -0.011/0.143/0.177 +0.001/0.062/0.086 
High thick 108329/ 12241 -0.022/0.275/0.334 -0.007/0.157/0.193 +0.005/0.074/0.103 
High above clouds 56594/ 6556 -0.004/0.320/0.463 +0.024/0.187/0.230 +0.008/0.083/0.114 

100-200 hPa 13574/ 1066 -0.037/0.285/0.342 -0.019/0.173/0.212 +0.007/0.060/0.084 
200-300 hPa 252703/ 25510 -0.055/0.284/0.380 -0.026/0.151/0.186 +0.005/0.071/0.099 
300-400 hPa 145508/ 15379 -0.022/0.329/0.404 +0.012/0.206/0.253 +0.001/0.087/0.117 
400-500 hPa 24003/ 2457 +0.088/0.396/0.475 +0.096/0.273/0.329 -0.005/0.091/0.119 
500-600 hPa 5828/ 564 +0.161/0.472/0.565 +0.145/0.328/0.395 -0.013/0.093/0.120 
600-700 hPa 1858/ 169 +0.095/0.514/0.618 +0.153/0.359/0.425 -0.015/0.097/0.127 
700-800 hPa 810/ 34 +0.184/0.508/0.622 +0.083/0.349/0.406 -0.014/0.105/0.140 
800-900 hPa 766/ 34 -0.002/0.510/0.617 +0.051/0.358/0.416 -0.018/0.121/0.160 
900-1000 hPa 307/ 11 +0.160/0.623/0.832 +0.055/0.389/0.444 -0.025/0.120/0.160 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clear air 60453/ 3472 +0.010/0.385/0.484 +0.014/0.237/0.308 +0.010/0.096/0.146 
Cloud free land 41544/ 2586 +0.018/0.382/0.471 +0.031/0.222/0.289 +0.007/0.089/0.134 
Cloud free sea 18341/ 788 -0.020/0.397/0.518 -0.028/0.272/0.353 +0.018/0.114/0.175 
Land/sea with ice 564/ 97 +0.047/0.383/0.465 +0.040/0.274/0.348 +0.027/0.124/0.195 

200-300 hPa 9720/ 832 +0.060/0.365/0.445 +0.049/0.167/0.216 +0.007/0.071/0.107 
300-400 hPa 48809/ 2504 +0.009/0.386/0.484 +0.011/0.249/0.322 +0.011/0.101/0.153 
400-500 hPa 1922/ 136 -0.221/0.480/0.586 -0.103/0.316/0.395 +0.004/0.127/0.181 

Table 18: Validation statistics against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at AMV level and 
NWP analysis at best fit level, for the different Cloud types and Pressure layers, in the case 

not using wind guess with a tracer size of 8x8 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 minutes 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 52: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the HRVIS AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 8x8 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 53: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the VIS08 AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 8x8 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 54: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Warm branch, in the
 

Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
8x8 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 55: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Cold branch, in 
the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 
8x8 pixel tracer size 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 56: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green) for the WV062 cloudy AMVs using the CCC method Warm branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
8x8 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 57: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green) for the WV062 cloudy AMVs using the CCC method Cold branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
8x8 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 58: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Clear air AMVs in the Experiment not using the
 

wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 8x8 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

10.3 Case with larger tracer size: 40x40 pixel tracer size, 15 minute temporal gap 

HRVIS AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 74716/ 4884 -0.106/0.295/0.363 -0.103/0.191/0.250 -0.024/0.065/0.083 
Very low 16728/ 547 -0.097/0.443/0.514 -0.098/0.233/0.288 -0.042/0.085/0.104 
Low 17002/ 817 -0.114/0.417/0.490 -0.120/0.263/0.319 -0.043/0.088/0.108 
Medium 7089/ 581 -0.118/0.336/0.399 -0.110/0.210/0.260 -0.030/0.078/0.097 
High opaque 17907/ 1460 -0.112/0.267/0.325 -0.112/0.176/0.228 -0.018/0.059/0.074 
Very high opaque 3144/ 359 -0.089/0.290/0.351 -0.107/0.177/0.225 -0.012/0.054/0.070 
High thin 608/ 34 +0.030/0.240/0.277 -0.026/0.140/0.175 -0.004/0.046/0.059 
High meanly thick 3780/ 203 -0.090/0.240/0.292 -0.043/0.122/0.154 -0.010/0.045/0.059 
High thick 7315/ 813 -0.106/0.254/0.309 -0.097/0.157/0.202 -0.016/0.050/0.063 
High above clouds 1143/ 70 -0.145/0.314/0.447 -0.130/0.209/0.292 -0.021/0.065/0.081 

100-200 hPa 1035/ 84 +0.002/0.268/0.326 -0.033/0.160/0.197 -0.006/0.048/0.064 
200-300 hPa 18764/ 1574 -0.113/0.261/0.320 -0.099/0.157/0.203 -0.014/0.050/0.063 
300-400 hPa 12611/ 1103 -0.102/0.270/0.326 -0.105/0.178/0.232 -0.020/0.063/0.079 
400-500 hPa 4303/ 318 -0.056/0.282/0.335 -0.087/0.189/0.243 -0.024/0.069/0.086 
500-600 hPa 2874/ 279 -0.150/0.347/0.425 -0.124/0.241/0.302 -0.035/0.087/0.108 
600-700 hPa 7021/ 484 -0.168/0.395/0.463 -0.185/0.302/0.361 -0.041/0.091/0.113 
700-800 hPa 11591/ 487 -0.139/0.405/0.472 -0.122/0.246/0.291 -0.041/0.081/0.099 
800-900 hPa 14851/ 504 -0.047/0.439/0.507 -0.066/0.221/0.260 -0.045/0.088/0.108 
900-1000 hPa 1666/ 51 +0.222/0.712/0.858 -0.024/0.212/0.256 -0.046/0.104/0.129 

******************** 

VIS08 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 51287/ 4178 -0.224/0.388/0.483 -0.178/0.267/0.348 -0.034/0.093/0.116 
Very low 7598/ 363 -0.209/0.450/0.519 -0.155/0.316/0.377 -0.058/0.147/0.180 
Low 12128/ 922 -0.266/0.455/0.539 -0.184/0.327/0.393 -0.054/0.135/0.165 
Medium 10357/ 1103 -0.205/0.417/0.509 -0.189/0.291/0.363 -0.040/0.108/0.135 
High opaque 13379/ 983 -0.239/0.370/0.475 -0.183/0.244/0.312 -0.024/0.072/0.090 
Very high opaque 2544/ 368 -0.196/0.367/0.431 -0.197/0.258/0.328 -0.021/0.065/0.083 
High thin 128/ 6 -0.055/0.158/0.199 -0.011/0.066/0.083 
High meanly thick 1145/ 18 -0.140/0.234/0.280 -0.062/0.144/0.180 -0.010/0.053/0.068 
High thick 3142/ 342 -0.209/0.311/0.365 -0.174/0.226/0.289 -0.022/0.067/0.085 
High above clouds 866/ 73 -0.228/0.353/0.408 -0.232/0.311/0.422 -0.034/0.100/0.129 

100-200 hPa 361/ 27 -0.065/0.268/0.308 -0.101/0.202/0.254 -0.009/0.060/0.076 
200-300 hPa 9813/ 799 -0.227/0.350/0.430 -0.172/0.224/0.289 -0.019/0.061/0.077 
300-400 hPa 9199/ 781 -0.227/0.361/0.443 -0.184/0.250/0.319 -0.026/0.078/0.097 
400-500 hPa 5707/ 505 -0.172/0.370/0.471 -0.172/0.268/0.348 -0.035/0.091/0.114 
500-600 hPa 4732/ 565 -0.213/0.405/0.489 -0.201/0.315/0.391 -0.048/0.120/0.150 
600-700 hPa 7615/ 722 -0.283/0.469/0.551 -0.236/0.356/0.424 -0.053/0.136/0.168 
700-800 hPa 7789/ 504 -0.236/0.455/0.530 -0.168/0.309/0.358 -0.053/0.131/0.161 
800-900 hPa 5066/ 234 -0.204/0.473/0.557 -0.107/0.306/0.355 -0.060/0.157/0.191 
900-1000 hPa 1005/ 41 -0.141/0.540/0.661 -0.089/0.310/0.364 -0.070/0.179/0.222 

******************** 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

IR108 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 66245/ 5864 -0.139/0.317/0.389 -0.103/0.190/0.241 -0.019/0.068/0.088 
Very low 4870/ 317 -0.073/0.460/0.549 -0.086/0.292/0.346 -0.059/0.142/0.174 
Low 3672/ 193 -0.229/0.437/0.495 -0.140/0.283/0.339 -0.043/0.109/0.134 
Mwdium 5678/ 480 -0.140/0.365/0.445 -0.114/0.264/0.333 -0.028/0.090/0.115 
High opaque 15994/ 1753 -0.181/0.363/0.447 -0.133/0.219/0.278 -0.021/0.073/0.094 
Very high opaque 1353/ 269 -0.158/0.405/0.476 -0.135/0.220/0.271 -0.016/0.070/0.094 
High thin 3408/ 292 -0.119/0.291/0.343 -0.097/0.165/0.209 -0.016/0.058/0.074 
High meanly thick 13564/ 774 -0.094/0.245/0.310 -0.072/0.141/0.176 -0.012/0.053/0.069 
High thick 11790/ 1269 -0.119/0.276/0.337 -0.101/0.169/0.213 -0.015/0.060/0.077 
High above clouds 5916/ 517 -0.142/0.295/0.352 -0.097/0.191/0.244 -0.021/0.069/0.088 

100-200 hPa 1222/ 88 -0.074/0.288/0.346 -0.047/0.153/0.188 -0.003/0.047/0.061 
200-300 hPa 26278/ 2492 -0.141/0.292/0.357 -0.095/0.158/0.199 -0.012/0.056/0.073 
300-400 hPa 21004/ 1906 -0.137/0.319/0.391 -0.111/0.199/0.254 -0.022/0.070/0.089 
400-500 hPa 6419/ 536 -0.134/0.364/0.460 -0.094/0.246/0.317 -0.028/0.085/0.107 
500-600 hPa 2659/ 287 -0.142/0.377/0.443 -0.133/0.302/0.370 -0.034/0.105/0.132 
600-700 hPa 1998/ 153 -0.226/0.427/0.504 -0.236/0.339/0.403 -0.049/0.130/0.163 
700-800 hPa 2714/ 124 -0.269/0.421/0.486 -0.169/0.280/0.325 -0.052/0.121/0.146 
800-900 hPa 1606/ 123 -0.065/0.418/0.479 -0.069/0.280/0.325 -0.058/0.145/0.177 
900-1000 hPa 2345/ 155 -0.016/0.510/0.604 -0.036/0.292/0.339 -0.061/0.145/0.177 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 63230/ 6238 -0.081/0.283/0.346 -0.046/0.160/0.201 -0.010/0.063/0.082 
Very low 1148/ 57 +0.171/0.526/0.602 +0.020/0.369/0.430 -0.040/0.127/0.171 
Low 811/ 38 +0.137/0.539/0.653 +0.058/0.383/0.444 -0.030/0.115/0.153 
Medium 1730/ 151 +0.087/0.383/0.454 +0.064/0.265/0.322 -0.016/0.079/0.101 
High opaque 18032/ 1944 -0.134/0.325/0.401 -0.094/0.195/0.249 -0.013/0.072/0.093 
Very high opaque 3043/ 552 -0.156/0.347/0.412 -0.105/0.190/0.231 -0.008/0.070/0.091 
High thin 2379/ 207 -0.045/0.264/0.330 +0.000/0.141/0.175 -0.006/0.052/0.068 
High meanly thick 14528/ 973 -0.051/0.239/0.291 -0.025/0.127/0.159 -0.006/0.053/0.070 
High thick 16323/ 1779 -0.068/0.249/0.303 -0.043/0.136/0.169 -0.009/0.058/0.076 
High above clouds 5236/ 537 -0.010/0.267/0.319 +0.003/0.162/0.198 -0.009/0.065/0.084 

100-200 hPa 1556/ 137 -0.089/0.294/0.340 -0.037/0.151/0.182 -0.003/0.049/0.065 
200-300 hPa 36466/ 3596 -0.087/0.271/0.330 -0.054/0.138/0.173 -0.007/0.057/0.075 
300-400 hPa 19786/ 2029 -0.086/0.288/0.356 -0.044/0.185/0.236 -0.013/0.070/0.090 
400-500 hPa 2660/ 273 -0.041/0.348/0.430 +0.026/0.256/0.316 -0.017/0.079/0.101 
500-600 hPa 696/ 86 +0.114/0.404/0.458 +0.048/0.317/0.386 -0.021/0.095/0.121 
600-700 hPa 509/ 49 +0.186/0.505/0.614 +0.068/0.370/0.430 -0.031/0.115/0.150 
700-800 hPa 516/ 19 +0.067/0.465/0.528 +0.035/0.376/0.433 -0.029/0.131/0.175 
800-900 hPa 788/ 45 +0.175/0.552/0.638 +0.007/0.397/0.463 -0.044/0.130/0.177 
900-1000 hPa 253/ 4 +0.011/0.344/0.396 -0.041/0.128/0.169 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clear air 31193/ 1855 -0.113/0.357/0.448 -0.115/0.249/0.332 -0.019/0.086/0.117 
Cloud free land 16626/ 1162 -0.088/0.336/0.413 -0.093/0.237/0.315 -0.018/0.084/0.114 
Cloud free sea 14177/ 598 -0.125/0.391/0.493 -0.140/0.262/0.350 -0.019/0.089/0.120 
Land/sea with ice 389/ 95 -0.300/0.385/0.483 -0.173/0.325/0.425 -0.031/0.119/0.158 

200-300 hPa 4082/ 435 -0.026/0.321/0.383 -0.023/0.176/0.235 -0.009/0.061/0.080 
300-400 hPa 26347/ 1333 -0.117/0.356/0.446 -0.124/0.256/0.339 -0.020/0.089/0.120 
400-500 hPa 764/ 87 -0.414/0.518/0.629 -0.315/0.419/0.532 -0.046/0.174/0.228 

Table 19: Validation statistics against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at AMV level and 
NWP analysis at best fit level, for the different Cloud types and Pressure layers, in the case 
not using wind guess with a tracer size of 40x40 pixels and a temporal gap of 15 minutes 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 59: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the HRVIS AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 40x40 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 60: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the VIS08 AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 40x40 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 61: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Warm branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
40x40 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 62: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using the CCC method Cold branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 
40x40 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 63: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Warm branch,
 
in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 

40x40 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 64: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Cold branch,
 
in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and
 

40x40 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 65: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Clear air AMVs in the Experiment not using the
 

wind guess, with 15 minute temporal gap between images and 40x40 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

10.4 Case with shorter temporal gap: 24x24 pixel tracer size, 5 minute temporal gap 

HRVIS AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 449922/ 38031 -0.125/0.338/0.414 -0.110/0.228/0.295 -0.019/0.090/0.115 
Very Low 74173/ 4271 -0.102/0.488/0.573 -0.088/0.292/0.342 -0.044/0.154/0.188 
Low 78593/ 5910 -0.170/0.454/0.534 -0.124/0.311/0.369 -0.038/0.137/0.169 
Medium 71062/ 7031 -0.141/0.385/0.459 -0.118/0.259/0.316 -0.028/0.105/0.132 
High opaque 107600/ 9767 -0.124/0.309/0.377 -0.114/0.206/0.260 -0.012/0.077/0.100 
Very high opaque 17385/ 2145 -0.091/0.301/0.360 -0.094/0.188/0.233 -0.003/0.068/0.090 
High thin 8300/ 543 -0.112/0.348/0.450 -0.089/0.206/0.280 -0.005/0.068/0.088 
High meanly thick 26529/ 1667 -0.090/0.261/0.311 -0.058/0.155/0.194 -0.008/0.058/0.075 
High thick 47097/ 5070 -0.106/0.275/0.332 -0.113/0.196/0.255 -0.012/0.067/0.086 
High above clouds 19183/ 1627 -0.213/0.393/0.494 -0.199/0.297/0.399 -0.020/0.089/0.115 

100-200 hPa 6283/ 477 -0.034/0.271/0.323 -0.051/0.184/0.233 -0.001/0.057/0.076 
200-300 hPa 108447/ 9685 -0.123/0.291/0.353 -0.109/0.187/0.242 -0.008/0.064/0.083 
300-400 hPa 92128/ 8281 -0.116/0.309/0.378 -0.113/0.216/0.275 -0.014/0.080/0.103 
400-500 hPa 46046/ 4372 -0.107/0.337/0.408 -0.101/0.236/0.297 -0.021/0.091/0.116 
500-600 hPa 35805/ 3823 -0.157/0.393/0.468 -0.128/0.286/0.350 -0.032/0.116/0.146 
600-700 hPa 46401/ 4294 -0.191/0.453/0.536 -0.171/0.334/0.397 -0.037/0.138/0.173 
700-800 hPa 46622/ 3204 -0.181/0.446/0.517 -0.128/0.303/0.352 -0.042/0.139/0.171 
800-900 hPa 49556/ 2887 -0.093/0.481/0.558 -0.067/0.292/0.335 -0.044/0.159/0.194 
900-1000 hPa 18634/ 1008 +0.063/0.578/0.694 -0.044/0.268/0.305 -0.048/0.165/0.199 

******************** 

VIS08 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 114314/ 8463 -0.116/0.374/0.444 -0.122/0.294/0.350 +0.004/0.139/0.172 
Very low 8927/ 557 +0.149/0.524/0.614 +0.073/0.385/0.422 +0.027/0.225/0.268 
Low 14985/ 1009 -0.010/0.417/0.483 -0.014/0.355/0.399 +0.016/0.198/0.240 
Medium 21781/ 1629 -0.073/0.423/0.488 -0.096/0.310/0.356 -0.006/0.155/0.192 
High opaque 38412/ 2651 -0.144/0.356/0.419 -0.151/0.286/0.334 +0.003/0.127/0.157 
Very high opaque 7297/ 770 -0.131/0.355/0.414 -0.163/0.278/0.329 +0.011/0.111/0.142 
High thin 1452/ 84 -0.097/0.335/0.375 -0.110/0.227/0.275 -0.001/0.100/0.129 
High meanly thick 4759/ 166 -0.137/0.354/0.417 -0.095/0.230/0.270 +0.005/0.107/0.134 
High thick 12028/ 1298 -0.164/0.345/0.396 -0.159/0.274/0.324 +0.001/0.116/0.147 
High above clouds 4673/ 299 -0.155/0.371/0.465 -0.177/0.313/0.382 -0.005/0.138/0.173 

100-200 hPa 1595/ 136 -0.046/0.325/0.369 -0.100/0.243/0.289 +0.012/0.099/0.129 
200-300 hPa 32650/ 2455 -0.176/0.350/0.411 -0.161/0.268/0.317 +0.002/0.109/0.138 
300-400 hPa 28667/ 2065 -0.122/0.355/0.411 -0.146/0.289/0.336 +0.002/0.131/0.163 
400-500 hPa 16279/ 1164 -0.093/0.382/0.437 -0.104/0.305/0.352 -0.002/0.148/0.183 
500-600 hPa 10125/ 911 -0.073/0.433/0.512 -0.084/0.331/0.380 -0.002/0.171/0.212 
600-700 hPa 9885/ 779 -0.054/0.433/0.498 -0.059/0.347/0.392 +0.004/0.195/0.239 
700-800 hPa 8644/ 569 +0.032/0.425/0.492 +0.025/0.370/0.411 +0.018/0.210/0.253 
800-900 hPa 4780/ 310 +0.185/0.511/0.597 +0.131/0.410/0.443 +0.057/0.241/0.281 
900-1000 hPa 1689/ 74 +0.582/0.930/1.092 +0.079/0.396/0.430 +0.015/0.241/0.287 

******************** 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

IR108 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 133616/ 10476 -0.072/0.353/0.411 -0.080/0.259/0.300 +0.007/0.125/0.157 
Very low 4551/ 371 +0.230/0.620/0.723 +0.088/0.384/0.425 +0.009/0.205/0.244 
Low 6005/ 370 -0.007/0.401/0.462 +0.008/0.325/0.366 +0.000/0.171/0.206 
Medium 12168/ 941 +0.002/0.411/0.471 -0.032/0.311/0.355 +0.002/0.149/0.184 
High opaque 27493/ 2444 -0.073/0.381/0.440 -0.079/0.275/0.317 +0.015/0.135/0.168 
Very high opaque 2171/ 298 -0.064/0.374/0.414 -0.107/0.260/0.298 +0.029/0.122/0.156 
High thin 10459/ 696 -0.093/0.337/0.392 -0.102/0.244/0.285 +0.000/0.113/0.143 
High meanly thick 28067/ 1489 -0.102/0.304/0.356 -0.081/0.222/0.254 +0.004/0.106/0.133 
High thick 24564/ 2500 -0.085/0.325/0.378 -0.097/0.249/0.285 +0.011/0.119/0.151 
High above clouds 18138/ 1367 -0.083/0.353/0.410 -0.097/0.273/0.319 +0.002/0.129/0.163 

100-200 hPa 2641/ 188 -0.129/0.347/0.402 -0.076/0.230/0.266 +0.013/0.101/0.130 
200-300 hPa 52725/ 4186 -0.093/0.329/0.383 -0.096/0.233/0.268 +0.011/0.112/0.141 
300-400 hPa 45511/ 3522 -0.069/0.353/0.409 -0.084/0.268/0.309 +0.006/0.128/0.160 
400-500 hPa 16335/ 1273 -0.042/0.382/0.436 -0.047/0.297/0.342 +0.000/0.139/0.173 
500-600 hPa 6493/ 548 -0.047/0.424/0.488 -0.032/0.338/0.388 +0.001/0.168/0.208 
600-700 hPa 3417/ 264 -0.009/0.402/0.475 -0.029/0.333/0.373 -0.001/0.179/0.216 
700-800 hPa 2761/ 183 -0.035/0.436/0.488 +0.006/0.356/0.395 -0.001/0.210/0.246 
800-900 hPa 1952/ 176 +0.175/0.560/0.664 +0.072/0.379/0.423 +0.005/0.206/0.247 
900-1000 hPa 1781/ 136 +0.456/0.802/0.928 +0.138/0.404/0.444 +0.021/0.210/0.249 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 159042/ 14266 -0.018/0.331/0.387 -0.018/0.235/0.270 +0.018/0.118/0.150 
Very low 2198/ 112 +0.065/0.436/0.489 +0.067/0.342/0.391 -0.004/0.154/0.198 
Low 2046/ 124 +0.050/0.457/0.522 +0.099/0.345/0.399 -0.006/0.138/0.174 
Medium 6466/ 499 +0.110/0.417/0.493 +0.056/0.315/0.365 -0.001/0.127/0.161 
High opaque 46673/ 4300 -0.032/0.361/0.417 -0.041/0.253/0.293 +0.020/0.126/0.159 
Very high opaque 6044/ 843 -0.069/0.360/0.409 -0.067/0.239/0.273 +0.032/0.124/0.159 
High thin 7916/ 665 -0.017/0.328/0.388 -0.003/0.213/0.246 +0.018/0.103/0.131 
High meanly thick 31229/ 1900 -0.025/0.290/0.340 -0.016/0.201/0.229 +0.014/0.103/0.131 
High thick 37798/ 4055 -0.020/0.307/0.361 -0.020/0.224/0.256 +0.021/0.119/0.151 
High above clouds 18672/ 1768 +0.026/0.329/0.381 +0.020/0.249/0.288 +0.019/0.123/0.157 

100-200 hPa 3561/ 247 -0.046/0.346/0.405 -0.045/0.217/0.251 +0.021/0.104/0.133 
200-300 hPa 80422/ 7375 -0.041/0.315/0.367 -0.036/0.213/0.243 +0.021/0.112/0.143 
300-400 hPa 58037/ 5195 +0.005/0.342/0.399 -0.000/0.255/0.295 +0.017/0.124/0.157 
400-500 hPa 10111/ 949 +0.055/0.388/0.453 +0.043/0.304/0.354 +0.005/0.130/0.165 
500-600 hPa 2677/ 248 +0.110/0.422/0.492 +0.070/0.347/0.405 -0.005/0.139/0.178 
600-700 hPa 1273/ 104 +0.002/0.404/0.464 +0.045/0.352/0.412 -0.009/0.149/0.191 
700-800 hPa 1174/ 65 -0.028/0.425/0.477 +0.055/0.346/0.391 -0.006/0.152/0.192 
800-900 hPa 1316/ 66 +0.082/0.448/0.504 +0.089/0.351/0.402 +0.005/0.159/0.204 
900-1000 hPa 471/ 17 +0.380/0.644/0.762 +0.055/0.324/0.371 -0.022/0.147/0.189 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clear air 50383/ 2401 -0.033/0.378/0.457 -0.065/0.285/0.350 +0.008/0.135/0.177 
Cloud free land 27867/ 1546 -0.038/0.366/0.438 -0.059/0.279/0.342 +0.005/0.133/0.174 
Cloud free sea 22027/ 785 -0.016/0.395/0.480 -0.072/0.294/0.360 +0.013/0.137/0.180 
Land/sea with ice 481/ 70 -0.117/0.412/0.482 -0.071/0.317/0.382 +0.004/0.166/0.222 

200-300 hPa 7288/ 652 -0.008/0.346/0.428 -0.003/0.228/0.271 +0.016/0.112/0.147 
300-400 hPa 41984/ 1693 -0.037/0.387/0.464 -0.073/0.294/0.360 +0.007/0.138/0.181 
400-500 hPa 1110/ 56 -0.198/0.440/0.497 -0.193/0.395/0.495 +0.014/0.209/0.270 

Table 20: Validation statistics against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at AMV level and NWP 
analysis at best fit level for the different Cloud types and Pressure layers, in the case not using 

wind guess with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 5 minutes 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 66: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the HRVIS AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 5 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 67: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the VIS08 AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 5 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 68: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using CCC method Warm branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 5 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 69: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using CCC method Cold branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 5 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 70: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Warm branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 5 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 71: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Cold branch,
 
in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 5 minute temporal gap between images and
 

24x24 pixel tracer size
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

Figure 72: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Clear air AMVs in the Experiment not using 

the wind guess, with 5 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

10.5 Case with longer temporal gap: 24x24 pixel tracer size, 60 minute temporal gap 

HRVIS AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 4841/ 229 -0.036/0.320/0.434 -0.063/0.257/0.391 +0.016/0.120/0.266 
Very low 1007/ 35 +0.010/0.523/0.585 -0.138/0.288/0.352 -0.038/0.092/0.119 
Low 1903/ 62 -0.010/0.445/0.540 -0.115/0.268/0.320 -0.049/0.092/0.114 
Medium 87/ 2 -0.085/0.239/0.313 -0.032/0.082/0.107 
High opaque 949/ 57 -0.047/0.257/0.328 -0.058/0.252/0.341 +0.035/0.128/0.229 
Very high opaque 196/ 27 -0.137/0.320/0.412 -0.037/0.263/0.337 +0.054/0.143/0.235 
High thin 34/ 7 -0.032/0.172/0.205 -0.000/0.058/0.087 
High meanly thick 212/ 9 +0.001/0.205/0.299 +0.046/0.114/0.228 
High thick 416/ 28 -0.003/0.368/0.439 +0.004/0.259/0.345 +0.071/0.159/0.269 
High above clouds 37/ 2 -0.141/0.288/0.364 +0.008/0.113/0.184 

100-200 hPa 64/ 5 +0.072/0.255/0.361 +0.066/0.128/0.253 
200-300 hPa 1276/ 95 -0.068/0.277/0.359 -0.029/0.245/0.329 +0.052/0.137/0.242 
300-400 hPa 484/ 29 +0.008/0.309/0.410 -0.063/0.253/0.348 +0.026/0.125/0.229 
400-500 hPa 55/ 2 -0.088/0.318/0.428 -0.004/0.098/0.176 
500-600 hPa 41/ 0 -0.214/0.322/0.428 -0.043/0.124/0.162 
600-700 hPa 450/ 16 +0.141/0.787/0.810 -0.210/0.329/0.380 -0.032/0.092/0.115 
700-800 hPa 778/ 25 -0.111/0.449/0.495 -0.136/0.274/0.324 -0.044/0.094/0.116 
800-900 hPa 1607/ 54 -0.013/0.359/0.409 -0.085/0.250/0.289 -0.051/0.089/0.111 
900-1000 hPA 86/ 3 +0.068/0.307/0.350 -0.027/0.123/0.170 

******************** 

VIS08 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 13014/ 651 -0.180/0.409/0.545 -0.156/0.287/0.405 -0.023/0.102/0.184 
Very low 3163/ 110 -0.185/0.504/0.577 -0.173/0.313/0.373 -0.048/0.107/0.137 
Low 4746/ 218 -0.163/0.442/0.521 -0.156/0.307/0.373 -0.051/0.103/0.133 
Medium 1119/ 88 -0.132/0.425/0.557 -0.184/0.308/0.403 -0.033/0.106/0.146 
High opaque 2285/ 134 -0.226/0.364/0.468 -0.170/0.277/0.366 -0.008/0.099/0.171 
Very high opaque 425/ 51 -0.182/0.398/0.486 -0.199/0.307/0.387 -0.000/0.107/0.165 
High thin 81/ 4 -0.025/0.186/0.253 +0.001/0.076/0.137 
High meanly thick 470/ 7 -0.032/0.182/0.271 +0.016/0.087/0.166 
High thick 588/ 36 -0.137/0.387/0.481 -0.113/0.252/0.331 +0.008/0.106/0.191 
High above clouds 137/ 3 -0.237/0.398/0.573 +0.007/0.124/0.243 

100-200 hPa 143/ 4 -0.054/0.220/0.297 +0.013/0.083/0.128 
200-300 hPa 2242/ 151 -0.210/0.398/0.498 -0.137/0.255/0.340 +0.004/0.098/0.176 
300-400 hPa 1428/ 73 -0.187/0.333/0.427 -0.168/0.283/0.380 -0.009/0.102/0.174 
400-500 hPa 592/ 28 -0.186/0.380/0.528 -0.206/0.317/0.429 -0.023/0.095/0.146 
500-600 hPa 572/ 48 -0.089/0.435/0.576 -0.191/0.330/0.415 -0.038/0.116/0.159 
600-700 hPa 1996/ 83 -0.141/0.460/0.551 -0.228/0.351/0.408 -0.046/0.105/0.137 
700-800 hPa 2893/ 95 -0.257/0.446/0.518 -0.172/0.307/0.357 -0.051/0.103/0.132 
800-900 hPa 2916/ 163 -0.119/0.460/0.531 -0.096/0.270/0.315 -0.057/0.103/0.131 
900-1000 hPa 232/ 6 -0.014/0.332/0.404 -0.002/0.190/0.250 

******************** 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

IR108 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 16739/ 1801 -0.096/0.317/0.400 -0.084/0.212/0.294 -0.002/0.090/0.161 
Very low 739/ 41 -0.047/0.428/0.537 -0.075/0.227/0.296 -0.051/0.099/0.126 
Low 598/ 23 -0.038/0.490/0.646 -0.085/0.261/0.326 -0.029/0.091/0.125 
Medium 1043/ 83 -0.044/0.341/0.404 -0.078/0.279/0.360 -0.023/0.096/0.134 
High opaque 4885/ 591 -0.122/0.358/0.446 -0.126/0.238/0.320 -0.011/0.094/0.152 
Very high opaque 470/ 85 -0.156/0.319/0.385 -0.117/0.238/0.317 -0.003/0.087/0.151 
High thin 874/ 93 -0.063/0.294/0.376 -0.058/0.204/0.287 +0.012/0.089/0.166 
High meanly thick 3485/ 264 -0.104/0.300/0.375 -0.051/0.172/0.245 +0.002/0.079/0.147 
High thick 3372/ 479 -0.082/0.279/0.353 -0.072/0.197/0.275 +0.010/0.094/0.172 
High above clouds 1273/ 142 -0.069/0.344/0.429 -0.088/0.229/0.317 -0.003/0.098/0.158 

100-200 hPa 458/ 42 -0.046/0.260/0.333 +0.001/0.179/0.231 +0.010/0.064/0.114 
200-300 hPa 8196/ 965 -0.099/0.299/0.381 -0.077/0.192/0.269 +0.007/0.087/0.161 
300-400 hPa 5096/ 556 -0.107/0.342/0.414 -0.108/0.235/0.323 -0.012/0.096/0.155 
400-500 hPa 1130/ 118 -0.004/0.382/0.453 -0.088/0.274/0.368 -0.021/0.099/0.142 
500-600 hPa 533/ 52 -0.145/0.403/0.515 -0.084/0.299/0.366 -0.028/0.107/0.144 
600-700 hPa 341/ 20 -0.060/0.380/0.530 -0.126/0.289/0.360 -0.031/0.101/0.133 
700-800 hPa 366/ 13 -0.214/0.387/0.465 -0.129/0.257/0.301 -0.041/0.093/0.126 
800-900 hPa 125/ 13 -0.180/0.401/0.531 -0.028/0.249/0.302 -0.038/0.084/0.102 
900-1000 hPa 494/ 22 +0.178/0.410/0.465 -0.040/0.191/0.244 -0.054/0.102/0.132 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
All clouds 25331/ 2792 -0.064/0.305/0.385 -0.045/0.199/0.263 -0.003/0.082/0.127 
Very low 1544/ 100 +0.208/0.517/0.588 +0.041/0.341/0.394 -0.028/0.097/0.133 
Low 1057/ 77 +0.209/0.437/0.525 +0.122/0.345/0.399 -0.023/0.091/0.117 
Medium 1382/ 144 +0.079/0.392/0.481 +0.056/0.272/0.337 -0.018/0.086/0.115 
High opaque 6225/ 776 -0.112/0.326/0.413 -0.106/0.226/0.298 -0.008/0.093/0.143 
Very high opaque 798/ 119 -0.115/0.308/0.377 -0.114/0.226/0.285 -0.001/0.091/0.138 
High thin 1207/ 119 -0.018/0.293/0.379 -0.021/0.177/0.239 +0.001/0.073/0.107 
High meanly thick 5612/ 517 -0.091/0.279/0.346 -0.035/0.162/0.222 +0.001/0.070/0.115 
High thick 5112/ 674 -0.061/0.267/0.346 -0.047/0.169/0.228 +0.002/0.080/0.125 
High above clouds 2394/ 266 -0.036/0.319/0.396 -0.014/0.189/0.258 -0.001/0.082/0.125 

100-200 hPa 716/ 58 -0.057/0.325/0.382 -0.018/0.180/0.230 +0.003/0.064/0.104 
200-300 hPa 12836/ 1529 -0.089/0.279/0.358 -0.060/0.172/0.234 +0.003/0.078/0.124 
300-400 hPa 7017/ 790 -0.077/0.327/0.409 -0.058/0.213/0.283 -0.008/0.088/0.132 
400-500 hPa 1239/ 133 +0.059/0.330/0.391 +0.001/0.259/0.330 -0.018/0.088/0.117 
500-600 hPa 755/ 87 +0.112/0.370/0.432 +0.091/0.297/0.370 -0.021/0.085/0.118 
600-700 hPa 788/ 76 +0.179/0.447/0.526 +0.124/0.343/0.402 -0.022/0.098/0.127 
700-800 hPa 683/ 39 +0.297/0.574/0.654 +0.105/0.334/0.389 -0.021/0.095/0.127 
800-900 hPa 948/ 76 +0.227/0.529/0.607 +0.044/0.357/0.413 -0.031/0.099/0.136 
900-1000 hPa 349/ 4 +0.013/0.327/0.370 -0.025/0.085/0.111 

******************** 

WV062 AMVs Numb. Comparisons NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics NWP/Radiosoundings with Radiosoundings with NWP with NWP best fit 
Cloud free land 13683/ 1278 -0.114/0.354/0.434 -0.064/0.245/0.333 -0.008/0.095/0.156 
Cloud free sea 18394/ 904 -0.090/0.356/0.431 -0.105/0.253/0.341 -0.007/0.094/0.150 
Land/sea with ice 370/ 50 -0.129/0.392/0.518 -0.096/0.251/0.309 -0.010/0.103/0.137 

200-300 hPa 2343/ 336 -0.046/0.358/0.455 -0.041/0.221/0.313 -0.004/0.091/0.168 
300-400 hPa 28657/ 1744 -0.107/0.350/0.425 -0.088/0.249/0.336 -0.007/0.094/0.151 
400-500 hPa 1447/ 152 -0.184/0.420/0.515 -0.162/0.304/0.386 -0.021/0.114/0.164 

Table 21: Validation statistics against Radiosoundings and NWP analysis at AMV level and 
NWP analysis at best fit level for the different Cloud types and Pressure layers, in the case 
not using wind guess with a tracer size of 24x24 pixels and a temporal gap of 60 minutes 
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Figure 73: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the HRVIS AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 60 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 74: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the VIS08 AMVs in the Experiment not using the wind guess,
 

with 60 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
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Figure 75: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using CCC method Warm branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 60 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 76: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the IR108 AMVs using CCC method Cold branch,
 

in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 60 minute temporal gap between images and
 
24x24 pixel tracer size
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Figure 77: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Warm branch,
 
in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 60 minute temporal gap between images and
 

24x24 pixel tracer size
 

Figure 78: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Cold branch,
 
in the Experiment not using the wind guess, with 60 minute temporal gap between images and
 

24x24 pixel tracer size
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Figure 79: NWP best fit level pressure mean and its dispersion (in blue) related to the
 
AMV level pressure (in green), for the WV062 Clear air AMVs in the Experiment not using the
 

wind guess, with 60 minute temporal gap between images and 24x24 pixel tracer size
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Comparing the statistics for the different pressure levels between the default case (in Table 
10) and the cases with shorter/longer temporal gaps and smaller/larger tracer sizes (Tables 18 
to 21), the general reduction in the NRMSVD with larger tracer sizes is clearly seen in the 
AMVs related to all cloud types and 50 hPa wide pressure layers with the HRVIS high 
resolution channel, but when using the low resolution SEVIRI channels (VIS08, IR108, 
WV062) this reduction is generally only seen in the AMVs related to high semitransparent 
clouds in the upper part of the troposphere when comparing with the NWP analysis at the 
AMV level, and more widely to all AMVs except those related to low and very low clouds 
when comparing with the NWP analysis at the best fit level. At the same time, a more 
negative NBIAS is seen with larger tracer sizes for generally all cloud types, 50 hPa wide 
pressure layers and SEVIRI channels against the three different reference winds. 

Comparing the cases with shorter/longer temporal gaps, an increase in the NRMSVD respect 
to the 15 minute temporal gap case is seen in the AMVs related to all SEVIRI channels with 
shorter (5 minute) and longer (60 minute) temporal gaps, for most cloud types and 50 hPa 
wide pressure layers. There is nevertheless a general exception with the clouds lower than 
600 hPa (low and very low clouds), for which the NRMSVD seems to be better in all low 
resolution configurations with a temporal gap of 60 minutes than with a temporal gap of 15 
minutes (and also with a temporal gap of 5 minutes in the WV062 case). 
At the same time, the specific behaviour of the AMVs related to the low resolution channels 
(VIS08, IR108 and WV062), with a more negative NBIAS with longer temporal gaps, is 
generally seen with most 50 hPa wide pressure layers and cloud types, except the High 
semitransparent clouds in the VIS08 and IR108 channel. 
On the other side, few differences can be seen comparing the results in Figures 52 to 79 
respect to those found in Figures 44 to 50, for the experiments considering smaller and larger 
tracer sizes and shorter and longer temporal gaps, respect to the behaviour of the difference 
“NWP best fit level pressure mean - AMV level pressure mean” and the dispersion of the 
“NWP best fit level pressure values” in the default case. The most important change is the 
amount of data related to the different cloud types and pressure layers, specially in the 
“orange AMV populations” using zero as correlation threshold for the height assignment, 
which are more common in the cases using a smaller tracer size and a shorter temporal gap. 

But in general, the difference “NWP best fit level pressure mean - AMV level pressure mean” 
and the dispersion of the “NWP best fit level pressure values” show similar behaviours for all 
cloud types, 50 hPa wide pressure layers and SEVIRI channels, than in the default case. 
Looking to Figures 53 to 58 with a smaller tracer size of 8x8 pixels, where the “orange AMV 
populations” using zero as correlation threshold for the height assignment are the largest, it 
can also be seen that using the High and low correlation threshold for the height assignment 
has not a specific effect in the relationship between the “AMV level pressure” and the “NWP 
best fit level pressure”. With all of this the effect of using different tracer sizes and temporal 
gaps is seen not to have a significant effect on the relationship between the “AMV level 
pressure” and the “NWP best fit level pressure”. 
Finally, considering the rather similar difference between the “AMV level pressure” and the 
“NWP best fit level pressure mean” in the different configurations using the “High or low 
correlation threshold for the height assignment”, it is easy to think that the reason for these 
differences is independent of the threshold used, and most probably related to errors in the 
“Cloud pressure” output provided by SAFNWC/MSG Cloud Top Temperature and Height 
product (PGE03) used for the Height assignment, or in the representativity of these pressure 
values of the AMV displacement level. 
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11 REDEFINITION OF THE AMV LEVEL WITH THE NWP BEST FIT LEVEL 

A final validation task has been defined, to verify the effect in the Validation statistics that 
the redefinition of the “AMV level pressure” through the corrections suggested by the 
differences with the “NWP analysis best fit level pressure” during the used period (January – 
June 2010) in the previous chapter can cause. This task has been taken as an example to show 
how useful this redefinition of the “AMV level” can be for the AMV validation statistics, 
considering the default case (with a temporal gap of 15 minutes and a tracer size of 24 pixels, 
not using the wind guess). The main corrections reducing the difference between the “AMV 
level pressure” and the “NWP best fit level pressure” in the default configuration (as shown 
by Figures 11 to 17) are listed next. 

Considering HRVIS AMVs, VIS08 AMVs, IR108 AMVs using CCC method cold branch, 
and WV062 Clear air AMVs: 

•	 The redistribution of AMVs related to Very low clouds through a narrower layer, with 
a general lowering of the highest AMVs and a general rising of the lowest AMVs. 

•	 A general lowering of AMVs related to Medium to High cloud types at all Pressure 
layers, smaller than 100 hPa in most cases (although it can be over 200 hPa for the 
“High semitransparent clouds above other clouds” using the visible channels, and for 
the WV062 clear air types at the lower levels). 

Considering WV062 Cloudy AMVs and IR108 AMVs using CCC method warm branch: 
•	 A general lowering of AMVs related to all cloud types when they are higher than 300 

hPa, and for WV062 AMVs using CCC method Cold branch related to “High opaque 
clouds” at all Pressure layers, smaller than 100 hPa in most cases. 

•	 A general rising of AMVs lower than 300 hPa, progressively larger at lower levels 
(specially for the WV062 AMVs, for which it can be over 250 hPa). 

The corresponding corrections (defined as the differences between the “NWP best fit level 
pressure mean” and the “AMV level pressure mean” for all SEVIRI channels, different cloud 
types and different 50 hPa pressure layers shown in Figures 44 to 50) have then been applied 
inside the same SAFNWC/MSG HRW algorithm used for all the experiments, just after the 
calculation of the AMV pressure level with “CCC height assignment method”, considering a 
similar configuration and a different six month validation period: July – December 2009. To 
show the effect of the correction of the AMV level, the Validation statistics against 
Radiosoundings are compared before and after this correction. 

The needed input data for this experiment: MSG/SEVIRI HRIT image data (level 1.5), 
ECMWF NWP model data and GTS Radiosounding data with a similar format for the period 
July – December 2009 have been taken from the directory /MASIVO/tew/Archivovalidacion 
used up to now in AEMET Massive Storage System riada.inm.es. Both experiments (with the 
running of SAFNWC/MSG Cloud mask, Cloud type, Cloud top temperature and height, and 
High resolution winds products under the mentioned configuration with and without the 
“AMV level correction”) have been run in nwcwind.inm.es server during a period of two 
days. 

The basic difference in the AMVs coming from both experiments is the “AMV pressure level 
(with and without correction)”, but because this correction is included before the Quality 
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control, this can also change the AMV Quality index and the Orographic flag, and 
correspondingly if the AMVs are finally admitted or not in the HRW output files. 

Considering all of this, the result of the comparison is shown in next pages in Table 22 and 
Figures 80 to 84. It can be seen that considering all AMVs together for the different SEVIRI 
channels, the correction has a positive effect in the mean NBIAS of the Cloudy AMVs (with 
large reductions of around an 80% for the HRVIS AMVs and between a 40% and a 60% for 
the rest of Cloudy AMVs), but not in the mean NBIAS of the WV062 Clear air AMVs, which 
might mean that the implemented corrections were only valid for the “training dataset” used 
and not in general. The effect in the mean NRMSVD is very small (for which the variations 
are smaller than a 6% for all SEVIRI channels, besides with reductions for the visible and 
IR108 AMVs but basically no changes for the WV062 AMVs). 

Having a more detailed look to the AMV statistics for the different pressure layers, it can be 
seen that the reductions in the NBIAS are most important in the High layer for all SEVIRI 
channels. They besides occur for all pressure layers with the HRVIS AMVs, for the high and 
medium layer with the VIS08 and WV062 Cloudy AMVs, and for the high layer only with 
the IR108 AMVs. Considering the NRMSVD, small reductions occur with most pressure 
layers (being in the medium layer for the visible channels, and the high layer for the infrared 
channel even larger than a 10%). But these general reductions are not seen considering the 
whole dataset for each SEVIRI channel together. This might be caused because of a larger 
contribution after the correction of the AMVs at the medium and low layers (with generally a 
higher NRMSVD) and a smaller contribution of AMVs at the high layer (with generally a 
lower NRSMVD). 

With all of this, after the AMV level correction the NBIAS is near zero for basically all 
WV062 AMVs, all visible AMVs over 500 hPa and near the ground, and the highest IR108 
AMVs. The correction has instead had a very small effect in all other AMVs (visible AMVs 
between 500 and 900 hPa, IR108 AMVs below 400 hPa and all WV062 Clear air AMVs). 
The reductions in the NBIAS (specially in the “High clouds”) caused by the correction may 
mean there is an error in the Cloud pressure used (defined by SAFNWC/MSG Cloud Top 
Temperature and Height product output), or in the representativity of these pressure values 
with the true AMV displacement level. 
But at the same time, the poor improvements caused by the “AMV level correction” in the 
NBIAS of the AMVs related to the lower clouds and of the Clear air AMVs (and specially 
the fact that the changes in the NRMSVD are not too significant after the correction), show 
that additional work is needed to better exploit operationally the comparison between the 
“AMV level” and the “NWP best fit level”. 

Because of all of this, after the correction the NBIAS values are near the optimum (which is 
smaller than -0.03) for HRVIS and WV062 Cloudy AMVs, but not for the VIS08, IR108 and 
WV062 Clear air AMVs. The NRMSVD values have improved only very slightly in all 
cases, and are still far from the optimum (which is between 0.08 and 0.10) for all SEVIRI 
channels). 
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HRVIS AMVs Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics with Radiosoundings before Correction with Radiosoundings after Correction 
All clouds 20764/-0.100/0.309/0.383 20550/-0.018/0.313/0.380 
100-200 hPa 534/-0.065/0.284/0.328 6/ 
200-300 hPa 7286/-0.102/0.278/0.338 2593/-0.006/0.273/0.323 
300-400 hPa 4195/-0.094/0.280/0.346 5853/+0.025/0.268/0.325 
400-500 hPa 1250/-0.086/0.345/0.449 3043/-0.020/0.308/0.385 
500-600 hPa 755/-0.123/0.340/0.413 701/-0.093/0.337/0.412 
600-700 hPa 1687/-0.196/0.383/0.460 699/-0.102/0.348/0.411 
700-800 hPa 1615/-0.136/0.361/0.425 1769/-0.097/0.329/0.385 
800-900 hPa 2891/-0.055/0.455/0.520 5732/-0.069/0.442/0.510 
900-1000 hPa 551/+0.177/0.715/0.840 154/+0.060/0.700/0.788 

******************** 
VIS08 AMVs Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics with Radiosoundings before Correction with Radiosoundings after Correction 
All clouds 19161/-0.171/0.368/0.457 18400/-0.086/0.371/0.447 
100-200 hPa 229/-0.136/0.342/0.410 2/ 
200-300 hPa 4122/-0.190/0.329/0.399 407/-0.044/0.302/0.350 
300-400 hPa 3525/-0.169/0.329/0.405 2935/-0.007/0.321/0.390 
400-500 hPa 2235/-0.136/0.375/0.468 4423/-0.045/0.348/0.419 
500-600 hPa 1782/-0.175/0.402/0.484 2742/-0.123/0.396/0.469 
600-700 hPa 2489/-0.191/0.420/0.493 1394/-0.182/0.405/0.483 
700-800 hPa 2014/-0.173/0.407/0.476 3499/-0.156/0.402/0.468 
800-900 hPa 2232/-0.143/0.496/0.573 2998/-0.167/0.465/0.536 
900-1000 hPa 533/+0.054/0.733/0.853 0/ 

******************** 
IR108 AMVs Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics with Radiosoundings before Correction with Radiosoundings after Correction 
All clouds 30185/-0.126/0.331/0.411 31524/-0.079/0.316/0.387 
100-200 hPa 806/-0.102/0.297/0.346 14/-0.023/0.157/0.180 
200-300 hPa 11956/-0.142/0.307/0.374 7406/-0.061/0.283/0.344 
300-400 hPa 7416/-0.132/0.318/0.400 11106/-0.068/0.293/0.359 
400-500 hPa 2695/-0.083/0.356/0.445 4679/-0.102/0.338/0.420 
500-600 hPa 1196/-0.119/0.396/0.488 1075/-0.106/0.371/0.457 
600-700 hPa 982/-0.149/0.383/0.449 1052/-0.135/0.391/0.456 
700-800 hPa 1131/-0.140/0.389/0.456 2702/-0.132/0.380/0.442 
800-900 hPa 2376/-0.094/0.472/0.546 3328/-0.116/0.470/0.544 
900-1000 hPa 1627/+0.085/0.562/0.648 162/-0.074/0.599/0.681 

******************** 
WV062 Cloudy AMVs Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics with Radiosoundings before Correction with Radiosoundings after Correction 
All clouds 25033/-0.064/0.289/0.351 27468/-0.035/0.289/0.352 
100-200 hPa 975/-0.082/0.289/0.335 17/-0.038/0.169/0.194 
200-300 hPa 15465/-0.080/0.277/0.336 14354/-0.043/0.271/0.328 
300-400 hPa 6531/-0.051/0.295/0.364 9709/-0.030/0.287/0.352 
400-500 hPa 1019/+0.071/0.376/0.458 2087/-0.013/0.379/0.469 
500-600 hPa 347/+0.027/0.398/0.463 1245/+0.001/0.421/0.521 
600-700 hPa 188/+0.062/0.465/0.534 50/+0.123/0.435/0.497 
700-800 hPa 197/+0.029/0.393/0.463 6/ 
800-900 hPa 232/+0.054/0.419/0.470 0/ 
900-1000 hPa 79/+0.112/0.487/0.542 0/ 

******************** 
WV062 Clear air AMVs Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRSMVD Numb.Comp/NBIAS/NMVD/NRMSVD 
Statistics with Radiosoundings before Correction with Radiosoundings after Correction 
All clouds 7385/-0.065/0.346/0.427 7021/-0.079/0.344/0.428 
200-300 hPa 2841/-0.030/0.320/0.375 2918/-0.080/0.310/0.370 
300-400 hPa 4480/-0.086/0.361/0.456 3461/-0.073/0.367/0.467 
400-500 hPa 64/-0.113/0.419/0.493 616/-0.102/0.393/0.511 
500-600 hPa 0/ 24/-0 195/0 405/0 480 

Table 22: Validation statistics for the AMVs related to all SEVIRI channels, 
against Radiosoundings before and after the correction of the AMV level through 

the NWP best fit level in the new Validation period July – December 2009 
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Figure 80: Amount of AMVs (NC), NBIAS and NRMSVD for the HRVIS AMVs, before and after 
the “Height level correction” defined by the NWP best fit level for the different pressure levels, 

in the new validation period July–December 2009 

Figure 81: Amount of AMVs (NC), NBIAS and NRMSVD for the VIS08 AMVs, before and after 
the “Height level correction” defined by the NWP best fit level for the different pressure levels, 

in the new validation period July–December 2009 

Figure 82: Amount of AMVs (NC), NBIAS and NRMSVD for the IR108 AMVs, before and after 
the “Height level correction” defined by the NWP best fit level for the different pressure levels, 

in the new validation period July–December 2009 
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Figure 83: Amount of AMVs (NC), NBIAS and NRMSVD for the WV062 Cloudy AMVs, before 
and after the “Height level correction” defined by the NWP best fit level for the different 

pressure levels, in the new validation period July–December 2009 

Figure 84: Amount of AMVs (NC), NBIAS and NRMSVD for the WV062 Clear air AMVs, before 
and after the “Height level correction” defined by the NWP best fit level for the different 

pressure levels,in the new validation period July–December 2009 
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12 CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 

Some important conclusions can be taken from the results of this study: 
- First of all, it shows that the SAFNWC/MSG HRW v3.2 algorithm used to run the 

experiments is able to calculate good AMVs for all “tracer sizes” between 8x8 and 40x40 
pixels and all "temporal gaps between the initial tracer and the later tracking image” 
between 5 and 90 minutes (considering the MSG/SEVIRI HRVIS high resolution images 
and the VIS08, IR108 and WV062 low resolution images). For all configurations and 
channels, the mean NRSMVD against radiosounding winds has been verified to be 0.68 
or smaller, and it falls to values around 0.35 in the best cases. 

- It shows that the option of calculating AMVs without using the wind guess for the 
definition of the tracking area has in general better validation statistics (NMVD and 
NRMSVD), although with a smaller number of valid AMVs. Nevertheless, in the cases 
that can be more interesting for the calculation of AMVs because of having the lowest 
possible validation statistics, the reduction in the amount of data is not too significant. 

- It has been verified that the resolution of the NWP data used in the calculation and 
validation of AMVs (considering resolutions between 0.125 and 0.5 degrees) has a very 
small impact in the AMV calculation. 

- The NMVD and NRMSVD in the validation statistics against the NWP analysis winds at 
AMV level are always better than against the Radiosounding winds. The NBIAS has not 
a clear behaviour, being sometimes smaller against the Radiosoundings and sometimes 
smaller against the NWP winds. 

- The validation against the NWP best fit level shows that the AMV validation statistics 
can improve very significantly through changes only in the height assignment procedure, 
and that in the best cases the 75% of the AMV error is caused by this aspect of the AMV 
calculation only. The NRMSVD can be reduced to values between 0.08 and 0.10 for all 
the SEVIRI channels used, the NMVD can be reduced to values between 0.06 and 0.08 
for all the SEVIRI channels used, the NBIAS can be reduced to values smaller than -0.03 
for all the SEVIRI channels used, through changes in the height assignment only. 

- The maximum amount of calculated AMVs is related to the smallest tracer size (8x8 
pixels) in all cases. It is also related to a 5 minute temporal gap between images for the 
HRVIS high resolution pixel scale, and a 10 to 15 minute temporal gap between images 
for the VIS08, IR108 and WV062 low resolution pixel scale. 

- The best validation statistics occur with a tracer size of at least 16x16 kilometres 
(meaning a different tracer size in pixels for the High and Low resolution scale). If the 
statistics of the AMVs coming from all channels are considered together as a whole, the 
best statistics also occur with a temporal gap of 15 minutes (if only “Nominal scan 
service” with new images every 15 minutes is available), or a temporal gap of 10 minutes 
(if “Rapid scan service” with new images every 5 minutes is available). 

- Nevertheless, it has also been proved that the resolution of the pixels in the images used 
for the AMV calculation (in the cases used in this study 1 km and 3 km at the subsatellite 
point) proves to have a very important effect in the amount of AMVs calculated and the 
optimum tracer size and temporal gap configuration needed to optimize the 
corresponding Validation statistics. 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

- The AMV validation statistics against the NWP analysis winds at the best fit level show 
a preference for the largest tracer sizes. (Once the Height assignment could be solved, the 
AMV error would basically be related to the Tracking step, better solved with larger 
tracers, which better avoid a false correspondence of unrelated patterns between images). 

- At the same time, the AMV validation statistics against Radiosounding winds and NWP 
analysis winds at the AMV level show less clearly this preference for the largest tracer 
sizes. (A better Height assignment seems to occur with smaller tracer sizes, with a 
smaller dispersion of heights inside the tracer). 

- Looking at the mean difference between the “NWP analysis best fit level” and the “AMV 
level” for the different cloud types and pressure layers, it seems to be independent of 
using longer or shorter temporal gaps, or of using larger or smaller tracer sizes. 

- But at the same time, and as expected, the difference depends clearly on the criteria used 
by “CCC method” for the selection of the pixels used in the Height assignment process. 
For example, the results are very different in the AMVs related to the IR108 channel if 
the “Warm branch” or the “Cold branch” of the Brightness temperature(Pixel correlation 
contribution) function is used for the Height assignment. 
Considering the default case with a 24x24 pixel tracer size and a 15 minute temporal gap, 
there are configurations in which the difference “NWP best fit level pressure mean – 
AMV level pressure mean” is generally positive, meaning that the “NWP best fit level” 
is lower in the atmosphere: VIS08 AMVs (with a mean value of 47 hPa), WV062 Clear 
air AMVs (with a mean value of 38 hPa), HRVIS AMVs (with a mean value of 35 hPa), 
and “IR108 AMVs using CCC method cold branch” (with a mean value of 28 hPa). 
There are also configurations in which the difference “NWP best fit level pressure mean 
– AMV level pressure mean” is generally negative, meaning that the “NWP best fit 
level” is higher in the atmosphere: “IR108 AMVs using CCC method Warm branch” 
(with a mean value of -31 hPa), “WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method Cold 
branch” (with a mean value of -57 hPa), “WV062 Cloudy AMVs using CCC method 
Warm branch” (with a mean value of -90 hPa). 

- The significant mean value of this difference in the different configurations shows that 
none of them is fully valid to optimize the Validation errors. Additionally, the important 
variations of the mean value of this difference in the different configurations also shows 
that any additional fitting of the “AMV level” for the optimization of the Validation 
errors is specific to each SEVIRI channel and to the implementation of the “CCC height 
assignment method.” 

- With all of this, the difference discovered in this study between the “AMV level” and the 
“NWP best fit level” cannot easily be introduced in SAFNWC/MSG HRW algorithm as 
a “Pressure level correction” after the “CCC method height assignment process” to 
improve the AMV validation statistics, in spite of its stability in the different tracer size 
or temporal gap configurations for the different cloud types and height layers, because of 
the important dispersion of this difference inside each one of the groups. 

-	 An example including this “Pressure level correction” in HRW algorithm, run with the 
default configuration (a 24 pixel scale and a 15 minute temporal gap) for a different six 
month period, shows that the AMV validation statistics against the Radiosounding winds 
basically only improve after the correction through reductions in the NBIAS (which 
besides and in whole only reaches the optimum values, smaller than -0.03, for the 
HRVIS and WV062 Cloudy AMVs). The improvements in the NRMSVD are not very 
significant (keeping in whole in all cases very far from the optimum between 0.08 and 
0.10), meaning that additional work is needed to better exploit these results. 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ANNEX I: VALIDATION STATISTICS (CONSIDERING BIAS, MVD, RMSVD ABSOLUTE VALUES) 

I 1 V lid ti b l t t ti ti i t R di di i d 
ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 340585/16.496/-01.695/06.584/08.156 103454/15.792/-02.009/06.195/07.627 38833/15.676/-02.222/06.049/07.415 19211/15.867/-02.431/06.057/07.424 9630/16.211/-02.421/05.989/07.276 

10 min 198377/17.093/-01.637/06.386/08.123 76339/15.884/-01.815/05.745/07.096 29913/15.790/-01.943/05.651/06.964 15236/15.944/-02.055/05.558/06.847 7870/15.950/-02.230/05.558/06.829 
15 min 114550/18.064/-01.660/06.819/08.938 51176/16.151/-01.729/05.668/07.059 19874/15.971/-01.865/05.510/06.797 9729/16.008/-01.961/05.439/06.695 5155/16.076/-01.931/05.427/06.680 
20 min 67844/19.325/-01.728/07.689/10.209 33106/16.190/-01.727/05.689/07.140 13029/15.921/-01.866/05.472/06.797 6249/15.573/-02.009/05.336/06.522 3145/15.409/-02.120/05.381/06.700 
25 min 46645/20.815/-01.827/08.724/11.506 1504/16.500/-01.802/05.783/07.308 8459/15.778/-01.887/05.476/06.795 4026/15.797/-01.999/05.339/06.634 1992/15.271/-02.171/05.306/06.531 
30 min 34918/22.445/-01.859/09.974/12.979 14000/16.819/-01.815/06.035/07.703 5445/15.922/-01.899/05.548/06.928 2406/15.460/-01.921/05.320/06.505 1159/14.653/-02.174/05.317/06.596 
45 min 21742/25.734/-02.024/12.542/15.536 5326/19.061/-02.182/07.514/09.858 1773/15.584/-02.019/05.884/07.586 786/14.482/-02.242/05.321/06.731 353/12.598/-01.819/04.941/06.174 
60 min 17471/27.432/-02.120/13.968/16.815 2794/22.323/-02.528/09.678/12.391 739/17.813/-02.656/07.286/09.909 348/14.578/-02.894/06.019/08.089 166/13.620/-02.819/05.666/07.984 
75 min 16207/28.365/-01.900/14.841/17.660 2067/25.515/-02.729/11.928/14.960 489/18.779/-03.376/08.374/11.073 182/16.797/-03.478/07.651/10.772 77/13.909/-01.766/05.561/07.326 
90 min 14620/28.725/-02.070/15.316/18.094 1797/27.234/-02.795/12.885/15.802 330/20.794/-03.842/10.564/13.860 138/17.623/-03.029/07.545/09.774 51/17.078/-03.510/08.561/12.510 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 339410/16.523/-01.682/06.588/08.161 103106/15.829/-02.013/06.202/07.636 38614/15.711/-02.240/06.070/07.438 19151/15.864/-02.417/06.037/07.397 9576/16.257/-02.430/06.010/07.315 

10 min 198019/17.107/-01.624/06.383/08.111 75954/15.935/-01.799/05.740/07.088 29815/15.793/-01.943/05.657/06.966 15125/15.960/-02.067/05.559/06.845 7820/15.999/-02.225/05.555/06.826 
15 min 114247/18.068/-01.665/06.829/08.951 51048/16.173/-01.731/05.667/07.043 19800/16.024/-01.861/05.514/06.792 9694/16.011/-01.940/05.420/06.655 5156/16.072/-01.914/05.418/06.664 
20 min 67677/19.351/-01.729/07.698/10.210 33020/16.191/-01.741/05.681/07.128 12974/15.963/-01.890/05.491/06.822 6244/15.579/-02.028/05.332/06.532 3140/15.396/-02.104/05.393/06.713 
25 min 46555/20.854/-01.819/08.752/11.539 21516/16.565/-01.791/05.790/07.321 8395/15.750/-01.922/05.455/06.752 3993/15.836/-02.028/05.336/06.631 1979/15.268/-02.118/05.300/06.501 
30 min 34952/22.484/-01.862/09.940/12.933 13950/16.833/-01.813/06.043/07.703 5407/15.971/-01.906/05.510/06.890 2404/15.458/-01.962/05.352/06.590 1160/14.680/-02.151/05.313/06.600 
45 min 21497/25.835/-02.036/12.592/15.591 5267/19.022/-02.184/07.510/09.888 1812/15.741/-02.077/05.946/07.719 774/14.531/-02.107/05.257/06.645 349/12.865/-02.063/05.107/06.868 
60 min 17477/27.521/-02.057/14.089/16.941 2745/22.284/-02.612/09.720/12.502 754/18.069/-02.538/07.228/09.839 353/14.737/-02.858/06.197/08.268 166/13.422/-02.741/05.578/07.874 
75 min 16102/28.368/-01.724/14.729/17.479 2061/25.554/-02.538/11.984/14.985 463/18.994/-03.596/08.532/11.310 178/16.893/-03.736/07.805/11.167 73/14.178/-01.589/05.795/08.065 
90 min 14775/28.810/-01.990/15.395/18.164 1799/27.173/-02.686/13.113/16.039 303/21.168/-03.452/10.066/13.026 143/18.014/-02.790/07.816/10.505 50/17.460/-03.000/09.235/13.938 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 207505/16.173/-01.680/06.371/07.842 97178/15.832/-02.054/06.185/07.605 38031/15.773/-02.247/06.082/07.463 18902/15.960/-02.407/06.090/07.473 9663/16.126/-02.475/06.026/07.336 

10 min 67970/17.468/-01.454/06.186/07.821 56691/16.056/-01.783/05.695/07.023 26692/16.085/-01.955/05.669/06.991 14339/16.299/-02.070/05.613/06.931 7528/16.410/-02.207/05.612/06.903 
15 min 30433/18.937/-01.154/06.556/08.543 30784/16.411/-01.543/05.593/06.954 16254/16.290/-01.777/05.496/06.749 8921/16.315/-01.863/05.459/06.705 4884/16.546/-01.964/05.462/06.726 
20 min 15238/20.240/-00.990/07.134/09.527 16575/16.426/-01.607/05.533/06.884 9461/16.251/-01.830/05.431/06.717 5429/16.205/-01.863/05.280/06.425 2944/15.945/-02.023/05.341/06.568 
25 min 8176/23.067/-00.455/08.379/11.133 9091/17.219/-01.509/05.716/07.220 5373/16.521/-01.780/05.478/06.807 3232/16.433/-02.013/05.428/06.768 1709/16.305/-02.166/05.461/06.816 
30 min 5353/26.748/+00.260/09.838/13.240 5048/17.872/-01.570/05.915/07.570 3089/17.257/-01.698/05.672/07.113 1773/16.351/-01.704/05.360/06.599 947/15.846/-02.011/05.403/06.684 
45 min 2392/37.119/+02.780/14.619/18.404 1210/21.180/-01.139/06.984/09.277 708/16.804/-01.355/06.015/08.076 483/15.654/-01.770/05.296/06.923 255/14.396/-00.906/05.181/06.718 
60 min 1724/41.311/+03.638/16.626/20.002 501/29.760/+01.293/10.711/14.279 229/18.769/-00.694/06.236/08.454 141/14.333/-00.794/04.968/07.560 93/12.839/-02.484/05.304/07.425 
75 min 1389/44.865/+05.518/18.364/21.403 342/38.488/+02.550/14.955/18.953 126/23.706/-02.984/10.032/14.167 56/23.393/-01.804/10.366/14.406 18/16.444/-04.389/08.543/12.655 
90 min 1052/46.379/+06.002/20.140/23.507 249/43.663/+02.948/17.467/20.850 58/35.810/-00.655/15.360/18.563 28/22.286/-05.607/08.676/10.815 13/35.538/+01.385/11.936/15.592 

Table 23: Validation absolute statistics for HRVIS AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 38415/22.245/-01.241/08.995/10.587 13253/21.386/-02.199/08.763/10.376 6330/20.655/-02.573/08.537/10.084 3282/20.411/-03.062/08.656/10.361 1724/20.169/-03.388/08.628/10.195 

10 min 101932/15.879/-02.223/06.959/08.540 34045/14.956/-02.692/06.707/08.217 15139/14.557/-03.038/06.641/08.170 7602/14.435/-03.150/06.576/07.997 4047/14.067/-03.456/06.572/08.013 
15 min 105424/14.647/-02.343/06.400/07.932 35754/13.440/-02.676/06.122/07.547 15604/12.881/-02.956/06.084/07.525 7752/12.291/-03.117/05.998/07.403 4243/12.011/-03.472/06.054/07.566 
20 min 67488/15.212/-02.252/06.347/07.941 25354/13.450/-02.674/06.019/07.457 11426/12.521/-02.937/05.943/07.344 5671/11.969/-03.224/05.921/07.321 3059/11.832/-03.484/06.043/07.528 
25 min 55731/14.662/-02.254/06.244/07.939 20412/13.021/-02.497/05.839/07.267 8703/12.215/-02.791/05.762/07.146 4163/11.851/-02.859/05.682/06.929 2216/11.482/-03.013/05.744/07.085 
30 min 38901/15.762/-02.298/06.589/08.464 14484/13.451/-02.444/05.900/07.353 5997/12.496/-02.841/05.875/07.345 2885/11.748/-02.976/05.683/07.075 1607/10.998/-03.431/05.906/07.317 
45 min 17527/17.517/-02.309/07.661/10.100 6614/13.600/-02.361/06.084/07.745 2454/11.922/-02.430/05.691/07.138 1152/11.382/-02.653/05.780/07.477 607/10.947/-02.979/05.705/07.347 
60 min 9838/19.663/-02.719/09.487/12.371 3586/13.955/-02.563/06.585/08.714 1240/11.887/-02.847/06.006/07.922 574/11.909/-02.936/05.728/07.441 340/10.894/-02.703/05.704/07.258 
75 min 7177/22.180/-02.754/10.968/13.879 2234/15.008/-03.238/07.757/10.293 746/12.771/-03.339/06.961/09.327 354/11.828/-03.489/06.517/08.571 180/10.944/-03.583/06.429/08.322 
90 min 5791/23.748/-02.846/12.363/15.423 1593/16.625/-03.468/08.878/11.892 601/13.396/-03.957/07.632/10.137 239/10.933/-03.925/06.645/08.740 116/12.716/-03.828/07.309/09.146 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 38407/22.292/-01.244/09.029/10.630 13292/21.391/-02.144/08.762/10.363 6305/20.778/-02.561/08.649/10.223 3210/20.353/-03.014/08.626/10.289 1697/20.174/-03.602/08.701/10.246 

10 min 101289/15.902/-02.208/06.959/08.538 34040/15.004/-02.702/06.722/08.251 14990/14.632/-03.059/06.649/08.195 7579/14.464/-03.166/06.571/07.987 4032/14.073/-03.437/06.573/08.020 
15 min 104994/14.661/-02.345/06.400/07.935 35761/13.434/-02.699/06.135/07.561 15520/12.923/-02.955/06.078/07.511 7758/12.285/-03.118/06.007/07.411 4230/11.987/-03.459/06.047/07.560 
20 min 67450/15.221/-02.256/06.359/07.964 25185/13.511/-02.669/06.037/07.482 11343/12.577/-02.917/05.952/07.351 5603/12.043/-03.241/05.942/07.355 3062/11.812/-03.465/06.039/07.511 
25 min 55428/14.697/-02.259/06.255/07.947 20313/13.043/-02.497/05.839/07.261 8666/12.226/-02.794/05.769/07.160 4146/11.856/-02.853/05.680/06.956 2209/11.498/-03.010/05.728/07.067 
30 min 38709/15.814/-02.327/06.638/08.532 14470/13.487/-02.434/05.915/07.368 5987/12.499/-02.870/05.899/07.385 2867/11.792/-02.982/05.695/07.097 1616/10.975/-03.398/05.883/07.278 
45 min 17616/17.479/-02.384/07.670/10.109 6550/13.651/-02.400/06.093/07.777 2426/11.923/-02.419/05.696/07.119 1143/11.425/-02.709/05.806/07.506 594/10.778/-03.093/05.703/07.355 
60 min 9710/19.781/-02.623/09.436/12.292 3593/13.936/-02.570/06.599/08.746 1230/11.924/-02.863/06.007/07.933 561/11.920/-02.872/05.707/07.377 341/10.757/-02.666/05.696/07.274 
75 min 7112/22.208/-02.824/11.062/13.994 2229/14.961/-03.122/07.655/10.105 759/12.953/-03.375/07.129/09.477 355/11.808/-03.482/06.502/08.531 176/11.114/-03.597/06.450/08.337 
90 min 5743/23.774/-02.988/12.476/15.515 1608/16.497/-03.454/08.821/11.791 588/13.454/-03.895/07.677/10.168 238/11.134/-04.084/06.841/09.119 115/12.809/-03.852/07.382/09.194 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 71097/21.924/-01.267/08.878/10.472 20863/20.937/-02.234/08.649/10.289 8463/20.262/-02.654/08.573/10.175 3963/20.103/-03.054/08.599/10.220 2100/19.708/-03.200/08.562/10.058 

10 min 91520/16.018/-02.022/06.780/08.273 36424/15.321/-02.589/06.638/08.118 15689/14.793/-02.954/06.571/08.088 7872/14.485/-03.081/06.513/07.947 4143/14.242/-03.410/06.591/08.071 
15 min 60625/14.518/-02.243/06.246/07.694 32953/13.615/-02.705/06.148/07.581 14880/13.137/-02.986/06.098/07.508 7634/12.458/-03.121/06.012/07.383 4178/12.135/-03.505/06.072/07.561 
20 min 30179/15.396/-02.105/06.297/07.875 22783/13.674/-02.667/06.013/07.427 10913/12.741/-02.939/05.945/07.318 5544/12.237/-03.240/05.948/07.351 3008/11.926/-03.390/06.051/07.533 
25 min 16805/16.235/-02.060/06.464/08.169 14753/13.788/-02.554/05.995/07.470 7333/12.739/-02.827/05.844/07.214 3730/12.145/-02.913/05.723/07.019 2005/11.837/-03.069/05.861/07.187 
30 min 9850/17.341/-01.955/06.805/08.803 9756/13.907/-02.409/05.982/07.424 5048/12.906/-02.890/05.962/07.420 2534/12.082/-02.957/05.761/07.166 1469/11.292/-03.431/06.049/07.494 
45 min 3056/21.591/-01.041/08.612/11.396 3223/14.267/-02.302/06.228/08.009 1699/12.052/-02.239/05.591/06.934 905/11.663/-02.504/05.731/07.297 471/10.943/-02.728/05.374/06.811 
60 min 1177/26.162/-00.200/10.577/13.544 1291/15.170/-02.335/06.828/09.011 651/12.233/-02.680/06.100/08.122 334/12.093/-02.650/05.838/07.765 217/10.253/-02.276/05.363/06.808 
75 min 548/31.611/+00.146/13.617/16.982 544/18.719/-03.066/09.331/12.534 289/15.661/-03.225/08.033/10.740 155/12.600/-03.981/06.824/08.798 81/12.654/-03.593/06.986/09.198 
90 min 281/36.836/-00.359/15.664/18.603 266/22.248/-03.692/10.993/14.705 128/17.453/-04.312/09.942/12.671 66/14.939/-05.015/08.682/11.348 36/14.167/-01.278/07.893/10.338 

Table 24: Validation absolute statistics for VIS08 AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 39950/24.249/-00.322/09.197/10.646 17023/23.650/-01.262/09.056/10.491 8230/23.211/-01.699/08.923/10.352 4243/22.826/-02.047/08.604/10.022 2244/22.516/-02.697/08.913/10.534 

10 min 106495/18.523/-01.519/07.055/08.590 43009/18.051/-02.079/06.841/08.689 19567/17.710/-02.370/06.667/08.081 9796/17.409/-02.731/06.809/08.301 5248/17.096/-03.257/06.905/08.474 
15 min 118133/17.313/-01.683/06.436/07.963 48579/16.846/-02.076/06.181/07.851 21620/16.426/-02.415/06.155/07.524 11074/16.131/-02.676/06.161/07.555 5728/16.025/-02.968/06.265/07.671 
20 min 89670/17.899/-01.551/06.280/07.853 41640/17.053/-01.971/06.007/07.400 19439/16.453/-02.367/05.962/07.658 10104/15.983/-02.658/06.008/07.384 5373/15.834/-02.875/06.046/07.452 
25 min 75290/17.485/-01.597/06.187/07.841 36167/16.843/-01.893/05.867/07.247 16996/16.340/-02.290/05.879/07.664 8838/15.943/-02.648/05.937/08.713 4852/15.684/-03.043/06.128/07.635 
30 min 57657/18.123/-01.560/06.339/08.241 29650/17.088/-01.863/05.916/07.601 14000/16.436/-02.229/05.947/08.324 7137/16.048/-02.391/05.845/07.226 3964/15.888/-02.636/05.978/07.414 
45 min 27091/19.650/-01.832/07.278/09.572 15450/17.542/-01.998/06.189/08.518 7210/16.897/-02.202/05.996/07.534 3694/16.106/-02.615/06.048/07.434 1952/16.010/-02.544/05.935/07.365 
60 min 14110/21.518/-01.931/08.704/11.185 8011/18.157/-02.220/06.765/08.607 3742/17.210/-02.249/06.359/08.116 1926/16.628/-02.752/06.460/08.254 930/16.051/-02.759/06.359/07.995 
75 min 9549/23.061/-02.358/10.211/12.893 4954/18.986/-02.467/07.606/09.757 2155/17.521/-02.509/07.174/09.290 988/16.714/-02.933/06.950/08.888 578/16.405/-02.626/06.630/08.424 
90 min 7535/24.622/-02.225/11.465/14.211 3207/19.542/-03.069/08.605/11.053 1465/18.470/-03.580/08.374/10.646 713/17.634/-02.659/07.424/09.336 380/17.374/-02.605/07.346/09.171 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 39819/24.304/-00.296/09.225/10.679 16991/23.561/-01.200/09.036/10.454 8198/23.231/-01.713/08.929/10.355 4200/22.844/-01.975/08.628/10.057 2206/22.468/-02.838/08.921/10.496 

10 min 106398/18.529/-01.519/07.051/08.572 42817/18.121/-02.071/06.848/08.705 19540/17.745/-02.378/06.704/08.139 9791/17.454/-02.754/06.820/08.319 5195/17.169/-03.249/06.922/08.496 
15 min 117560/17.324/-01.695/06.448/07.974 48365/16.895/-02.080/06.183/07.845 21509/16.464/-02.416/06.172/07.537 10981/16.200/-02.666/06.160/07.554 5708/16.087/-02.979/06.276/07.679 
20 min 89417/17.897/-01.541/06.281/07.864 41460/17.061/-01.982/06.009/07.411 19324/16.490/-02.359/05.963/07.658 10084/16.009/-02.656/05.999/07.373 5361/15.836/-02.878/06.053/07.463 
25 min 74830/17.537/-01.597/06.200/07.864 36054/16.867/-01.868/05.849/07.214 16892/16.376/-02.290/05.877/07.662 8802/15.992/-02.650/05.936/08.720 4827/15.703/-03.040/06.126/07.629 
30 min 57458/18.153/-01.567/06.348/08.356 29515/17.099/-01.860/05.918/07.601 13947/16.458/-02.225/05.946/08.331 7112/16.073/-02.404/05.842/07.226 3941/15.916/-02.648/05.990/07.430 
45 min 27011/19.646/-01.826/07.280/09.550 15413/17.534/-02.001/06.177/08.512 7179/16.925/-02.201/05.971/07.492 3669/16.159/-02.642/06.084/07.469 1935/16.010/-02.545/05.945/07.364 
60 min 13993/21.551/-01.887/08.719/11.208 7986/18.201/-02.197/06.773/08.623 3743/17.258/-02.267/06.372/08.134 1902/16.650/-02.715/06.419/08.113 923/16.099/-02.797/06.351/08.007 
75 min 9624/23.110/-02.381/10.251/12.987 4896/19.113/-02.401/07.677/09.807 2150/17.436/-02.479/07.186/09.318 978/16.847/-02.920/06.931/08.853 567/16.586/-02.631/06.670/08.475 
90 min 7528/24.676/-02.204/11.535/14.309 3191/19.590/-03.015/08.601/11.058 1448/18.471/-03.573/08.369/10.669 710/17.600/-02.642/07.474/09.387 382/17.259/-02.806/07.444/09.264 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67395/24.150/-00.267/09.002/10.433 24448/23.765/-01.197/08.897/10.346 10476/23.326/-01.809/08.873/10.331 5075/23.141/-02.015/08.625/10.106 2631/22.678/-02.625/08.835/10.390 

10 min 97762/18.797/-01.331/06.909/08.374 45375/18.573/-01.983/06.813/08.636 20537/18.285/-02.297/06.726/08.198 10311/18.051/-02.627/06.858/08.384 5536/18.012/-03.086/06.961/08.532 
15 min 74569/17.740/-01.514/06.337/07.805 46548/17.663/-01.973/06.235/07.936 21546/17.202/-02.292/06.218/07.624 11051/17.104/-02.582/06.235/07.658 5864/17.114/-02.759/06.291/07.734 
20 min 44569/18.422/-01.259/06.188/07.605 37511/17.659/-01.835/06.018/07.623 18742/17.217/-02.209/05.960/07.320 10009/16.982/-02.543/06.092/07.505 5370/16.898/-02.779/06.149/07.630 
25 min 27507/19.054/-01.292/06.247/07.754 28342/17.757/-01.721/05.914/07.314 15359/17.453/-02.165/06.019/07.489 8260/17.109/-02.486/06.007/07.396 4700/16.981/-02.835/06.210/07.740 
30 min 16893/19.922/-01.083/06.336/07.968 20574/17.929/-01.639/05.957/07.464 12140/17.540/-02.017/05.976/07.493 6635/17.142/-02.237/05.909/07.277 3769/17.222/-02.527/06.111/07.561 
45 min 5273/23.310/-00.900/07.732/10.025 7438/18.732/-01.663/06.215/07.888 4957/18.164/-01.900/06.188/07.775 2799/17.051/-02.430/06.095/07.462 1607/17.078/-02.350/06.050/07.438 
60 min 1884/27.709/-00.281/10.042/13.012 2587/20.660/-01.732/07.203/09.244 1801/18.837/-01.998/06.609/08.331 1058/18.323/-02.573/06.594/08.499 581/17.780/-02.690/06.141/07.590 
75 min 877/32.198/-00.247/12.741/15.958 1094/23.028/-01.970/08.885/11.465 732/20.954/-01.548/07.439/09.687 372/18.887/-02.605/07.324/09.012 229/19.376/-03.258/07.876/10.087 
90 min 559/36.190/+00.442/13.661/16.612 542/25.863/-02.825/10.429/13.240 335/23.675/-02.866/09.352/11.585 181/23.978/-02.276/08.669/10.618 120/22.817/-02.942/10.179/12.476 

Table 25: Validation absolute statistics for IR108 AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 32586/26.563/+00.520/09.260/11.024 21762/25.601/+00.098/08.680/10.105 12990/25.086/-00.316/08.354/09.756 7417/24.933/-00.697/08.317/09.726 4290/24.788/-01.001/08.118/09.470 

10 min 65632/22.038/-00.740/07.439/09.064 37188/21.507/-00.937/07.039/08.915 19835/21.222/-01.307/06.831/08.525 10888/20.952/-01.537/06.705/08.102 5994/20.984/-01.915/06.829/08.355 
15 min 69884/21.053/-00.961/06.855/08.714 38976/20.462/-01.035/06.501/08.215 20287/20.174/-01.438/06.426/08.750 10973/20.109/-01.659/06.403/08.417 6166/20.240/-01.959/06.431/07.802 
20 min 56571/21.248/-00.863/06.673/08.372 34712/20.212/-01.059/06.344/08.467 18746/19.808/-01.333/06.142/08.213 10060/19.873/-01.684/06.181/07.614 5801/20.014/-01.956/06.218/07.677 
25 min 48587/20.519/-00.987/06.576/08.930 31069/19.752/-01.112/06.220/08.629 16539/19.627/-01.342/06.024/07.830 9145/19.442/-01.597/06.088/07.549 5208/19.480/-02.003/06.342/07.880 
30 min 40749/20.503/-01.074/06.682/08.903 27182/19.532/-01.095/06.117/08.060 14397/19.314/-01.270/05.974/07.830 7980/19.234/-01.616/06.088/07.615 4701/19.132/-01.872/06.130/07.654 
45 min 21668/20.912/-01.304/07.390/10.295 15925/19.159/-01.218/06.199/08.140 8695/18.738/-01.366/06.142/08.345 4863/18.652/-01.660/06.157/07.774 2895/18.938/-01.922/06.368/08.042 
60 min 12362/22.219/-01.586/08.513/11.181 9241/19.081/-01.543/06.667/09.592 5231/18.627/-01.677/06.414/09.147 3060/18.496/-01.817/06.446/08.072 1858/18.593/-02.062/06.534/08.155 
75 min 8902/23.269/-01.686/09.784/12.425 5676/19.500/-01.628/07.262/09.232 3283/18.514/-01.648/06.698/10.047 2048/18.263/-01.834/06.657/08.374 1327/17.913/-02.151/07.119/08.902 
90 min 7116/24.459/-01.721/10.923/13.628 4058/19.870/-01.758/07.913/10.102 2511/18.742/-01.418/07.252/09.255 1539/17.628/-02.329/07.339/09.149 1007/17.768/-02.420/07.374/09.285 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 32639/26.627/+00.568/09.270/11.033 21669/25.602/+00.053/08.710/10.141 12973/25.141/-00.293/08.404/09.807 7390/24.946/-00.710/08.332/09.752 4247/24.816/-00.984/08.113/09.466 

10 min 65287/22.059/-00.763/07.440/09.066 37030/21.534/-00.931/07.052/08.927 19672/21.282/-01.304/06.838/08.532 10823/20.992/-01.535/06.717/08.118 5949/21.059/-01.902/06.836/08.361 
15 min 69560/21.074/-00.956/06.852/08.717 38815/20.489/-01.034/06.512/08.233 20225/20.229/-01.444/06.427/08.745 10903/20.141/-01.670/06.395/08.409 6135/20.284/-01.982/06.441/07.817 
20 min 56323/21.283/-00.854/06.679/08.488 34691/20.228/-01.057/06.344/08.473 18653/19.834/-01.337/06.150/08.226 10025/19.900/-01.679/06.182/07.604 5797/20.036/-01.950/06.216/07.677 
25 min 48390/20.548/-00.958/06.567/08.918 30937/19.792/-01.099/06.212/08.622 16526/19.629/-01.330/06.011/07.807 9083/19.523/-01.602/06.107/07.571 5201/19.484/-02.026/06.348/07.893 
30 min 40503/20.532/-01.048/06.694/08.909 27083/19.578/-01.104/06.125/08.078 14330/19.326/-01.293/05.977/07.837 7926/19.283/-01.615/06.076/07.598 4651/19.172/-01.873/06.132/07.645 
45 min 21622/20.927/-01.314/07.409/10.313 15852/19.141/-01.256/06.234/08.203 8625/18.763/-01.394/06.138/08.364 4827/18.731/-01.658/06.165/07.792 2880/18.995/-01.900/06.343/07.993 
60 min 12281/22.161/-01.593/08.492/11.161 9203/19.033/-01.549/06.644/09.560 5226/18.696/-01.591/06.403/09.135 3085/18.502/-01.766/06.423/08.036 1856/18.628/-02.054/06.539/08.169 
75 min 8884/23.327/-01.639/09.803/12.430 5688/19.667/-01.663/07.337/09.296 3304/18.480/-01.592/06.709/10.057 2031/18.341/-01.804/06.688/08.426 1315/17.847/-02.179/07.121/08.885 
90 min 7101/24.424/-01.812/10.980/13.676 4036/19.997/-01.814/07.932/10.177 2462/18.693/-01.509/07.196/09.197 1544/17.541/-02.255/07.296/09.091 1006/17.776/-02.433/07.391/09.306 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 47822/26.026/+00.449/09.092/10.914 26796/25.560/+00.029/08.706/10.137 14266/25.139/-00.448/08.475/09.895 7928/24.781/-00.771/08.362/09.777 4424/24.814/-01.115/08.314/09.773 

10 min 57311/22.170/-00.624/07.376/09.058 37772/21.718/-00.874/07.065/08.963 19976/21.423/-01.226/06.850/08.564 10992/21.193/-01.468/06.752/08.160 6070/21.258/-01.793/06.860/08.403 
15 min 45224/21.456/-00.795/06.777/08.745 37007/21.076/-00.901/06.523/08.134 20143/20.959/-01.218/06.489/08.568 10998/20.808/-01.552/06.439/08.468 6238/21.251/-01.872/06.546/07.993 
20 min 30464/21.490/-00.536/06.583/08.138 31258/20.935/-00.896/06.350/08.229 17896/20.763/-01.157/06.206/08.042 10085/20.744/-01.550/06.275/07.749 5886/20.978/-01.715/06.375/07.911 
25 min 20771/21.770/-00.585/06.577/08.150 24830/20.737/-00.837/06.202/07.686 15272/20.778/-01.110/06.124/07.599 8907/20.442/-01.410/06.161/07.658 5269/20.660/-01.746/06.464/08.017 
30 min 14102/22.265/-00.601/06.693/08.377 19109/20.617/-00.867/06.211/07.765 12516/20.454/-01.039/06.071/07.565 7464/20.328/-01.498/06.170/07.679 4551/20.604/-01.610/06.291/07.878 
45 min 5474/24.480/-00.427/07.860/10.204 8164/20.703/-00.851/06.387/08.092 6145/19.891/-01.241/06.264/07.851 3923/19.759/-01.344/06.199/07.816 2622/20.515/-01.444/06.428/08.064 
60 min 2387/26.440/-00.126/09.238/12.125 3542/20.786/-01.409/07.004/08.981 2792/19.960/-01.367/06.500/08.203 2007/19.570/-01.260/06.493/08.146 1348/19.998/-01.806/06.707/08.300 
75 min 1407/27.991/-00.737/10.605/13.502 1595/22.516/-01.371/07.970/10.223 1287/21.359/-01.304/07.178/09.161 1028/19.986/-01.459/06.726/08.524 665/19.797/-01.277/07.065/08.918 
90 min 922/32.476/+02.189/12.087/15.482 794/24.049/-00.777/08.714/11.089 711/22.195/-00.900/07.579/09.774 574/19.469/-01.754/07.993/09.956 442/20.369/-00.833/07.139/08.882 

Table 26: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3064/22.991/-00.003/08.425/10.207 3148/20.926/-00.365/07.560/09.286 2236/19.770/-00.629/07.195/08.608 1517/19.341/-01.013/06.878/08.211 962/18.578/-01.005/06.386/07.568 

10 min 6291/19.344/+00.130/07.039/08.602 5791/17.535/-00.539/06.402/07.813 3992/16.515/-00.901/06.225/07.563 2492/15.761/-01.356/05.862/07.085 1575/15.453/-01.629/05.699/06.863 
15 min 6698/18.081/+00.011/06.428/07.946 6688/16.533/-00.748/05.888/07.322 4555/15.638/-01.187/05.629/06.925 3004/15.338/-01.374/05.636/06.932 1701/15.113/-01.594/05.435/06.634 
20 min 6264/18.182/-00.141/06.451/08.124 7064/16.295/-00.658/05.719/07.120 4820/15.613/-00.980/05.450/06.711 3030/15.324/-01.575/05.518/06.831 1988/14.960/-01.655/05.488/06.655 
25 min 5901/17.851/-00.365/06.404/08.155 6793/15.933/-00.633/05.646/07.055 4933/15.317/-01.165/05.473/06.830 3192/15.373/-01.534/05.407/06.660 1980/14.928/-01.957/05.373/06.652 
30 min 5542/18.402/-00.290/06.527/08.219 6783/16.037/-00.839/05.694/07.160 4825/15.250/-01.248/05.452/06.693 3260/14.859/-01.417/05.245/06.401 2094/15.038/-01.827/05.279/06.423 
45 min 4859/18.446/-00.794/06.992/08.713 5898/15.753/-01.194/05.751/07.158 4461/14.954/-01.503/05.456/06.749 3160/14.496/-01.720/05.369/06.703 2119/14.668/-02.130/05.462/06.770 
60 min 4456/19.037/-01.015/07.287/09.015 4830/15.454/-01.308/05.854/07.301 3842/14.612/-01.636/05.508/06.775 2803/13.928/-01.762/05.320/06.548 1929/14.190/-02.036/05.256/06.555 
75 min 4282/18.872/-01.085/07.555/09.396 4448/16.013/-01.628/06.274/07.889 3408/14.583/-01.844/05.629/07.042 2466/13.899/-02.010/05.431/06.818 1708/13.860/-02.276/05.345/06.693 
90 min 3842/18.848/-01.070/07.944/09.860 3822/15.956/-01.478/06.390/08.044 3013/14.794/-01.679/05.741/07.178 2288/14.101/-01.993/05.579/06.969 1551/13.850/-02.104/05.290/06.576 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3041/23.123/+00.222/08.465/10.302 3165/21.028/-00.307/07.487/09.162 2270/19.870/-00.711/07.211/08.627 1526/19.333/-01.015/06.888/08.210 947/18.523/-01.051/06.444/07.653 

10 min 6328/19.290/+00.227/07.071/08.634 5832/17.542/-00.536/06.389/07.800 3954/16.578/-00.879/06.199/07.512 2483/15.746/-01.321/05.873/07.089 1574/15.441/-01.581/05.683/06.804 
15 min 6572/18.221/+00.025/06.431/07.926 6673/16.441/-00.683/05.847/07.245 4568/15.609/-01.191/05.628/06.933 2989/15.330/-01.372/05.655/06.947 1695/15.146/-01.611/05.454/06.656 
20 min 6226/18.177/-00.115/06.437/08.092 7017/16.365/-00.660/05.745/07.160 4810/15.623/-01.043/05.476/06.749 3022/15.373/-01.569/05.516/06.824 1991/14.969/-01.623/05.483/06.621 
25 min 5862/17.741/-00.452/06.402/08.109 6746/16.010/-00.628/05.691/07.143 4897/15.352/-01.172/05.480/06.867 3158/15.400/-01.529/05.393/06.644 1977/14.960/-01.947/05.369/06.658 
30 min 5572/18.304/-00.274/06.449/08.077 6757/16.120/-00.784/05.677/07.112 4825/15.225/-01.239/05.442/06.685 3248/14.866/-01.446/05.235/06.399 2090/15.019/-01.852/05.282/06.426 
45 min 4757/18.453/-00.811/06.937/08.651 5802/15.758/-01.201/05.744/07.150 4476/14.952/-01.496/05.475/06.771 3143/14.512/-01.757/05.381/06.726 2089/14.741/-02.154/05.501/06.836 
60 min 4403/19.081/-01.032/07.236/08.993 4827/15.484/-01.305/05.884/07.342 3784/14.667/-01.636/05.536/06.785 2777/13.977/-01.755/05.303/06.535 1922/14.233/-02.059/05.268/06.578 
75 min 4131/19.026/-01.025/07.484/09.276 4397/15.988/-01.612/06.241/07.849 3374/14.648/-01.876/05.665/07.095 2443/13.894/-01.961/05.379/06.687 1694/13.837/-02.254/05.341/06.688 
90 min 3871/18.877/-01.095/08.038/10.022 3795/16.006/-01.494/06.336/07.963 3020/14.903/-01.688/05.787/07.212 2266/14.157/-02.002/05.598/06.993 1552/13.921/-02.080/05.335/06.633 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons against Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against Radiosoundings/MVD against Radiosoundings/RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2806/22.036/+00.184/07.921/09.638 3358/20.725/-00.465/07.429/09.073 2249/19.896/-00.869/07.336/08.795 1596/19.051/-01.175/06.879/08.173 1011/18.449/-01.287/06.500/07.694 

10 min 3677/18.964/+00.283/06.838/08.221 5345/17.371/-00.488/06.345/07.758 3938/16.557/-00.949/06.145/07.480 2464/16.039/-01.355/05.967/07.221 1572/15.739/-01.559/05.750/06.872 
15 min 3209/17.508/+00.178/06.270/07.773 5828/16.403/-00.611/05.785/07.154 4393/15.828/-01.051/05.681/07.027 2913/15.598/-01.259/05.637/06.967 1711/15.452/-01.493/05.539/06.720 
20 min 2545/17.725/+00.125/06.174/07.837 5486/16.143/-00.721/05.656/07.074 4329/15.704/-00.962/05.482/06.769 2859/15.531/-01.470/05.464/06.849 1922/15.400/-01.478/05.409/06.537 
25 min 2161/17.555/+00.164/06.188/07.858 4839/15.958/-00.512/05.610/07.102 4119/15.188/-01.049/05.409/06.778 2887/15.447/-01.479/05.351/06.591 1898/15.287/-01.894/05.426/06.742 
30 min 1972/18.199/+00.206/06.412/08.389 4388/15.820/-00.710/05.446/06.706 3847/15.144/-01.103/05.303/06.474 2856/14.965/-01.299/05.165/06.260 1913/15.133/-01.568/05.204/06.384 
45 min 1412/17.936/-00.700/06.836/08.530 3005/14.799/-01.066/05.560/07.012 2996/14.332/-01.385/05.210/06.383 2424/14.349/-01.638/05.364/06.702 1731/14.805/-01.989/05.342/06.648 
60 min 1071/18.206/-00.862/06.851/08.471 2083/14.784/-01.141/05.793/07.264 2102/13.890/-01.763/05.345/06.499 1754/13.306/-01.951/05.183/06.346 1379/14.321/-02.107/05.330/06.659 
75 min 872/17.393/-00.796/06.931/08.694 1466/15.018/-01.806/05.886/07.252 1483/13.980/-01.996/05.624/06.933 1265/13.884/-01.919/05.437/06.773 997/13.691/-02.114/05.249/06.477 
90 min 692/18.260/-00.454/07.428/09.647 1123/14.703/-01.589/05.864/07.351 1098/14.040/-01.668/05.572/06.859 1016/13.262/-02.257/05.481/06.805 810/13.099/-01.965/05.199/06.442 

Table 27: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Clear Air AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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  90 min   16443/46.756/+05.310/18.230/21.183    4100/41.695/+02.853/14.591/17.780    1043/32.154/+00.670/10.720/14.373     621/20.243/ 02.010/07.042/10.217     324/17.170/ 01.481/05.287/07.514 
 

               
 
 
 
 

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

I 2 Validation absolute statistics against NWP wind analysis at the AMV level 
ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3900253/18.998/-01.772/05.311/06.982 1185587/18.046/-02.075/04.828/06.263 456453/18.075/-02.237/04.671/06.049 230111/18.343/-02.379/04.606/05.955 120223/18.796/-02.472/04.569/05.883 

10 min 2391213/19.184/-01.792/05.054/07.053 931914/17.377/-01.870/04.159/05.513 378794/17.179/-01.968/03.981/05.246 200032/17.233/-02.062/03.918/05.154 109567/17.351/-02.142/03.881/05.098 
15 min 1464020/19.512/-02.020/05.684/08.294 663672/16.861/-01.788/03.985/05.355 270964/16.554/-01.870/03.784/05.009 141434/16.436/-01.972/03.734/04.953 77640/16.413/-02.042/03.696/04.874 
20 min 906311/20.682/-02.301/06.804/09.900 447497/16.526/-01.834/04.020/05.505 186459/15.973/-01.897/03.756/05.007 94967/15.700/-01.967/03.679/04.872 51655/15.541/-02.042/03.651/04.804 
25 min 645822/21.892/-02.677/08.130/11.513 301063/16.418/-01.936/04.190/05.838 126490/15.568/-01.950/03.791/05.095 63787/15.167/-02.007/03.705/04.909 33890/14.696/-02.047/03.626/04.800 
30 min 496927/23.337/-02.982/09.474/12.963 204068/16.613/-02.072/04.498/06.441 86278/15.275/-01.990/03.859/05.203 43761/14.662/-02.028/03.719/04.956 22851/14.016/-02.022/03.604/04.722 
45 min 318076/26.491/-03.645/12.377/15.611 81393/18.228/-02.470/05.829/08.489 33263/14.839/-02.190/04.264/06.061 16468/13.461/-02.082/03.813/05.233 8548/12.499/-02.046/03.553/04.843 
60 min 259111/27.913/-03.990/13.870/16.852 45255/21.148/-03.092/07.944/11.060 16108/15.694/-02.554/05.078/07.547 7712/13.293/-02.376/04.273/06.250 3838/11.836/-02.100/03.747/05.452 
75 min 237160/28.449/-04.191/14.691/17.520 32609/24.053/-03.628/09.938/13.058 9135/17.504/-03.053/06.418/09.396 4109/14.174/-02.647/04.978/07.542 1915/12.423/-02.390/04.229/06.275 
90 min 215784/28.872/-04.221/15.138/17.871 26470/26.269/-04.014/11.584/14.591 6175/20.286/-03.638/08.129/11.304 2619/15.675/-03.199/06.206/09.236 1084/13.505/-02.880/05.367/08.522 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3893066/19.016/-01.793/05.346/07.019 1183023/18.067/-02.095/04.864/06.304 455067/18.096/-02.264/04.713/06.095 229273/18.373/-02.403/04.648/06.003 119616/18.844/-02.498/04.611/05.929 

10 min 2388733/19.196/-01.812/05.090/07.091 930076/17.391/-01.886/04.193/05.544 378182/17.192/-01.985/04.017/05.282 199554/17.251/-02.081/03.955/05.194 109335/17.367/-02.160/03.923/05.150 
15 min 1461508/19.528/-02.040/05.721/08.331 662172/16.884/-01.809/04.024/05.400 270289/16.577/-01.889/03.821/05.054 141101/16.458/-01.982/03.769/04.984 77556/16.423/-02.049/03.728/04.897 
20 min 904480/20.691/-02.314/06.842/09.935 446556/16.535/-01.850/04.055/05.540 186018/15.991/-01.909/03.784/05.031 94867/15.713/-01.978/03.713/04.905 51579/15.542/-02.056/03.689/04.842 
25 min 645744/21.897/-02.698/08.166/11.545 300488/16.437/-01.950/04.220/05.867 126103/15.594/-01.970/03.829/05.140 63563/15.187/-02.029/03.737/04.952 33802/14.713/-02.064/03.665/04.845 
30 min 496713/23.360/-02.993/09.496/12.975 203414/16.628/-02.079/04.512/06.418 86072/15.300/-01.999/03.894/05.253 43697/14.666/-02.033/03.747/04.983 22787/14.038/-02.034/03.638/04.769 
45 min 318025/26.492/-03.658/12.417/15.652 81144/18.269/-02.485/05.853/08.497 33283/14.899/-02.203/04.295/06.077 16421/13.498/-02.094/03.830/05.239 8501/12.516/-02.059/03.582/04.879 
60 min 258816/27.927/-04.002/13.902/16.880 44790/21.205/-03.122/07.980/11.100 16064/15.681/-02.554/05.118/07.599 7695/13.328/-02.345/04.301/06.297 3850/11.778/-02.093/03.757/05.452 
75 min 237052/28.475/-04.177/14.737/17.561 32439/24.121/-03.556/09.967/13.086 8990/17.448/-03.002/06.336/09.261 4076/14.265/-02.680/05.078/07.697 1909/12.515/-02.411/04.274/06.307 
90 min 215973/28.884/-04.225/15.171/17.896 26431/26.208/-03.990/11.607/14.655 6036/20.312/-03.516/08.115/11.259 2592/15.899/-03.331/06.337/09.474 1081/13.702/-03.055/05.654/09.067 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2378578/19.213/-01.696/05.042/06.512 1116236/18.419/-02.132/04.846/06.277 449922/18.415/-02.284/04.721/06.104 230764/18.650/-02.417/04.665/06.035 121916/19.109/-02.490/04.617/05.954 

10 min 848714/20.647/-01.426/04.811/06.590 709259/18.282/-01.789/04.133/05.391 347078/18.001/-01.934/04.013/05.249 193173/17.999/-02.039/03.963/05.187 107415/18.184/-02.120/03.936/05.147 
15 min 409803/22.105/-01.044/05.317/07.748 412694/18.127/-01.634/03.908/05.126 226734/17.731/-01.814/03.802/04.959 131158/17.614/-01.914/03.764/04.931 74716/17.526/-02.004/03.732/04.891 
20 min 213066/24.085/-00.638/06.396/09.465 230924/17.856/-01.642/03.917/05.189 139414/17.331/-01.810/03.749/04.881 83103/17.247/-01.901/03.708/04.818 48547/17.027/-02.004/03.702/04.830 
25 min 127040/27.430/+00.003/07.890/11.438 132856/18.153/-01.589/04.005/05.404 85775/17.245/-01.786/03.736/04.862 52115/16.899/-01.944/03.728/04.879 30281/16.508/-02.014/03.695/04.836 
30 min 85698/31.652/+00.996/09.781/13.631 77941/18.725/-01.483/04.208/05.906 52267/17.007/-01.763/03.770/04.942 33207/16.390/-01.879/03.712/04.844 19457/15.979/-01.942/03.654/04.712 
45 min 41790/40.630/+03.237/14.180/17.689 21307/22.014/-00.856/05.799/08.701 14374/16.476/-01.713/04.096/05.752 9747/15.089/-01.768/03.701/04.990 5832/14.034/-01.822/03.501/04.635 
60 min 29737/44.646/+04.619/16.365/19.484 8811/29.652/+00.487/09.010/12.625 4841/18.478/-01.247/05.076/07.711 3179/14.382/-01.539/03.908/05.811 2030/13.010/-01.810/03.722/05.423 
75 min 22861/46.502/+05.317/17.637/20.621 5366/37.138/+02.301/12.134/15.804 2075/23.652/-00.457/07.044/10.560 1228/17.220/-01.096/05.448/08.481 756/14.784/-01.594/04.643/07.285 

- -

Table 28: Validation absolute statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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  90 min    5125/38.374/+00.841/15.192/18.381    4953/21.117/ 02.393/08.250/11.570    3196/15.734/ 02.857/06.307/09.310    1675/14.035/ 03.038/05.578/08.197    1018/12.696/ 02.756/04.837/06.918 
 

               

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 448506/23.764/-02.057/07.971/09.464 159094/23.090/-02.945/07.752/09.218 82117/22.721/-03.302/07.647/09.084 44219/22.470/-03.608/07.585/09.019 25211/22.315/-03.919/07.595/09.034 

10 min 1170262/17.618/-02.572/05.899/07.587 397155/16.970/-02.994/05.656/07.285 180485/16.731/-03.239/05.613/07.228 91718/16.644/-03.432/05.602/07.214 49767/16.519/-03.574/05.598/07.216 
15 min 1180511/16.448/-02.499/05.196/06.873 411799/15.336/-02.787/04.902/06.445 186515/14.890/-02.998/04.890/06.427 94166/14.677/-03.171/04.908/06.454 51363/14.544/-03.320/04.936/06.471 
20 min 827549/16.648/-02.460/05.057/06.821 311521/15.118/-02.717/04.689/06.233 145234/14.431/-02.919/04.674/06.200 74578/14.097/-03.102/04.699/06.239 41365/13.976/-03.262/04.756/06.269 
25 min 703891/15.546/-02.435/04.908/06.786 269819/14.160/-02.571/04.423/05.970 120886/13.614/-02.738/04.398/05.883 61044/13.366/-02.889/04.425/05.899 33779/13.260/-03.023/04.449/05.902 
30 min 502219/16.575/-02.533/05.225/07.310 200887/14.401/-02.582/04.468/06.059 89124/13.539/-02.746/04.401/05.914 45229/13.225/-02.889/04.406/05.902 25493/12.928/-03.032/04.457/05.943 
45 min 245578/17.510/-02.857/06.339/09.074 107600/13.659/-02.541/04.512/06.352 45291/12.737/-02.675/04.348/05.988 22254/12.279/-02.770/04.302/05.933 12253/12.131/-02.859/04.299/05.905 
60 min 138433/19.675/-03.378/08.207/11.310 61499/13.720/-02.851/05.078/07.364 25368/12.335/-02.755/04.530/06.501 11906/11.840/-02.701/04.302/06.032 6670/11.743/-02.911/04.450/06.202 
75 min 97518/21.830/-03.845/09.964/13.125 38145/14.298/-03.232/05.855/08.562 15223/12.565/-03.042/05.003/07.298 7175/11.961/-02.921/04.721/06.843 3731/11.625/-02.864/04.492/06.330 
90 min 76654/23.613/-04.131/11.380/14.464 25390/15.431/-03.595/06.756/09.711 10079/13.122/-03.520/05.683/08.322 4230/11.911/-03.313/05.127/07.484 2317/11.836/-03.307/04.999/07.202 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 447656/23.774/-02.065/07.994/09.491 158803/23.080/-02.965/07.791/09.266 81596/22.745/-03.337/07.704/09.150 43845/22.475/-03.666/07.641/09.102 25022/22.410/-03.963/07.639/09.098 

10 min 1168821/17.633/-02.595/05.937/07.628 396449/16.996/-03.020/05.698/07.336 179547/16.763/-03.263/05.657/07.277 91445/16.666/-03.454/05.650/07.268 49632/16.530/-03.587/05.639/07.259 
15 min 1177944/16.464/-02.518/05.233/06.908 410423/15.356/-02.806/04.939/06.483 185903/14.907/-03.016/04.931/06.474 93948/14.700/-03.190/04.951/06.503 51260/14.546/-03.337/04.977/06.518 
20 min 826037/16.657/-02.481/05.094/06.864 310790/15.139/-02.736/04.730/06.279 144792/14.447/-02.934/04.712/06.244 74227/14.122/-03.117/04.737/06.272 41251/13.985/-03.283/04.801/06.320 
25 min 701398/15.570/-02.453/04.943/06.819 269284/14.165/-02.585/04.456/05.995 120635/13.635/-02.758/04.439/05.922 60876/13.381/-02.906/04.466/05.945 33654/13.282/-03.040/04.489/05.942 
30 min 501367/16.575/-02.553/05.260/07.348 200428/14.421/-02.598/04.506/06.097 88858/13.556/-02.767/04.437/05.946 45016/13.246/-02.908/04.446/05.943 25417/12.939/-03.045/04.495/05.978 
45 min 245215/17.526/-02.869/06.378/09.119 107222/13.678/-02.553/04.541/06.381 45125/12.748/-02.691/04.376/06.010 22157/12.280/-02.779/04.326/05.956 12224/12.136/-02.889/04.341/05.969 
60 min 137883/19.719/-03.405/08.265/11.378 61193/13.706/-02.871/05.105/07.380 25181/12.332/-02.765/04.552/06.509 11853/11.848/-02.729/04.343/06.079 6644/11.767/-02.941/04.503/06.277 
75 min 97220/21.848/-03.901/10.051/13.231 38030/14.262/-03.242/05.881/08.592 15231/12.565/-03.079/05.049/07.339 7143/11.985/-02.939/04.748/06.874 3721/11.666/-02.857/04.524/06.367 
90 min 76303/23.585/-04.168/11.415/14.504 25301/15.409/-03.582/06.760/09.694 10033/13.195/-03.571/05.767/08.443 4222/11.942/-03.339/05.165/07.532 2299/11.855/-03.348/05.029/07.219 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 874966/23.804/-01.903/07.833/09.285 268416/23.005/-02.773/07.653/09.108 114314/22.706/-03.156/07.613/09.045 56174/22.536/-03.458/07.572/09.020 30410/22.400/-03.822/07.564/09.021 

10 min 1025581/18.569/-02.307/05.678/07.215 423744/17.738/-02.889/05.582/07.172 190090/17.330/-03.149/05.561/07.147 96058/17.173/-03.364/05.570/07.175 52077/17.067/-03.513/05.575/07.181 
15 min 673459/17.569/-02.269/05.042/06.566 382902/16.324/-02.777/04.941/06.453 181237/15.762/-03.001/04.940/06.471 92586/15.448/-03.186/04.967/06.501 51287/15.295/-03.319/04.976/06.487 
20 min 354702/18.392/-02.206/05.006/06.649 279374/16.272/-02.693/04.710/06.203 139094/15.417/-02.904/04.705/06.209 73003/14.986/-03.102/04.743/06.267 41180/14.750/-03.230/04.769/06.258 
25 min 204599/18.957/-02.052/05.113/06.973 195650/16.035/-02.570/04.555/06.055 102826/15.088/-02.799/04.542/06.044 54767/14.573/-02.954/04.546/06.013 31386/14.303/-03.063/04.545/05.979 
30 min 124041/19.912/-01.883/05.467/07.680 134304/15.899/-02.477/04.495/06.028 75284/14.782/-02.720/04.446/05.919 40870/14.265/-02.880/04.463/05.928 23552/13.839/-03.040/04.518/05.996 
45 min 42418/22.772/-01.290/07.211/10.406 52076/15.253/-02.332/04.611/06.472 30529/13.953/-02.544/04.354/05.922 17199/13.314/-02.696/04.329/05.848 9962/12.925/-02.851/04.311/05.830 
60 min 16933/27.781/-00.621/09.887/13.483 20800/15.733/-02.401/05.427/07.920 13014/13.706/-02.529/04.653/06.575 7414/12.919/-02.547/04.300/05.949 4507/12.639/-02.809/04.491/06.178 
75 min 9137/33.621/+00.450/12.825/16.381 10505/17.468/-02.441/06.514/09.642 6420/14.554/-02.629/05.283/07.715 3568/12.918/-02.623/04.701/06.848 2078/12.308/-02.708/04.529/06.323 

- - - -

Table 29: Validation absolute statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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  90 min    7094/39.975/+00.611/14.371/17.499    6411/30.189/ 01.811/09.830/13.114    3744/25.725/ 02.890/07.849/10.665    1752/24.226/ 02.868/07.253/09.973    1147/22.413/ 03.404/07.185/09.797 
 

               

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 432840/26.684/-01.159/08.120/09.376 186739/25.901/-02.004/07.763/08.960 96441/25.655/-02.462/07.664/08.865 50831/25.468/-02.839/07.567/08.756 27621/25.361/-03.123/07.539/08.739 

10 min 1072905/21.641/-01.666/05.740/07.062 435157/21.101/-02.113/05.376/06.629 202010/20.864/-02.440/05.306/06.597 101684/20.747/-02.697/05.294/06.581 55853/20.663/-02.946/05.353/06.710 
15 min 1130470/20.783/-01.582/05.002/06.345 462956/19.984/-01.924/04.632/05.847 215354/19.620/-02.217/04.591/05.831 109770/19.494/-02.453/04.585/05.833 60300/19.468/-02.672/04.657/05.958 
20 min 874718/21.213/-01.515/04.851/06.311 392248/20.016/-01.801/04.391/05.602 187986/19.454/-02.131/04.351/05.595 98153/19.211/-02.386/04.392/05.673 54660/19.170/-02.547/04.409/05.699 
25 min 709372/20.475/-01.594/04.847/06.498 335968/19.450/-01.769/04.254/05.508 161161/18.949/-02.081/04.226/05.499 83899/18.763/-02.276/04.221/05.493 47550/18.626/-02.504/04.316/05.631 
30 min 551336/21.153/-01.696/05.118/07.018 271032/19.733/-01.779/04.298/05.657 127330/19.075/-02.055/04.224/05.527 66333/18.762/-02.251/04.221/05.506 37744/18.542/-02.456/04.269/05.555 
45 min 264699/22.334/-02.408/06.548/09.192 137299/19.896/-02.077/04.743/06.549 62370/18.987/-02.294/04.520/06.164 31290/18.382/-02.422/04.438/05.953 17432/18.068/-02.564/04.504/05.996 
60 min 147863/24.264/-03.271/08.724/11.728 72983/20.486/-02.738/05.767/08.137 31561/19.125/-02.751/05.200/07.257 15215/18.340/-02.874/05.100/07.072 8336/17.858/-02.913/04.974/06.793 
75 min 106148/25.603/-03.906/10.525/13.553 44383/21.361/-03.541/07.159/09.990 18487/19.758/-03.434/06.334/08.859 8478/18.618/-03.303/05.810/08.132 4573/18.204/-03.279/05.754/07.944 
90 min 85479/26.434/-04.381/11.936/14.900 30850/22.175/-04.227/08.608/11.626 12402/20.385/-04.148/07.527/10.329 5329/19.319/-03.901/06.744/09.441 2914/18.631/-03.914/06.513/09.059 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 431851/26.710/-01.175/08.154/09.422 186294/25.908/-02.022/07.799/09.007 96001/25.702/-02.490/07.696/08.901 50543/25.517/-02.850/07.600/08.797 27536/25.382/-03.160/07.576/08.789 

10 min 1069905/21.660/-01.686/05.775/07.104 434039/21.127/-02.130/05.414/06.670 201329/20.885/-02.463/05.352/06.649 101364/20.765/-02.713/05.330/06.616 55615/20.714/-02.955/05.392/06.758 
15 min 1127246/20.807/-01.602/05.040/06.383 462061/20.008/-01.938/04.673/05.887 214725/19.644/-02.240/04.633/05.877 109486/19.517/-02.477/04.631/05.890 60104/19.488/-02.688/04.694/05.994 
20 min 872704/21.235/-01.534/04.891/06.355 391393/20.036/-01.823/04.439/05.658 187361/19.478/-02.151/04.395/05.648 97902/19.229/-02.405/04.437/05.718 54464/19.203/-02.569/04.452/05.748 
25 min 707381/20.505/-01.613/04.890/06.535 335049/19.466/-01.784/04.294/05.550 160755/18.971/-02.094/04.266/05.539 83605/18.773/-02.290/04.259/05.527 47363/18.658/-02.521/04.358/05.679 
30 min 550325/21.181/-01.721/05.168/07.074 270339/19.752/-01.791/04.339/05.694 126924/19.094/-02.076/04.267/05.571 66140/18.784/-02.265/04.260/05.546 37602/18.573/-02.463/04.312/05.599 
45 min 263850/22.360/-02.404/06.581/09.216 136994/19.927/-02.084/04.781/06.583 62232/19.006/-02.312/04.565/06.207 31117/18.415/-02.440/04.486/06.004 17364/18.094/-02.575/04.546/06.049 
60 min 147646/24.277/-03.265/08.762/11.776 72796/20.508/-02.771/05.819/08.214 31449/19.139/-02.788/05.254/07.316 15138/18.358/-02.874/05.128/07.074 8316/17.882/-02.942/05.030/06.860 
75 min 105745/25.628/-03.921/10.565/13.599 44088/21.361/-03.551/07.203/10.044 18409/19.756/-03.443/06.381/08.914 8402/18.671/-03.328/05.872/08.176 4539/18.256/-03.289/05.804/08.013 
90 min 85309/26.467/-04.394/11.994/14.942 30730/22.160/-04.236/08.636/11.649 12421/20.373/-04.197/07.600/10.433 5325/19.278/-03.911/06.802/09.509 2919/18.635/-03.917/06.575/09.145 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 792454/27.192/-00.926/07.824/08.992 301371/26.797/-01.836/07.602/08.763 133616/26.747/-02.321/07.537/08.710 66793/26.850/-02.673/07.465/08.624 36241/26.854/-03.015/07.486/08.678 

10 min 1000235/23.318/-01.365/05.536/06.742 474730/22.842/-01.964/05.351/06.580 221178/22.731/-02.317/05.325/06.602 113252/22.875/-02.559/05.290/06.557 63245/23.178/-02.790/05.341/06.655 
15 min 741832/22.849/-01.260/04.851/06.057 469271/22.178/-01.770/04.659/05.839 226417/21.966/-02.101/04.648/05.869 117341/22.103/-02.350/04.659/05.901 66245/22.318/-02.551/04.719/05.989 
20 min 444139/23.592/-01.095/04.706/06.023 376692/22.292/-01.612/04.390/05.547 192281/21.926/-01.958/04.378/05.573 102829/21.789/-02.227/04.429/05.664 58999/22.115/-02.414/04.465/05.711 
25 min 268925/24.388/-00.997/04.812/06.360 280362/22.388/-01.539/04.284/05.467 154624/21.860/-01.881/04.273/05.482 83042/21.665/-02.135/04.277/05.489 49006/21.693/-02.380/04.393/05.670 
30 min 167363/25.559/-00.904/05.174/07.088 200447/22.644/-01.519/04.291/05.546 117118/21.911/-01.847/04.240/05.469 63944/21.557/-02.094/04.280/05.532 37526/21.458/-02.340/04.353/05.594 
45 min 53081/29.543/-00.524/07.238/10.244 70342/23.514/-01.561/04.757/06.513 45064/22.209/-01.903/04.512/06.055 25012/21.337/-02.223/04.452/05.863 14897/20.901/-02.402/04.545/06.026 
60 min 21157/33.838/-00.054/10.011/13.369 25794/24.972/-01.663/06.042/08.645 16739/22.724/-02.071/05.253/07.302 9108/21.516/-02.572/05.162/07.114 5521/20.659/-02.727/05.057/06.841 
75 min 11249/37.926/+00.810/12.817/16.253 11692/27.612/-01.762/08.021/11.266 7205/23.795/-02.259/06.430/09.008 3664/22.032/-02.760/06.149/08.528 2280/21.484/-03.084/06.044/08.306 

- - - -

Table 30: Validation absolute statistics for IR108 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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  90 min   12196/36.911/+01.228/12.507/15.842    8941/27.392/ 00.995/07.947/10.765    7259/23.852/ 01.629/06.688/09.142    5522/22.208/ 01.827/06.327/08.552    4151/22.263/ 02.009/06.215/08.432 
 

                

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344393/30.639/+00.323/07.656/08.782 230100/29.516/-00.043/07.091/08.129 141227/29.078/-00.384/06.869/07.886 81662/28.994/-00.710/06.679/07.658 47325/29.099/-01.080/06.611/07.613 

10 min 644961/27.265/-00.474/05.589/06.734 364618/26.564/-00.651/05.177/06.237 196112/26.346/-00.942/05.031/06.087 107606/26.362/-01.220/04.959/06.059 60930/26.562/-01.485/04.951/06.075 
15 min 658707/26.071/-00.574/04.961/06.151 362262/25.116/-00.726/04.576/05.655 191928/24.873/-00.994/04.474/05.573 104756/24.934/-01.243/04.448/05.574 59671/25.152/-01.536/04.506/05.677 
20 min 535595/25.566/-00.640/04.885/06.251 314291/24.292/-00.756/04.383/05.495 170460/23.928/-01.059/04.295/05.437 94340/23.942/-01.328/04.307/05.489 55050/24.084/-01.650/04.420/05.717 
25 min 436187/24.368/-00.826/04.957/06.532 268900/23.304/-00.825/04.311/05.486 147083/23.056/-01.102/04.217/05.376 82766/23.092/-01.361/04.272/05.474 48465/23.246/-01.664/04.368/05.663 
30 min 363699/24.307/-00.978/05.167/06.971 229969/22.906/-00.920/04.331/05.586 124402/22.544/-01.146/04.253/05.482 70507/22.510/-01.421/04.308/05.587 41805/22.526/-01.734/04.438/05.799 
45 min 195790/24.388/-01.764/06.490/09.011 130960/22.133/-01.278/04.744/06.388 73182/21.432/-01.418/04.561/06.030 41636/21.247/-01.598/04.619/06.111 25298/21.203/-01.839/04.730/06.242 
60 min 119129/25.449/-02.582/08.247/11.086 76040/21.953/-01.754/05.457/07.462 43828/21.046/-01.745/05.110/06.879 25924/20.427/-01.845/05.039/06.671 16385/20.326/-02.086/05.201/06.957 
75 min 89548/26.102/-03.245/09.839/12.780 49633/22.005/-02.247/06.335/08.693 28951/20.609/-02.055/05.742/07.800 17720/19.883/-02.141/05.614/07.627 11355/19.515/-02.258/05.611/07.513 
90 min 75392/26.464/-03.672/11.056/14.048 35880/22.054/-02.744/07.413/10.092 21211/20.375/-02.414/06.497/08.916 13095/19.550/-02.382/06.222/08.485 8512/19.542/-02.469/06.236/08.520 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344038/30.662/+00.315/07.677/08.804 229750/29.513/-00.082/07.119/08.165 140886/29.102/-00.406/06.896/07.920 81558/29.021/-00.734/06.711/07.701 47119/29.108/-01.118/06.647/07.658 

10 min 643941/27.291/-00.502/05.618/06.766 363944/26.587/-00.671/05.204/06.264 195727/26.372/-00.970/05.066/06.128 107449/26.380/-01.236/04.996/06.099 60749/26.603/-01.499/04.989/06.117 
15 min 658168/26.088/-00.593/04.994/06.184 361866/25.132/-00.749/04.615/05.701 191638/24.894/-01.016/04.513/05.613 104592/24.954/-01.260/04.489/05.619 59515/25.173/-01.556/04.551/05.731 
20 min 534695/25.582/-00.657/04.921/06.292 313804/24.311/-00.776/04.421/05.541 170009/23.945/-01.079/04.333/05.474 94065/23.967/-01.345/04.344/05.528 54936/24.105/-01.669/04.464/05.767 
25 min 435192/24.372/-00.835/04.987/06.555 268298/23.320/-00.848/04.349/05.530 146892/23.073/-01.118/04.256/05.421 82485/23.119/-01.383/04.314/05.523 48325/23.273/-01.685/04.406/05.702 
30 min 362948/24.330/-00.989/05.204/07.007 229482/22.933/-00.940/04.367/05.626 124127/22.560/-01.167/04.291/05.527 70321/22.547/-01.438/04.343/05.623 41652/22.555/-01.745/04.476/05.836 
45 min 195584/24.407/-01.801/06.546/09.075 130593/22.152/-01.307/04.781/06.427 72903/21.455/-01.453/04.610/06.093 41529/21.253/-01.598/04.642/06.118 25190/21.231/-01.869/04.782/06.304 
60 min 118515/25.442/-02.603/08.267/11.100 75985/21.962/-01.776/05.487/07.488 43731/21.067/-01.743/05.142/06.910 25841/20.451/-01.867/05.076/06.715 16338/20.351/-02.099/05.250/07.015 
75 min 89163/26.107/-03.229/09.875/12.804 49409/22.034/-02.262/06.393/08.733 28978/20.581/-02.084/05.785/07.856 17674/19.925/-02.165/05.663/07.673 11287/19.519/-02.305/05.674/07.598 
90 min 75235/26.472/-03.681/11.099/14.065 35915/22.098/-02.780/07.502/10.230 21181/20.363/-02.439/06.531/08.966 13078/19.587/-02.410/06.292/08.566 8480/19.560/-02.483/06.277/08.562 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 518039/30.347/+00.235/07.560/08.654 297126/29.547/-00.175/07.151/08.198 159042/29.142/-00.532/06.960/08.007 87305/28.987/-00.868/06.806/07.845 49869/29.064/-01.228/06.734/07.801 

10 min 571260/28.308/-00.240/05.484/06.577 374341/27.378/-00.539/05.202/06.278 199319/27.049/-00.820/05.075/06.156 109841/27.098/-01.109/05.031/06.158 62434/27.431/-01.391/05.021/06.159 
15 min 445357/27.848/-00.236/04.902/06.030 358209/26.907/-00.509/04.634/05.732 197707/26.727/-00.781/04.554/05.673 109099/26.862/-01.032/04.526/05.664 63230/27.225/-01.326/04.567/05.729 
20 min 300026/27.781/-00.178/04.804/06.072 299486/26.583/-00.490/04.421/05.524 173476/26.398/-00.780/04.347/05.466 98794/26.447/-01.078/04.355/05.518 58877/26.754/-01.373/04.458/05.698 
25 min 200482/28.136/-00.109/04.922/06.407 234206/26.301/-00.503/04.338/05.463 144544/25.982/-00.804/04.269/05.391 85309/25.911/-01.083/04.305/05.460 51436/26.270/-01.389/04.408/05.649 
30 min 137374/28.696/-00.082/05.235/07.018 177258/26.137/-00.575/04.377/05.572 116386/25.643/-00.863/04.282/05.433 70601/25.573/-01.142/04.339/05.527 43283/25.733/-01.405/04.456/05.724 
45 min 53916/30.892/+00.125/06.873/09.531 73194/25.896/-00.708/04.765/06.284 54936/24.666/-01.047/04.599/05.992 35844/24.316/-01.289/04.572/05.910 23633/24.496/-01.557/04.713/06.091 
60 min 26579/33.214/+00.369/08.911/11.999 32036/25.845/-00.884/05.525/07.518 25331/24.150/-01.139/05.023/06.646 17949/23.409/-01.513/05.040/06.589 12432/23.358/-01.752/05.150/06.760 
75 min 16946/35.629/+00.982/11.214/14.639 16021/26.527/-00.949/06.660/09.115 12924/23.851/-01.523/05.997/08.180 9824/22.636/-01.641/05.748/07.754 6770/22.004/-01.766/05.685/07.573 

- - - -

Table 31: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67794/30.074/+00.006/08.009/09.385 65933/27.021/-00.875/07.191/08.437 45281/25.823/-01.327/06.830/08.043 28714/24.999/-01.561/06.585/07.774 18024/24.336/-01.650/06.339/07.502 

10 min 106948/26.778/-00.384/06.196/07.556 96901/23.908/-01.140/05.715/06.977 64285/22.786/-01.698/05.603/06.902 40463/22.211/-01.978/05.508/06.820 25267/21.712/-02.164/05.445/06.755 
15 min 106922/24.932/-00.809/05.777/07.236 102822/22.290/-01.333/05.241/06.542 69348/21.224/-01.855/05.164/06.482 44566/20.754/-02.210/05.142/06.486 28391/20.538/-02.495/05.161/06.521 
20 min 98449/24.075/-01.156/05.879/07.471 99885/21.428/-01.482/05.137/06.488 69577/20.539/-01.937/04.998/06.339 45583/20.123/-02.249/05.002/06.334 29802/19.904/-02.519/05.018/06.400 
25 min 92485/23.159/-01.534/06.045/07.748 97038/20.847/-01.587/05.074/06.476 69232/19.959/-02.017/04.927/06.282 46029/19.783/-02.256/04.873/06.220 30106/19.585/-02.628/04.986/06.396 
30 min 87546/23.147/-01.760/06.324/08.123 94278/20.622/-01.731/05.119/06.595 67193/19.753/-02.040/04.911/06.304 45221/19.339/-02.294/04.837/06.224 30142/19.258/-02.557/04.897/06.323 
45 min 79191/22.730/-02.382/06.965/08.882 82934/20.146/-02.109/05.417/07.063 61098/19.105/-02.328/05.033/06.543 42299/18.621/-02.549/04.915/06.373 29121/18.492/-02.809/04.977/06.439 
60 min 75532/22.731/-02.817/07.592/09.552 72379/19.994/-02.474/05.798/07.559 53703/18.749/-02.548/05.208/06.794 37537/18.225/-02.756/05.054/06.618 26414/17.991/-02.958/05.058/06.618 
75 min 73613/22.651/-03.116/08.001/10.006 65251/20.084/-02.768/06.177/08.043 47079/18.690/-02.812/05.464/07.194 33756/18.070/-02.879/05.173/06.793 23702/17.834/-03.008/05.115/06.682 
90 min 71051/22.573/-03.277/08.312/10.329 58953/20.194/-02.911/06.557/08.504 42038/18.757/-02.945/05.711/07.529 30160/18.068/-03.024/05.394/07.131 21388/17.831/-03.139/05.237/06.851 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67706/30.101/-00.020/08.026/09.403 65816/27.077/-00.892/07.218/08.459 45083/25.812/-01.326/06.830/08.035 28723/24.988/-01.570/06.600/07.792 17944/24.355/-01.656/06.359/07.529 

10 min 106734/26.783/-00.401/06.203/07.566 96812/23.924/-01.143/05.732/07.004 64208/22.787/-01.720/05.620/06.925 40424/22.211/-01.985/05.522/06.826 25180/21.718/-02.179/05.461/06.770 
15 min 106687/24.953/-00.858/05.799/07.270 102655/22.322/-01.349/05.270/06.576 69374/21.242/-01.887/05.194/06.518 44452/20.771/-02.219/05.164/06.506 28279/20.564/-02.500/05.175/06.529 
20 min 98457/24.077/-01.164/05.915/07.509 99628/21.443/-01.507/05.158/06.512 69441/20.536/-01.948/05.018/06.361 45419/20.133/-02.266/05.024/06.365 29706/19.926/-02.531/05.039/06.427 
25 min 92290/23.202/-01.575/06.078/07.794 96544/20.866/-01.602/05.089/06.494 69040/19.975/-02.018/04.943/06.295 45885/19.795/-02.272/04.898/06.237 30010/19.606/-02.637/05.007/06.420 
30 min 87138/23.108/-01.817/06.344/08.166 94261/20.632/-01.759/05.152/06.633 66974/19.781/-02.050/04.935/06.332 45070/19.352/-02.312/04.866/06.260 30041/19.262/-02.573/04.925/06.356 
45 min 78898/22.756/-02.422/07.006/08.935 82559/20.185/-02.113/05.436/07.079 60869/19.139/-02.333/05.058/06.567 42182/18.643/-02.572/04.951/06.419 29008/18.505/-02.841/05.017/06.492 
60 min 75168/22.777/-02.836/07.632/09.601 72093/20.006/-02.484/05.831/07.588 53468/18.784/-02.569/05.247/06.843 37381/18.271/-02.765/05.094/06.670 26278/18.002/-02.966/05.083/06.643 
75 min 73336/22.695/-03.117/08.059/10.067 65028/20.099/-02.801/06.222/08.099 46906/18.712/-02.832/05.508/07.241 33602/18.091/-02.899/05.213/06.834 23583/17.850/-03.029/05.158/06.738 
90 min 70894/22.610/-03.284/08.359/10.387 58768/20.212/-02.941/06.597/08.548 41865/18.794/-02.943/05.752/07.564 30068/18.099/-03.048/05.438/07.181 21310/17.862/-03.156/05.280/06.907 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP/MVD against NWP/RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 60606/29.967/+00.128/07.519/08.802 69318/26.948/-01.019/07.192/08.453 46776/25.666/-01.577/06.975/08.241 30119/24.755/-01.884/06.780/08.041 19310/24.114/-02.004/06.555/07.780 

10 min 64532/28.323/+00.446/05.982/07.308 89202/24.770/-00.729/05.737/07.020 62544/23.415/-01.442/05.673/06.989 40597/22.845/-01.735/05.587/06.907 25522/22.326/-02.006/05.524/06.844 
15 min 56129/27.455/+00.390/05.678/07.124 91169/24.091/-00.635/05.231/06.518 68126/22.814/-01.357/05.232/06.549 44426/22.239/-01.771/05.233/06.570 28899/22.046/-02.088/05.206/06.570 
20 min 44880/27.360/+00.247/05.755/07.326 82593/23.632/-00.673/05.072/06.390 65019/22.387/-01.371/05.037/06.357 44130/21.943/-01.708/04.995/06.293 29782/21.728/-02.093/05.051/06.405 
25 min 38229/27.172/+00.132/05.998/07.684 73420/23.074/-00.740/04.975/06.338 60937/21.829/-01.363/04.882/06.182 43424/21.462/-01.779/04.892/06.208 28894/21.387/-02.143/04.995/06.385 
30 min 33729/27.143/+00.014/06.298/08.148 65070/22.711/-00.843/04.999/06.417 56743/21.558/-01.414/04.850/06.198 41467/20.983/-01.809/04.826/06.191 28646/21.047/-02.096/04.897/06.266 
45 min 26276/27.069/-00.320/07.115/09.115 45126/21.766/-01.204/05.199/06.776 42199/20.383/-01.682/04.883/06.333 33167/19.879/-02.053/04.849/06.263 24961/19.938/-02.391/04.928/06.340 
60 min 21651/26.848/-00.703/07.605/09.691 32282/21.322/-01.447/05.495/07.265 30618/19.456/-01.923/04.946/06.492 24773/18.913/-02.264/04.903/06.417 18660/18.750/-02.545/04.964/06.500 
75 min 17755/26.471/-00.850/07.934/10.098 23862/21.378/-01.575/05.905/07.854 22199/18.837/-02.077/05.091/06.751 18622/18.278/-02.365/04.955/06.526 14336/17.875/-02.617/04.907/06.436 

- - - - -

Table 32: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

I.3 Validation absolute statistics against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (for all AMVs) 
ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3900253/18.998/-00.083/02.123/02.964 1185587/18.046/-00.266/01.814/02.348 456453/18.075/-00.332/01.707/02.183 230111/18.343/-00.374/01.647/02.085 120223/18.796/-00.399/01.602/02.013 

10 min 2391213/19.184/-00.110/01.981/03.208 931914/17.377/-00.331/01.471/01.944 378794/17.179/-00.380/01.361/01.757 200032/17.233/-00.402/01.303/01.667 109567/17.351/-00.421/01.255/01.597 
15 min 1464020/19.512/+00.041/02.344/04.196 663672/16.861/-00.333/01.389/01.909 270964/16.554/-00.384/01.261/01.651 141434/16.436/-00.407/01.196/01.544 77640/16.413/-00.428/01.154/01.482 
20 min 906311/20.682/+00.302/03.000/05.378 447497/16.526/-00.323/01.386/02.032 186459/15.973/-00.382/01.219/01.628 94967/15.700/-00.406/01.147/01.499 51655/15.541/-00.429/01.098/01.429 
25 min 645822/21.892/+00.607/03.768/06.471 301063/16.418/-00.294/01.460/02.297 126490/15.568/-00.383/01.214/01.663 63787/15.167/-00.413/01.133/01.503 33890/14.696/-00.428/01.063/01.390 
30 min 496927/23.337/+00.920/04.580/07.459 204068/16.613/-00.247/01.607/02.750 86278/15.275/-00.373/01.227/01.752 43761/14.662/-00.405/01.111/01.498 22851/14.016/-00.418/01.042/01.369 
45 min 318076/26.491/+01.621/06.341/09.225 81393/18.228/+00.030/02.341/04.308 33263/14.839/-00.301/01.410/02.457 16468/13.461/-00.382/01.140/01.699 8548/12.499/-00.408/01.028/01.426 
60 min 259111/27.913/+01.987/07.239/10.019 45255/21.148/+00.456/03.522/06.021 16108/15.694/-00.149/01.813/03.380 7712/13.293/-00.316/01.346/02.459 3838/11.836/-00.377/01.157/02.042 
75 min 237160/28.449/+02.213/07.722/10.424 32609/24.053/+00.905/04.685/07.403 9135/17.504/+00.065/02.552/04.686 4109/14.174/-00.226/01.711/03.319 1915/12.423/-00.338/01.343/02.511 
90 min 215784/28.872/+02.316/07.983/10.651 26470/26.269/+01.264/05.647/08.388 6175/20.286/+00.377/03.444/05.962 2619/15.675/+00.005/02.379/04.465 1084/13.505/-00.247/01.890/03.850 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3893066/19.016/-00.094/02.114/02.954 1183023/18.067/-00.277/01.808/02.341 455067/18.096/-00.342/01.703/02.179 229273/18.373/-00.384/01.645/02.085 119616/18.844/-00.408/01.601/02.014 

10 min 2388733/19.196/-00.120/01.973/03.202 930076/17.391/-00.342/01.468/01.939 378182/17.192/-00.389/01.359/01.756 199554/17.251/-00.411/01.305/01.670 109335/17.367/-00.429/01.258/01.605 
15 min 1461508/19.528/+00.033/02.338/04.191 662172/16.884/-00.341/01.386/01.906 270289/16.577/-00.393/01.260/01.651 141101/16.458/-00.412/01.198/01.553 77556/16.423/-00.435/01.157/01.486 
20 min 904480/20.691/+00.296/02.993/05.372 446556/16.535/-00.331/01.384/02.026 186018/15.991/-00.393/01.219/01.626 94867/15.713/-00.413/01.148/01.500 51579/15.542/-00.438/01.102/01.435 
25 min 645744/21.897/+00.595/03.758/06.460 300488/16.437/-00.303/01.458/02.300 126103/15.594/-00.390/01.214/01.662 63563/15.187/-00.421/01.135/01.510 33802/14.713/-00.433/01.068/01.396 
30 min 496713/23.360/+00.916/04.566/07.441 203414/16.628/-00.254/01.597/02.725 86072/15.300/-00.378/01.231/01.790 43697/14.666/-00.413/01.114/01.515 22787/14.038/-00.429/01.049/01.378 
45 min 318025/26.492/+01.625/06.326/09.217 81144/18.269/+00.022/02.329/04.268 33283/14.899/-00.302/01.410/02.442 16421/13.498/-00.388/01.136/01.688 8501/12.516/-00.419/01.024/01.422 
60 min 258816/27.927/+01.984/07.216/09.986 44790/21.205/+00.451/03.530/06.043 16064/15.681/-00.167/01.820/03.407 7695/13.328/-00.319/01.369/02.561 3850/11.778/-00.378/01.146/02.018 
75 min 237052/28.475/+02.221/07.709/10.414 32439/24.121/+00.941/04.709/07.441 8990/17.448/+00.056/02.495/04.585 4076/14.265/-00.246/01.757/03.424 1909/12.515/-00.339/01.375/02.576 
90 min 215973/28.884/+02.308/07.954/10.624 26431/26.208/+01.267/05.631/08.382 6036/20.312/+00.397/03.497/06.020 2592/15.899/-00.033/02.413/04.551 1081/13.702/-00.244/02.009/04.209 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2378578/19.213/-00.141/01.980/02.713 1116236/18.419/-00.295/01.773/02.281 449922/18.415/-00.352/01.693/02.160 230764/18.650/-00.391/01.648/02.089 121916/19.109/-00.412/01.604/02.021 

10 min 848714/20.647/-00.039/01.921/03.347 709259/18.282/-00.333/01.453/01.927 347078/18.001/-00.380/01.359/01.759 193173/17.999/-00.407/01.310/01.681 107415/18.184/-00.421/01.265/01.618 
15 min 409803/22.105/+00.290/02.361/04.734 412694/18.127/-00.327/01.363/01.896 226734/17.731/-00.383/01.257/01.654 131158/17.614/-00.408/01.206/01.565 74716/17.526/-00.431/01.165/01.496 
20 min 213066/24.085/+00.831/03.171/06.372 230924/17.856/-00.305/01.361/02.058 139414/17.331/-00.387/01.220/01.643 83103/17.247/-00.408/01.165/01.531 48547/17.027/-00.430/01.120/01.476 
25 min 127040/27.430/+01.594/04.302/08.093 132856/18.153/-00.248/01.429/02.399 85775/17.245/-00.375/01.209/01.677 52115/16.899/-00.410/01.142/01.556 30281/16.508/-00.432/01.094/01.451 
30 min 85698/31.652/+02.610/05.803/10.039 77941/18.725/-00.129/01.598/03.107 52267/17.007/-00.361/01.219/01.825 33207/16.390/-00.392/01.126/01.568 19457/15.979/-00.416/01.076/01.482 
45 min 41790/40.630/+04.885/09.260/13.415 21307/22.014/+00.582/02.733/05.711 14374/16.476/-00.221/01.413/02.757 9747/15.089/-00.347/01.161/02.066 5832/14.034/-00.414/01.045/01.634 
60 min 29737/44.646/+06.117/11.055/15.005 8811/29.652/+02.159/05.127/09.122 4841/18.478/+00.300/02.187/04.838 3179/14.382/-00.174/01.374/03.127 2030/13.010/-00.327/01.200/02.430 
75 min 22861/46.502/+06.806/12.201/16.026 5366/37.138/+03.855/07.738/11.983 2075/23.652/+01.179/03.781/07.584 1228/17.220/+00.424/02.557/05.740 756/14.784/+00.134/01.868/04.526 
90 min 16443/46.756/+07.103/12.521/16.443 4100/41.695/+04.899/09.449/13.415 1043/32.154/+02.901/06.372/10.490 621/20.243/+00.585/03.223/06.070 324/17.170/+00.049/02.157/04.323 

Table 33: Validation absolute statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 448506/23.764/+00.554/03.662/04.686 159094/23.090/+00.228/03.291/04.155 82117/22.721/+00.090/03.128/03.906 44219/22.470/-00.020/03.009/03.737 25211/22.315/-00.112/02.930/03.608 

10 min 1170262/17.618/-00.155/02.232/02.874 397155/16.970/-00.315/01.990/02.504 180485/16.731/-00.384/01.908/02.379 91718/16.644/-00.435/01.852/02.296 49767/16.519/-00.469/01.810/02.239 
15 min 1180511/16.448/-00.278/01.852/02.443 411799/15.336/-00.408/01.615/02.045 186515/14.890/-00.460/01.533/01.920 94166/14.677/-00.493/01.482/01.851 51363/14.544/-00.522/01.462/01.816 
20 min 827549/16.648/-00.280/01.771/02.492 311521/15.118/-00.418/01.466/01.885 145234/14.431/-00.472/01.384/01.758 74578/14.097/-00.503/01.340/01.688 41365/13.976/-00.541/01.321/01.663 
25 min 703891/15.546/-00.290/01.723/02.583 269819/14.160/-00.430/01.368/01.789 120886/13.614/-00.472/01.278/01.636 61044/13.366/-00.504/01.237/01.578 33779/13.260/-00.527/01.214/01.542 
30 min 502219/16.575/-00.214/01.850/02.967 200887/14.401/-00.399/01.354/01.827 89124/13.539/-00.455/01.242/01.620 45229/13.225/-00.491/01.196/01.556 25493/12.928/-00.516/01.181/01.538 
45 min 245578/17.510/+00.029/02.467/04.348 107600/13.659/-00.362/01.373/02.102 45291/12.737/-00.434/01.207/01.679 22254/12.279/-00.460/01.149/01.576 12253/12.131/-00.491/01.124/01.513 
60 min 138433/19.675/+00.410/03.489/05.871 61499/13.720/-00.279/01.607/02.752 25368/12.335/-00.380/01.299/02.040 11906/11.840/-00.421/01.176/01.694 6670/11.743/-00.460/01.177/01.636 
75 min 97518/21.830/+00.782/04.504/07.075 38145/14.298/-00.188/01.964/03.491 15223/12.565/-00.347/01.469/02.462 7175/11.961/-00.387/01.326/02.110 3731/11.625/-00.438/01.298/01.879 
90 min 76654/23.613/+01.110/05.351/08.001 25390/15.431/-00.050/02.442/04.271 10079/13.122/-00.295/01.716/02.853 4230/11.911/-00.415/01.512/02.445 2317/11.836/-00.442/01.427/02.264 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 447656/23.774/+00.541/03.645/04.669 158803/23.080/+00.219/03.275/04.136 81596/22.745/+00.084/03.121/03.907 43845/22.475/-00.034/02.994/03.719 25022/22.410/-00.123/02.916/03.599 

10 min 1168821/17.633/-00.167/02.223/02.867 396449/16.996/-00.323/01.983/02.497 179547/16.763/-00.395/01.903/02.374 91445/16.666/-00.444/01.853/02.301 49632/16.530/-00.476/01.809/02.241 
15 min 1177944/16.464/-00.289/01.846/02.439 410423/15.356/-00.416/01.610/02.041 185903/14.907/-00.467/01.534/01.925 93948/14.700/-00.503/01.488/01.861 51260/14.546/-00.531/01.464/01.823 
20 min 826037/16.657/-00.288/01.766/02.492 310790/15.139/-00.427/01.468/01.886 144792/14.447/-00.477/01.386/01.765 74227/14.122/-00.513/01.346/01.699 41251/13.985/-00.546/01.326/01.671 
25 min 701398/15.570/-00.299/01.720/02.586 269284/14.165/-00.438/01.367/01.792 120635/13.635/-00.477/01.281/01.647 60876/13.381/-00.511/01.245/01.591 33654/13.282/-00.532/01.217/01.550 
30 min 501367/16.575/-00.224/01.845/02.964 200428/14.421/-00.404/01.356/01.839 88858/13.556/-00.461/01.244/01.624 45016/13.246/-00.495/01.202/01.564 25417/12.939/-00.518/01.185/01.546 
45 min 245215/17.526/+00.024/02.466/04.342 107222/13.678/-00.370/01.372/02.097 45125/12.748/-00.445/01.212/01.686 22157/12.280/-00.473/01.158/01.588 12224/12.136/-00.501/01.133/01.527 
60 min 137883/19.719/+00.412/03.490/05.869 61193/13.706/-00.289/01.603/02.737 25181/12.332/-00.392/01.301/02.034 11853/11.848/-00.432/01.175/01.681 6644/11.767/-00.462/01.184/01.643 
75 min 97220/21.848/+00.784/04.497/07.066 38030/14.262/-00.194/01.964/03.503 15231/12.565/-00.357/01.471/02.458 7143/11.985/-00.395/01.330/02.124 3721/11.666/-00.440/01.299/01.880 
90 min 76303/23.585/+01.109/05.339/08.001 25301/15.409/-00.064/02.438/04.270 10033/13.195/-00.290/01.729/02.894 4222/11.942/-00.413/01.513/02.452 2299/11.855/-00.448/01.427/02.261 

IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 874966/23.804/+00.519/03.547/04.484 268416/23.005/+00.215/03.251/04.056 114314/22.706/+00.091/03.133/03.890 56174/22.536/-00.017/03.023/03.731 30410/22.400/-00.139/02.926/03.600 
10 min 1025581/18.569/-00.153/02.153/02.795 423744/17.738/-00.322/01.958/02.466 190090/17.330/-00.394/01.887/02.357 96058/17.173/-00.439/01.838/02.284 52077/17.067/-00.481/01.799/02.230 
15 min 673459/17.569/-00.257/01.808/02.475 382902/16.324/-00.411/01.608/02.050 181237/15.762/-00.465/01.539/01.940 92586/15.448/-00.500/01.491/01.872 51287/15.295/-00.532/01.472/01.836 
20 min 354702/18.392/-00.217/01.768/02.701 279374/16.272/-00.419/01.462/01.905 139094/15.417/-00.469/01.386/01.768 73003/14.986/-00.510/01.354/01.717 41180/14.750/-00.538/01.327/01.674 
25 min 204599/18.957/-00.103/01.882/03.272 195650/16.035/-00.408/01.399/01.903 102826/15.088/-00.468/01.309/01.707 54767/14.573/-00.507/01.270/01.638 31386/14.303/-00.528/01.235/01.581 
30 min 124041/19.912/+00.092/02.150/04.103 134304/15.899/-00.375/01.376/01.970 75284/14.782/-00.445/01.263/01.705 40870/14.265/-00.484/01.222/01.627 23552/13.839/-00.505/01.196/01.583 
45 min 42418/22.772/+00.890/03.371/06.558 52076/15.253/-00.276/01.484/02.682 30529/13.953/-00.403/01.243/01.923 17199/13.314/-00.448/01.192/01.782 9962/12.925/-00.496/01.146/01.542 
60 min 16933/27.781/+01.997/05.313/09.176 20800/15.733/-00.049/01.952/04.011 13014/13.706/-00.318/01.431/02.580 7414/12.919/-00.429/01.224/01.896 4507/12.639/-00.452/01.251/01.813 
75 min 9137/33.621/+03.391/07.510/11.623 10505/17.468/+00.257/02.586/05.310 6420/14.554/-00.125/01.817/03.590 3568/12.918/-00.349/01.450/02.617 2078/12.308/-00.430/01.376/02.301 
90 min 5125/38.374/+04.215/09.143/13.180 4953/21.117/+00.774/03.784/07.038 3196/15.734/+00.058/02.308/04.738 1675/14.035/-00.284/01.877/03.461 1018/12.696/-00.373/01.614/02.672 

Table 34: Validation absolute statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 432840/26.684/+00.752/03.967/05.078 186739/25.901/+00.385/03.538/04.480 96441/25.655/+00.219/03.364/04.233 50831/25.468/+00.090/03.219/04.024 27621/25.361/+00.023/03.127/03.893 

10 min 1072905/21.641/-00.071/02.323/03.019 435157/21.101/-00.256/02.054/02.618 202010/20.864/-00.333/01.948/02.468 101684/20.747/-00.392/01.871/02.352 55853/20.663/-00.421/01.822/02.296 
15 min 1130470/20.783/-00.211/01.930/02.569 462956/19.984/-00.355/01.688/02.171 215354/19.620/-00.416/01.598/02.035 109770/19.494/-00.450/01.548/01.959 60300/19.468/-00.476/01.523/01.927 
20 min 874718/21.213/-00.216/01.862/02.600 392248/20.016/-00.363/01.575/02.047 187986/19.454/-00.425/01.484/01.913 98153/19.211/-00.458/01.447/01.852 54660/19.170/-00.479/01.426/01.826 
25 min 709372/20.475/-00.210/01.878/02.763 335968/19.450/-00.369/01.525/02.016 161161/18.949/-00.421/01.441/01.874 83899/18.763/-00.445/01.392/01.803 47550/18.626/-00.468/01.384/01.785 
30 min 551336/21.153/-00.156/02.006/03.124 271032/19.733/-00.345/01.545/02.102 127330/19.075/-00.404/01.440/01.904 66333/18.762/-00.431/01.385/01.802 37744/18.542/-00.455/01.381/01.789 
45 min 264699/22.334/+00.088/02.725/04.509 137299/19.896/-00.281/01.723/02.585 62370/18.987/-00.348/01.546/02.168 31290/18.382/-00.396/01.477/02.029 17432/18.068/-00.408/01.465/01.966 
60 min 147863/24.264/+00.502/03.867/06.123 72983/20.486/-00.159/02.115/03.364 31561/19.125/-00.282/01.794/02.710 15215/18.340/-00.316/01.715/02.541 8336/17.858/-00.387/01.640/02.305 
75 min 106148/25.603/+00.869/04.852/07.268 44383/21.361/+00.008/02.716/04.377 18487/19.758/-00.187/02.202/03.462 8478/18.618/-00.280/01.938/02.898 4573/18.204/-00.306/01.904/02.725 
90 min 85479/26.434/+01.222/05.659/08.192 30850/22.175/+00.193/03.389/05.356 12402/20.385/-00.024/02.625/04.104 5329/19.319/-00.157/02.305/03.438 2914/18.631/-00.295/02.121/03.194 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 431851/26.710/+00.740/03.947/05.064 186294/25.908/+00.375/03.527/04.478 96001/25.702/+00.213/03.347/04.207 50543/25.517/+00.079/03.204/04.013 27536/25.382/+00.007/03.103/03.864 

10 min 1069905/21.660/-00.081/02.311/03.007 434039/21.127/-00.265/02.047/02.614 201329/20.885/-00.338/01.943/02.465 101364/20.765/-00.396/01.866/02.347 55615/20.714/-00.423/01.818/02.292 
15 min 1127246/20.807/-00.220/01.920/02.559 462061/20.008/-00.361/01.685/02.168 214725/19.644/-00.420/01.595/02.032 109486/19.517/-00.455/01.549/01.963 60104/19.488/-00.475/01.522/01.923 
20 min 872704/21.235/-00.226/01.855/02.596 391393/20.036/-00.370/01.575/02.050 187361/19.478/-00.430/01.486/01.919 97902/19.229/-00.464/01.448/01.855 54464/19.203/-00.485/01.430/01.835 
25 min 707381/20.505/-00.221/01.871/02.754 335049/19.466/-00.374/01.523/02.014 160755/18.971/-00.426/01.443/01.878 83605/18.773/-00.448/01.395/01.808 47363/18.658/-00.474/01.390/01.791 
30 min 550325/21.181/-00.161/02.005/03.129 270339/19.752/-00.351/01.542/02.094 126924/19.094/-00.410/01.441/01.901 66140/18.784/-00.434/01.387/01.803 37602/18.573/-00.460/01.386/01.794 
45 min 263850/22.360/+00.087/02.724/04.508 136994/19.927/-00.283/01.721/02.585 62232/19.006/-00.355/01.542/02.160 31117/18.415/-00.401/01.477/02.024 17364/18.094/-00.416/01.466/01.967 
60 min 147646/24.277/+00.502/03.866/06.134 72796/20.508/-00.166/02.112/03.364 31449/19.139/-00.290/01.789/02.700 15138/18.358/-00.323/01.707/02.513 8316/17.882/-00.401/01.649/02.320 
75 min 105745/25.628/+00.876/04.844/07.280 44088/21.361/+00.007/02.712/04.368 18409/19.756/-00.192/02.194/03.457 8402/18.671/-00.288/01.940/02.901 4539/18.256/-00.302/01.901/02.731 
90 min 85309/26.467/+01.209/05.659/08.193 30730/22.160/+00.198/03.372/05.342 12421/20.373/-00.024/02.631/04.119 5325/19.278/-00.158/02.313/03.450 2919/18.635/-00.277/02.112/03.183 

R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 792454/27.192/+00.666/03.776/04.771 301371/26.797/+00.343/03.465/04.356 133616/26.747/+00.197/03.326/04.172 66793/26.850/+00.090/03.230/04.051 36241/26.854/+00.012/03.131/03.920 
10 min 1000235/23.318/-00.060/02.241/02.923 474730/22.842/-00.239/02.038/02.610 221178/22.731/-00.312/01.952/02.489 113252/22.875/-00.363/01.879/02.384 63245/23.178/-00.391/01.842/02.339 
15 min 741832/22.849/-00.176/01.890/02.585 469271/22.178/-00.328/01.694/02.199 226417/21.966/-00.383/01.615/02.077 117341/22.103/-00.422/01.574/02.017 66245/22.318/-00.439/01.553/01.992 
20 min 444139/23.592/-00.143/01.852/02.750 376692/22.292/-00.336/01.582/02.089 192281/21.926/-00.395/01.504/01.968 102829/21.789/-00.434/01.475/01.912 58999/22.115/-00.458/01.461/01.898 
25 min 268925/24.388/-00.043/01.963/03.214 280362/22.388/-00.322/01.551/02.115 154624/21.860/-00.383/01.479/01.978 83042/21.665/-00.420/01.430/01.879 49006/21.693/-00.443/01.431/01.869 
30 min 167363/25.559/+00.134/02.222/03.969 200447/22.644/-00.293/01.576/02.239 117118/21.911/-00.364/01.476/02.017 63944/21.557/-00.398/01.428/01.918 37526/21.458/-00.432/01.424/01.867 
45 min 53081/29.543/+01.001/03.647/06.670 70342/23.514/-00.119/01.855/03.120 45064/22.209/-00.270/01.630/02.503 25012/21.337/-00.366/01.520/02.134 14897/20.901/-00.379/01.521/02.144 
60 min 21157/33.838/+02.108/05.482/09.065 25794/24.972/+00.303/02.600/04.907 16739/22.724/-00.042/02.054/03.661 9108/21.516/-00.248/01.878/03.039 5521/20.659/-00.380/01.754/02.506 
75 min 11249/37.926/+03.407/07.546/11.524 11692/27.612/+00.960/03.791/06.819 7205/23.795/+00.196/02.596/04.734 3664/22.032/-00.102/02.238/03.773 2280/21.484/-00.202/02.143/03.333 
90 min 7094/39.975/+03.905/08.547/12.335 6411/30.189/+01.537/04.797/07.979 3744/25.725/+00.450/03.212/05.465 1752/24.226/+00.255/02.878/04.892 1147/22.413/+00.057/02.683/04.501 

Table 35: Validation absolute statistics for IR108 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344393/30.639/+01.072/04.088/05.254 230100/29.516/+00.698/03.592/04.582 141227/29.078/+00.536/03.390/04.313 81662/28.994/+00.399/03.218/04.079 47325/29.099/+00.295/03.125/03.969 

10 min 644961/27.265/+00.222/02.544/03.338 364618/26.564/+00.013/02.219/02.862 196112/26.346/-00.099/02.082/02.675 107606/26.362/-00.176/01.997/02.563 60930/26.562/-00.224/01.965/02.527 
15 min 658707/26.071/+00.041/02.155/02.892 362262/25.116/-00.129/01.863/02.429 191928/24.873/-00.210/01.753/02.276 104756/24.934/-00.270/01.690/02.188 59671/25.152/-00.306/01.680/02.173 
20 min 535595/25.566/+00.021/02.098/02.926 314291/24.292/-00.159/01.757/02.315 170460/23.928/-00.246/01.658/02.164 94340/23.942/-00.297/01.603/02.094 55050/24.084/-00.334/01.603/02.098 
25 min 436187/24.368/+00.011/02.116/03.073 268900/23.304/-00.173/01.720/02.289 147083/23.056/-00.252/01.621/02.137 82766/23.092/-00.295/01.584/02.081 48465/23.246/-00.329/01.569/02.061 
30 min 363699/24.307/+00.034/02.202/03.323 229969/22.906/-00.172/01.715/02.324 124402/22.544/-00.249/01.614/02.137 70507/22.510/-00.294/01.588/02.101 41805/22.526/-00.339/01.587/02.101 
45 min 195790/24.388/+00.221/02.839/04.562 130960/22.133/-00.145/01.840/02.643 73182/21.432/-00.240/01.694/02.331 41636/21.247/-00.280/01.662/02.271 25298/21.203/-00.316/01.642/02.207 
60 min 119129/25.449/+00.517/03.712/05.818 76040/21.953/-00.090/02.109/03.176 43828/21.046/-00.210/01.857/02.674 25924/20.427/-00.276/01.761/02.436 16385/20.326/-00.314/01.753/02.416 
75 min 89548/26.102/+00.826/04.494/06.780 49633/22.005/-00.021/02.432/03.795 28951/20.609/-00.200/02.034/03.020 17720/19.883/-00.257/01.883/02.665 11355/19.515/-00.343/01.815/02.499 
90 min 75392/26.464/+01.071/05.138/07.583 35880/22.054/+00.111/02.865/04.520 21211/20.375/-00.139/02.268/03.464 13095/19.550/-00.256/02.041/03.017 8512/19.542/-00.311/01.966/02.840 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344038/30.662/+01.059/04.057/05.224 229750/29.513/+00.679/03.567/04.556 140886/29.102/+00.517/03.371/04.294 81558/29.021/+00.386/03.196/04.053 47119/29.108/+00.279/03.104/03.944 

10 min 643941/27.291/+00.209/02.523/03.314 363944/26.587/-00.000/02.205/02.847 195727/26.372/-00.112/02.071/02.665 107449/26.380/-00.183/01.989/02.556 60749/26.603/-00.233/01.959/02.519 
15 min 658168/26.088/+00.027/02.140/02.879 361866/25.132/-00.139/01.853/02.418 191638/24.894/-00.216/01.749/02.273 104592/24.954/-00.276/01.690/02.188 59515/25.173/-00.314/01.680/02.172 
20 min 534695/25.582/+00.009/02.086/02.911 313804/24.311/-00.167/01.750/02.309 170009/23.945/-00.252/01.652/02.159 94065/23.967/-00.300/01.602/02.092 54936/24.105/-00.342/01.607/02.104 
25 min 435192/24.372/-00.003/02.103/03.057 268298/23.320/-00.184/01.711/02.277 146892/23.073/-00.261/01.620/02.136 82485/23.119/-00.303/01.583/02.081 48325/23.273/-00.336/01.569/02.064 
30 min 362948/24.330/+00.027/02.195/03.325 229482/22.933/-00.182/01.709/02.320 124127/22.560/-00.257/01.611/02.136 70321/22.547/-00.300/01.584/02.091 41652/22.555/-00.337/01.582/02.096 
45 min 195584/24.407/+00.214/02.831/04.564 130593/22.152/-00.159/01.831/02.630 72903/21.455/-00.248/01.690/02.324 41529/21.253/-00.285/01.655/02.257 25190/21.231/-00.321/01.634/02.190 
60 min 118515/25.442/+00.500/03.688/05.790 75985/21.962/-00.102/02.100/03.173 43731/21.067/-00.207/01.855/02.672 25841/20.451/-00.279/01.755/02.422 16338/20.351/-00.328/01.750/02.400 
75 min 89163/26.107/+00.817/04.470/06.753 49409/22.034/-00.024/02.419/03.772 28978/20.581/-00.205/02.022/02.998 17674/19.925/-00.277/01.880/02.669 11287/19.519/-00.342/01.807/02.485 
90 min 75235/26.472/+01.071/05.119/07.550 35915/22.098/+00.121/02.858/04.505 21181/20.363/-00.150/02.249/03.430 13078/19.587/-00.262/02.045/03.035 8480/19.560/-00.331/01.959/02.821 

V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 518039/30.347/+00.998/03.933/05.011 297126/29.547/+00.663/03.546/04.501 159042/29.142/+00.517/03.377/04.296 87305/28.987/+00.378/03.221/04.097 49869/29.064/+00.273/03.124/04.007 
10 min 571260/28.308/+00.242/02.478/03.267 374341/27.378/+00.031/02.210/02.865 199319/27.049/-00.077/02.088/02.705 109841/27.098/-00.147/02.016/02.611 62434/27.431/-00.203/01.985/02.574 
15 min 445357/27.848/+00.089/02.127/02.915 358209/26.907/-00.091/01.874/02.469 197707/26.727/-00.168/01.779/02.333 109099/26.862/-00.226/01.723/02.260 63230/27.225/-00.262/01.719/02.248 
20 min 300026/27.781/+00.099/02.078/03.033 299486/26.583/-00.119/01.764/02.354 173476/26.398/-00.201/01.680/02.225 98794/26.447/-00.254/01.635/02.163 58877/26.754/-00.292/01.643/02.175 
25 min 200482/28.136/+00.185/02.172/03.431 234206/26.301/-00.121/01.738/02.363 144544/25.982/-00.205/01.652/02.212 85309/25.911/-00.254/01.619/02.167 51436/26.270/-00.291/01.623/02.168 
30 min 137374/28.696/+00.327/02.396/04.043 177258/26.137/-00.112/01.754/02.467 116386/25.643/-00.203/01.654/02.223 70601/25.573/-00.252/01.634/02.201 43283/25.733/-00.281/01.631/02.194 
45 min 53916/30.892/+01.028/03.508/06.238 73194/25.896/-00.010/01.959/03.084 54936/24.666/-00.158/01.776/02.590 35844/24.316/-00.241/01.696/02.349 23633/24.496/-00.282/01.702/02.334 
60 min 26579/33.214/+01.928/04.832/08.146 32036/25.845/+00.189/02.340/03.972 25331/24.150/-00.079/01.981/03.086 17949/23.409/-00.199/01.869/02.785 12432/23.358/-00.275/01.834/02.609 
75 min 16946/35.629/+03.021/06.474/10.372 16021/26.527/+00.535/02.933/05.196 12924/23.851/+00.068/02.325/03.891 9824/22.636/-00.077/02.076/03.358 6770/22.004/-00.184/01.993/03.013 
90 min 12196/36.911/+03.496/07.333/11.203 8941/27.392/+00.922/03.607/06.356 7259/23.852/+00.210/02.630/04.623 5522/22.208/-00.034/02.292/03.842 4151/22.263/-00.138/02.143/03.408 

Table 36: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67794/30.074/+00.620/04.069/05.378 65933/27.021/+00.222/03.386/04.404 45281/25.823/+00.046/03.066/03.951 28714/24.999/-00.071/02.896/03.710 18024/24.336/-00.110/02.737/03.503 

10 min 106948/26.778/+00.089/02.712/03.670 96901/23.908/-00.139/02.294/03.021 64285/22.786/-00.274/02.141/02.805 40463/22.211/-00.337/02.016/02.627 25267/21.712/-00.378/01.941/02.509 
15 min 106922/24.932/-00.045/02.414/03.375 102822/22.290/-00.236/02.010/02.704 69348/21.224/-00.342/01.868/02.477 44566/20.754/-00.412/01.793/02.355 28391/20.538/-00.460/01.734/02.264 
20 min 98449/24.075/-00.060/02.411/03.446 99885/21.428/-00.256/01.931/02.634 69577/20.539/-00.353/01.782/02.372 45583/20.123/-00.407/01.737/02.302 29802/19.904/-00.462/01.674/02.197 
25 min 92485/23.159/-00.054/02.450/03.549 97038/20.847/-00.256/01.895/02.609 69232/19.959/-00.354/01.745/02.360 46029/19.783/-00.397/01.674/02.228 30106/19.585/-00.440/01.631/02.136 
30 min 87546/23.147/-00.031/02.568/03.771 94278/20.622/-00.255/01.899/02.658 67193/19.753/-00.342/01.726/02.337 45221/19.339/-00.395/01.641/02.191 30142/19.258/-00.431/01.611/02.124 
45 min 79191/22.730/+00.024/02.852/04.176 82934/20.146/-00.215/01.996/02.891 61098/19.105/-00.331/01.742/02.414 42299/18.621/-00.393/01.642/02.223 29121/18.492/-00.439/01.609/02.154 
60 min 75532/22.731/+00.082/03.116/04.528 72379/19.994/-00.184/02.147/03.170 53703/18.749/-00.303/01.804/02.555 37537/18.225/-00.384/01.658/02.252 26414/17.991/-00.419/01.612/02.186 
75 min 73613/22.651/+00.134/03.280/04.729 65251/20.084/-00.153/02.293/03.399 47079/18.690/-00.294/01.872/02.693 33756/18.070/-00.361/01.710/02.374 23702/17.834/-00.416/01.654/02.254 
90 min 71051/22.573/+00.142/03.386/04.831 58953/20.194/-00.102/02.467/03.679 42038/18.757/-00.267/01.983/02.914 30160/18.068/-00.358/01.779/02.532 21388/17.831/-00.404/01.685/02.304 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67706/30.101/+00.614/04.060/05.366 65816/27.077/+00.220/03.378/04.400 45083/25.812/+00.037/03.058/03.942 28723/24.988/-00.064/02.877/03.693 17944/24.355/-00.115/02.723/03.488 

10 min 106734/26.783/+00.087/02.699/03.662 96812/23.924/-00.146/02.297/03.033 64208/22.787/-00.280/02.133/02.797 40424/22.211/-00.342/02.011/02.624 25180/21.718/-00.381/01.937/02.506 
15 min 106687/24.953/-00.056/02.395/03.345 102655/22.322/-00.238/02.010/02.704 69374/21.242/-00.346/01.865/02.475 44452/20.771/-00.415/01.788/02.347 28279/20.564/-00.467/01.726/02.253 
20 min 98457/24.077/-00.065/02.411/03.457 99628/21.443/-00.263/01.921/02.614 69441/20.536/-00.361/01.781/02.373 45419/20.133/-00.412/01.733/02.298 29706/19.926/-00.462/01.673/02.194 
25 min 92290/23.202/-00.066/02.440/03.539 96544/20.866/-00.264/01.884/02.591 69040/19.975/-00.360/01.742/02.353 45885/19.795/-00.405/01.673/02.222 30010/19.606/-00.440/01.632/02.138 
30 min 87138/23.108/-00.053/02.541/03.738 94261/20.632/-00.259/01.891/02.646 66974/19.781/-00.344/01.723/02.333 45070/19.352/-00.399/01.639/02.188 30041/19.262/-00.437/01.612/02.127 
45 min 78898/22.756/+00.016/02.847/04.175 82559/20.185/-00.220/01.989/02.875 60869/19.139/-00.334/01.737/02.410 42182/18.643/-00.398/01.640/02.226 29008/18.505/-00.436/01.608/02.153 
60 min 75168/22.777/+00.078/03.103/04.513 72093/20.006/-00.189/02.143/03.163 53468/18.784/-00.307/01.805/02.557 37381/18.271/-00.384/01.658/02.262 26278/18.002/-00.419/01.608/02.178 
75 min 73336/22.695/+00.136/03.284/04.730 65028/20.099/-00.160/02.293/03.406 46906/18.712/-00.298/01.873/02.695 33602/18.091/-00.365/01.708/02.369 23583/17.850/-00.417/01.656/02.253 
90 min 70894/22.610/+00.143/03.380/04.840 58768/20.212/-00.106/02.468/03.694 41865/18.794/-00.269/01.991/02.937 30068/18.099/-00.364/01.779/02.531 21310/17.862/-00.413/01.686/02.299 

V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 60606/29.967/+00.437/03.706/04.843 69318/26.948/+00.166/03.303/04.277 46776/25.666/+00.011/03.060/03.941 30119/24.755/-00.096/02.879/03.703 19310/24.114/-00.144/02.734/03.523 
10 min 64532/28.323/+00.169/02.570/03.522 89202/24.770/-00.099/02.261/02.992 62544/23.415/-00.240/02.126/02.792 40597/22.845/-00.319/02.013/02.631 25522/22.326/-00.365/01.943/02.513 
15 min 56129/27.455/+00.126/02.335/03.373 91169/24.091/-00.165/01.977/02.676 68126/22.814/-00.293/01.869/02.490 44426/22.239/-00.363/01.795/02.358 28899/22.046/-00.428/01.742/02.277 
20 min 44880/27.360/+00.168/02.366/03.527 82593/23.632/-00.168/01.887/02.602 65019/22.387/-00.305/01.772/02.390 44130/21.943/-00.377/01.717/02.283 29782/21.728/-00.429/01.668/02.182 
25 min 38229/27.172/+00.266/02.496/03.808 73420/23.074/-00.149/01.845/02.607 60937/21.829/-00.286/01.721/02.333 43424/21.462/-00.360/01.659/02.208 28894/21.387/-00.403/01.625/02.147 
30 min 33729/27.143/+00.361/02.675/04.191 65070/22.711/-00.128/01.849/02.655 56743/21.558/-00.269/01.698/02.351 41467/20.983/-00.357/01.625/02.186 28646/21.047/-00.398/01.607/02.133 
45 min 26276/27.069/+00.539/03.070/04.806 45126/21.766/-00.086/01.917/02.897 42199/20.383/-00.256/01.686/02.403 33167/19.879/-00.339/01.616/02.248 24961/19.938/-00.398/01.581/02.123 
60 min 21651/26.848/+00.626/03.286/05.099 32282/21.322/-00.041/02.047/03.217 30618/19.456/-00.241/01.701/02.514 24773/18.913/-00.317/01.605/02.257 18660/18.750/-00.360/01.561/02.175 
75 min 17755/26.471/+00.694/03.446/05.369 23862/21.378/+00.070/02.237/03.665 22199/18.837/-00.194/01.742/02.627 18622/18.278/-00.293/01.624/02.341 14336/17.875/-00.370/01.554/02.132 
90 min 14546/26.208/+00.748/03.515/05.499 18285/21.223/+00.142/02.352/03.826 16196/18.849/-00.148/01.829/02.855 13780/17.600/-00.290/01.652/02.423 10793/17.473/-00.356/01.584/02.251 

Table 37: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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Case 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
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  90 min    2710/37.003/+00.050/02.721/03.082     765/37.830/+00.005/02.712/03.071     144/34.694/ 00.368/02.825/03.182      81/32.605/ 00.111/02.837/03.168      30/31.400/+00.233/03.338/03.662 
 
 

                        
                        

 
 

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

I.4 Validation absolute statistics against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (only for AMVs with a Best fit level related to a 
narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa, or to several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 

RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 613676/28.024/+00.077/02.714/03.058 161343/28.431/-00.035/02.614/02.968 57860/29.441/-00.101/02.534/02.892 28255/30.226/-00.163/02.485/02.848 14630/31.177/-00.188/02.399/02.763 
10 min 314235/29.093/+00.057/02.528/02.886 95123/29.207/-00.013/02.390/02.752 34616/29.839/-00.081/02.302/02.668 17072/30.439/-00.114/02.243/02.614 8791/30.848/-00.193/02.164/02.539 
15 min 186063/28.440/+00.025/02.552/02.911 60233/28.514/-00.021/02.361/02.724 21352/28.953/-00.091/02.267/02.631 9906/29.283/-00.141/02.230/02.591 5021/29.769/-00.220/02.168/02.534 
20 min 120590/28.431/+00.010/02.616/02.976 39094/28.335/-00.029/02.385/02.752 13500/28.432/-00.079/02.282/02.648 5938/28.652/-00.121/02.225/02.590 2890/29.003/-00.225/02.214/02.577 
25 min 91454/28.201/-00.014/02.685/03.042 25953/28.101/-00.033/02.416/02.783 8564/28.171/-00.119/02.322/02.686 3653/28.266/-00.140/02.258/02.629 1601/28.372/-00.137/02.256/02.625 
30 min 75189/27.837/-00.025/02.746/03.098 18250/28.010/-00.061/02.469/02.834 5675/27.892/-00.084/02.377/02.735 2259/28.209/-00.132/02.295/02.653 996/27.792/-00.149/02.288/02.660 
45 min 54406/27.763/-00.057/02.861/03.201 8710/28.216/-00.078/02.666/03.024 2086/27.532/-00.094/02.490/02.856 763/27.679/-00.211/02.510/02.873 274/27.270/-00.314/02.668/02.983 
60 min 46245/27.647/-00.068/02.905/03.242 6025/28.509/-00.117/02.752/03.096 1173/28.027/-00.026/02.741/03.097 372/27.637/-00.140/02.722/03.089 119/27.092/-00.630/02.550/02.908 
75 min 42993/27.332/-00.058/02.923/03.258 5357/28.221/-00.153/02.835/03.173 922/27.315/-00.125/02.842/03.164 261/26.590/-00.467/02.788/03.168 76/25.829/-00.474/03.017/03.318 
90 min 39945/27.369/-00.033/02.933/03.264 4881/28.205/-00.118/02.848/03.194 824/27.995/-00.198/02.891/03.234 224/24.893/-00.232/03.185/03.475 59/25.780/-00.831/03.403/03.655 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 622507/27.932/+00.059/02.691/03.039 163776/28.342/-00.055/02.598/02.957 59079/29.287/-00.119/02.516/02.878 28794/30.064/-00.181/02.465/02.833 14843/31.079/-00.218/02.390/02.762 

10 min 319365/29.002/+00.037/02.506/02.866 96917/29.082/-00.040/02.371/02.737 35185/29.748/-00.105/02.282/02.653 17503/30.259/-00.150/02.224/02.599 9071/30.619/-00.215/02.162/02.537 
15 min 188883/28.376/+00.007/02.534/02.897 61337/28.406/-00.046/02.344/02.711 21757/28.838/-00.118/02.254/02.621 10069/29.208/-00.142/02.224/02.586 5131/29.594/-00.233/02.142/02.511 
20 min 121785/28.380/-00.004/02.595/02.957 39720/28.229/-00.046/02.366/02.735 13788/28.345/-00.123/02.271/02.641 6093/28.438/-00.145/02.228/02.598 2939/28.825/-00.232/02.191/02.569 
25 min 92966/28.124/-00.023/02.670/03.028 26394/27.959/-00.060/02.391/02.761 8650/28.079/-00.121/02.306/02.674 3697/28.131/-00.157/02.261/02.630 1654/28.302/-00.191/02.220/02.596 
30 min 76104/27.822/-00.028/02.735/03.087 18547/27.977/-00.085/02.440/02.808 5825/27.858/-00.106/02.354/02.718 2307/28.054/-00.124/02.263/02.618 1030/27.683/-00.151/02.254/02.641 
45 min 55119/27.666/-00.054/02.850/03.189 8810/28.226/-00.079/02.661/03.017 2157/27.560/-00.123/02.471/02.840 760/27.518/-00.242/02.535/02.906 278/27.529/-00.338/02.619/02.947 
60 min 46770/27.563/-00.072/02.891/03.231 6132/28.421/-00.150/02.746/03.093 1173/28.215/-00.064/02.735/03.099 371/27.919/-00.205/02.754/03.132 123/26.984/-00.520/02.572/02.954 
75 min 43659/27.317/-00.058/02.916/03.254 5415/28.269/-00.132/02.825/03.164 917/27.395/-00.153/02.854/03.196 246/26.569/-00.427/02.785/03.142 79/25.949/-00.215/03.039/03.314 
90 min 40383/27.352/-00.049/02.917/03.251 4907/28.154/-00.128/02.833/03.186 801/28.071/-00.283/02.897/03.227 221/25.475/-00.149/03.029/03.330 57/25.158/-01.088/03.329/03.653 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 373611/28.919/+00.068/02.632/02.984 155704/29.317/-00.060/02.562/02.922 59413/30.186/-00.126/02.486/02.851 29626/30.865/-00.185/02.455/02.821 15438/31.877/-00.223/02.380/02.752 

10 min 117030/32.077/+00.055/02.397/02.762 77399/31.556/-00.037/02.307/02.676 34587/32.024/-00.094/02.228/02.602 18291/32.630/-00.146/02.179/02.557 9828/32.996/-00.201/02.116/02.497 
15 min 55871/33.299/+00.046/02.373/02.740 41273/32.410/-00.032/02.236/02.606 20072/32.681/-00.111/02.171/02.540 10752/33.228/-00.145/02.150/02.522 5804/33.540/-00.243/02.078/02.455 
20 min 29376/33.966/+00.041/02.414/02.781 22123/32.903/-00.038/02.234/02.602 11608/33.154/-00.115/02.171/02.544 6317/33.583/-00.148/02.162/02.532 3417/34.069/-00.224/02.125/02.502 
25 min 18607/34.501/+00.061/02.475/02.842 12701/33.361/-00.039/02.221/02.594 6858/33.744/-00.102/02.178/02.545 3667/33.970/-00.160/02.161/02.528 1954/34.361/-00.205/02.112/02.477 
30 min 13312/35.359/+00.094/02.514/02.882 7776/34.052/-00.021/02.277/02.653 4033/33.802/-00.145/02.181/02.549 2141/34.384/-00.144/02.175/02.528 1122/34.586/-00.211/02.163/02.536 
45 min 6806/36.596/+00.061/02.637/02.995 2347/35.503/-00.001/02.432/02.794 961/34.594/-00.052/02.354/02.732 462/34.922/-00.186/02.438/02.799 223/34.704/-00.359/02.518/02.875 
60 min 5068/36.639/+00.045/02.703/03.053 1200/36.362/-00.033/02.532/02.893 373/36.287/+00.021/02.526/02.911 139/35.468/-00.094/02.462/02.798 71/31.592/-00.606/02.739/03.076 
75 min 3622/37.212/+00.055/02.706/03.061 906/37.011/+00.089/02.621/02.987 229/34.725/-00.017/02.663/03.045 83/33.735/-00.398/02.767/03.165 52/35.538/+00.000/02.829/03.155 

- -

Table 38: Validation absolute statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with a Best fit 
level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa orseveral narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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Case 1: Usin  wind uess with 0.5 de ree ECMWF NWP model data. 
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  90 min     911/34.858/ 00.033/02.742/03.097     561/29.114/ 00.155/02.774/03.124     277/26.567/ 00.404/02.591/02.965     113/25.575/ 00.735/02.953/03.358      60/24.400/ 00.750/03.164/03.477 
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g g g 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 114251/26.332/+00.111/03.025/03.347 41306/25.800/-00.037/03.050/03.372 21295/25.653/-00.086/03.077/03.395 11416/25.518/-00.137/03.049/03.371 6434/25.121/-00.241/03.108/03.428 

10 min 181916/23.646/-00.006/02.970/03.290 51353/23.712/-00.167/02.927/03.253 20971/23.889/-00.290/02.892/03.223 9845/23.960/-00.401/02.872/03.206 4946/23.966/-00.490/02.878/03.215 
15 min 136735/24.599/-00.070/02.790/03.130 35214/24.461/-00.259/02.721/03.069 13459/24.296/-00.393/02.690/03.046 5916/24.452/-00.482/02.662/03.022 3032/24.250/-00.592/02.635/03.009 
20 min 87531/25.950/-00.076/02.693/03.040 22463/25.203/-00.240/02.592/02.946 8369/24.673/-00.385/02.567/02.932 3794/24.341/-00.433/02.548/02.912 1958/23.988/-00.611/02.512/02.880 
25 min 61662/25.443/-00.081/02.705/03.050 15776/24.848/-00.222/02.604/02.959 5516/24.641/-00.427/02.574/02.936 2483/24.427/-00.489/02.578/02.960 1249/24.146/-00.638/02.552/02.932 
30 min 46989/25.741/-00.066/02.706/03.054 11644/24.681/-00.201/02.612/02.969 3884/24.401/-00.337/02.598/02.967 1774/23.429/-00.477/02.542/02.921 881/22.826/-00.602/02.703/03.092 
45 min 25401/25.629/-00.077/02.802/03.146 5847/24.109/-00.210/02.710/03.058 1897/22.975/-00.305/02.747/03.096 810/23.121/-00.374/02.811/03.166 413/22.249/-00.504/02.891/03.217 
60 min 18051/25.819/-00.091/02.887/03.222 3952/23.607/-00.146/02.857/03.196 1211/22.560/-00.327/02.844/03.179 442/21.704/-00.378/02.876/03.227 267/21.757/-00.397/02.794/03.115 
75 min 14861/25.802/-00.080/02.944/03.274 2800/22.872/-00.251/02.923/03.264 876/22.315/-00.196/02.954/03.261 325/21.397/-00.148/02.872/03.204 162/21.772/-00.148/03.003/03.346 
90 min 12747/25.607/-00.123/02.975/03.302 2367/22.808/-00.186/02.981/03.297 691/21.302/-00.164/02.947/03.297 258/19.151/-00.581/02.926/03.261 125/20.184/-00.488/02.953/03.258 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 115689/26.311/+00.101/03.009/03.333 41855/25.721/-00.041/03.036/03.360 21523/25.585/-00.093/03.055/03.377 11562/25.382/-00.166/03.029/03.355 6608/25.059/-00.235/03.089/03.414 

10 min 185071/23.593/-00.030/02.949/03.272 52621/23.624/-00.189/02.907/03.236 21488/23.766/-00.311/02.871/03.205 10098/23.893/-00.413/02.864/03.204 5168/23.802/-00.491/02.853/03.193 
15 min 139321/24.497/-00.083/02.769/03.111 35827/24.371/-00.277/02.704/03.056 13859/24.117/-00.391/02.690/03.048 6145/24.263/-00.502/02.650/03.013 3191/24.085/-00.615/02.618/02.992 
20 min 89122/25.817/-00.088/02.672/03.024 23160/25.012/-00.263/02.588/02.943 8667/24.467/-00.390/02.567/02.933 3884/24.223/-00.486/02.537/02.914 2026/23.645/-00.629/02.470/02.842 
25 min 62928/25.355/-00.100/02.681/03.030 16241/24.692/-00.235/02.586/02.948 5736/24.428/-00.425/02.570/02.935 2619/24.132/-00.527/02.571/02.956 1316/24.014/-00.647/02.526/02.905 
30 min 47825/25.683/-00.096/02.684/03.034 12006/24.592/-00.205/02.585/02.943 4049/24.278/-00.359/02.570/02.943 1826/23.436/-00.492/02.533/02.905 947/22.562/-00.618/02.671/03.066 
45 min 25832/25.592/-00.086/02.798/03.144 5994/23.992/-00.252/02.692/03.047 2015/22.958/-00.361/02.748/03.103 837/22.949/-00.415/02.795/03.170 424/21.611/-00.606/02.872/03.205 
60 min 18133/25.781/-00.079/02.878/03.216 3977/23.518/-00.196/02.843/03.185 1231/22.511/-00.354/02.818/03.171 470/21.749/-00.396/02.919/03.269 293/21.205/-00.444/02.778/03.122 
75 min 15056/25.675/-00.084/02.927/03.259 2841/22.594/-00.269/02.891/03.233 911/22.248/-00.221/02.923/03.239 341/21.581/-00.070/02.922/03.249 172/22.163/-00.297/03.004/03.336 
90 min 12810/25.607/-00.126/02.955/03.280 2387/22.829/-00.242/02.956/03.281 716/21.496/-00.124/02.968/03.309 274/19.084/-00.526/02.967/03.306 133/20.368/-00.556/02.920/03.244 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 229686/26.552/+00.108/03.017/03.338 70400/25.959/-00.029/03.067/03.385 30227/25.806/-00.098/03.075/03.395 14668/25.622/-00.162/03.076/03.393 7940/25.279/-00.256/03.108/03.429 

10 min 166072/26.005/+00.011/02.854/03.190 58577/25.819/-00.170/02.837/03.173 23536/25.683/-00.284/02.817/03.157 11057/25.656/-00.382/02.801/03.146 5637/25.538/-00.481/02.805/03.147 
15 min 79838/27.865/-00.039/02.671/03.023 36089/27.443/-00.260/02.614/02.974 14913/27.197/-00.382/02.623/02.988 6661/27.015/-00.489/02.578/02.947 3523/26.624/-00.593/02.582/02.953 
20 min 38989/29.680/-00.054/02.559/02.922 22385/28.834/-00.241/02.499/02.864 9257/28.377/-00.373/02.476/02.849 4339/27.979/-00.447/02.438/02.819 2283/27.142/-00.607/02.394/02.777 
25 min 21629/30.729/-00.031/02.535/02.893 14241/29.286/-00.198/02.488/02.859 6045/29.081/-00.380/02.480/02.854 2866/28.652/-00.484/02.481/02.869 1459/28.421/-00.620/02.447/02.835 
30 min 13747/31.626/-00.068/02.546/02.906 9232/29.552/-00.194/02.489/02.853 4112/29.298/-00.341/02.492/02.859 1977/28.461/-00.422/02.465/02.836 1042/26.984/-00.599/02.587/02.979 
45 min 5062/32.093/-00.038/02.656/03.007 3265/29.157/-00.262/02.609/02.962 1572/28.399/-00.285/02.595/02.959 762/27.583/-00.437/02.662/03.044 417/26.962/-00.472/02.677/03.042 
60 min 2358/32.624/+00.010/02.777/03.132 1512/28.262/-00.214/02.761/03.110 745/26.773/-00.247/02.659/03.027 340/26.321/-00.465/02.731/03.081 235/23.540/-00.443/02.739/03.081 
75 min 1490/32.912/-00.058/02.746/03.120 909/28.347/-00.297/02.732/03.095 455/26.273/-00.079/02.768/03.112 179/27.771/-00.212/02.923/03.231 105/25.143/-00.267/03.021/03.375 

- - - - -

Table 39: Validation absolute statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with a Best fit 
level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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Case 1: Usin  wind uess with 0.5 de ree ECMWF NWP model data. 
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  90 min    1497/35.437/ 00.075/02.813/03.158    1352/32.613/ 00.223/02.629/02.990     730/30.564/ 00.241/02.738/03.101     361/30.061/ 00.211/02.608/02.971     194/29.959/ 00.284/02.932/03.277 
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g g g 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 119586/28.597/+00.131/02.959/03.284 53544/28.311/+00.024/02.972/03.296 27676/28.249/-00.046/02.979/03.308 14882/28.144/-00.099/03.002/03.330 8089/27.890/-00.122/03.025/03.347 

10 min 225535/26.887/+00.054/02.780/03.118 81991/27.355/-00.087/02.692/03.037 35327/27.529/-00.191/02.664/03.017 16309/27.789/-00.240/02.631/02.981 8381/27.420/-00.336/02.635/02.985 
15 min 196560/27.328/+00.018/02.590/02.940 68078/27.875/-00.133/02.449/02.812 28371/28.126/-00.224/02.401/02.773 13301/28.197/-00.292/02.369/02.748 6715/27.920/-00.379/02.366/02.733 
20 min 147670/27.848/+00.009/02.483/02.841 54159/27.941/-00.127/02.361/02.725 22521/27.971/-00.220/02.306/02.678 10589/27.727/-00.298/02.291/02.667 5387/27.602/-00.370/02.284/02.674 
25 min 110813/27.125/+00.008/02.486/02.843 43327/27.453/-00.128/02.331/02.697 17979/27.265/-00.203/02.300/02.669 8207/27.277/-00.245/02.265/02.644 4419/26.815/-00.344/02.307/02.686 
30 min 88128/27.342/+00.003/02.486/02.843 35282/27.244/-00.104/02.338/02.707 14253/26.836/-00.191/02.284/02.659 6592/26.684/-00.212/02.292/02.663 3466/26.192/-00.297/02.340/02.715 
45 min 46104/26.987/-00.013/02.609/02.961 18645/26.673/-00.066/02.448/02.807 7135/25.881/-00.123/02.425/02.796 3140/25.368/-00.165/02.486/02.840 1720/24.252/-00.194/02.567/02.921 
60 min 27966/27.144/-00.027/02.740/03.087 10907/26.282/-00.045/02.577/02.930 4035/25.511/-00.044/02.574/02.940 1801/24.369/-00.173/02.644/03.004 889/23.438/-00.267/02.686/03.033 
75 min 21630/26.921/-00.068/02.842/03.181 7472/25.612/-00.062/02.716/03.063 2733/25.061/-00.157/02.677/03.031 1163/24.463/-00.101/02.662/03.008 612/23.255/-00.154/02.810/03.116 
90 min 17388/26.713/-00.075/02.884/03.216 5649/25.425/-00.185/02.840/03.179 2049/24.494/-00.090/02.928/03.249 813/24.360/-00.132/02.819/03.182 403/24.176/-00.206/02.864/03.192 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 121138/28.544/+00.129/02.944/03.270 54039/28.286/+00.016/02.959/03.287 27936/28.262/-00.041/02.960/03.290 14891/28.238/-00.103/02.977/03.306 8089/27.947/-00.136/03.016/03.339 

10 min 228004/26.867/+00.040/02.757/03.098 83205/27.296/-00.099/02.669/03.018 35769/27.503/-00.198/02.642/02.996 16638/27.694/-00.256/02.604/02.961 8565/27.415/-00.340/02.606/02.961 
15 min 199043/27.256/+00.001/02.564/02.918 69277/27.749/-00.152/02.436/02.803 28848/27.999/-00.240/02.389/02.764 13451/28.073/-00.301/02.360/02.736 6890/27.866/-00.364/02.374/02.742 
20 min 150160/27.737/-00.007/02.463/02.823 55124/27.831/-00.144/02.344/02.713 22981/27.833/-00.240/02.289/02.665 10831/27.627/-00.322/02.283/02.665 5552/27.515/-00.384/02.285/02.679 
25 min 112780/27.075/-00.013/02.463/02.822 44247/27.318/-00.151/02.320/02.691 18285/27.202/-00.229/02.285/02.655 8407/27.054/-00.263/02.259/02.642 4517/26.682/-00.351/02.301/02.679 
30 min 89709/27.263/-00.013/02.461/02.823 35872/27.136/-00.125/02.321/02.695 14603/26.799/-00.221/02.281/02.663 6759/26.600/-00.228/02.279/02.662 3565/25.962/-00.305/02.330/02.706 
45 min 46619/26.926/-00.024/02.586/02.941 18931/26.558/-00.086/02.429/02.793 7226/25.821/-00.133/02.400/02.774 3220/25.279/-00.138/02.442/02.799 1757/24.110/-00.226/02.513/02.871 
60 min 28280/27.047/-00.037/02.719/03.068 11033/26.180/-00.076/02.550/02.908 4009/25.376/-00.084/02.541/02.914 1813/24.266/-00.226/02.641/03.002 919/23.446/-00.298/02.722/03.063 
75 min 21700/26.876/-00.057/02.828/03.170 7552/25.499/-00.091/02.707/03.056 2735/25.077/-00.165/02.663/03.014 1167/24.460/-00.120/02.675/03.015 622/23.256/-00.196/02.774/03.098 
90 min 17641/26.697/-00.094/02.878/03.213 5671/25.421/-00.165/02.821/03.163 2121/24.379/-00.082/02.916/03.241 817/24.310/-00.119/02.745/03.104 416/23.954/-00.197/02.880/03.213 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 228103/29.434/+00.136/02.945/03.271 87930/29.510/+00.020/02.961/03.289 39210/29.713/-00.047/02.953/03.285 19806/29.786/-00.108/02.970/03.305 10776/29.831/-00.149/02.971/03.303 

10 min 223128/29.729/+00.078/02.674/03.021 96553/30.296/-00.065/02.605/02.960 42287/30.871/-00.153/02.579/02.939 20281/31.444/-00.213/02.529/02.894 10893/31.976/-00.266/02.525/02.890 
15 min 139066/31.136/+00.043/02.464/02.823 77934/31.730/-00.102/02.359/02.728 34367/32.386/-00.175/02.318/02.695 16902/32.977/-00.238/02.282/02.662 8968/32.955/-00.300/02.289/02.664 
20 min 80924/31.959/+00.033/02.357/02.719 58410/32.351/-00.097/02.257/02.626 27204/32.855/-00.187/02.222/02.597 13459/33.040/-00.272/02.212/02.595 7398/33.226/-00.337/02.211/02.599 
25 min 49344/32.624/+00.037/02.337/02.696 43017/32.289/-00.101/02.242/02.612 21282/32.723/-00.189/02.218/02.590 10246/32.923/-00.237/02.200/02.583 5854/32.832/-00.324/02.252/02.631 
30 min 31818/33.281/+00.029/02.332/02.697 30688/32.522/-00.070/02.256/02.626 15920/32.541/-00.178/02.214/02.595 7951/32.513/-00.194/02.213/02.596 4371/32.300/-00.303/02.267/02.641 
45 min 10846/34.119/+00.016/02.462/02.819 11207/32.890/-00.044/02.359/02.723 6189/32.329/-00.127/02.334/02.712 3143/31.682/-00.129/02.347/02.711 1792/30.675/-00.242/02.432/02.793 
60 min 4574/34.516/+00.014/02.560/02.926 4342/32.287/-00.026/02.458/02.813 2420/32.089/-00.087/02.420/02.789 1241/30.820/-00.301/02.576/02.947 719/30.623/-00.360/02.653/02.997 
75 min 2372/34.812/-00.021/02.672/03.018 2264/31.385/-00.040/02.634/02.977 1202/30.844/-00.137/02.587/02.944 600/30.937/-00.200/02.645/02.980 365/29.874/-00.244/02.677/02.985 

- - - - -

Table 40: Validation absolute statistics for IR08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with a Best fit 
level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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Case 1: Usin  wind uess with 0.5 de ree ECMWF NWP model data. 
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  90 min    2597/33.842/ 00.022/02.775/03.114    1790/31.974/ 00.106/02.619/02.968    1389/30.361/ 00.202/02.698/03.041     953/29.144/ 00.140/02.720/03.050     687/29.180/ 00.096/02.715/03.061 
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g g g 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 107801/32.358/+00.271/02.778/03.119 74432/32.110/+00.211/02.777/03.117 45405/32.073/+00.190/02.769/03.108 26552/32.404/+00.162/02.766/03.106 15301/32.646/+00.077/02.756/03.104 

10 min 196847/31.761/+00.226/02.561/02.907 106918/31.862/+00.148/02.486/02.832 54474/32.083/+00.075/02.441/02.792 28463/32.418/-00.003/02.414/02.770 15666/32.647/-00.062/02.419/02.781 
15 min 185196/30.657/+00.172/02.419/02.767 92228/30.700/+00.085/02.314/02.668 45164/30.916/+00.008/02.252/02.608 23103/31.204/-00.068/02.231/02.594 12569/31.246/-00.122/02.232/02.596 
20 min 144341/30.091/+00.167/02.358/02.709 74377/29.877/+00.088/02.256/02.610 36459/30.011/-00.014/02.224/02.584 18782/30.086/-00.089/02.207/02.570 10458/30.306/-00.142/02.210/02.576 
25 min 109362/28.932/+00.152/02.369/02.721 59185/28.953/+00.080/02.264/02.618 29510/29.068/-00.008/02.232/02.597 15433/29.226/-00.074/02.216/02.585 8633/29.118/-00.141/02.231/02.603 
30 min 88138/28.863/+00.148/02.381/02.734 48375/28.653/+00.094/02.268/02.624 23718/28.487/+00.003/02.261/02.621 12432/28.465/-00.078/02.267/02.637 7017/28.113/-00.140/02.270/02.634 
45 min 44396/28.132/+00.104/02.517/02.869 25338/27.549/+00.082/02.385/02.738 12648/27.199/+00.022/02.397/02.751 6731/26.846/-00.045/02.361/02.722 3870/26.693/-00.094/02.405/02.767 
60 min 26915/27.960/+00.056/02.654/03.001 13911/27.005/+00.083/02.521/02.870 7318/26.564/+00.027/02.535/02.883 3856/25.925/-00.090/02.558/02.912 2459/25.407/-00.049/02.573/02.927 
75 min 19943/27.557/+00.011/02.766/03.109 9132/26.422/+00.065/02.660/02.997 4631/25.754/-00.003/02.661/03.013 2715/25.069/-00.006/02.644/02.986 1596/24.449/-00.112/02.641/02.994 
90 min 16403/27.351/-00.024/02.832/03.165 6723/25.818/-00.043/02.761/03.096 3463/25.087/-00.072/02.783/03.122 1959/24.682/-00.123/02.741/03.080 1196/24.777/-00.188/02.711/03.060 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 109209/32.388/+00.263/02.767/03.109 74973/32.121/+00.206/02.765/03.107 45546/32.063/+00.174/02.761/03.101 26669/32.423/+00.162/02.750/03.090 15419/32.608/+00.075/02.756/03.102 

10 min 199272/31.742/+00.218/02.542/02.889 107888/31.868/+00.132/02.465/02.814 55015/32.074/+00.052/02.426/02.780 28742/32.373/-00.014/02.397/02.755 15835/32.628/-00.078/02.398/02.763 
15 min 186762/30.620/+00.147/02.399/02.751 93456/30.633/+00.065/02.295/02.653 45631/30.827/-00.001/02.237/02.593 23475/31.143/-00.082/02.223/02.587 12753/31.161/-00.140/02.223/02.587 
20 min 145970/30.028/+00.144/02.339/02.694 75509/29.817/+00.065/02.241/02.598 36852/29.919/-00.035/02.207/02.569 19071/29.997/-00.099/02.192/02.553 10625/30.194/-00.165/02.200/02.567 
25 min 110405/28.893/+00.130/02.345/02.699 59757/28.884/+00.059/02.243/02.600 29887/29.014/-00.024/02.217/02.585 15639/29.105/-00.094/02.205/02.578 8749/28.997/-00.170/02.216/02.593 
30 min 89214/28.820/+00.127/02.362/02.718 49016/28.560/+00.067/02.247/02.605 23988/28.392/-00.022/02.247/02.611 12667/28.405/-00.086/02.254/02.627 7197/28.020/-00.146/02.251/02.626 
45 min 45024/28.076/+00.082/02.499/02.856 25660/27.463/+00.061/02.366/02.723 12804/27.127/-00.005/02.365/02.725 6822/26.844/-00.067/02.342/02.705 3913/26.726/-00.112/02.402/02.766 
60 min 27112/27.900/+00.030/02.640/02.993 14179/26.873/+00.054/02.497/02.854 7372/26.504/+00.018/02.501/02.857 3902/25.863/-00.106/02.532/02.885 2494/25.460/-00.088/02.569/02.928 
75 min 20159/27.592/-00.001/02.748/03.093 9251/26.322/+00.040/02.631/02.974 4689/25.742/-00.013/02.652/03.000 2752/25.098/-00.029/02.635/02.977 1649/24.258/-00.119/02.641/03.000 
90 min 16659/27.279/-00.044/02.827/03.167 6907/25.839/-00.079/02.753/03.095 3522/24.965/-00.075/02.782/03.122 1962/24.639/-00.114/02.720/03.069 1203/24.681/-00.182/02.698/03.050 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 166985/32.202/+00.263/02.788/03.125 97432/32.183/+00.199/02.776/03.115 51398/32.165/+00.166/02.772/03.113 28300/32.432/+00.137/02.764/03.104 16212/32.674/+00.052/02.750/03.097 

10 min 179745/33.134/+00.241/02.512/02.860 112993/33.095/+00.149/02.447/02.798 57104/33.332/+00.076/02.414/02.768 30134/33.676/+00.004/02.384/02.743 16748/34.179/-00.058/02.382/02.748 
15 min 130397/33.531/+00.194/02.352/02.706 97336/33.526/+00.108/02.256/02.616 50472/33.879/+00.042/02.209/02.568 26467/34.421/-00.032/02.184/02.548 14800/34.811/-00.083/02.194/02.558 
20 min 83460/33.719/+00.184/02.284/02.641 76734/33.515/+00.094/02.199/02.557 41084/33.927/+00.014/02.159/02.522 22229/34.179/-00.061/02.146/02.512 12766/34.658/-00.124/02.163/02.534 
25 min 54135/34.067/+00.182/02.273/02.628 56997/33.387/+00.093/02.195/02.552 32752/33.617/+00.005/02.166/02.532 18212/33.788/-00.054/02.156/02.527 10731/33.901/-00.145/02.180/02.555 
30 min 36766/34.310/+00.181/02.297/02.654 41695/33.485/+00.091/02.195/02.554 25492/33.314/-00.006/02.197/02.560 14594/33.458/-00.071/02.212/02.585 8704/33.477/-00.122/02.198/02.575 
45 min 13233/34.693/+00.130/02.402/02.767 16266/33.315/+00.069/02.336/02.689 10905/32.638/+00.025/02.319/02.680 6765/32.400/-00.076/02.289/02.649 4361/32.948/-00.120/02.337/02.702 
60 min 6288/34.130/+00.114/02.557/02.909 6463/32.988/+00.089/02.442/02.791 4777/31.828/+00.049/02.483/02.836 3103/31.746/-00.088/02.474/02.829 2263/31.456/-00.104/02.510/02.865 
75 min 3798/34.033/+00.059/02.669/03.007 3298/31.983/+00.022/02.596/02.936 2476/31.298/-00.016/02.613/02.959 1709/30.934/-00.073/02.582/02.925 1089/29.990/+00.017/02.624/02.971 

- - - - -

Table 41: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with a
 
Best fit level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa)
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g g g 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 18173/32.081/+00.036/02.918/03.245 18256/30.184/-00.014/02.907/03.227 12428/29.424/-00.057/02.879/03.200 7709/29.064/-00.086/02.901/03.228 4726/28.663/-00.073/02.898/03.213 

10 min 27432/30.847/+00.075/02.704/03.041 22475/28.859/-00.010/02.687/03.031 13747/28.304/-00.129/02.677/03.022 8253/28.410/-00.143/02.648/02.996 4875/28.468/-00.159/02.631/02.984 
15 min 23867/29.224/+00.027/02.627/02.970 20217/27.737/-00.080/02.558/02.910 12161/27.090/-00.195/02.548/02.916 7368/26.749/-00.267/02.521/02.895 4377/26.893/-00.340/02.482/02.860 
20 min 20971/28.456/+00.013/02.598/02.940 18119/26.990/-00.068/02.513/02.872 11300/26.517/-00.185/02.468/02.836 6967/26.063/-00.282/02.483/02.869 4274/25.676/-00.368/02.468/02.847 
25 min 18708/27.502/+00.010/02.646/02.992 16553/26.528/-00.052/02.522/02.880 10553/25.867/-00.160/02.485/02.852 6633/25.723/-00.233/02.512/02.881 4100/25.474/-00.310/02.477/02.855 
30 min 17297/27.367/-00.019/02.674/03.020 15412/26.335/-00.081/02.510/02.870 9960/25.748/-00.170/02.504/02.869 6220/25.432/-00.251/02.487/02.853 4074/25.017/-00.320/02.495/02.876 
45 min 15471/26.224/-00.061/02.772/03.116 13260/25.679/-00.079/02.623/02.976 8462/25.095/-00.183/02.556/02.916 5586/24.809/-00.272/02.560/02.932 3619/24.226/-00.351/02.536/02.902 
60 min 15086/25.915/-00.101/02.815/03.155 11402/25.404/-00.100/02.703/03.048 7246/24.942/-00.149/02.641/02.999 4734/24.286/-00.285/02.616/02.983 3207/23.965/-00.314/02.588/02.951 
75 min 14774/25.637/-00.113/02.846/03.185 10538/25.267/-00.135/02.706/03.059 6337/24.779/-00.206/02.692/03.047 4241/24.112/-00.263/02.610/02.979 2863/23.780/-00.289/02.617/02.984 
90 min 14746/25.301/-00.115/02.890/03.223 9831/25.135/-00.133/02.753/03.096 6044/24.425/-00.168/02.705/03.055 3836/24.058/-00.279/02.681/03.046 2648/23.642/-00.285/02.671/03.030 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 18398/32.025/+00.046/02.891/03.220 18334/30.206/-00.031/02.885/03.206 12511/29.436/-00.057/02.878/03.205 7681/29.019/-00.089/02.880/03.207 4695/28.655/-00.081/02.885/03.206 

10 min 27605/30.789/+00.059/02.687/03.028 22688/28.865/-00.008/02.685/03.033 13855/28.262/-00.132/02.663/03.014 8331/28.306/-00.151/02.631/02.983 4871/28.401/-00.178/02.625/02.985 
15 min 24146/29.242/+00.014/02.608/02.955 20379/27.690/-00.094/02.551/02.905 12198/27.106/-00.197/02.525/02.891 7431/26.710/-00.285/02.517/02.889 4421/26.762/-00.344/02.469/02.847 
20 min 21297/28.399/-00.002/02.581/02.929 18210/26.961/-00.084/02.501/02.861 11431/26.459/-00.200/02.456/02.826 7012/26.005/-00.291/02.478/02.861 4332/25.652/-00.378/02.454/02.837 
25 min 18957/27.529/-00.013/02.629/02.977 16567/26.541/-00.069/02.501/02.859 10658/25.788/-00.179/02.490/02.862 6753/25.576/-00.234/02.513/02.886 4162/25.341/-00.331/02.489/02.869 
30 min 17415/27.338/-00.045/02.651/02.996 15694/26.275/-00.103/02.503/02.863 10012/25.714/-00.173/02.493/02.857 6257/25.362/-00.260/02.466/02.837 4095/25.043/-00.332/02.481/02.866 
45 min 15586/26.209/-00.073/02.753/03.102 13353/25.689/-00.086/02.599/02.953 8556/24.988/-00.182/02.543/02.906 5598/24.730/-00.282/02.535/02.916 3664/24.128/-00.328/02.518/02.889 
60 min 15175/25.889/-00.107/02.800/03.142 11463/25.352/-00.110/02.682/03.028 7387/24.931/-00.162/02.641/02.998 4821/24.259/-00.275/02.602/02.971 3243/23.967/-00.319/02.583/02.944 
75 min 14906/25.667/-00.108/02.838/03.178 10734/25.182/-00.151/02.698/03.053 6435/24.736/-00.202/02.687/03.041 4302/24.015/-00.263/02.605/02.972 2915/23.711/-00.310/02.603/02.971 
90 min 14811/25.318/-00.128/02.871/03.205 9914/25.049/-00.136/02.755/03.100 6044/24.413/-00.182/02.691/03.041 3919/23.944/-00.295/02.659/03.022 2705/23.532/-00.302/02.631/02.987 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/BIAS against NWP at best level/MVD against NWP at best level/RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 17317/32.566/+00.022/02.863/03.190 19477/30.228/-00.042/02.885/03.203 12945/29.321/-00.082/02.890/03.214 8062/28.729/-00.109/02.867/03.192 5035/28.329/-00.118/02.854/03.180 

10 min 16907/33.483/+00.132/02.635/02.981 21366/30.901/+00.049/02.637/02.984 13778/29.950/-00.057/02.621/02.971 8604/29.815/-00.113/02.604/02.961 5086/29.728/-00.148/02.588/02.951 
15 min 13226/33.669/+00.129/02.510/02.859 18873/31.547/+00.021/02.482/02.840 12748/30.833/-00.097/02.464/02.835 7950/30.213/-00.169/02.464/02.839 4931/30.206/-00.246/02.438/02.815 
20 min 9879/33.803/+00.177/02.476/02.829 15718/31.395/+00.050/02.419/02.783 11391/30.519/-00.110/02.385/02.765 7276/30.110/-00.208/02.387/02.773 4734/29.656/-00.279/02.389/02.771 
25 min 8152/33.305/+00.141/02.522/02.873 12837/31.370/+00.077/02.394/02.759 9970/30.141/-00.063/02.405/02.782 6757/29.383/-00.138/02.417/02.790 4345/29.398/-00.243/02.416/02.795 
30 min 6777/33.085/+00.145/02.566/02.911 10879/31.029/+00.058/02.413/02.775 8634/29.916/-00.039/02.402/02.771 6063/29.367/-00.163/02.382/02.762 4140/28.946/-00.234/02.392/02.775 
45 min 5149/32.076/+00.054/02.631/02.985 6702/29.965/+00.068/02.490/02.849 5664/29.099/-00.075/02.429/02.794 4333/28.439/-00.201/02.445/02.824 3251/27.820/-00.263/02.417/02.787 
60 min 4216/31.721/+00.016/02.722/03.068 4748/30.027/+00.045/02.612/02.961 3835/28.701/-00.039/02.539/02.896 2971/27.474/-00.142/02.547/02.910 2140/26.845/-00.191/02.523/02.879 
75 min 3452/30.508/+00.121/02.731/03.069 3389/29.063/-00.007/02.564/02.923 2620/27.619/-00.050/02.568/02.931 2110/26.381/-00.142/02.578/02.936 1554/25.282/-00.252/02.538/02.913 

- - -

Table 42: Validation absolute statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with 
a Best fit level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 

hPa) 
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Final Report 

ANNEX II: VALIDATION STATISTICS (CONSIDERING NBIAS, NMVD, NRMSVD NORMALIZED VALUES) 

II 1 Validation normalized statistics against Radiosounding winds 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 340585/16.496/-0.093/0.362/0.448 103454/15.792/-0.113/0.348/0.428 38833/15.676/-0.124/0.338/0.414 19211/15.867/-0.133/0.331/0.406 9630/16.211/-0.130/0.321/0.391 

10 min 198377/17.093/-0.087/0.341/0.434 76339/15.884/-0.103/0.325/0.401 29913/15.790/-0.110/0.319/0.393 15236/15.944/-0.114/0.309/0.380 7870/15.950/-0.123/0.306/0.376 
15 min 114550/18.064/-0.084/0.346/0.453 51176/16.151/-0.097/0.317/0.395 19874/15.971/-0.105/0.309/0.381 9729/16.008/-0.109/0.303/0.373 5155/16.076/-0.107/0.301/0.371 
20 min 67844/19.325/-0.082/0.365/0.485 33106/16.190/-0.096/0.318/0.399 13029/15.921/-0.105/0.308/0.382 6249/15.573/-0.114/0.304/0.371 3145/15.409/-0.121/0.307/0.382 
25 min 46645/20.815/-0.081/0.385/0.508 21504/16.500/-0.098/0.316/0.399 8459/15.778/-0.107/0.310/0.385 4026/15.797/-0.112/0.300/0.373 1992/15.271/-0.124/0.304/0.374 
30 min 34918/22.445/-0.076/0.410/0.534 14000/16.819/-0.097/0.324/0.413 5445/15.922/-0.107/0.311/0.389 2406/15.460/-0.111/0.306/0.374 1159/14.653/-0.129/0.316/0.392 
45 min 21742/25.734/-0.073/0.452/0.560 5326/19.061/-0.103/0.354/0.464 1773/15.584/-0.115/0.334/0.431 786/14.482/-0.134/0.318/0.402 353/12.598/-0.126/0.343/0.428 
60 min 17471/27.432/-0.072/0.473/0.569 2794/22.323/-0.102/0.389/0.499 739/17.813/-0.130/0.356/0.484 348/14.578/-0.166/0.345/0.463 166/13.620/-0.171/0.345/0.486 
75 min 16207/28.365/-0.063/0.490/0.583 2067/25.515/-0.097/0.422/0.530 489/18.779/-0.152/0.378/0.500 182/16.797/-0.172/0.377/0.531 77/13.909/-0.113/0.355/0.467 
90 min 14620/28.725/-0.067/0.497/0.588 1797/27.234/-0.093/0.429/0.526 330/20.794/-0.156/0.429/0.563 138/17.623/-0.147/0.365/0.473 51/17.078/-0.170/0.416/0.608 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 339410/16.523/-0.092/0.362/0.448 103106/15.829/-0.113/0.348/0.428 38614/15.711/-0.125/0.338/0.414 19151/15.864/-0.132/0.330/0.405 9576/16.257/-0.130/0.322/0.391 

10 min 198019/17.107/-0.087/0.341/0.433 75954/15.935/-0.101/0.324/0.400 29815/15.793/-0.110/0.319/0.393 15125/15.960/-0.115/0.308/0.380 7820/15.999/-0.122/0.305/0.375 
15 min 114247/18.068/-0.084/0.346/0.454 51048/16.173/-0.097/0.317/0.393 19800/16.024/-0.104/0.308/0.380 9694/16.011/-0.108/0.302/0.371 5156/16.072/-0.106/0.301/0.371 
20 min 67677/19.351/-0.082/0.365/0.484 33020/16.191/-0.097/0.317/0.397 12974/15.963/-0.106/0.308/0.382 6244/15.579/-0.115/0.303/0.371 3140/15.396/-0.120/0.308/0.384 
25 min 46555/20.854/-0.080/0.386/0.509 21516/16.565/-0.098/0.315/0.399 8395/15.750/-0.109/0.309/0.382 3993/15.836/-0.114/0.299/0.371 1979/15.268/-0.122/0.305/0.374 
30 min 34952/22.484/-0.076/0.408/0.531 13950/16.833/-0.097/0.324/0.413 5407/15.971/-0.107/0.308/0.385 2404/15.458/-0.113/0.307/0.378 1160/14.680/-0.128/0.316/0.392 
45 min 21497/25.835/-0.073/0.452/0.559 5267/19.022/-0.103/0.354/0.466 1812/15.741/-0.117/0.334/0.433 774/14.531/-0.127/0.316/0.399 349/12.865/-0.138/0.342/0.460 
60 min 17477/27.521/-0.070/0.476/0.573 2745/22.284/-0.105/0.390/0.502 754/18.069/-0.123/0.351/0.477 353/14.737/-0.162/0.352/0.470 166/13.422/-0.170/0.345/0.487 
75 min 16102/28.368/-0.057/0.489/0.581 2061/25.554/-0.090/0.427/0.533 463/18.994/-0.159/0.378/0.501 178/16.893/-0.181/0.378/0.541 73/14.178/-0.101/0.368/0.512 
90 min 14775/28.810/-0.065/0.500/0.590 1799/27.173/-0.090/0.439/0.537 303/21.168/-0.140/0.409/0.529 143/18.014/-0.134/0.376/0.505 50/17.460/-0.147/0.451/0.681 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 207505/16.173/-0.094/0.357/0.439 97178/15.832/-0.115/0.346/0.425 38031/15.773/-0.125/0.338/0.414 18902/15.960/-0.131/0.332/0.407 9663/16.126/-0.133/0.324/0.394 

10 min 67970/17.468/-0.077/0.327/0.413 56691/16.056/-0.100/0.319/0.394 26692/16.085/-0.108/0.314/0.388 14339/16.299/-0.113/0.306/0.377 7528/16.410/-0.119/0.301/0.371 
15 min 30433/18.937/-0.057/0.326/0.425 30784/16.411/-0.086/0.312/0.387 16254/16.290/-0.098/0.304/0.374 8921/16.315/-0.103/0.300/0.369 4884/16.546/-0.106/0.295/0.363 
20 min 15238/20.240/-0.047/0.336/0.449 16575/16.426/-0.089/0.307/0.382 9461/16.251/-0.101/0.300/0.371 5429/16.205/-0.103/0.292/0.356 2944/15.945/-0.113/0.297/0.366 
25 min 8176/23.067/-0.019/0.356/0.473 9091/17.219/-0.081/0.305/0.386 5373/16.521/-0.097/0.299/0.372 3232/16.433/-0.109/0.294/0.367 1709/16.305/-0.117/0.296/0.369 
30 min 5353/26.748/+0.010/0.371/0.500 5048/17.872/-0.081/0.304/0.389 3089/17.257/-0.090/0.299/0.375 1773/16.351/-0.094/0.297/0.365 947/15.846/-0.113/0.303/0.374 
45 min 2392/37.119/+0.081/0.426/0.536 1210/21.180/-0.051/0.313/0.416 708/16.804/-0.075/0.331/0.445 483/15.654/-0.102/0.304/0.397 255/14.396/-0.059/0.339/0.439 
60 min 1724/41.311/+0.097/0.441/0.531 501/29.760/+0.045/0.376/0.502 229/18.769/-0.036/0.320/0.434 141/14.333/-0.053/0.328/0.500 93/12.839/-0.162/0.346/0.485 
75 min 1389/44.865/+0.140/0.467/0.544 342/38.488/+0.071/0.416/0.527 126/23.706/-0.112/0.376/0.531 56/23.393/-0.072/0.411/0.572 18/16.444/-0.211/0.410/0.607 
90 min 1052/46.379/+0.149/0.499/0.582 249/43.663/+0.072/0.429/0.512 58/35.810/-0.018/0.421/0.509 28/22.286/-0.201/0.311/0.388 13/35.538/+0.041/0.349/0.457 

Table 43: Validation normalized statistics for HRVIS AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 38415/22.245/-0.053/0.383/0.451 13253/21.386/-0.093/0.372/0.440 6330/20.655/-0.111/0.368/0.434 3282/20.411/-0.130/0.369/0.441 1724/20.169/-0.144/0.366/0.433 

10 min 101932/15.879/-0.123/0.384/0.472 34045/14.956/-0.153/0.380/0.466 15139/14.557/-0.173/0.377/0.464 7602/14.435/-0.179/0.374/0.455 4047/14.067/-0.197/0.375/0.457 
15 min 105424/14.647/-0.138/0.377/0.467 35754/13.440/-0.166/0.380/0.468 15604/12.881/-0.187/0.384/0.475 7752/12.291/-0.202/0.389/0.480 4243/12.011/-0.224/0.391/0.489 
20 min 67488/15.212/-0.129/0.363/0.455 25354/13.450/-0.166/0.373/0.462 11426/12.521/-0.190/0.384/0.475 5671/11.969/-0.212/0.390/0.482 3059/11.832/-0.228/0.395/0.492 
25 min 55731/14.662/-0.133/0.369/0.469 20412/13.021/-0.161/0.376/0.468 8703/12.215/-0.186/0.384/0.476 4163/11.851/-0.194/0.386/0.471 2216/11.482/-0.208/0.396/0.489 
30 min 38901/15.762/-0.127/0.365/0.469 14484/13.451/-0.154/0.371/0.463 5997/12.496/-0.185/0.383/0.479 2885/11.748/-0.202/0.386/0.480 1607/10.998/-0.238/0.409/0.507 
45 min 17527/17.517/-0.116/0.386/0.509 6614/13.600/-0.148/0.381/0.485 2454/11.922/-0.169/0.397/0.497 1152/11.382/-0.189/0.412/0.533 607/10.947/-0.214/0.410/0.528 
60 min 9838/19.663/-0.121/0.424/0.553 3586/13.955/-0.155/0.399/0.528 1240/11.887/-0.193/0.408/0.538 574/11.909/-0.198/0.386/0.501 340/10.894/-0.199/0.419/0.534 
75 min 7177/22.180/-0.110/0.440/0.557 2234/15.008/-0.177/0.425/0.564 746/12.771/-0.207/0.432/0.579 354/11.828/-0.228/0.425/0.560 180/10.944/-0.247/0.443/0.573 
90 min 5791/23.748/-0.107/0.465/0.580 1593/16.625/-0.173/0.442/0.592 601/13.396/-0.228/0.440/0.584 239/10.933/-0.264/0.447/0.588 116/12.716/-0.231/0.442/0.553 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 38407/22.292/-0.053/0.384/0.452 13292/21.391/-0.091/0.372/0.440 6305/20.778/-0.110/0.371/0.438 3210/20.353/-0.129/0.369/0.440 1697/20.174/-0.152/0.366/0.431 

10 min 101289/15.902/-0.122/0.384/0.471 34040/15.004/-0.153/0.380/0.466 14990/14.632/-0.173/0.376/0.463 7579/14.464/-0.180/0.373/0.453 4032/14.073/-0.196/0.375/0.458 
15 min 104994/14.661/-0.138/0.376/0.467 35761/13.434/-0.167/0.380/0.469 15520/12.923/-0.186/0.383/0.473 7758/12.285/-0.202/0.390/0.481 4230/11.987/-0.224/0.391/0.489 
20 min 67450/15.221/-0.129/0.364/0.456 25185/13.511/-0.165/0.373/0.462 11343/12.577/-0.188/0.384/0.474 5603/12.043/-0.212/0.389/0.481 3062/11.812/-0.227/0.395/0.492 
25 min 55428/14.697/-0.133/0.369/0.469 20313/13.043/-0.161/0.376/0.467 8666/12.226/-0.186/0.384/0.477 4146/11.856/-0.194/0.386/0.473 2209/11.498/-0.207/0.395/0.487 
30 min 38709/15.814/-0.128/0.366/0.470 14470/13.487/-0.153/0.372/0.463 5987/12.499/-0.187/0.384/0.481 2867/11.792/-0.202/0.385/0.480 1616/10.975/-0.236/0.409/0.506 
45 min 17616/17.479/-0.120/0.386/0.509 6550/13.651/-0.149/0.380/0.485 2426/11.923/-0.169/0.397/0.496 1143/11.425/-0.192/0.411/0.531 594/10.778/-0.223/0.411/0.530 
60 min 9710/19.781/-0.117/0.421/0.549 3593/13.936/-0.156/0.400/0.530 1230/11.924/-0.194/0.406/0.536 561/11.920/-0.194/0.386/0.499 341/10.757/-0.199/0.424/0.542 
75 min 7112/22.208/-0.113/0.442/0.559 2229/14.961/-0.173/0.423/0.559 759/12.953/-0.207/0.437/0.580 355/11.808/-0.228/0.425/0.558 176/11.114/-0.244/0.438/0.567 
90 min 5743/23.774/-0.112/0.466/0.580 1608/16.497/-0.173/0.442/0.591 588/13.454/-0.224/0.443/0.586 238/11.134/-0.268/0.450/0.599 115/12.809/-0.231/0.443/0.552 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 71097/21.924/-0.055/0.383/0.452 20863/20.937/-0.096/0.373/0.444 8463/20.262/-0.116/0.374/0.444 3963/20.103/-0.132/0.371/0.441 2100/19.708/-0.140/0.374/0.439 

10 min 91520/16.018/-0.112/0.376/0.459 36424/15.321/-0.145/0.371/0.453 15689/14.793/-0.166/0.370/0.456 7872/14.485/-0.175/0.371/0.452 4143/14.242/-0.193/0.373/0.457 
15 min 60625/14.518/-0.134/0.373/0.459 32953/13.615/-0.166/0.377/0.465 14880/13.137/-0.185/0.378/0.466 7634/12.458/-0.200/0.386/0.474 4178/12.135/-0.224/0.388/0.483 
20 min 30179/15.396/-0.120/0.360/0.450 22783/13.674/-0.163/0.368/0.455 10913/12.741/-0.187/0.379/0.467 5544/12.237/-0.209/0.384/0.475 3008/11.926/-0.221/0.395/0.492 
25 min 16805/16.235/-0.113/0.353/0.446 14753/13.788/-0.156/0.367/0.457 7333/12.739/-0.182/0.375/0.463 3730/12.145/-0.193/0.380/0.466 2005/11.837/-0.206/0.393/0.482 
30 min 9850/17.341/-0.101/0.353/0.456 9756/13.907/-0.148/0.367/0.455 5048/12.906/-0.183/0.377/0.470 2534/12.082/-0.197/0.383/0.476 1469/11.292/-0.233/0.411/0.509 
45 min 3056/21.591/-0.046/0.380/0.504 3223/14.267/-0.139/0.376/0.483 1699/12.052/-0.157/0.391/0.485 905/11.663/-0.177/0.405/0.515 471/10.943/-0.200/0.393/0.498 
60 min 1177/26.162/-0.008/0.401/0.514 1291/15.170/-0.133/0.390/0.515 651/12.233/-0.180/0.409/0.545 334/12.093/-0.180/0.396/0.527 217/10.253/-0.182/0.428/0.543 
75 min 548/31.611/+0.005/0.433/0.540 544/18.719/-0.141/0.428/0.575 289/15.661/-0.171/0.425/0.569 155/12.600/-0.240/0.412/0.531 81/12.654/-0.221/0.430/0.566 
90 min 281/36.836/-0.010/0.421/0.500 266/22.248/-0.142/0.424/0.567 128/17.453/-0.198/0.457/0.582 66/14.939/-0.251/0.435/0.569 36/14.167/-0.083/0.511/0.669 

Table 44: Validation normalized statistics for VIS08 AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 39950/24.249/-0.013/0.374/0.433 17023/23.650/-0.051/0.364/0.421 8230/23.211/-0.068/0.358/0.416 4243/22.826/-0.082/0.346/0.403 2244/22.516/-0.107/0.353/0.418 

10 min 106495/18.523/-0.076/0.352/0.429 43009/18.051/-0.103/0.340/0.432 19567/17.710/-0.118/0.332/0.402 9796/17.409/-0.136/0.338/0.412 5248/17.096/-0.160/0.339/0.416 
15 min 118133/17.313/-0.089/0.339/0.419 48579/16.846/-0.110/0.327/0.415 21620/16.426/-0.128/0.327/0.399 11074/16.131/-0.142/0.328/0.402 5728/16.025/-0.156/0.330/0.404 
20 min 89670/17.899/-0.080/0.323/0.404 41640/17.053/-0.104/0.316/0.389 19439/16.453/-0.126/0.317/0.407 10104/15.983/-0.143/0.322/0.396 5373/15.834/-0.154/0.323/0.398 
25 min 75290/17.485/-0.084/0.324/0.411 36167/16.843/-0.101/0.313/0.387 16996/16.340/-0.123/0.316/0.411 8838/15.943/-0.142/0.319/0.469 4852/15.684/-0.162/0.327/0.408 
30 min 57657/18.123/-0.079/0.322/0.419 29650/17.088/-0.098/0.312/0.401 14000/16.436/-0.119/0.319/0.446 7137/16.048/-0.130/0.317/0.392 3964/15.888/-0.142/0.323/0.400 
45 min 27091/19.650/-0.085/0.339/0.446 15450/17.542/-0.102/0.317/0.436 7210/16.897/-0.115/0.314/0.394 3694/16.106/-0.140/0.323/0.397 1952/16.010/-0.137/0.320/0.397 
60 min 14110/21.518/-0.082/0.371/0.477 8011/18.157/-0.109/0.332/0.422 3742/17.210/-0.116/0.327/0.417 1926/16.628/-0.142/0.333/0.426 930/16.051/-0.147/0.338/0.425 
75 min 9549/23.061/-0.093/0.402/0.507 4954/18.986/-0.115/0.355/0.455 2155/17.521/-0.125/0.358/0.464 988/16.714/-0.149/0.354/0.452 578/16.405/-0.138/0.348/0.443 
90 min 7535/24.622/-0.083/0.427/0.529 3207/19.542/-0.136/0.381/0.489 1465/18.470/-0.162/0.380/0.483 713/17.634/-0.131/0.366/0.460 380/17.374/-0.130/0.368/0.459 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 39819/24.304/-0.012/0.375/0.434 16991/23.561/-0.048/0.365/0.422 8198/23.231/-0.069/0.358/0.415 4200/22.844/-0.080/0.348/0.405 2206/22.468/-0.112/0.353/0.415 

10 min 106398/18.529/-0.076/0.352/0.428 42817/18.121/-0.103/0.339/0.431 19540/17.745/-0.118/0.333/0.404 9791/17.454/-0.136/0.337/0.412 5195/17.169/-0.159/0.339/0.416 
15 min 117560/17.324/-0.089/0.339/0.419 48365/16.895/-0.110/0.326/0.413 21509/16.464/-0.128/0.327/0.399 10981/16.200/-0.141/0.327/0.400 5708/16.087/-0.156/0.329/0.403 
20 min 89417/17.897/-0.079/0.323/0.405 41460/17.061/-0.104/0.316/0.389 19324/16.490/-0.125/0.316/0.406 10084/16.009/-0.142/0.321/0.395 5361/15.836/-0.154/0.323/0.399 
25 min 74830/17.537/-0.083/0.324/0.411 36054/16.867/-0.100/0.312/0.385 16892/16.376/-0.123/0.315/0.410 8802/15.992/-0.142/0.318/0.468 4827/15.703/-0.162/0.327/0.407 
30 min 57458/18.153/-0.079/0.322/0.424 29515/17.099/-0.098/0.312/0.401 13947/16.458/-0.119/0.318/0.446 7112/16.073/-0.130/0.316/0.391 3941/15.916/-0.143/0.323/0.400 
45 min 27011/19.646/-0.085/0.339/0.445 15413/17.534/-0.102/0.316/0.436 7179/16.925/-0.115/0.312/0.392 3669/16.159/-0.141/0.324/0.397 1935/16.010/-0.137/0.320/0.397 
60 min 13993/21.551/-0.081/0.372/0.478 7986/18.201/-0.108/0.332/0.423 3743/17.258/-0.116/0.326/0.417 1902/16.650/-0.140/0.331/0.419 923/16.099/-0.148/0.336/0.424 
75 min 9624/23.110/-0.093/0.402/0.509 4896/19.113/-0.112/0.357/0.456 2150/17.436/-0.124/0.361/0.468 978/16.847/-0.148/0.351/0.448 567/16.586/-0.137/0.347/0.441 
90 min 7528/24.676/-0.082/0.429/0.532 3191/19.590/-0.133/0.380/0.489 1448/18.471/-0.162/0.380/0.484 710/17.600/-0.131/0.369/0.464 382/17.259/-0.140/0.371/0.462 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67395/24.150/-0.011/0.369/0.427 24448/23.765/-0.048/0.356/0.414 10476/23.326/-0.072/0.353/0.411 5075/23.141/-0.080/0.343/0.402 2631/22.678/-0.104/0.349/0.411 

10 min 97762/18.797/-0.066/0.343/0.416 45375/18.573/-0.096/0.331/0.420 20537/18.285/-0.112/0.327/0.398 10311/18.051/-0.127/0.332/0.405 5536/18.012/-0.146/0.330/0.404 
15 min 74569/17.740/-0.079/0.329/0.405 46548/17.663/-0.100/0.318/0.404 21546/17.202/-0.118/0.319/0.391 11051/17.104/-0.131/0.317/0.389 5864/17.114/-0.139/0.317/0.389 
20 min 44569/18.422/-0.064/0.314/0.386 37511/17.659/-0.094/0.309/0.391 18742/17.217/-0.114/0.307/0.377 10009/16.982/-0.130/0.312/0.384 5370/16.898/-0.141/0.312/0.388 
25 min 27507/19.054/-0.064/0.307/0.381 28342/17.757/-0.088/0.304/0.376 15359/17.453/-0.110/0.307/0.382 8260/17.109/-0.127/0.307/0.377 4700/16.981/-0.143/0.313/0.391 
30 min 16893/19.922/-0.052/0.302/0.379 20574/17.929/-0.084/0.304/0.381 12140/17.540/-0.103/0.306/0.383 6635/17.142/-0.115/0.305/0.376 3769/17.222/-0.128/0.309/0.383 
45 min 5273/23.310/-0.037/0.319/0.414 7438/18.732/-0.082/0.305/0.387 4957/18.164/-0.095/0.308/0.388 2799/17.051/-0.125/0.313/0.383 1607/17.078/-0.121/0.311/0.383 
60 min 1884/27.709/-0.010/0.359/0.465 2587/20.660/-0.077/0.322/0.413 1801/18.837/-0.096/0.317/0.400 1058/18.323/-0.123/0.316/0.407 581/17.780/-0.131/0.300/0.371 
75 min 877/32.198/-0.008/0.393/0.492 1094/23.028/-0.079/0.355/0.459 732/20.954/-0.069/0.331/0.431 372/18.887/-0.121/0.341/0.419 229/19.376/-0.144/0.348/0.446 
90 min 559/36.190/+0.012/0.382/0.465 542/25.863/-0.098/0.364/0.462 335/23.675/-0.108/0.352/0.436 181/23.978/-0.087/0.330/0.404 120/22.817/-0.114/0.395/0.484 

Table 45: Validation normalized statistics for IR108 AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 32586/26.563/+0.020/0.356/0.423 21762/25.601/+0.004/0.340/0.396 12990/25.086/-0.012/0.329/0.384 7417/24.933/-0.027/0.325/0.379 4290/24.788/-0.039/0.315/0.367 

10 min 65632/22.038/-0.032/0.327/0.398 37188/21.507/-0.042/0.314/0.397 19835/21.222/-0.058/0.303/0.378 10888/20.952/-0.068/0.298/0.360 5994/20.984/-0.084/0.298/0.365 
15 min 69884/21.053/-0.044/0.311/0.396 38976/20.462/-0.048/0.302/0.382 20287/20.174/-0.067/0.297/0.405 10973/20.109/-0.076/0.294/0.387 6166/20.240/-0.088/0.290/0.351 
20 min 56571/21.248/-0.039/0.302/0.379 34712/20.212/-0.050/0.298/0.398 18746/19.808/-0.063/0.291/0.388 10060/19.873/-0.078/0.287/0.353 5801/20.014/-0.089/0.283/0.349 
25 min 48587/20.519/-0.046/0.306/0.415 31069/19.752/-0.053/0.298/0.414 16539/19.627/-0.064/0.287/0.373 9145/19.442/-0.076/0.289/0.359 5208/19.480/-0.093/0.295/0.367 
30 min 40749/20.503/-0.050/0.310/0.413 27182/19.532/-0.053/0.297/0.391 14397/19.314/-0.062/0.290/0.380 7980/19.234/-0.077/0.292/0.365 4701/19.132/-0.089/0.292/0.364 
45 min 21668/20.912/-0.059/0.333/0.463 15925/19.159/-0.060/0.304/0.399 8695/18.738/-0.068/0.306/0.415 4863/18.652/-0.082/0.303/0.383 2895/18.938/-0.092/0.305/0.386 
60 min 12362/22.219/-0.067/0.358/0.470 9241/19.081/-0.075/0.323/0.465 5231/18.627/-0.083/0.316/0.450 3060/18.496/-0.089/0.317/0.397 1858/18.593/-0.100/0.316/0.395 
75 min 8902/23.269/-0.068/0.392/0.498 5676/19.500/-0.077/0.344/0.437 3283/18.514/-0.082/0.332/0.498 2048/18.263/-0.091/0.331/0.417 1327/17.913/-0.107/0.355/0.444 
90 min 7116/24.459/-0.066/0.417/0.521 4058/19.870/-0.081/0.366/0.467 2511/18.742/-0.070/0.360/0.459 1539/17.628/-0.117/0.368/0.458 1007/17.768/-0.120/0.365/0.460 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 32639/26.627/+0.022/0.356/0.423 21669/25.602/+0.002/0.341/0.397 12973/25.141/-0.012/0.330/0.386 7390/24.946/-0.028/0.325/0.380 4247/24.816/-0.038/0.314/0.367 

10 min 65287/22.059/-0.033/0.326/0.397 37030/21.534/-0.041/0.314/0.397 19672/21.282/-0.058/0.303/0.378 10823/20.992/-0.068/0.298/0.360 5949/21.059/-0.083/0.298/0.364 
15 min 69560/21.074/-0.043/0.311/0.396 38815/20.489/-0.048/0.303/0.383 20225/20.229/-0.067/0.297/0.403 10903/20.141/-0.077/0.293/0.386 6135/20.284/-0.089/0.289/0.351 
20 min 56323/21.283/-0.039/0.302/0.383 34691/20.228/-0.050/0.298/0.398 18653/19.834/-0.063/0.291/0.389 10025/19.900/-0.078/0.286/0.352 5797/20.036/-0.089/0.283/0.349 
25 min 48390/20.548/-0.045/0.305/0.415 30937/19.792/-0.053/0.297/0.413 16526/19.629/-0.063/0.287/0.372 9083/19.523/-0.076/0.289/0.358 5201/19.484/-0.094/0.295/0.367 
30 min 40503/20.532/-0.049/0.310/0.413 27083/19.578/-0.053/0.296/0.391 14330/19.326/-0.063/0.290/0.380 7926/19.283/-0.077/0.291/0.364 4651/19.172/-0.089/0.291/0.363 
45 min 21622/20.927/-0.059/0.333/0.464 15852/19.141/-0.062/0.306/0.402 8625/18.763/-0.069/0.305/0.415 4827/18.731/-0.081/0.302/0.382 2880/18.995/-0.091/0.304/0.383 
60 min 12281/22.161/-0.067/0.358/0.470 9203/19.033/-0.075/0.323/0.464 5226/18.696/-0.078/0.316/0.450 3085/18.502/-0.087/0.317/0.396 1856/18.628/-0.099/0.316/0.395 
75 min 8884/23.327/-0.066/0.393/0.498 5688/19.667/-0.078/0.344/0.436 3304/18.480/-0.079/0.334/0.501 2031/18.341/-0.090/0.332/0.418 1315/17.847/-0.109/0.356/0.444 
90 min 7101/24.424/-0.069/0.419/0.521 4036/19.997/-0.083/0.364/0.467 2462/18.693/-0.075/0.356/0.455 1544/17.541/-0.114/0.369/0.459 1006/17.776/-0.120/0.366/0.460 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 47822/26.026/+0.018/0.355/0.427 26796/25.560/+0.001/0.341/0.397 14266/25.139/-0.018/0.331/0.387 7928/24.781/-0.030/0.327/0.383 4424/24.814/-0.043/0.321/0.377 

10 min 57311/22.170/-0.027/0.324/0.397 37772/21.718/-0.039/0.313/0.397 19976/21.423/-0.054/0.302/0.378 10992/21.193/-0.065/0.298/0.360 6070/21.258/-0.078/0.298/0.365 
15 min 45224/21.456/-0.036/0.305/0.393 37007/21.076/-0.041/0.297/0.370 20143/20.959/-0.055/0.293/0.386 10998/20.808/-0.069/0.288/0.379 6238/21.251/-0.081/0.283/0.346 
20 min 30464/21.490/-0.024/0.299/0.369 31258/20.935/-0.041/0.291/0.377 17896/20.763/-0.053/0.283/0.367 10085/20.744/-0.070/0.281/0.348 5886/20.978/-0.076/0.281/0.349 
25 min 20771/21.770/-0.026/0.294/0.365 24830/20.737/-0.039/0.287/0.356 15272/20.778/-0.051/0.280/0.347 8907/20.442/-0.065/0.282/0.350 5269/20.660/-0.078/0.289/0.358 
30 min 14102/22.265/-0.026/0.293/0.366 19109/20.617/-0.040/0.289/0.361 12516/20.454/-0.048/0.282/0.352 7464/20.328/-0.069/0.283/0.352 4551/20.604/-0.072/0.283/0.355 
45 min 5474/24.480/-0.017/0.316/0.410 8164/20.703/-0.039/0.296/0.375 6145/19.891/-0.059/0.296/0.371 3923/19.759/-0.064/0.294/0.370 2622/20.515/-0.066/0.293/0.367 
60 min 2387/26.440/-0.005/0.348/0.456 3542/20.786/-0.063/0.316/0.405 2792/19.960/-0.064/0.305/0.385 2007/19.570/-0.060/0.312/0.391 1348/19.998/-0.083/0.308/0.381 
75 min 1407/27.991/-0.026/0.369/0.470 1595/22.516/-0.057/0.334/0.428 1287/21.359/-0.058/0.317/0.404 1028/19.986/-0.068/0.314/0.397 665/19.797/-0.061/0.335/0.423 
90 min 922/32.476/+0.072/0.399/0.511 794/24.049/-0.031/0.351/0.447 711/22.195/-0.039/0.328/0.423 574/19.469/-0.083/0.377/0.469 442/20.369/-0.039/0.337/0.419 

Table 46: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear air AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3064/22.991/-0.000/0.366/0.444 3148/20.926/-0.017/0.355/0.436 2236/19.770/-0.031/0.353/0.422 1517/19.341/-0.050/0.338/0.403 962/18.578/-0.051/0.326/0.386 

10 min 6291/19.344/+0.007/0.366/0.448 5791/17.535/-0.030/0.354/0.432 3992/16.515/-0.052/0.357/0.434 2492/15.761/-0.079/0.342/0.414 1575/15.453/-0.095/0.334/0.402 
15 min 6698/18.081/+0.001/0.356/0.440 6688/16.533/-0.043/0.341/0.424 4555/15.638/-0.071/0.335/0.412 3004/15.338/-0.082/0.337/0.415 1701/15.113/-0.095/0.325/0.397 
20 min 6264/18.182/-0.008/0.352/0.443 7064/16.295/-0.039/0.337/0.420 4820/15.613/-0.059/0.328/0.404 3030/15.324/-0.093/0.327/0.404 1988/14.960/-0.100/0.330/0.401 
25 min 5901/17.851/-0.020/0.352/0.448 6793/15.933/-0.038/0.341/0.426 4933/15.317/-0.071/0.332/0.414 3192/15.373/-0.091/0.320/0.394 1980/14.928/-0.116/0.318/0.394 
30 min 5542/18.402/-0.016/0.349/0.440 6783/16.037/-0.050/0.337/0.424 4825/15.250/-0.076/0.330/0.406 3260/14.859/-0.087/0.322/0.393 2094/15.038/-0.108/0.313/0.381 
45 min 4859/18.446/-0.041/0.363/0.453 5898/15.753/-0.070/0.339/0.422 4461/14.954/-0.091/0.332/0.410 3160/14.496/-0.106/0.331/0.413 2119/14.668/-0.127/0.325/0.403 
60 min 4456/19.037/-0.051/0.363/0.450 4830/15.454/-0.078/0.349/0.436 3842/14.612/-0.101/0.339/0.417 2803/13.928/-0.112/0.339/0.417 1929/14.190/-0.125/0.324/0.404 
75 min 4282/18.872/-0.054/0.379/0.471 4448/16.013/-0.092/0.356/0.447 3408/14.583/-0.112/0.343/0.429 2466/13.899/-0.126/0.341/0.429 1708/13.860/-0.141/0.331/0.415 
90 min 3842/18.848/-0.054/0.399/0.495 3822/15.956/-0.085/0.367/0.461 3013/14.794/-0.102/0.349/0.436 2288/14.101/-0.124/0.347/0.433 1551/13.850/-0.132/0.332/0.412 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear air AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3041/23.123/+0.010/0.370/0.450 3165/21.028/-0.014/0.351/0.429 2270/19.870/-0.035/0.350/0.419 1526/19.333/-0.050/0.339/0.403 947/18.523/-0.054/0.329/0.391 

10 min 6328/19.290/+0.012/0.371/0.453 5832/17.542/-0.030/0.353/0.431 3954/16.578/-0.050/0.355/0.430 2483/15.746/-0.077/0.344/0.415 1574/15.441/-0.093/0.334/0.400 
15 min 6572/18.221/+0.001/0.353/0.436 6673/16.441/-0.040/0.341/0.423 4568/15.609/-0.071/0.335/0.413 2989/15.330/-0.082/0.339/0.416 1695/15.146/-0.096/0.326/0.397 
20 min 6226/18.177/-0.006/0.352/0.442 7017/16.365/-0.039/0.337/0.421 4810/15.623/-0.063/0.329/0.405 3022/15.373/-0.093/0.326/0.403 1991/14.969/-0.098/0.330/0.399 
25 min 5862/17.741/-0.025/0.352/0.446 6746/16.010/-0.038/0.342/0.429 4897/15.352/-0.071/0.332/0.416 3158/15.400/-0.090/0.319/0.392 1977/14.960/-0.115/0.318/0.394 
30 min 5572/18.304/-0.015/0.347/0.435 6757/16.120/-0.046/0.336/0.421 4825/15.225/-0.075/0.331/0.406 3248/14.866/-0.089/0.321/0.392 2090/15.019/-0.110/0.313/0.381 
45 min 4757/18.453/-0.042/0.360/0.449 5802/15.758/-0.071/0.339/0.422 4476/14.952/-0.091/0.333/0.412 3143/14.512/-0.108/0.331/0.413 2089/14.741/-0.128/0.326/0.405 
60 min 4403/19.081/-0.051/0.360/0.447 4827/15.484/-0.078/0.350/0.437 3784/14.667/-0.100/0.340/0.416 2777/13.977/-0.112/0.337/0.415 1922/14.233/-0.126/0.323/0.404 
75 min 4131/19.026/-0.051/0.373/0.463 4397/15.988/-0.092/0.355/0.446 3374/14.648/-0.114/0.343/0.429 2443/13.894/-0.124/0.339/0.422 1694/13.837/-0.140/0.332/0.416 
90 min 3871/18.877/-0.055/0.402/0.502 3795/16.006/-0.085/0.362/0.455 3020/14.903/-0.102/0.349/0.435 2266/14.157/-0.124/0.346/0.433 1552/13.921/-0.130/0.333/0.415 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear air AMV statistics: Comparisons with Radiosoundings/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against Radiosoundings/Norm. MVD against Radiosoundings/Norm. RMSVD against Radiosoundings 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2806/22.036/+0.008/0.362/0.441 3358/20.725/-0.022/0.351/0.428 2249/19.896/-0.042/0.353/0.424 1596/19.051/-0.058/0.340/0.404 1011/18.449/-0.065/0.329/0.390 

10 min 3677/18.964/+0.015/0.366/0.440 5345/17.371/-0.027/0.355/0.434 3938/16.557/-0.054/0.351/0.427 2464/16.039/-0.078/0.343/0.415 1572/15.739/-0.090/0.332/0.397 
15 min 3209/17.508/+0.010/0.362/0.449 5828/16.403/-0.036/0.340/0.420 4393/15.828/-0.062/0.337/0.416 2913/15.598/-0.075/0.334/0.413 1711/15.452/-0.088/0.327/0.397 
20 min 2545/17.725/+0.007/0.351/0.445 5486/16.143/-0.043/0.335/0.419 4329/15.704/-0.058/0.329/0.406 2859/15.531/-0.086/0.321/0.403 1922/15.400/-0.088/0.320/0.387 
25 min 2161/17.555/+0.009/0.356/0.452 4839/15.958/-0.031/0.341/0.431 4119/15.188/-0.065/0.333/0.417 2887/15.447/-0.087/0.316/0.389 1898/15.287/-0.110/0.316/0.392 
30 min 1972/18.199/+0.011/0.356/0.466 4388/15.820/-0.043/0.329/0.406 3847/15.144/-0.068/0.326/0.398 2856/14.965/-0.080/0.318/0.385 1913/15.133/-0.094/0.312/0.382 
45 min 1412/17.936/-0.038/0.367/0.458 3005/14.799/-0.067/0.350/0.442 2996/14.332/-0.088/0.332/0.406 2424/14.349/-0.102/0.336/0.419 1731/14.805/-0.118/0.318/0.396 
60 min 1071/18.206/-0.045/0.359/0.444 2083/14.784/-0.072/0.364/0.456 2102/13.890/-0.113/0.341/0.415 1754/13.306/-0.128/0.340/0.416 1379/14.321/-0.128/0.324/0.405 
75 min 872/17.393/-0.044/0.381/0.478 1466/15.018/-0.107/0.350/0.431 1483/13.980/-0.125/0.352/0.434 1265/13.884/-0.121/0.344/0.429 997/13.691/-0.134/0.332/0.410 
90 min 692/18.260/-0.024/0.397/0.515 1123/14.703/-0.098/0.360/0.451 1098/14.040/-0.106/0.355/0.437 1016/13.262/-0.145/0.353/0.439 810/13.099/-0.130/0.345/0.428 

Table 47: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against Radiosounding winds 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

II 2 Validation normalized statistics against NWP wind analysis at the AMV level 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3900253/18.998/-0.085/0.256/0.336 1185587/18.046/-0.103/0.240/0.311 456453/18.075/-0.110/0.230/0.298 230111/18.343/-0.115/0.222/0.287 120223/18.796/-0.116/0.215/0.277 

10 min 2391213/19.184/-0.085/0.241/0.336 931914/17.377/-0.097/0.216/0.286 378794/17.179/-0.103/0.208/0.274 200032/17.233/-0.107/0.203/0.267 109567/17.351/-0.110/0.199/0.262 
15 min 1464020/19.512/-0.094/0.264/0.385 663672/16.861/-0.096/0.214/0.287 270964/16.554/-0.101/0.205/0.272 141434/16.436/-0.107/0.203/0.269 77640/16.413/-0.111/0.200/0.264 
20 min 906311/20.682/-0.100/0.296/0.431 447497/16.526/-0.100/0.219/0.300 186459/15.973/-0.106/0.210/0.280 94967/15.700/-0.111/0.208/0.276 51655/15.541/-0.116/0.208/0.273 
25 min 645822/21.892/-0.109/0.331/0.469 301063/16.418/-0.105/0.228/0.318 126490/15.568/-0.111/0.216/0.291 63787/15.167/-0.117/0.216/0.286 33890/14.696/-0.122/0.217/0.287 
30 min 496927/23.337/-0.113/0.360/0.493 204068/16.613/-0.111/0.241/0.345 86278/15.275/-0.115/0.224/0.301 43761/14.662/-0.121/0.223/0.297 22851/14.016/-0.126/0.225/0.294 
45 min 318076/26.491/-0.121/0.411/0.518 81393/18.228/-0.119/0.282/0.410 33263/14.839/-0.129/0.250/0.356 16468/13.461/-0.134/0.245/0.337 8548/12.499/-0.141/0.244/0.333 
60 min 259111/27.913/-0.125/0.435/0.528 45255/21.148/-0.128/0.328/0.456 16108/15.694/-0.140/0.278/0.414 7712/13.293/-0.152/0.273/0.399 3838/11.836/-0.151/0.269/0.391 
75 min 237160/28.449/-0.128/0.450/0.537 32609/24.053/-0.131/0.359/0.472 9135/17.504/-0.149/0.312/0.457 4109/14.174/-0.157/0.296/0.448 1915/12.423/-0.161/0.285/0.424 
90 min 215784/28.872/-0.128/0.457/0.540 26470/26.269/-0.133/0.383/0.482 6175/20.286/-0.152/0.340/0.473 2619/15.675/-0.170/0.329/0.489 1084/13.505/-0.176/0.328/0.520 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3893066/19.016/-0.086/0.257/0.337 1183023/18.067/-0.104/0.241/0.313 455067/18.096/-0.111/0.231/0.299 229273/18.373/-0.116/0.224/0.289 119616/18.844/-0.117/0.216/0.278 

10 min 2388733/19.196/-0.086/0.242/0.338 930076/17.391/-0.098/0.217/0.288 378182/17.192/-0.103/0.210/0.275 199554/17.251/-0.108/0.205/0.269 109335/17.367/-0.111/0.201/0.264 
15 min 1461508/19.528/-0.095/0.265/0.386 662172/16.884/-0.097/0.215/0.289 270289/16.577/-0.102/0.207/0.274 141101/16.458/-0.108/0.204/0.270 77556/16.423/-0.111/0.202/0.265 
20 min 904480/20.691/-0.101/0.297/0.432 446556/16.535/-0.101/0.221/0.301 186018/15.991/-0.107/0.211/0.281 94867/15.713/-0.112/0.210/0.277 51579/15.542/-0.117/0.210/0.275 
25 min 645744/21.897/-0.110/0.332/0.469 300488/16.437/-0.106/0.230/0.319 126103/15.594/-0.112/0.218/0.293 63563/15.187/-0.118/0.217/0.288 33802/14.713/-0.123/0.218/0.289 
30 min 496713/23.360/-0.114/0.360/0.492 203414/16.628/-0.111/0.241/0.343 86072/15.300/-0.116/0.225/0.304 43697/14.666/-0.122/0.224/0.298 22787/14.038/-0.127/0.226/0.297 
45 min 318025/26.492/-0.121/0.412/0.519 81144/18.269/-0.120/0.282/0.409 33283/14.899/-0.129/0.251/0.355 16421/13.498/-0.134/0.246/0.336 8501/12.516/-0.141/0.246/0.335 
60 min 258816/27.927/-0.125/0.435/0.529 44790/21.205/-0.128/0.328/0.456 16064/15.681/-0.140/0.281/0.417 7695/13.328/-0.150/0.274/0.402 3850/11.778/-0.151/0.271/0.393 
75 min 237052/28.475/-0.128/0.451/0.538 32439/24.121/-0.128/0.360/0.473 8990/17.448/-0.147/0.310/0.453 4076/14.265/-0.158/0.300/0.454 1909/12.515/-0.162/0.286/0.423 
90 min 215973/28.884/-0.128/0.458/0.541 26431/26.208/-0.132/0.384/0.485 6036/20.312/-0.148/0.341/0.473 2592/15.899/-0.173/0.330/0.493 1081/13.702/-0.182/0.337/0.541 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2378578/19.213/-0.081/0.241/0.311 1116236/18.419/-0.104/0.236/0.305 449922/18.415/-0.110/0.228/0.295 230764/18.650/-0.115/0.221/0.286 121916/19.109/-0.115/0.214/0.276 

10 min 848714/20.647/-0.065/0.218/0.299 709259/18.282/-0.089/0.206/0.269 347078/18.001/-0.097/0.201/0.263 193173/17.999/-0.102/0.198/0.259 107415/18.184/-0.104/0.194/0.253 
15 min 409803/22.105/-0.045/0.230/0.335 412694/18.127/-0.083/0.198/0.259 226734/17.731/-0.093/0.195/0.254 131158/17.614/-0.098/0.193/0.253 74716/17.526/-0.103/0.191/0.250 
20 min 213066/24.085/-0.026/0.259/0.383 230924/17.856/-0.084/0.201/0.266 139414/17.331/-0.095/0.196/0.255 83103/17.247/-0.099/0.194/0.252 48547/17.027/-0.105/0.195/0.254 
25 min 127040/27.430/+0.000/0.288/0.417 132856/18.153/-0.080/0.203/0.274 85775/17.245/-0.094/0.196/0.255 52115/16.899/-0.103/0.198/0.259 30281/16.508/-0.109/0.199/0.261 
30 min 85698/31.652/+0.032/0.319/0.445 77941/18.725/-0.073/0.208/0.292 52267/17.007/-0.094/0.201/0.263 33207/16.390/-0.103/0.203/0.265 19457/15.979/-0.108/0.204/0.263 
45 min 41790/40.630/+0.087/0.379/0.473 21307/22.014/-0.037/0.254/0.380 14374/16.476/-0.094/0.225/0.316 9747/15.089/-0.105/0.220/0.296 5832/14.034/-0.115/0.221/0.292 
60 min 29737/44.646/+0.115/0.409/0.487 8811/29.652/+0.017/0.309/0.433 4841/18.478/-0.063/0.257/0.391 3179/14.382/-0.097/0.245/0.365 2030/13.010/-0.122/0.251/0.366 
75 min 22861/46.502/+0.129/0.428/0.501 5366/37.138/+0.066/0.348/0.454 2075/23.652/-0.019/0.292/0.438 1228/17.220/-0.060/0.297/0.463 756/14.784/-0.097/0.283/0.445 
90 min 16443/46.756/+0.128/0.440/0.511 4100/41.695/+0.073/0.376/0.458 1043/32.154/+0.021/0.340/0.457 621/20.243/-0.090/0.316/0.459 324/17.170/-0.079/0.283/0.403 

Table 48: Validation normalized statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 448506/23.764/-0.080/0.309/0.367 159094/23.090/-0.113/0.298/0.354 82117/22.721/-0.127/0.294/0.349 44219/22.470/-0.138/0.291/0.346 25211/22.315/-0.149/0.289/0.344 

10 min 1170262/17.618/-0.127/0.292/0.376 397155/16.970/-0.150/0.283/0.365 180485/16.731/-0.162/0.281/0.362 91718/16.644/-0.171/0.279/0.359 49767/16.519/-0.178/0.279/0.359 
15 min 1180511/16.448/-0.132/0.274/0.363 411799/15.336/-0.154/0.270/0.356 186515/14.890/-0.168/0.273/0.359 94166/14.677/-0.178/0.275/0.362 51363/14.544/-0.186/0.276/0.362 
20 min 827549/16.648/-0.129/0.265/0.357 311521/15.118/-0.152/0.263/0.349 145234/14.431/-0.168/0.269/0.357 74578/14.097/-0.180/0.273/0.363 41365/13.976/-0.189/0.276/0.364 
25 min 703891/15.546/-0.135/0.273/0.377 269819/14.160/-0.154/0.264/0.357 120886/13.614/-0.167/0.269/0.360 61044/13.366/-0.178/0.272/0.363 33779/13.260/-0.186/0.273/0.362 
30 min 502219/16.575/-0.133/0.273/0.383 200887/14.401/-0.152/0.263/0.357 89124/13.539/-0.169/0.270/0.363 45229/13.225/-0.179/0.273/0.366 25493/12.928/-0.190/0.279/0.372 
45 min 245578/17.510/-0.140/0.311/0.446 107600/13.659/-0.157/0.279/0.392 45291/12.737/-0.174/0.282/0.388 22254/12.279/-0.184/0.286/0.394 12253/12.131/-0.191/0.287/0.394 
60 min 138433/19.675/-0.147/0.356/0.491 61499/13.720/-0.172/0.306/0.444 25368/12.335/-0.183/0.300/0.431 11906/11.840/-0.186/0.296/0.415 6670/11.743/-0.199/0.304/0.423 
75 min 97518/21.830/-0.150/0.388/0.511 38145/14.298/-0.184/0.334/0.488 15223/12.565/-0.195/0.321/0.468 7175/11.961/-0.196/0.317/0.460 3731/11.625/-0.198/0.310/0.437 
90 min 76654/23.613/-0.149/0.410/0.521 25390/15.431/-0.189/0.355/0.510 10079/13.122/-0.211/0.341/0.500 4230/11.911/-0.218/0.337/0.492 2317/11.836/-0.218/0.330/0.476 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 447656/23.774/-0.080/0.309/0.367 158803/23.080/-0.114/0.299/0.356 81596/22.745/-0.128/0.295/0.351 43845/22.475/-0.140/0.292/0.348 25022/22.410/-0.150/0.290/0.345 

10 min 1168821/17.633/-0.128/0.293/0.377 396449/16.996/-0.151/0.285/0.367 179547/16.763/-0.163/0.282/0.363 91445/16.666/-0.172/0.281/0.361 49632/16.530/-0.178/0.280/0.361 
15 min 1177944/16.464/-0.133/0.276/0.364 410423/15.356/-0.155/0.272/0.357 185903/14.907/-0.168/0.275/0.361 93948/14.700/-0.178/0.277/0.364 51260/14.546/-0.187/0.278/0.364 
20 min 826037/16.657/-0.130/0.266/0.359 310790/15.139/-0.153/0.265/0.351 144792/14.447/-0.169/0.271/0.359 74227/14.122/-0.181/0.275/0.364 41251/13.985/-0.190/0.278/0.366 
25 min 701398/15.570/-0.136/0.274/0.378 269284/14.165/-0.154/0.266/0.358 120635/13.635/-0.168/0.271/0.361 60876/13.381/-0.178/0.274/0.365 33654/13.282/-0.186/0.275/0.364 
30 min 501367/16.575/-0.133/0.275/0.384 200428/14.421/-0.153/0.265/0.358 88858/13.556/-0.170/0.272/0.364 45016/13.246/-0.180/0.275/0.368 25417/12.939/-0.191/0.281/0.374 
45 min 245215/17.526/-0.141/0.313/0.447 107222/13.678/-0.157/0.280/0.393 45125/12.748/-0.174/0.283/0.389 22157/12.280/-0.185/0.287/0.396 12224/12.136/-0.192/0.289/0.397 
60 min 137883/19.719/-0.147/0.357/0.492 61193/13.706/-0.173/0.308/0.445 25181/12.332/-0.183/0.302/0.431 11853/11.848/-0.187/0.298/0.417 6644/11.767/-0.200/0.306/0.427 
75 min 97220/21.848/-0.151/0.390/0.514 38030/14.262/-0.185/0.336/0.491 15231/12.565/-0.197/0.323/0.469 7143/11.985/-0.197/0.318/0.461 3721/11.666/-0.197/0.311/0.438 
90 min 76303/23.585/-0.150/0.411/0.523 25301/15.409/-0.189/0.356/0.510 10033/13.195/-0.213/0.344/0.504 4222/11.942/-0.218/0.338/0.493 2299/11.855/-0.220/0.331/0.475 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 874966/23.804/-0.074/0.305/0.361 268416/23.005/-0.108/0.297/0.353 114314/22.706/-0.122/0.294/0.350 56174/22.536/-0.133/0.291/0.347 30410/22.400/-0.146/0.288/0.344 

10 min 1025581/18.569/-0.111/0.272/0.346 423744/17.738/-0.140/0.271/0.348 190090/17.330/-0.154/0.272/0.349 96058/17.173/-0.164/0.271/0.349 52077/17.067/-0.171/0.271/0.349 
15 min 673459/17.569/-0.114/0.254/0.331 382902/16.324/-0.145/0.259/0.338 181237/15.762/-0.160/0.263/0.345 92586/15.448/-0.171/0.267/0.349 51287/15.295/-0.178/0.267/0.348 
20 min 354702/18.392/-0.107/0.243/0.323 279374/16.272/-0.142/0.248/0.327 139094/15.417/-0.159/0.257/0.339 73003/14.986/-0.171/0.262/0.346 41180/14.750/-0.180/0.265/0.348 
25 min 204599/18.957/-0.098/0.243/0.332 195650/16.035/-0.138/0.245/0.325 102826/15.088/-0.156/0.254/0.338 54767/14.573/-0.169/0.259/0.343 31386/14.303/-0.176/0.262/0.344 
30 min 124041/19.912/-0.086/0.251/0.352 134304/15.899/-0.135/0.245/0.328 75284/14.782/-0.155/0.254/0.338 40870/14.265/-0.168/0.260/0.346 23552/13.839/-0.180/0.268/0.355 
45 min 42418/22.772/-0.054/0.300/0.432 52076/15.253/-0.133/0.262/0.368 30529/13.953/-0.154/0.264/0.359 17199/13.314/-0.168/0.270/0.365 9962/12.925/-0.181/0.273/0.370 
60 min 16933/27.781/-0.022/0.348/0.475 20800/15.733/-0.132/0.299/0.437 13014/13.706/-0.156/0.287/0.405 7414/12.919/-0.165/0.278/0.385 4507/12.639/-0.182/0.291/0.400 
75 min 9137/33.621/+0.014/0.387/0.494 10505/17.468/-0.123/0.327/0.484 6420/14.554/-0.153/0.307/0.449 3568/12.918/-0.169/0.302/0.441 2078/12.308/-0.180/0.302/0.421 
90 min 5125/38 374/+0 022/0 405/0 490 4953/21 117/-0 102/0 351/0 492 3196/15 734/-0 154/0 339/0 501 1675/14 035/-0 178/0 327/0 480 1018/12 696/-0 178/0 313/0 448 

Table 49: Validation normalized statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 432840/26.684/-0.042/0.292/0.337 186739/25.901/-0.072/0.278/0.321 96441/25.655/-0.088/0.273/0.315 50831/25.468/-0.100/0.267/0.309 27621/25.361/-0.110/0.265/0.307 

10 min 1072905/21.641/-0.072/0.246/0.303 435157/21.101/-0.091/0.232/0.286 202010/20.864/-0.105/0.228/0.283 101684/20.747/-0.115/0.226/0.281 55853/20.663/-0.125/0.227/0.284 
15 min 1130470/20.783/-0.071/0.224/0.284 462956/19.984/-0.088/0.211/0.267 215354/19.620/-0.102/0.210/0.267 109770/19.494/-0.112/0.209/0.266 60300/19.468/-0.121/0.210/0.269 
20 min 874718/21.213/-0.067/0.213/0.278 392248/20.016/-0.083/0.201/0.257 187986/19.454/-0.099/0.202/0.259 98153/19.211/-0.110/0.203/0.263 54660/19.170/-0.117/0.203/0.262 
25 min 709372/20.475/-0.072/0.220/0.294 335968/19.450/-0.083/0.200/0.260 161161/18.949/-0.099/0.201/0.261 83899/18.763/-0.108/0.201/0.261 47550/18.626/-0.119/0.204/0.266 
30 min 551336/21.153/-0.074/0.224/0.307 271032/19.733/-0.083/0.200/0.263 127330/19.075/-0.097/0.200/0.262 66333/18.762/-0.107/0.201/0.262 37744/18.542/-0.117/0.203/0.265 
45 min 264699/22.334/-0.097/0.265/0.372 137299/19.896/-0.095/0.216/0.298 62370/18.987/-0.108/0.212/0.290 31290/18.382/-0.116/0.213/0.286 17432/18.068/-0.124/0.218/0.291 
60 min 147863/24.264/-0.119/0.317/0.426 72983/20.486/-0.118/0.248/0.350 31561/19.125/-0.126/0.238/0.332 15215/18.340/-0.135/0.240/0.333 8336/17.858/-0.140/0.239/0.327 
75 min 106148/25.603/-0.132/0.357/0.459 44383/21.361/-0.142/0.287/0.401 18487/19.758/-0.148/0.273/0.382 8478/18.618/-0.151/0.265/0.371 4573/18.204/-0.153/0.268/0.370 
90 min 85479/26.434/-0.142/0.387/0.484 30850/22.175/-0.160/0.326/0.440 12402/20.385/-0.169/0.307/0.421 5329/19.319/-0.168/0.290/0.407 2914/18.631/-0.174/0.289/0.402 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 431851/26.710/-0.042/0.292/0.338 186294/25.908/-0.072/0.279/0.322 96001/25.702/-0.088/0.273/0.316 50543/25.517/-0.100/0.268/0.310 27536/25.382/-0.111/0.265/0.308 

10 min 1069905/21.660/-0.072/0.247/0.304 434039/21.127/-0.092/0.233/0.287 201329/20.885/-0.105/0.229/0.285 101364/20.765/-0.116/0.227/0.282 55615/20.714/-0.125/0.228/0.286 
15 min 1127246/20.807/-0.072/0.225/0.285 462061/20.008/-0.088/0.213/0.268 214725/19.644/-0.102/0.212/0.269 109486/19.517/-0.113/0.211/0.268 60104/19.488/-0.121/0.212/0.270 
20 min 872704/21.235/-0.067/0.215/0.279 391393/20.036/-0.083/0.203/0.259 187361/19.478/-0.099/0.203/0.261 97902/19.229/-0.111/0.205/0.264 54464/19.203/-0.118/0.204/0.264 
25 min 707381/20.505/-0.073/0.221/0.295 335049/19.466/-0.084/0.202/0.261 160755/18.971/-0.099/0.203/0.263 83605/18.773/-0.109/0.202/0.262 47363/18.658/-0.119/0.206/0.268 
30 min 550325/21.181/-0.075/0.226/0.309 270339/19.752/-0.083/0.201/0.264 126924/19.094/-0.098/0.202/0.263 66140/18.784/-0.108/0.202/0.263 37602/18.573/-0.117/0.205/0.266 
45 min 263850/22.360/-0.097/0.266/0.372 136994/19.927/-0.095/0.217/0.299 62232/19.006/-0.108/0.214/0.291 31117/18.415/-0.117/0.215/0.288 17364/18.094/-0.125/0.220/0.293 
60 min 147646/24.277/-0.119/0.318/0.428 72796/20.508/-0.119/0.250/0.353 31449/19.139/-0.127/0.240/0.334 15138/18.358/-0.135/0.242/0.333 8316/17.882/-0.141/0.242/0.329 
75 min 105745/25.628/-0.133/0.358/0.460 44088/21.361/-0.143/0.289/0.403 18409/19.756/-0.148/0.275/0.384 8402/18.671/-0.151/0.267/0.372 4539/18.256/-0.153/0.269/0.372 
90 min 85309/26.467/-0.142/0.389/0.484 30730/22.160/-0.160/0.327/0.441 12421/20.373/-0.171/0.309/0.425 5325/19.278/-0.169/0.293/0.410 2919/18.635/-0.174/0.292/0.406 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 792454/27.192/-0.033/0.278/0.320 301371/26.797/-0.064/0.266/0.306 133616/26.747/-0.080/0.259/0.300 66793/26.850/-0.091/0.253/0.292 36241/26.854/-0.101/0.251/0.291 

10 min 1000235/23.318/-0.055/0.224/0.273 474730/22.842/-0.079/0.216/0.265 221178/22.731/-0.093/0.213/0.264 113252/22.875/-0.101/0.208/0.258 63245/23.178/-0.107/0.206/0.256 
15 min 741832/22.849/-0.052/0.201/0.251 469271/22.178/-0.074/0.195/0.244 226417/21.966/-0.087/0.193/0.244 117341/22.103/-0.096/0.191/0.241 66245/22.318/-0.103/0.190/0.241 
20 min 444139/23.592/-0.044/0.191/0.244 376692/22.292/-0.067/0.184/0.232 192281/21.926/-0.082/0.183/0.233 102829/21.789/-0.093/0.184/0.236 58999/22.115/-0.098/0.182/0.233 
25 min 268925/24.388/-0.039/0.190/0.251 280362/22.388/-0.064/0.179/0.228 154624/21.860/-0.079/0.180/0.231 83042/21.665/-0.090/0.180/0.231 49006/21.693/-0.099/0.182/0.236 
30 min 167363/25.559/-0.034/0.196/0.268 200447/22.644/-0.063/0.178/0.230 117118/21.911/-0.078/0.178/0.230 63944/21.557/-0.089/0.181/0.234 37526/21.458/-0.098/0.183/0.235 
45 min 53081/29.543/-0.017/0.241/0.341 70342/23.514/-0.062/0.190/0.260 45064/22.209/-0.079/0.187/0.251 25012/21.337/-0.094/0.189/0.249 14897/20.901/-0.103/0.195/0.259 
60 min 21157/33.838/-0.002/0.295/0.394 25794/24.972/-0.062/0.227/0.325 16739/22.724/-0.084/0.212/0.294 9108/21.516/-0.107/0.214/0.295 5521/20.659/-0.117/0.216/0.293 
75 min 11249/37.926/+0.022/0.345/0.438 11692/27.612/-0.060/0.273/0.384 7205/23.795/-0.087/0.247/0.346 3664/22.032/-0.111/0.248/0.344 2280/21.484/-0.126/0.246/0.338 
90 min 7094/39 975/+0 016/0 365/0 445 6411/30 189/-0 057/0 307/0 410 3744/25 725/-0 101/0 274/0 373 1752/24 226/-0 106/0 268/0 368 1147/22 413/-0 132/0 278/0 379 

Table 50: Validation normalized statistics for IR108 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344393/30.639/+0.011/0.253/0.290 230100/29.516/-0.001/0.240/0.275 141227/29.078/-0.013/0.233/0.268 81662/28.994/-0.024/0.225/0.258 47325/29.099/-0.036/0.219/0.252 

10 min 644961/27.265/-0.017/0.201/0.243 364618/26.564/-0.024/0.190/0.229 196112/26.346/-0.035/0.184/0.223 107606/26.362/-0.044/0.180/0.220 60930/26.562/-0.053/0.177/0.217 
15 min 658707/26.071/-0.022/0.186/0.231 362262/25.116/-0.028/0.177/0.219 191928/24.873/-0.038/0.173/0.215 104756/24.934/-0.047/0.170/0.213 59671/25.152/-0.058/0.169/0.213 
20 min 535595/25.566/-0.024/0.186/0.239 314291/24.292/-0.030/0.175/0.219 170460/23.928/-0.042/0.172/0.218 94340/23.942/-0.053/0.170/0.217 55050/24.084/-0.064/0.172/0.222 
25 min 436187/24.368/-0.033/0.197/0.259 268900/23.304/-0.034/0.179/0.227 147083/23.056/-0.046/0.175/0.223 82766/23.092/-0.056/0.175/0.224 48465/23.246/-0.067/0.175/0.227 
30 min 363699/24.307/-0.039/0.204/0.276 229969/22.906/-0.039/0.182/0.234 124402/22.544/-0.048/0.180/0.231 70507/22.510/-0.059/0.180/0.233 41805/22.526/-0.071/0.183/0.239 
45 min 195790/24.388/-0.067/0.248/0.345 130960/22.133/-0.055/0.203/0.273 73182/21.432/-0.062/0.200/0.264 41636/21.247/-0.070/0.202/0.267 25298/21.203/-0.080/0.205/0.271 
60 min 119129/25.449/-0.092/0.294/0.395 76040/21.953/-0.074/0.230/0.315 43828/21.046/-0.077/0.224/0.302 25924/20.427/-0.083/0.226/0.300 16385/20.326/-0.093/0.232/0.310 
75 min 89548/26.102/-0.111/0.335/0.435 49633/22.005/-0.093/0.261/0.358 28951/20.609/-0.091/0.253/0.344 17720/19.883/-0.097/0.255/0.346 11355/19.515/-0.104/0.258/0.345 
90 min 75392/26.464/-0.122/0.367/0.466 35880/22.054/-0.111/0.299/0.407 21211/20.375/-0.106/0.285/0.391 13095/19.550/-0.109/0.284/0.387 8512/19.542/-0.112/0.283/0.387 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344038/30.662/+0.010/0.253/0.290 229750/29.513/-0.003/0.241/0.276 140886/29.102/-0.014/0.234/0.268 81558/29.021/-0.025/0.226/0.259 47119/29.108/-0.037/0.220/0.253 

10 min 643941/27.291/-0.018/0.202/0.243 363944/26.587/-0.025/0.191/0.230 195727/26.372/-0.035/0.185/0.224 107449/26.380/-0.045/0.181/0.221 60749/26.603/-0.053/0.178/0.218 
15 min 658168/26.088/-0.022/0.187/0.232 361866/25.132/-0.029/0.178/0.220 191638/24.894/-0.039/0.174/0.217 104592/24.954/-0.048/0.171/0.214 59515/25.173/-0.058/0.170/0.214 
20 min 534695/25.582/-0.025/0.188/0.240 313804/24.311/-0.031/0.176/0.221 170009/23.945/-0.043/0.173/0.219 94065/23.967/-0.053/0.172/0.218 54936/24.105/-0.065/0.173/0.224 
25 min 435192/24.372/-0.033/0.198/0.260 268298/23.320/-0.035/0.180/0.229 146892/23.073/-0.046/0.176/0.224 82485/23.119/-0.056/0.176/0.225 48325/23.273/-0.068/0.177/0.228 
30 min 362948/24.330/-0.039/0.206/0.277 229482/22.933/-0.039/0.183/0.236 124127/22.560/-0.049/0.181/0.233 70321/22.547/-0.060/0.181/0.234 41652/22.555/-0.072/0.184/0.240 
45 min 195584/24.407/-0.069/0.250/0.346 130593/22.152/-0.056/0.204/0.274 72903/21.455/-0.063/0.201/0.266 41529/21.253/-0.070/0.203/0.268 25190/21.231/-0.081/0.207/0.273 
60 min 118515/25.442/-0.093/0.295/0.396 75985/21.962/-0.075/0.231/0.315 43731/21.067/-0.076/0.225/0.303 25841/20.451/-0.084/0.227/0.301 16338/20.351/-0.093/0.234/0.312 
75 min 89163/26.107/-0.110/0.337/0.436 49409/22.034/-0.093/0.263/0.359 28978/20.581/-0.092/0.255/0.347 17674/19.925/-0.098/0.256/0.347 11287/19.519/-0.106/0.260/0.348 
90 min 75235/26.472/-0.122/0.368/0.466 35915/22.098/-0.112/0.302/0.411 21181/20.363/-0.107/0.286/0.393 13078/19.587/-0.110/0.286/0.389 8480/19.560/-0.113/0.285/0.388 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 518039/30.347/+0.008/0.251/0.287 297126/29.547/-0.006/0.241/0.276 159042/29.142/-0.018/0.235/0.270 87305/28.987/-0.029/0.228/0.263 49869/29.064/-0.041/0.222/0.258 

10 min 571260/28.308/-0.008/0.192/0.230 374341/27.378/-0.019/0.186/0.225 199319/27.049/-0.029/0.182/0.221 109841/27.098/-0.039/0.178/0.218 62434/27.431/-0.048/0.174/0.214 
15 min 445357/27.848/-0.008/0.175/0.215 358209/26.907/-0.019/0.169/0.209 197707/26.727/-0.028/0.166/0.206 109099/26.862/-0.037/0.162/0.203 63230/27.225/-0.046/0.160/0.201 
20 min 300026/27.781/-0.006/0.172/0.217 299486/26.583/-0.018/0.163/0.204 173476/26.398/-0.029/0.160/0.201 98794/26.447/-0.039/0.158/0.200 58877/26.754/-0.049/0.158/0.203 
25 min 200482/28.136/-0.004/0.174/0.227 234206/26.301/-0.019/0.162/0.204 144544/25.982/-0.030/0.159/0.201 85309/25.911/-0.040/0.159/0.202 51436/26.270/-0.050/0.159/0.204 
30 min 137374/28.696/-0.003/0.182/0.244 177258/26.137/-0.022/0.164/0.209 116386/25.643/-0.033/0.162/0.205 70601/25.573/-0.043/0.162/0.207 43283/25.733/-0.052/0.164/0.211 
45 min 53916/30.892/+0.004/0.223/0.310 73194/25.896/-0.027/0.179/0.236 54936/24.666/-0.041/0.179/0.233 35844/24.316/-0.050/0.179/0.231 23633/24.496/-0.060/0.181/0.234 
60 min 26579/33.214/+0.011/0.271/0.365 32036/25.845/-0.033/0.207/0.281 25331/24.150/-0.045/0.199/0.263 17949/23.409/-0.061/0.202/0.264 12432/23.358/-0.070/0.205/0.269 
75 min 16946/35.629/+0.028/0.324/0.423 16021/26.527/-0.035/0.242/0.332 12924/23.851/-0.060/0.236/0.322 9824/22.636/-0.068/0.237/0.319 6770/22.004/-0.074/0.239/0.319 
90 min 12196/36 911/+0 034/0 351/0 444 8941/27 392/-0 035/0 280/0 379 7259/23 852/-0 064/0 262/0 359 5522/22 208/-0 076/0 263/0 356 4151/22 263/-0 083/0 256/0 347 

Table 51: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67794/30.074/+0.000/0.266/0.312 65933/27.021/-0.031/0.258/0.302 45281/25.823/-0.049/0.252/0.296 28714/24.999/-0.059/0.248/0.293 18024/24.336/-0.063/0.244/0.289 

10 min 106948/26.778/-0.014/0.228/0.278 96901/23.908/-0.046/0.228/0.279 64285/22.786/-0.069/0.229/0.282 40463/22.211/-0.082/0.228/0.282 25267/21.712/-0.091/0.228/0.283 
15 min 106922/24.932/-0.031/0.224/0.281 102822/22.290/-0.056/0.222/0.277 69348/21.224/-0.080/0.224/0.281 44566/20.754/-0.096/0.224/0.282 28391/20.538/-0.108/0.224/0.283 
20 min 98449/24.075/-0.046/0.233/0.296 99885/21.428/-0.065/0.224/0.283 69577/20.539/-0.086/0.222/0.282 45583/20.123/-0.101/0.224/0.283 29802/19.904/-0.112/0.224/0.285 
25 min 92485/23.159/-0.062/0.245/0.314 97038/20.847/-0.071/0.226/0.289 69232/19.959/-0.092/0.224/0.286 46029/19.783/-0.102/0.221/0.282 30106/19.585/-0.118/0.224/0.288 
30 min 87546/23.147/-0.071/0.254/0.326 94278/20.622/-0.077/0.229/0.295 67193/19.753/-0.094/0.225/0.289 45221/19.339/-0.106/0.224/0.288 30142/19.258/-0.117/0.224/0.290 
45 min 79191/22.730/-0.095/0.277/0.354 82934/20.146/-0.095/0.243/0.317 61098/19.105/-0.109/0.235/0.305 42299/18.621/-0.120/0.232/0.301 29121/18.492/-0.132/0.234/0.302 
60 min 75532/22.731/-0.110/0.297/0.374 72379/19.994/-0.110/0.258/0.336 53703/18.749/-0.120/0.245/0.319 37537/18.225/-0.131/0.241/0.315 26414/17.991/-0.141/0.241/0.316 
75 min 73613/22.651/-0.121/0.311/0.388 65251/20.084/-0.121/0.270/0.352 47079/18.690/-0.131/0.254/0.335 33756/18.070/-0.137/0.247/0.324 23702/17.834/-0.144/0.245/0.321 
90 min 71051/22.573/-0.127/0.322/0.400 58953/20.194/-0.126/0.284/0.368 42038/18.757/-0.136/0.263/0.347 30160/18.068/-0.143/0.256/0.338 21388/17.831/-0.150/0.250/0.327 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67706/30.101/-0.001/0.266/0.312 65816/27.077/-0.032/0.258/0.302 45083/25.812/-0.049/0.252/0.296 28723/24.988/-0.059/0.248/0.293 17944/24.355/-0.064/0.244/0.289 

10 min 106734/26.783/-0.015/0.228/0.278 96812/23.924/-0.046/0.229/0.279 64208/22.787/-0.070/0.229/0.283 40424/22.211/-0.082/0.228/0.282 25180/21.718/-0.091/0.229/0.283 
15 min 106687/24.953/-0.033/0.225/0.282 102655/22.322/-0.057/0.223/0.278 69374/21.242/-0.082/0.225/0.282 44452/20.771/-0.097/0.225/0.283 28279/20.564/-0.108/0.224/0.283 
20 min 98457/24.077/-0.046/0.234/0.297 99628/21.443/-0.066/0.225/0.284 69441/20.536/-0.087/0.223/0.283 45419/20.133/-0.101/0.224/0.284 29706/19.926/-0.113/0.224/0.286 
25 min 92290/23.202/-0.064/0.245/0.315 96544/20.866/-0.071/0.226/0.289 69040/19.975/-0.092/0.225/0.286 45885/19.795/-0.103/0.222/0.283 30010/19.606/-0.119/0.225/0.289 
30 min 87138/23.108/-0.073/0.255/0.328 94261/20.632/-0.079/0.230/0.296 66974/19.781/-0.094/0.226/0.290 45070/19.352/-0.107/0.225/0.289 30041/19.262/-0.118/0.226/0.291 
45 min 78898/22.756/-0.096/0.278/0.355 82559/20.185/-0.095/0.244/0.317 60869/19.139/-0.109/0.236/0.306 42182/18.643/-0.121/0.233/0.303 29008/18.505/-0.133/0.235/0.304 
60 min 75168/22.777/-0.111/0.298/0.375 72093/20.006/-0.110/0.259/0.337 53468/18.784/-0.120/0.246/0.320 37381/18.271/-0.131/0.242/0.317 26278/18.002/-0.141/0.242/0.317 
75 min 73336/22.695/-0.121/0.312/0.390 65028/20.099/-0.122/0.272/0.354 46906/18.712/-0.131/0.256/0.336 33602/18.091/-0.138/0.248/0.326 23583/17.850/-0.145/0.247/0.323 
90 min 70894/22.610/-0.127/0.323/0.401 58768/20.212/-0.127/0.285/0.369 41865/18.794/-0.135/0.265/0.348 30068/18.099/-0.144/0.257/0.340 21310/17.862/-0.150/0.251/0.329 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP/Norm. MVD against NWP/Norm. RMSVD against NWP 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 60606/29.967/+0.004/0.252/0.295 69318/26.948/-0.036/0.257/0.302 46776/25.666/-0.058/0.256/0.302 30119/24.755/-0.071/0.255/0.302 19310/24.114/-0.077/0.251/0.298 

10 min 64532/28.323/+0.016/0.215/0.262 89202/24.770/-0.029/0.225/0.275 62544/23.415/-0.058/0.228/0.281 40597/22.845/-0.071/0.227/0.281 25522/22.326/-0.082/0.227/0.281 
15 min 56129/27.455/+0.014/0.210/0.263 91169/24.091/-0.026/0.212/0.264 68126/22.814/-0.056/0.216/0.271 44426/22.239/-0.074/0.218/0.274 28899/22.046/-0.087/0.216/0.272 
20 min 44880/27.360/+0.009/0.212/0.270 82593/23.632/-0.028/0.209/0.263 65019/22.387/-0.058/0.212/0.268 44130/21.943/-0.072/0.211/0.266 29782/21.728/-0.088/0.212/0.269 
25 min 38229/27.172/+0.005/0.222/0.284 73420/23.074/-0.031/0.209/0.266 60937/21.829/-0.059/0.210/0.267 43424/21.462/-0.077/0.211/0.267 28894/21.387/-0.091/0.212/0.271 
30 min 33729/27.143/+0.001/0.232/0.300 65070/22.711/-0.036/0.212/0.272 56743/21.558/-0.062/0.211/0.270 41467/20.983/-0.079/0.212/0.272 28646/21.047/-0.091/0.212/0.271 
45 min 26276/27.069/-0.012/0.260/0.333 45126/21.766/-0.052/0.226/0.295 42199/20.383/-0.076/0.221/0.287 33167/19.879/-0.094/0.221/0.286 24961/19.938/-0.107/0.221/0.284 
60 min 21651/26.848/-0.026/0.276/0.352 32282/21.322/-0.064/0.241/0.319 30618/19.456/-0.090/0.231/0.304 24773/18.913/-0.107/0.232/0.303 18660/18.750/-0.120/0.233/0.305 
75 min 17755/26.471/-0.031/0.290/0.370 23862/21.378/-0.069/0.257/0.342 22199/18.837/-0.099/0.243/0.323 18622/18.278/-0.115/0.240/0.316 14336/17.875/-0.128/0.239/0.314 
90 min 14546/26 208/-0 026/0 301/0 384 18285/21 223/-0 069/0 268/0 355 16196/18 849/-0 098/0 251/0 333 13780/17 600/-0 123/0 250/0 332 10793/17 473/-0 133/0 248/0 327 

Table 52: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at AMV level 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

II.3 Validation normalized statistics against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (for all AMVs) 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3900253/18.998/-0.004/0.111/0.155 1185587/18.046/-0.015/0.099/0.128 456453/18.075/-0.018/0.093/0.119 230111/18.343/-0.020/0.088/0.111 120223/18.796/-0.021/0.083/0.105 

10 min 2391213/19.184/-0.006/0.103/0.166 931914/17.377/-0.019/0.083/0.110 378794/17.179/-0.022/0.078/0.100 200032/17.233/-0.023/0.074/0.095 109567/17.351/-0.024/0.071/0.090 
15 min 1464020/19.512/+0.002/0.120/0.215 663672/16.861/-0.019/0.081/0.111 270964/16.554/-0.023/0.074/0.097 141434/16.436/-0.024/0.071/0.092 77640/16.413/-0.025/0.069/0.088 
20 min 906311/20.682/+0.015/0.147/0.264 447497/16.526/-0.019/0.082/0.121 186459/15.973/-0.023/0.075/0.100 94967/15.700/-0.025/0.071/0.093 51655/15.541/-0.027/0.069/0.090 
25 min 645822/21.892/+0.028/0.177/0.304 301063/16.418/-0.018/0.087/0.137 126490/15.568/-0.024/0.076/0.104 63787/15.167/-0.026/0.073/0.096 33890/14.696/-0.028/0.070/0.092 
30 min 496927/23.337/+0.041/0.204/0.333 204068/16.613/-0.015/0.095/0.163 86278/15.275/-0.024/0.078/0.112 43761/14.662/-0.027/0.074/0.099 22851/14.016/-0.029/0.072/0.095 
45 min 318076/26.491/+0.065/0.255/0.371 81393/18.228/+0.002/0.129/0.237 33263/14.839/-0.020/0.093/0.162 16468/13.461/-0.028/0.082/0.123 8548/12.499/-0.032/0.080/0.111 
60 min 259111/27.913/+0.077/0.279/0.386 45255/21.148/+0.022/0.170/0.291 16108/15.694/-0.009/0.114/0.213 7712/13.293/-0.023/0.099/0.181 3838/11.836/-0.031/0.095/0.167 
75 min 237160/28.449/+0.084/0.294/0.397 32609/24.053/+0.039/0.202/0.320 9135/17.504/+0.004/0.146/0.269 4109/14.174/-0.016/0.119/0.231 1915/12.423/-0.026/0.105/0.197 
90 min 215784/28.872/+0.087/0.301/0.401 26470/26.269/+0.051/0.226/0.335 6175/20.286/+0.019/0.173/0.299 2619/15.675/+0.000/0.152/0.285 1084/13.505/-0.018/0.137/0.280 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 3893066/19.016/-0.005/0.111/0.155 1183023/18.067/-0.015/0.099/0.128 455067/18.096/-0.019/0.092/0.118 229273/18.373/-0.020/0.088/0.111 119616/18.844/-0.021/0.083/0.105 

10 min 2388733/19.196/-0.006/0.102/0.166 930076/17.391/-0.019/0.083/0.109 378182/17.192/-0.022/0.077/0.100 199554/17.251/-0.023/0.074/0.095 109335/17.367/-0.024/0.071/0.090 
15 min 1461508/19.528/+0.002/0.120/0.215 662172/16.884/-0.020/0.080/0.111 270289/16.577/-0.023/0.074/0.097 141101/16.458/-0.024/0.071/0.092 77556/16.423/-0.026/0.069/0.088 
20 min 904480/20.691/+0.014/0.147/0.263 446556/16.535/-0.020/0.082/0.120 186018/15.991/-0.024/0.074/0.099 94867/15.713/-0.026/0.071/0.093 51579/15.542/-0.027/0.069/0.090 
25 min 645744/21.897/+0.028/0.176/0.303 300488/16.437/-0.018/0.087/0.137 126103/15.594/-0.024/0.076/0.104 63563/15.187/-0.027/0.073/0.097 33802/14.713/-0.029/0.071/0.092 
30 min 496713/23.360/+0.041/0.203/0.332 203414/16.628/-0.015/0.095/0.161 86072/15.300/-0.024/0.079/0.114 43697/14.666/-0.027/0.074/0.100 22787/14.038/-0.030/0.073/0.095 
45 min 318025/26.492/+0.065/0.254/0.371 81144/18.269/+0.001/0.128/0.234 33283/14.899/-0.020/0.093/0.161 16421/13.498/-0.028/0.082/0.122 8501/12.516/-0.032/0.079/0.110 
60 min 258816/27.927/+0.076/0.278/0.385 44790/21.205/+0.022/0.170/0.291 16064/15.681/-0.011/0.115/0.215 7695/13.328/-0.023/0.100/0.188 3850/11.778/-0.031/0.094/0.166 
75 min 237052/28.475/+0.085/0.294/0.397 32439/24.121/+0.041/0.203/0.321 8990/17.448/+0.003/0.143/0.264 4076/14.265/-0.017/0.121/0.236 1909/12.515/-0.026/0.107/0.200 
90 min 215973/28.884/+0.087/0.299/0.400 26431/26.208/+0.051/0.226/0.336 6036/20.312/+0.020/0.176/0.302 2592/15.899/-0.002/0.151/0.286 1081/13.702/-0.018/0.144/0.302 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 2378578/19.213/-0.007/0.102/0.140 1116236/18.419/-0.016/0.095/0.122 449922/18.415/-0.019/0.090/0.115 230764/18.650/-0.021/0.087/0.110 121916/19.109/-0.021/0.082/0.104 

10 min 848714/20.647/-0.002/0.093/0.162 709259/18.282/-0.018/0.078/0.104 347078/18.001/-0.021/0.074/0.096 193173/17.999/-0.022/0.071/0.091 107415/18.184/-0.023/0.068/0.087 
15 min 409803/22.105/+0.013/0.108/0.217 412694/18.127/-0.018/0.074/0.103 226734/17.731/-0.021/0.069/0.091 131158/17.614/-0.023/0.067/0.087 74716/17.526/-0.024/0.065/0.083 
20 min 213066/24.085/+0.036/0.136/0.274 230924/17.856/-0.017/0.075/0.113 139414/17.331/-0.022/0.069/0.093 83103/17.247/-0.023/0.066/0.087 48547/17.027/-0.025/0.064/0.085 
25 min 127040/27.430/+0.062/0.167/0.313 132856/18.153/-0.014/0.078/0.130 85775/17.245/-0.021/0.069/0.095 52115/16.899/-0.024/0.066/0.090 30281/16.508/-0.026/0.065/0.086 
30 min 85698/31.652/+0.090/0.200/0.346 77941/18.725/-0.007/0.085/0.165 52267/17.007/-0.021/0.070/0.105 33207/16.390/-0.023/0.067/0.093 19457/15.979/-0.025/0.066/0.090 
45 min 41790/40.630/+0.137/0.259/0.375 21307/22.014/+0.027/0.128/0.266 14374/16.476/-0.013/0.085/0.165 9747/15.089/-0.022/0.075/0.134 5832/14.034/-0.029/0.072/0.113 
60 min 29737/44.646/+0.159/0.287/0.389 8811/29.652/+0.079/0.186/0.332 4841/18.478/+0.016/0.120/0.266 3179/14.382/-0.012/0.094/0.215 2030/13.010/-0.025/0.090/0.182 
75 min 22861/46.502/+0.171/0.307/0.404 5366/37.138/+0.116/0.232/0.360 2075/23.652/+0.052/0.168/0.337 1228/17.220/+0.025/0.152/0.342 756/14.784/+0.009/0.128/0.309 
90 min 16443/46.756/+0.179/0.316/0.415 4100/41.695/+0.133/0.257/0.365 1043/32.154/+0.099/0.218/0.359 621/20.243/+0.030/0.164/0.309 324/17.170/+0.003/0.126/0.253 

Table 53: Validation normalized statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 448506/23.764/+0.024/0.158/0.202 159094/23.090/+0.010/0.144/0.182 82117/22.721/+0.004/0.138/0.173 44219/22.470/-0.001/0.134/0.166 25211/22.315/-0.005/0.131/0.161 

10 min 1170262/17.618/-0.009/0.126/0.162 397155/16.970/-0.018/0.115/0.145 180485/16.731/-0.022/0.111/0.139 91718/16.644/-0.025/0.108/0.134 49767/16.519/-0.028/0.107/0.132 
15 min 1180511/16.448/-0.017/0.111/0.146 411799/15.336/-0.026/0.103/0.130 186515/14.890/-0.030/0.100/0.125 94166/14.677/-0.032/0.098/0.122 51363/14.544/-0.035/0.097/0.121 
20 min 827549/16.648/-0.017/0.105/0.147 311521/15.118/-0.027/0.094/0.121 145234/14.431/-0.032/0.093/0.118 74578/14.097/-0.034/0.092/0.116 41365/13.976/-0.037/0.091/0.115 
25 min 703891/15.546/-0.018/0.109/0.163 269819/14.160/-0.029/0.094/0.123 120886/13.614/-0.033/0.091/0.116 61044/13.366/-0.036/0.089/0.114 33779/13.260/-0.038/0.088/0.112 
30 min 502219/16.575/-0.013/0.110/0.177 200887/14.401/-0.027/0.091/0.123 89124/13.539/-0.033/0.089/0.116 45229/13.225/-0.036/0.087/0.113 25493/12.928/-0.038/0.088/0.114 
45 min 245578/17.510/+0.002/0.141/0.249 107600/13.659/-0.026/0.098/0.150 45291/12.737/-0.033/0.092/0.127 22254/12.279/-0.036/0.090/0.124 12253/12.131/-0.039/0.089/0.120 
60 min 138433/19.675/+0.021/0.181/0.305 61499/13.720/-0.020/0.115/0.197 25368/12.335/-0.030/0.102/0.160 11906/11.840/-0.034/0.096/0.138 6670/11.743/-0.038/0.096/0.134 
75 min 97518/21.830/+0.037/0.214/0.336 38145/14.298/-0.013/0.136/0.241 15223/12.565/-0.027/0.114/0.191 7175/11.961/-0.031/0.107/0.171 3731/11.625/-0.036/0.108/0.156 
90 min 76654/23.613/+0.049/0.238/0.356 25390/15.431/-0.003/0.158/0.276 10079/13.122/-0.022/0.128/0.213 4230/11.911/-0.034/0.123/0.198 2317/11.836/-0.036/0.116/0.184 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 447656/23.774/+0.023/0.157/0.201 158803/23.080/+0.010/0.143/0.181 81596/22.745/+0.004/0.138/0.172 43845/22.475/-0.001/0.133/0.165 25022/22.410/-0.005/0.129/0.160 

10 min 1168821/17.633/-0.009/0.125/0.161 396449/16.996/-0.019/0.114/0.144 179547/16.763/-0.023/0.111/0.138 91445/16.666/-0.026/0.108/0.134 49632/16.530/-0.028/0.106/0.132 
15 min 1177944/16.464/-0.017/0.110/0.146 410423/15.356/-0.026/0.102/0.129 185903/14.907/-0.030/0.100/0.125 93948/14.700/-0.033/0.098/0.122 51260/14.546/-0.035/0.097/0.121 
20 min 826037/16.657/-0.017/0.104/0.147 310790/15.139/-0.027/0.094/0.121 144792/14.447/-0.032/0.093/0.118 74227/14.122/-0.035/0.092/0.116 41251/13.985/-0.038/0.091/0.115 
25 min 701398/15.570/-0.019/0.108/0.163 269284/14.165/-0.030/0.094/0.123 120635/13.635/-0.034/0.091/0.117 60876/13.381/-0.037/0.090/0.115 33654/13.282/-0.039/0.088/0.112 
30 min 501367/16.575/-0.013/0.110/0.176 200428/14.421/-0.027/0.091/0.124 88858/13.556/-0.033/0.089/0.116 45016/13.246/-0.036/0.087/0.114 25417/12.939/-0.038/0.088/0.115 
45 min 245215/17.526/+0.001/0.141/0.248 107222/13.678/-0.026/0.098/0.149 45125/12.748/-0.034/0.092/0.128 22157/12.280/-0.037/0.091/0.125 12224/12.136/-0.040/0.090/0.121 
60 min 137883/19.719/+0.021/0.181/0.304 61193/13.706/-0.021/0.115/0.196 25181/12.332/-0.031/0.102/0.160 11853/11.848/-0.035/0.096/0.137 6644/11.767/-0.038/0.097/0.134 
75 min 97220/21.848/+0.037/0.213/0.335 38030/14.262/-0.013/0.136/0.242 15231/12.565/-0.028/0.114/0.190 7143/11.985/-0.032/0.107/0.172 3721/11.666/-0.036/0.107/0.155 
90 min 76303/23.585/+0.049/0.238/0.356 25301/15.409/-0.004/0.158/0.276 10033/13.195/-0.022/0.128/0.215 4222/11.942/-0.033/0.122/0.198 2299/11.855/-0.036/0.116/0.184 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 874966/23.804/+0.022/0.152/0.193 268416/23.005/+0.009/0.143/0.178 114314/22.706/+0.004/0.139/0.172 56174/22.536/-0.001/0.134/0.165 30410/22.400/-0.006/0.130/0.160 

10 min 1025581/18.569/-0.008/0.115/0.149 423744/17.738/-0.018/0.108/0.137 190090/17.330/-0.022/0.106/0.133 96058/17.173/-0.025/0.104/0.130 52077/17.067/-0.027/0.103/0.127 
15 min 673459/17.569/-0.014/0.101/0.139 382902/16.324/-0.025/0.096/0.122 181237/15.762/-0.029/0.095/0.120 92586/15.448/-0.031/0.094/0.117 51287/15.295/-0.034/0.093/0.116 
20 min 354702/18.392/-0.012/0.095/0.145 279374/16.272/-0.025/0.088/0.114 139094/15.417/-0.030/0.087/0.111 73003/14.986/-0.033/0.087/0.111 41180/14.750/-0.035/0.087/0.109 
25 min 204599/18.957/-0.005/0.099/0.172 195650/16.035/-0.025/0.085/0.116 102826/15.088/-0.030/0.084/0.110 54767/14.573/-0.034/0.084/0.109 31386/14.303/-0.036/0.083/0.107 
30 min 124041/19.912/+0.005/0.108/0.207 134304/15.899/-0.023/0.085/0.121 75284/14.782/-0.029/0.083/0.112 40870/14.265/-0.033/0.083/0.110 23552/13.839/-0.035/0.083/0.110 
45 min 42418/22.772/+0.041/0.154/0.300 52076/15.253/-0.018/0.096/0.173 30529/13.953/-0.028/0.087/0.134 17199/13.314/-0.033/0.087/0.129 9962/12.925/-0.037/0.085/0.115 
60 min 16933/27.781/+0.077/0.206/0.356 20800/15.733/-0.003/0.124/0.254 13014/13.706/-0.023/0.102/0.184 7414/12.919/-0.032/0.092/0.142 4507/12.639/-0.035/0.096/0.138 
75 min 9137/33.621/+0.112/0.248/0.384 10505/17.468/+0.015/0.150/0.309 6420/14.554/-0.008/0.124/0.245 3568/12.918/-0.026/0.109/0.197 2078/12.308/-0.034/0.108/0.181 
90 min 5125/38.374/+0.123/0.268/0.386 4953/21.117/+0.038/0.186/0.346 3196/15.734/+0.004/0.147/0.302 1675/14.035/-0.020/0.131/0.242 1018/12.696/-0.029/0.124/0.204 

Table 54: Validation normalized statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 432840/26.684/+0.029/0.153/0.196 186739/25.901/+0.015/0.139/0.176 96441/25.655/+0.009/0.132/0.166 50831/25.468/+0.004/0.127/0.159 27621/25.361/+0.001/0.123/0.154 

10 min 1072905/21.641/-0.003/0.107/0.139 435157/21.101/-0.012/0.096/0.123 202010/20.864/-0.016/0.092/0.116 101684/20.747/-0.019/0.089/0.111 55853/20.663/-0.020/0.086/0.109 
15 min 1130470/20.783/-0.010/0.092/0.122 462956/19.984/-0.017/0.083/0.107 215354/19.620/-0.021/0.080/0.102 109770/19.494/-0.023/0.078/0.098 60300/19.468/-0.024/0.076/0.097 
20 min 874718/21.213/-0.010/0.087/0.121 392248/20.016/-0.018/0.077/0.100 187986/19.454/-0.021/0.075/0.096 98153/19.211/-0.023/0.074/0.094 54660/19.170/-0.024/0.073/0.093 
25 min 709372/20.475/-0.010/0.091/0.134 335968/19.450/-0.019/0.077/0.102 161161/18.949/-0.022/0.074/0.097 83899/18.763/-0.023/0.072/0.094 47550/18.626/-0.024/0.073/0.093 
30 min 551336/21.153/-0.007/0.094/0.147 271032/19.733/-0.017/0.077/0.105 127330/19.075/-0.021/0.074/0.098 66333/18.762/-0.022/0.072/0.094 37744/18.542/-0.024/0.073/0.094 
45 min 264699/22.334/+0.004/0.123/0.203 137299/19.896/-0.014/0.085/0.128 62370/18.987/-0.018/0.080/0.112 31290/18.382/-0.021/0.079/0.108 17432/18.068/-0.022/0.079/0.106 
60 min 147863/24.264/+0.021/0.163/0.258 72983/20.486/-0.008/0.102/0.163 31561/19.125/-0.015/0.092/0.140 15215/18.340/-0.017/0.092/0.136 8336/17.858/-0.021/0.090/0.126 
75 min 106148/25.603/+0.035/0.196/0.294 44383/21.361/+0.000/0.127/0.205 18487/19.758/-0.009/0.110/0.174 8478/18.618/-0.015/0.103/0.153 4573/18.204/-0.017/0.103/0.147 
90 min 85479/26.434/+0.048/0.224/0.325 30850/22.175/+0.009/0.154/0.244 12402/20.385/-0.001/0.129/0.201 5329/19.319/-0.008/0.118/0.177 2914/18.631/-0.016/0.112/0.169 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 431851/26.710/+0.029/0.152/0.195 186294/25.908/+0.015/0.138/0.175 96001/25.702/+0.008/0.131/0.165 50543/25.517/+0.003/0.126/0.158 27536/25.382/+0.000/0.122/0.152 

10 min 1069905/21.660/-0.004/0.106/0.138 434039/21.127/-0.012/0.096/0.122 201329/20.885/-0.016/0.092/0.116 101364/20.765/-0.019/0.088/0.111 55615/20.714/-0.020/0.086/0.108 
15 min 1127246/20.807/-0.010/0.091/0.122 462061/20.008/-0.018/0.083/0.106 214725/19.644/-0.021/0.079/0.101 109486/19.517/-0.023/0.078/0.098 60104/19.488/-0.024/0.076/0.096 
20 min 872704/21.235/-0.011/0.086/0.121 391393/20.036/-0.018/0.077/0.100 187361/19.478/-0.022/0.075/0.096 97902/19.229/-0.024/0.074/0.094 54464/19.203/-0.025/0.073/0.093 
25 min 707381/20.505/-0.011/0.090/0.133 335049/19.466/-0.019/0.077/0.102 160755/18.971/-0.022/0.074/0.097 83605/18.773/-0.023/0.073/0.094 47363/18.658/-0.025/0.073/0.094 
30 min 550325/21.181/-0.008/0.094/0.147 270339/19.752/-0.017/0.077/0.104 126924/19.094/-0.021/0.074/0.097 66140/18.784/-0.023/0.072/0.094 37602/18.573/-0.024/0.073/0.094 
45 min 263850/22.360/+0.004/0.122/0.202 136994/19.927/-0.014/0.085/0.128 62232/19.006/-0.018/0.080/0.112 31117/18.415/-0.021/0.078/0.108 17364/18.094/-0.023/0.079/0.106 
60 min 147646/24.277/+0.021/0.163/0.258 72796/20.508/-0.008/0.102/0.163 31449/19.139/-0.015/0.092/0.139 15138/18.358/-0.017/0.091/0.135 8316/17.882/-0.022/0.090/0.127 
75 min 105745/25.628/+0.035/0.196/0.294 44088/21.361/+0.000/0.127/0.205 18409/19.756/-0.010/0.110/0.173 8402/18.671/-0.015/0.102/0.153 4539/18.256/-0.016/0.102/0.147 
90 min 85309/26.467/+0.048/0.224/0.324 30730/22.160/+0.009/0.154/0.243 12421/20.373/-0.001/0.129/0.202 5325/19.278/-0.008/0.119/0.177 2919/18.635/-0.015/0.112/0.168 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 792454/27.192/+0.025/0.142/0.180 301371/26.797/+0.013/0.131/0.165 133616/26.747/+0.007/0.125/0.157 66793/26.850/+0.003/0.121/0.151 36241/26.854/+0.000/0.117/0.146 

10 min 1000235/23.318/-0.003/0.096/0.125 474730/22.842/-0.010/0.088/0.113 221178/22.731/-0.014/0.085/0.108 113252/22.875/-0.016/0.081/0.103 63245/23.178/-0.017/0.078/0.099 
15 min 741832/22.849/-0.008/0.082/0.112 469271/22.178/-0.015/0.075/0.098 226417/21.966/-0.017/0.072/0.093 117341/22.103/-0.019/0.070/0.090 66245/22.318/-0.019/0.068/0.088 
20 min 444139/23.592/-0.006/0.078/0.116 376692/22.292/-0.015/0.070/0.092 192281/21.926/-0.018/0.067/0.088 102829/21.789/-0.020/0.066/0.086 58999/22.115/-0.020/0.065/0.084 
25 min 268925/24.388/-0.002/0.080/0.132 280362/22.388/-0.014/0.068/0.093 154624/21.860/-0.017/0.067/0.089 83042/21.665/-0.019/0.065/0.085 49006/21.693/-0.020/0.065/0.084 
30 min 167363/25.559/+0.005/0.087/0.156 200447/22.644/-0.013/0.069/0.098 117118/21.911/-0.016/0.066/0.091 63944/21.557/-0.018/0.065/0.087 37526/21.458/-0.020/0.065/0.085 
45 min 53081/29.543/+0.035/0.128/0.234 70342/23.514/-0.005/0.078/0.132 45064/22.209/-0.012/0.073/0.111 25012/21.337/-0.017/0.070/0.098 14897/20.901/-0.018/0.071/0.101 
60 min 21157/33.838/+0.066/0.173/0.286 25794/24.972/+0.012/0.105/0.199 16739/22.724/-0.002/0.090/0.161 9108/21.516/-0.011/0.086/0.140 5521/20.659/-0.018/0.083/0.119 
75 min 11249/37.926/+0.099/0.219/0.334 11692/27.612/+0.036/0.142/0.256 7205/23.795/+0.008/0.110/0.201 3664/22.032/-0.005/0.101/0.170 2280/21.484/-0.009/0.099/0.154 
90 min 7094/39.975/+0.108/0.237/0.342 6411/30.189/+0.054/0.167/0.278 3744/25.725/+0.018/0.127/0.216 1752/24.226/+0.011/0.120/0.204 1147/22.413/+0.003/0.120/0.201 

Table 55: Validation normalized statistics forIR1S08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344393/30.639/+0.036/0.138/0.178 230100/29.516/+0.024/0.125/0.159 141227/29.078/+0.019/0.119/0.151 81662/28.994/+0.014/0.113/0.143 47325/29.099/+0.010/0.109/0.138 

10 min 644961/27.265/+0.008/0.094/0.123 364618/26.564/+0.000/0.084/0.108 196112/26.346/-0.004/0.079/0.101 107606/26.362/-0.007/0.075/0.097 60930/26.562/-0.008/0.073/0.094 
15 min 658707/26.071/+0.002/0.083/0.111 362262/25.116/-0.005/0.074/0.096 191928/24.873/-0.008/0.070/0.091 104756/24.934/-0.011/0.067/0.087 59671/25.152/-0.012/0.066/0.085 
20 min 535595/25.566/+0.001/0.082/0.115 314291/24.292/-0.006/0.072/0.095 170460/23.928/-0.010/0.069/0.090 94340/23.942/-0.012/0.066/0.086 55050/24.084/-0.014/0.066/0.086 
25 min 436187/24.368/+0.000/0.087/0.126 268900/23.304/-0.007/0.073/0.097 147083/23.056/-0.011/0.070/0.092 82766/23.092/-0.013/0.068/0.089 48465/23.246/-0.014/0.067/0.087 
30 min 363699/24.307/+0.001/0.091/0.137 229969/22.906/-0.007/0.074/0.101 124402/22.544/-0.011/0.071/0.094 70507/22.510/-0.013/0.070/0.092 41805/22.526/-0.015/0.069/0.092 
45 min 195790/24.388/+0.009/0.117/0.189 130960/22.133/-0.007/0.083/0.119 73182/21.432/-0.011/0.078/0.108 41636/21.247/-0.013/0.077/0.105 25298/21.203/-0.015/0.076/0.103 
60 min 119129/25.449/+0.021/0.149/0.233 76040/21.953/-0.004/0.096/0.144 43828/21.046/-0.010/0.087/0.126 25924/20.427/-0.013/0.085/0.118 16385/20.326/-0.015/0.085/0.117 
75 min 89548/26.102/+0.033/0.178/0.268 49633/22.005/-0.001/0.110/0.172 28951/20.609/-0.010/0.098/0.145 17720/19.883/-0.013/0.094/0.132 11355/19.515/-0.017/0.091/0.126 
90 min 75392/26.464/+0.042/0.202/0.299 35880/22.054/+0.005/0.131/0.206 21211/20.375/-0.007/0.111/0.169 13095/19.550/-0.013/0.103/0.152 8512/19.542/-0.016/0.099/0.143 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 344038/30.662/+0.036/0.137/0.176 229750/29.513/+0.024/0.124/0.158 140886/29.102/+0.018/0.118/0.150 81558/29.021/+0.013/0.112/0.142 47119/29.108/+0.010/0.108/0.137 

10 min 643941/27.291/+0.008/0.093/0.122 363944/26.587/-0.000/0.083/0.107 195727/26.372/-0.004/0.078/0.101 107449/26.380/-0.007/0.075/0.096 60749/26.603/-0.009/0.073/0.094 
15 min 658168/26.088/+0.001/0.082/0.110 361866/25.132/-0.006/0.073/0.096 191638/24.894/-0.009/0.070/0.091 104592/24.954/-0.011/0.067/0.087 59515/25.173/-0.012/0.066/0.085 
20 min 534695/25.582/+0.000/0.082/0.114 313804/24.311/-0.007/0.071/0.094 170009/23.945/-0.010/0.068/0.089 94065/23.967/-0.012/0.066/0.086 54936/24.105/-0.014/0.066/0.086 
25 min 435192/24.372/-0.000/0.086/0.125 268298/23.320/-0.008/0.073/0.097 146892/23.073/-0.011/0.069/0.092 82485/23.119/-0.013/0.068/0.089 48325/23.273/-0.014/0.066/0.087 
30 min 362948/24.330/+0.001/0.090/0.137 229482/22.933/-0.008/0.074/0.100 124127/22.560/-0.011/0.071/0.094 70321/22.547/-0.013/0.069/0.092 41652/22.555/-0.015/0.069/0.092 
45 min 195584/24.407/+0.009/0.117/0.189 130593/22.152/-0.007/0.082/0.118 72903/21.455/-0.011/0.078/0.107 41529/21.253/-0.013/0.077/0.105 25190/21.231/-0.015/0.076/0.102 
60 min 118515/25.442/+0.020/0.148/0.232 75985/21.962/-0.005/0.095/0.144 43731/21.067/-0.010/0.087/0.126 25841/20.451/-0.013/0.085/0.117 16338/20.351/-0.016/0.085/0.116 
75 min 89163/26.107/+0.032/0.177/0.267 49409/22.034/-0.001/0.110/0.171 28978/20.581/-0.010/0.097/0.144 17674/19.925/-0.014/0.093/0.132 11287/19.519/-0.017/0.091/0.125 
90 min 75235/26.472/+0.042/0.202/0.297 35915/22.098/+0.006/0.130/0.205 21181/20.363/-0.007/0.110/0.167 13078/19.587/-0.013/0.103/0.153 8480/19.560/-0.017/0.098/0.142 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 518039/30.347/+0.034/0.134/0.171 297126/29.547/+0.023/0.123/0.156 159042/29.142/+0.018/0.118/0.150 87305/28.987/+0.013/0.113/0.143 49869/29.064/+0.009/0.109/0.139 

10 min 571260/28.308/+0.009/0.088/0.116 374341/27.378/+0.001/0.081/0.105 199319/27.049/-0.003/0.077/0.100 109841/27.098/-0.005/0.074/0.096 62434/27.431/-0.007/0.072/0.093 
15 min 445357/27.848/+0.003/0.077/0.105 358209/26.907/-0.003/0.069/0.091 197707/26.727/-0.006/0.066/0.087 109099/26.862/-0.008/0.064/0.083 63230/27.225/-0.010/0.063/0.082 
20 min 300026/27.781/+0.004/0.075/0.110 299486/26.583/-0.004/0.066/0.088 173476/26.398/-0.008/0.063/0.084 98794/26.447/-0.010/0.061/0.081 58877/26.754/-0.011/0.061/0.080 
25 min 200482/28.136/+0.007/0.078/0.123 234206/26.301/-0.005/0.066/0.089 144544/25.982/-0.008/0.063/0.084 85309/25.911/-0.010/0.062/0.083 51436/26.270/-0.011/0.061/0.082 
30 min 137374/28.696/+0.012/0.084/0.143 177258/26.137/-0.004/0.067/0.094 116386/25.643/-0.008/0.064/0.086 70601/25.573/-0.010/0.063/0.085 43283/25.733/-0.011/0.063/0.084 
45 min 53916/30.892/+0.034/0.117/0.209 73194/25.896/-0.000/0.076/0.119 54936/24.666/-0.006/0.072/0.104 35844/24.316/-0.010/0.069/0.096 23633/24.496/-0.011/0.069/0.094 
60 min 26579/33.214/+0.062/0.154/0.260 32036/25.845/+0.007/0.091/0.155 25331/24.150/-0.003/0.082/0.127 17949/23.409/-0.008/0.079/0.118 12432/23.358/-0.012/0.078/0.110 
75 min 16946/35.629/+0.093/0.199/0.318 16021/26.527/+0.021/0.113/0.200 12924/23.851/+0.003/0.098/0.164 9824/22.636/-0.003/0.091/0.148 6770/22.004/-0.008/0.090/0.136 
90 min 12196/36.911/+0.105/0.219/0.335 8941/27.392/+0.035/0.136/0.240 7259/23.852/+0.009/0.111/0.196 5522/22.208/-0.002/0.103/0.173 4151/22.263/-0.006/0.096/0.152 

Table 56: Validation normalized statistics forWV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67794/30.074/+0.021/0.138/0.183 65933/27.021/+0.008/0.126/0.164 45281/25.823/+0.002/0.119/0.153 28714/24.999/-0.003/0.116/0.148 18024/24.336/-0.005/0.112/0.143 

10 min 106948/26.778/+0.003/0.102/0.138 96901/23.908/-0.006/0.095/0.126 64285/22.786/-0.012/0.093/0.122 40463/22.211/-0.015/0.089/0.117 25267/21.712/-0.017/0.088/0.114 
15 min 106922/24.932/-0.002/0.097/0.135 102822/22.290/-0.010/0.089/0.120 69348/21.224/-0.016/0.087/0.115 44566/20.754/-0.019/0.085/0.111 28391/20.538/-0.022/0.083/0.108 
20 min 98449/24.075/-0.002/0.100/0.143 99885/21.428/-0.012/0.089/0.121 69577/20.539/-0.017/0.085/0.114 45583/20.123/-0.020/0.085/0.112 29802/19.904/-0.023/0.082/0.108 
25 min 92485/23.159/-0.002/0.106/0.153 97038/20.847/-0.012/0.090/0.124 69232/19.959/-0.017/0.086/0.116 46029/19.783/-0.020/0.083/0.110 30106/19.585/-0.022/0.081/0.107 
30 min 87546/23.147/-0.001/0.111/0.163 94278/20.622/-0.012/0.091/0.127 67193/19.753/-0.017/0.086/0.116 45221/19.339/-0.020/0.083/0.111 30142/19.258/-0.022/0.082/0.108 
45 min 79191/22.730/+0.001/0.126/0.184 82934/20.146/-0.011/0.098/0.142 61098/19.105/-0.017/0.090/0.124 42299/18.621/-0.021/0.086/0.117 29121/18.492/-0.023/0.085/0.114 
60 min 75532/22.731/+0.004/0.138/0.200 72379/19.994/-0.009/0.106/0.157 53703/18.749/-0.016/0.095/0.134 37537/18.225/-0.021/0.089/0.121 26414/17.991/-0.023/0.088/0.119 
75 min 73613/22.651/+0.006/0.146/0.210 65251/20.084/-0.008/0.113/0.168 47079/18.690/-0.016/0.099/0.142 33756/18.070/-0.020/0.093/0.129 23702/17.834/-0.023/0.091/0.124 
90 min 71051/22.573/+0.006/0.151/0.215 58953/20.194/-0.005/0.122/0.181 42038/18.757/-0.014/0.104/0.153 30160/18.068/-0.019/0.097/0.137 21388/17.831/-0.022/0.092/0.126 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 67706/30.101/+0.021/0.138/0.182 65816/27.077/+0.008/0.126/0.164 45083/25.812/+0.001/0.119/0.153 28723/24.988/-0.003/0.115/0.147 17944/24.355/-0.005/0.111/0.143 

10 min 106734/26.783/+0.003/0.101/0.137 96812/23.924/-0.006/0.095/0.126 64208/22.787/-0.012/0.092/0.121 40424/22.211/-0.015/0.089/0.116 25180/21.718/-0.017/0.088/0.113 
15 min 106687/24.953/-0.002/0.096/0.134 102655/22.322/-0.011/0.089/0.120 69374/21.242/-0.016/0.086/0.115 44452/20.771/-0.020/0.084/0.111 28279/20.564/-0.022/0.082/0.107 
20 min 98457/24.077/-0.003/0.100/0.143 99628/21.443/-0.012/0.088/0.120 69441/20.536/-0.017/0.085/0.114 45419/20.133/-0.020/0.084/0.112 29706/19.926/-0.023/0.082/0.108 
25 min 92290/23.202/-0.003/0.105/0.152 96544/20.866/-0.013/0.089/0.123 69040/19.975/-0.018/0.086/0.116 45885/19.795/-0.020/0.083/0.110 30010/19.606/-0.022/0.081/0.107 
30 min 87138/23.108/-0.002/0.110/0.161 94261/20.632/-0.012/0.091/0.127 66974/19.781/-0.017/0.086/0.116 45070/19.352/-0.020/0.083/0.111 30041/19.262/-0.022/0.082/0.108 
45 min 78898/22.756/+0.001/0.125/0.184 82559/20.185/-0.011/0.097/0.141 60869/19.139/-0.017/0.089/0.124 42182/18.643/-0.021/0.086/0.117 29008/18.505/-0.023/0.085/0.114 
60 min 75168/22.777/+0.003/0.137/0.199 72093/20.006/-0.009/0.106/0.157 53468/18.784/-0.016/0.095/0.134 37381/18.271/-0.021/0.089/0.121 26278/18.002/-0.023/0.087/0.118 
75 min 73336/22.695/+0.006/0.146/0.210 65028/20.099/-0.008/0.113/0.168 46906/18.712/-0.016/0.099/0.142 33602/18.091/-0.020/0.093/0.128 23583/17.850/-0.023/0.091/0.123 
90 min 70894/22.610/+0.006/0.150/0.215 58768/20.212/-0.005/0.121/0.182 41865/18.794/-0.014/0.104/0.154 30068/18.099/-0.020/0.096/0.137 21310/17.862/-0.023/0.092/0.126 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV Speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 60606/29.967/+0.015/0.125/0.164 69318/26.948/+0.006/0.123/0.160 46776/25.666/+0.000/0.119/0.154 30119/24.755/-0.004/0.116/0.149 19310/24.114/-0.006/0.113/0.145 

10 min 64532/28.323/+0.006/0.091/0.125 89202/24.770/-0.004/0.091/0.120 62544/23.415/-0.010/0.090/0.118 40597/22.845/-0.014/0.087/0.114 25522/22.326/-0.016/0.086/0.111 
15 min 56129/27.455/+0.005/0.085/0.123 91169/24.091/-0.007/0.082/0.110 68126/22.814/-0.013/0.081/0.108 44426/22.239/-0.016/0.079/0.104 28899/22.046/-0.019/0.078/0.101 
20 min 44880/27.360/+0.006/0.087/0.130 82593/23.632/-0.007/0.079/0.109 65019/22.387/-0.013/0.078/0.105 44130/21.943/-0.017/0.077/0.102 29782/21.728/-0.019/0.075/0.098 
25 min 38229/27.172/+0.010/0.093/0.142 73420/23.074/-0.006/0.079/0.112 60937/21.829/-0.013/0.078/0.105 43424/21.462/-0.016/0.076/0.101 28894/21.387/-0.018/0.075/0.099 
30 min 33729/27.143/+0.013/0.100/0.156 65070/22.711/-0.006/0.081/0.116 56743/21.558/-0.012/0.078/0.108 41467/20.983/-0.017/0.076/0.102 28646/21.047/-0.019/0.075/0.099 
45 min 26276/27.069/+0.020/0.116/0.181 45126/21.766/-0.004/0.088/0.133 42199/20.383/-0.012/0.082/0.116 33167/19.879/-0.017/0.080/0.111 24961/19.938/-0.020/0.078/0.104 
60 min 21651/26.848/+0.024/0.125/0.194 32282/21.322/-0.002/0.096/0.151 30618/19.456/-0.012/0.086/0.128 24773/18.913/-0.016/0.083/0.117 18660/18.750/-0.019/0.082/0.114 
75 min 17755/26.471/+0.027/0.134/0.208 23862/21.378/+0.003/0.105/0.172 22199/18.837/-0.010/0.092/0.138 18622/18.278/-0.016/0.087/0.126 14336/17.875/-0.020/0.085/0.117 
90 min 14546/26.208/+0.029/0.138/0.216 18285/21.223/+0.007/0.112/0.181 16196/18.849/-0.008/0.096/0.150 13780/17.600/-0.016/0.092/0.135 10793/17.473/-0.020/0.089/0.126 

Table 57: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering all AMVs) 
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Case 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
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AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

II.4 Validation normalized statistics against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (only for AMVs with a Best fit level related to a 
narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa, or to several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 

RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 
8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 

5 min 613676/28.024/+0.003/0.097/0.109 161343/28.431/-0.001/0.092/0.104 57860/29.441/-0.003/0.086/0.098 28255/30.226/-0.005/0.082/0.094 14630/31.177/-0.006/0.076/0.088 
10 min 314235/29.093/+0.002/0.087/0.099 95123/29.207/-0.000/0.082/0.094 34616/29.839/-0.003/0.077/0.089 17072/30.439/-0.004/0.073/0.086 8791/30.848/-0.006/0.070/0.082 
15 min 186063/28.440/+0.001/0.090/0.102 60233/28.514/-0.001/0.083/0.095 21352/28.953/-0.003/0.078/0.091 9906/29.283/-0.005/0.076/0.088 5021/29.769/-0.007/0.072/0.085 
20 min 120590/28.431/+0.000/0.092/0.105 39094/28.335/-0.001/0.084/0.097 13500/28.432/-0.003/0.080/0.093 5938/28.652/-0.004/0.077/0.090 2890/29.003/-0.008/0.076/0.088 
25 min 91454/28.201/-0.001/0.095/0.108 25953/28.101/-0.001/0.086/0.099 8564/28.171/-0.004/0.082/0.095 3653/28.266/-0.005/0.079/0.093 1601/28.372/-0.005/0.079/0.092 
30 min 75189/27.837/-0.001/0.099/0.111 18250/28.010/-0.002/0.088/0.101 5675/27.892/-0.003/0.085/0.098 2259/28.209/-0.005/0.081/0.094 996/27.792/-0.005/0.082/0.095 
45 min 54406/27.763/-0.002/0.103/0.115 8710/28.216/-0.003/0.094/0.107 2086/27.532/-0.003/0.090/0.103 763/27.679/-0.008/0.090/0.103 274/27.270/-0.011/0.097/0.108 
60 min 46245/27.647/-0.002/0.105/0.117 6025/28.509/-0.004/0.096/0.108 1173/28.027/-0.001/0.098/0.110 372/27.637/-0.005/0.098/0.111 119/27.092/-0.023/0.092/0.105 
75 min 42993/27.332/-0.002/0.107/0.119 5357/28.221/-0.005/0.100/0.112 922/27.315/-0.005/0.104/0.115 261/26.590/-0.017/0.103/0.117 76/25.829/-0.018/0.115/0.126 
90 min 39945/27.369/-0.001/0.107/0.119 4881/28.205/-0.004/0.101/0.113 824/27.995/-0.007/0.103/0.115 224/24.893/-0.009/0.127/0.138 59/25.780/-0.031/0.128/0.137 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 622507/27.932/+0.002/0.097/0.109 163776/28.342/-0.002/0.091/0.104 59079/29.287/-0.004/0.086/0.098 28794/30.064/-0.006/0.082/0.094 14843/31.079/-0.007/0.076/0.088 

10 min 319365/29.002/+0.001/0.087/0.099 96917/29.082/-0.001/0.081/0.094 35185/29.748/-0.004/0.076/0.089 17503/30.259/-0.005/0.073/0.085 9071/30.619/-0.007/0.070/0.082 
15 min 188883/28.376/+0.000/0.089/0.102 61337/28.406/-0.002/0.082/0.095 21757/28.838/-0.004/0.078/0.091 10069/29.208/-0.005/0.076/0.088 5131/29.594/-0.008/0.072/0.084 
20 min 121785/28.380/-0.000/0.091/0.104 39720/28.229/-0.002/0.084/0.097 13788/28.345/-0.004/0.080/0.093 6093/28.438/-0.005/0.078/0.091 2939/28.825/-0.008/0.075/0.088 
25 min 92966/28.124/-0.001/0.095/0.108 26394/27.959/-0.002/0.085/0.099 8650/28.079/-0.004/0.082/0.095 3697/28.131/-0.006/0.080/0.093 1654/28.302/-0.007/0.078/0.091 
30 min 76104/27.822/-0.001/0.098/0.111 18547/27.977/-0.003/0.087/0.100 5825/27.858/-0.004/0.084/0.097 2307/28.054/-0.004/0.080/0.093 1030/27.683/-0.005/0.081/0.095 
45 min 55119/27.666/-0.002/0.103/0.115 8810/28.226/-0.003/0.094/0.107 2157/27.560/-0.004/0.089/0.103 760/27.518/-0.009/0.091/0.105 278/27.529/-0.012/0.094/0.106 
60 min 46770/27.563/-0.003/0.105/0.117 6132/28.421/-0.005/0.096/0.108 1173/28.215/-0.002/0.097/0.110 371/27.919/-0.007/0.098/0.111 123/26.984/-0.019/0.094/0.107 
75 min 43659/27.317/-0.002/0.107/0.119 5415/28.269/-0.005/0.099/0.111 917/27.395/-0.006/0.104/0.116 246/26.569/-0.016/0.103/0.116 79/25.949/-0.008/0.116/0.127 
90 min 40383/27.352/-0.002/0.106/0.119 4907/28.154/-0.005/0.100/0.113 801/28.071/-0.010/0.102/0.114 221/25.475/-0.006/0.118/0.130 57/25.158/-0.041/0.127/0.139 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
RVIS AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 373611/28.919/+0.002/0.091/0.103 155704/29.317/-0.002/0.087/0.099 59413/30.186/-0.004/0.082/0.094 29626/30.865/-0.006/0.079/0.091 15438/31.877/-0.007/0.074/0.086 

10 min 117030/32.077/+0.002/0.075/0.086 77399/31.556/-0.001/0.073/0.085 34587/32.024/-0.003/0.069/0.081 18291/32.630/-0.004/0.066/0.078 9828/32.996/-0.006/0.064/0.075 
15 min 55871/33.299/+0.001/0.071/0.082 41273/32.410/-0.001/0.069/0.080 20072/32.681/-0.003/0.066/0.077 10752/33.228/-0.004/0.064/0.076 5804/33.540/-0.007/0.062/0.073 
20 min 29376/33.966/+0.001/0.071/0.082 22123/32.903/-0.001/0.068/0.079 11608/33.154/-0.003/0.065/0.076 6317/33.583/-0.004/0.064/0.075 3417/34.069/-0.007/0.062/0.073 
25 min 18607/34.501/+0.002/0.072/0.083 12701/33.361/-0.001/0.067/0.078 6858/33.744/-0.003/0.064/0.075 3667/33.970/-0.005/0.063/0.074 1954/34.361/-0.006/0.061/0.072 
30 min 13312/35.359/+0.003/0.071/0.082 7776/34.052/-0.001/0.067/0.078 4033/33.802/-0.004/0.064/0.075 2141/34.384/-0.004/0.063/0.073 1122/34.586/-0.006/0.062/0.073 
45 min 6806/36.596/+0.002/0.072/0.082 2347/35.503/-0.000/0.068/0.079 961/34.594/-0.002/0.068/0.079 462/34.922/-0.005/0.069/0.080 223/34.704/-0.010/0.072/0.082 
60 min 5068/36.639/+0.001/0.074/0.083 1200/36.362/-0.001/0.070/0.079 373/36.287/+0.001/0.070/0.080 139/35.468/-0.003/0.069/0.079 71/31.592/-0.019/0.085/0.096 
75 min 3622/37.212/+0.001/0.073/0.082 906/37.011/+0.002/0.071/0.081 229/34.725/-0.001/0.077/0.088 83/33.735/-0.012/0.081/0.093 52/35.538/+0.000/0.080/0.089 
90 min 2710/37 003/+0 001/0 074/0 083 765/37 830/+0 000/0 072/0 081 144/34 694/-0 010/0 081/0 091 81/32 605/-0 003/0 087/0 097 30/31 400/+0 007/0 107/0 118 

Table 58: Validation normalized statistics for HRVIS AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering only AMVs with a Best 
fit level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa, or to several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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  90 min     911/34.858/ 0.001/0.079/0.089     561/29.114/ 0.005/0.095/0.107     277/26.567/ 0.015/0.096/0.110     113/25.575/ 0.028/0.112/0.128      60/24.400/ 0.030/0.126/0.138  

 

                       
                         

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 114251/26.332/+0.004/0.115/0.128 41306/25.800/-0.001/0.118/0.131 21295/25.653/-0.003/0.120/0.132 11416/25.518/-0.005/0.119/0.131 6434/25.121/-0.010/0.123/0.135 

10 min 181916/23.646/-0.000/0.126/0.139 51353/23.712/-0.007/0.123/0.136 20971/23.889/-0.012/0.120/0.133 9845/23.960/-0.016/0.118/0.132 4946/23.966/-0.020/0.118/0.131 
15 min 136735/24.599/-0.003/0.113/0.127 35214/24.461/-0.010/0.110/0.124 13459/24.296/-0.016/0.109/0.123 5916/24.452/-0.019/0.107/0.121 3032/24.250/-0.024/0.106/0.121 
20 min 87531/25.950/-0.003/0.103/0.117 22463/25.203/-0.009/0.102/0.116 8369/24.673/-0.015/0.102/0.117 3794/24.341/-0.017/0.103/0.118 1958/23.988/-0.025/0.102/0.117 
25 min 61662/25.443/-0.003/0.106/0.120 15776/24.848/-0.009/0.104/0.118 5516/24.641/-0.017/0.103/0.117 2483/24.427/-0.020/0.103/0.119 1249/24.146/-0.026/0.103/0.118 
30 min 46989/25.741/-0.003/0.105/0.118 11644/24.681/-0.008/0.105/0.119 3884/24.401/-0.014/0.105/0.120 1774/23.429/-0.020/0.106/0.122 881/22.826/-0.026/0.115/0.132 
45 min 25401/25.629/-0.003/0.109/0.122 5847/24.109/-0.009/0.111/0.126 1897/22.975/-0.013/0.118/0.133 810/23.121/-0.016/0.120/0.135 413/22.249/-0.022/0.127/0.141 
60 min 18051/25.819/-0.004/0.111/0.124 3952/23.607/-0.006/0.120/0.135 1211/22.560/-0.014/0.124/0.139 442/21.704/-0.017/0.130/0.146 267/21.757/-0.018/0.126/0.141 
75 min 14861/25.802/-0.003/0.114/0.126 2800/22.872/-0.011/0.126/0.141 876/22.315/-0.009/0.131/0.145 325/21.397/-0.007/0.133/0.149 162/21.772/-0.007/0.137/0.153 
90 min 12747/25.607/-0.005/0.116/0.128 2367/22.808/-0.008/0.130/0.143 691/21.302/-0.008/0.137/0.154 258/19.151/-0.029/0.148/0.165 125/20.184/-0.024/0.143/0.158 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 115689/26.311/+0.004/0.115/0.127 41855/25.721/-0.002/0.118/0.130 21523/25.585/-0.004/0.119/0.131 11562/25.382/-0.007/0.119/0.131 6608/25.059/-0.009/0.122/0.135 

10 min 185071/23.593/-0.001/0.125/0.139 52621/23.624/-0.008/0.122/0.136 21488/23.766/-0.013/0.119/0.133 10098/23.893/-0.017/0.118/0.132 5168/23.802/-0.020/0.117/0.131 
15 min 139321/24.497/-0.003/0.113/0.127 35827/24.371/-0.011/0.110/0.124 13859/24.117/-0.016/0.110/0.124 6145/24.263/-0.020/0.107/0.122 3191/24.085/-0.025/0.106/0.121 
20 min 89122/25.817/-0.003/0.103/0.117 23160/25.012/-0.010/0.102/0.116 8667/24.467/-0.016/0.103/0.118 3884/24.223/-0.020/0.103/0.118 2026/23.645/-0.026/0.102/0.117 
25 min 62928/25.355/-0.004/0.105/0.119 16241/24.692/-0.009/0.104/0.118 5736/24.428/-0.017/0.103/0.118 2619/24.132/-0.021/0.104/0.120 1316/24.014/-0.026/0.102/0.118 
30 min 47825/25.683/-0.004/0.104/0.118 12006/24.592/-0.008/0.104/0.119 4049/24.278/-0.015/0.104/0.119 1826/23.436/-0.021/0.106/0.121 947/22.562/-0.027/0.115/0.132 
45 min 25832/25.592/-0.003/0.109/0.122 5994/23.992/-0.010/0.111/0.126 2015/22.958/-0.015/0.118/0.133 837/22.949/-0.018/0.120/0.136 424/21.611/-0.027/0.129/0.144 
60 min 18133/25.781/-0.003/0.111/0.124 3977/23.518/-0.008/0.120/0.134 1231/22.511/-0.015/0.123/0.139 470/21.749/-0.018/0.132/0.148 293/21.205/-0.020/0.128/0.144 
75 min 15056/25.675/-0.003/0.114/0.127 2841/22.594/-0.012/0.126/0.141 911/22.248/-0.010/0.130/0.144 341/21.581/-0.003/0.135/0.150 172/22.163/-0.013/0.134/0.149 
90 min 12810/25.607/-0.005/0.115/0.127 2387/22.829/-0.010/0.128/0.142 716/21.496/-0.006/0.137/0.153 274/19.084/-0.027/0.151/0.169 133/20.368/-0.027/0.140/0.155 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
IS08 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 229686/26.552/+0.004/0.114/0.126 70400/25.959/-0.001/0.118/0.130 30227/25.806/-0.004/0.119/0.131 14668/25.622/-0.006/0.119/0.132 7940/25.279/-0.010/0.122/0.134 

10 min 166072/26.005/+0.000/0.110/0.123 58577/25.819/-0.007/0.109/0.122 23536/25.683/-0.011/0.108/0.122 11057/25.656/-0.015/0.108/0.121 5637/25.538/-0.018/0.108/0.121 
15 min 79838/27.865/-0.001/0.096/0.108 36089/27.443/-0.009/0.094/0.107 14913/27.197/-0.014/0.095/0.108 6661/27.015/-0.018/0.094/0.107 3523/26.624/-0.022/0.095/0.109 
20 min 38989/29.680/-0.002/0.086/0.098 22385/28.834/-0.008/0.086/0.099 9257/28.377/-0.013/0.086/0.099 4339/27.979/-0.016/0.086/0.099 2283/27.142/-0.022/0.086/0.100 
25 min 21629/30.729/-0.001/0.082/0.094 14241/29.286/-0.007/0.084/0.097 6045/29.081/-0.013/0.084/0.097 2866/28.652/-0.017/0.085/0.098 1459/28.421/-0.021/0.084/0.098 
30 min 13747/31.626/-0.002/0.080/0.092 9232/29.552/-0.007/0.084/0.096 4112/29.298/-0.012/0.084/0.096 1977/28.461/-0.015/0.085/0.098 1042/26.984/-0.022/0.094/0.108 
45 min 5062/32.093/-0.001/0.083/0.094 3265/29.157/-0.009/0.089/0.101 1572/28.399/-0.010/0.090/0.103 762/27.583/-0.016/0.095/0.109 417/26.962/-0.017/0.098/0.111 
60 min 2358/32.624/+0.000/0.085/0.096 1512/28.262/-0.008/0.097/0.109 745/26.773/-0.009/0.098/0.112 340/26.321/-0.017/0.102/0.115 235/23.540/-0.018/0.114/0.128 
75 min 1490/32.912/-0.002/0.083/0.095 909/28.347/-0.010/0.095/0.108 455/26.273/-0.003/0.105/0.118 179/27.771/-0.008/0.104/0.115 105/25.143/-0.010/0.119/0.133 

- - - - -

Table 59: Validation normalized statistics for VIS08 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering AMVs with a Best fit 
level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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  90 min    1497/35.437/ 0.002/0.079/0.089    1352/32.613/ 0.007/0.080/0.091     730/30.564/ 0.008/0.089/0.101     361/30.061/ 0.007/0.086/0.098     194/29.959/ 0.009/0.097/0.108 

 

                       
                         

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 119586/28.597/+0.005/0.104/0.115 53544/28.311/+0.001/0.105/0.117 27676/28.249/-0.002/0.105/0.117 14882/28.144/-0.004/0.106/0.118 8089/27.890/-0.004/0.108/0.119 

10 min 225535/26.887/+0.002/0.104/0.116 81991/27.355/-0.003/0.098/0.111 35327/27.529/-0.007/0.096/0.109 16309/27.789/-0.009/0.094/0.106 8381/27.420/-0.012/0.095/0.108 
15 min 196560/27.328/+0.001/0.095/0.108 68078/27.875/-0.005/0.087/0.100 28371/28.126/-0.008/0.085/0.098 13301/28.197/-0.010/0.083/0.096 6715/27.920/-0.013/0.084/0.097 
20 min 147670/27.848/+0.000/0.089/0.102 54159/27.941/-0.005/0.084/0.097 22521/27.971/-0.008/0.082/0.095 10589/27.727/-0.011/0.082/0.095 5387/27.602/-0.013/0.082/0.096 
25 min 110813/27.125/+0.000/0.092/0.105 43327/27.453/-0.005/0.085/0.098 17979/27.265/-0.007/0.084/0.097 8207/27.277/-0.009/0.082/0.096 4419/26.815/-0.013/0.085/0.099 
30 min 88128/27.342/+0.000/0.091/0.104 35282/27.244/-0.004/0.085/0.099 14253/26.836/-0.007/0.084/0.098 6592/26.684/-0.008/0.085/0.099 3466/26.192/-0.011/0.088/0.102 
45 min 46104/26.987/-0.000/0.097/0.110 18645/26.673/-0.002/0.092/0.105 7135/25.881/-0.005/0.093/0.108 3140/25.368/-0.006/0.097/0.111 1720/24.252/-0.008/0.105/0.119 
60 min 27966/27.144/-0.001/0.101/0.114 10907/26.282/-0.002/0.098/0.111 4035/25.511/-0.002/0.101/0.115 1801/24.369/-0.007/0.108/0.122 889/23.438/-0.011/0.113/0.128 
75 min 21630/26.921/-0.003/0.105/0.118 7472/25.612/-0.002/0.106/0.119 2733/25.061/-0.006/0.106/0.120 1163/24.463/-0.004/0.108/0.122 612/23.255/-0.007/0.120/0.133 
90 min 17388/26.713/-0.003/0.108/0.120 5649/25.425/-0.007/0.111/0.124 2049/24.494/-0.004/0.119/0.132 813/24.360/-0.005/0.115/0.130 403/24.176/-0.008/0.117/0.131 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 121138/28.544/+0.005/0.104/0.115 54039/28.286/+0.001/0.105/0.116 27936/28.262/-0.001/0.105/0.116 14891/28.238/-0.004/0.105/0.117 8089/27.947/-0.005/0.107/0.119 

10 min 228004/26.867/+0.001/0.103/0.115 83205/27.296/-0.004/0.097/0.110 35769/27.503/-0.007/0.095/0.108 16638/27.694/-0.009/0.093/0.106 8565/27.415/-0.012/0.094/0.107 
15 min 199043/27.256/+0.000/0.094/0.107 69277/27.749/-0.005/0.087/0.100 28848/27.999/-0.008/0.085/0.098 13451/28.073/-0.011/0.083/0.096 6890/27.866/-0.013/0.084/0.097 
20 min 150160/27.737/-0.000/0.089/0.102 55124/27.831/-0.005/0.084/0.097 22981/27.833/-0.009/0.082/0.095 10831/27.627/-0.012/0.082/0.095 5552/27.515/-0.014/0.082/0.096 
25 min 112780/27.075/-0.000/0.091/0.104 44247/27.318/-0.006/0.084/0.098 18285/27.202/-0.008/0.083/0.097 8407/27.054/-0.010/0.083/0.097 4517/26.682/-0.013/0.085/0.099 
30 min 89709/27.263/-0.000/0.090/0.104 35872/27.136/-0.005/0.085/0.099 14603/26.799/-0.008/0.084/0.099 6759/26.600/-0.009/0.085/0.099 3565/25.962/-0.012/0.089/0.103 
45 min 46619/26.926/-0.001/0.096/0.109 18931/26.558/-0.003/0.091/0.105 7226/25.821/-0.005/0.092/0.107 3220/25.279/-0.005/0.096/0.110 1757/24.110/-0.009/0.103/0.118 
60 min 28280/27.047/-0.001/0.100/0.113 11033/26.180/-0.003/0.097/0.111 4009/25.376/-0.003/0.100/0.114 1813/24.266/-0.009/0.108/0.123 919/23.446/-0.013/0.115/0.129 
75 min 21700/26.876/-0.002/0.105/0.118 7552/25.499/-0.004/0.106/0.119 2735/25.077/-0.007/0.106/0.119 1167/24.460/-0.005/0.109/0.123 622/23.256/-0.008/0.118/0.132 
90 min 17641/26.697/-0.003/0.107/0.120 5671/25.421/-0.006/0.110/0.124 2121/24.379/-0.003/0.119/0.133 817/24.310/-0.005/0.112/0.127 416/23.954/-0.008/0.119/0.133 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
R108 AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 228103/29.434/+0.005/0.101/0.112 87930/29.510/+0.001/0.100/0.112 39210/29.713/-0.002/0.099/0.110 19806/29.786/-0.004/0.099/0.111 10776/29.831/-0.005/0.099/0.110 

10 min 223128/29.729/+0.003/0.090/0.102 96553/30.296/-0.002/0.086/0.098 42287/30.871/-0.005/0.083/0.095 20281/31.444/-0.007/0.080/0.091 10893/31.976/-0.008/0.078/0.090 
15 min 139066/31.136/+0.001/0.079/0.091 77934/31.730/-0.003/0.074/0.086 34367/32.386/-0.005/0.071/0.083 16902/32.977/-0.007/0.069/0.080 8968/32.955/-0.009/0.069/0.080 
20 min 80924/31.959/+0.001/0.074/0.085 58410/32.351/-0.003/0.070/0.081 27204/32.855/-0.006/0.067/0.079 13459/33.040/-0.008/0.066/0.078 7398/33.226/-0.010/0.066/0.077 
25 min 49344/32.624/+0.001/0.072/0.083 43017/32.289/-0.003/0.069/0.081 21282/32.723/-0.006/0.067/0.079 10246/32.923/-0.007/0.066/0.078 5854/32.832/-0.010/0.068/0.079 
30 min 31818/33.281/+0.001/0.070/0.081 30688/32.522/-0.002/0.069/0.081 15920/32.541/-0.005/0.068/0.079 7951/32.513/-0.006/0.068/0.079 4371/32.300/-0.009/0.070/0.081 
45 min 10846/34.119/+0.000/0.072/0.083 11207/32.890/-0.001/0.072/0.083 6189/32.329/-0.004/0.072/0.084 3143/31.682/-0.004/0.074/0.085 1792/30.675/-0.008/0.079/0.090 
60 min 4574/34.516/+0.000/0.074/0.085 4342/32.287/-0.001/0.076/0.087 2420/32.089/-0.003/0.075/0.087 1241/30.820/-0.010/0.083/0.095 719/30.623/-0.012/0.086/0.097 
75 min 2372/34.812/-0.001/0.077/0.087 2264/31.385/-0.001/0.084/0.095 1202/30.844/-0.004/0.084/0.095 600/30.937/-0.006/0.085/0.096 365/29.874/-0.008/0.089/0.099 

- - - - -

Table 60: Validation normalized statistics for IR108 AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering AMVs with a Best fit 
level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa) 
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  90 min    2597/33.842/ 0.001/0.082/0.092    1790/31.974/ 0.003/0.082/0.093    1389/30.361/ 0.007/0.088/0.100     953/29.144/ 0.005/0.093/0.104     687/29.180/ 0.003/0.093/0.105 

 

                      
                          

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 107801/32.358/+0.008/0.087/0.097 74432/32.110/+0.007/0.087/0.098 45405/32.073/+0.006/0.087/0.097 26552/32.404/+0.005/0.086/0.096 15301/32.646/+0.002/0.085/0.095 

10 min 196847/31.761/+0.007/0.081/0.092 106918/31.862/+0.005/0.078/0.089 54474/32.083/+0.002/0.076/0.087 28463/32.418/-0.000/0.074/0.085 15666/32.647/-0.002/0.074/0.085 
15 min 185196/30.657/+0.006/0.079/0.091 92228/30.700/+0.003/0.076/0.087 45164/30.916/+0.000/0.073/0.084 23103/31.204/-0.002/0.071/0.083 12569/31.246/-0.004/0.071/0.083 
20 min 144341/30.091/+0.006/0.079/0.091 74377/29.877/+0.003/0.076/0.088 36459/30.011/-0.000/0.074/0.086 18782/30.086/-0.003/0.073/0.085 10458/30.306/-0.005/0.073/0.085 
25 min 109362/28.932/+0.005/0.082/0.095 59185/28.953/+0.003/0.078/0.091 29510/29.068/-0.000/0.077/0.089 15433/29.226/-0.003/0.076/0.088 8633/29.118/-0.005/0.076/0.089 
30 min 88138/28.863/+0.005/0.083/0.095 48375/28.653/+0.003/0.079/0.092 23718/28.487/+0.000/0.079/0.092 12432/28.465/-0.003/0.079/0.092 7017/28.113/-0.005/0.080/0.093 
45 min 44396/28.132/+0.004/0.090/0.102 25338/27.549/+0.003/0.087/0.100 12648/27.199/+0.001/0.088/0.101 6731/26.846/-0.002/0.088/0.101 3870/26.693/-0.004/0.090/0.103 
60 min 26915/27.960/+0.002/0.095/0.108 13911/27.005/+0.003/0.094/0.107 7318/26.564/+0.001/0.096/0.109 3856/25.925/-0.003/0.098/0.112 2459/25.407/-0.002/0.101/0.115 
75 min 19943/27.557/+0.000/0.100/0.113 9132/26.422/+0.002/0.101/0.114 4631/25.754/-0.000/0.103/0.117 2715/25.069/-0.000/0.105/0.119 1596/24.449/-0.005/0.108/0.122 
90 min 16403/27.351/-0.001/0.103/0.116 6723/25.818/-0.002/0.107/0.120 3463/25.087/-0.003/0.111/0.124 1959/24.682/-0.005/0.110/0.124 1196/24.777/-0.008/0.109/0.123 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 109209/32.388/+0.008/0.086/0.097 74973/32.121/+0.006/0.087/0.097 45546/32.063/+0.005/0.087/0.097 26669/32.423/+0.005/0.085/0.096 15419/32.608/+0.002/0.085/0.095 

10 min 199272/31.742/+0.007/0.081/0.092 107888/31.868/+0.004/0.078/0.089 55015/32.074/+0.002/0.076/0.087 28742/32.373/-0.000/0.074/0.085 15835/32.628/-0.002/0.073/0.084 
15 min 186762/30.620/+0.005/0.079/0.090 93456/30.633/+0.002/0.075/0.087 45631/30.827/-0.000/0.073/0.084 23475/31.143/-0.003/0.071/0.083 12753/31.161/-0.004/0.071/0.083 
20 min 145970/30.028/+0.005/0.078/0.090 75509/29.817/+0.002/0.075/0.087 36852/29.919/-0.001/0.074/0.086 19071/29.997/-0.003/0.073/0.085 10625/30.194/-0.005/0.072/0.085 
25 min 110405/28.893/+0.005/0.082/0.094 59757/28.884/+0.002/0.078/0.090 29887/29.014/-0.001/0.076/0.089 15639/29.105/-0.003/0.076/0.088 8749/28.997/-0.006/0.076/0.089 
30 min 89214/28.820/+0.004/0.082/0.095 49016/28.560/+0.002/0.079/0.091 23988/28.392/-0.001/0.079/0.092 12667/28.405/-0.003/0.079/0.092 7197/28.020/-0.005/0.080/0.093 
45 min 45024/28.076/+0.003/0.089/0.102 25660/27.463/+0.002/0.086/0.099 12804/27.127/-0.000/0.087/0.100 6822/26.844/-0.002/0.087/0.101 3913/26.726/-0.004/0.090/0.103 
60 min 27112/27.900/+0.001/0.095/0.107 14179/26.873/+0.002/0.093/0.106 7372/26.504/+0.001/0.094/0.108 3902/25.863/-0.004/0.097/0.111 2494/25.460/-0.003/0.101/0.115 
75 min 20159/27.592/-0.000/0.100/0.112 9251/26.322/+0.002/0.100/0.113 4689/25.742/-0.000/0.103/0.116 2752/25.098/-0.001/0.105/0.118 1649/24.258/-0.005/0.108/0.123 
90 min 16659/27.279/-0.002/0.103/0.116 6907/25.839/-0.003/0.106/0.119 3522/24.965/-0.003/0.111/0.125 1962/24.639/-0.005/0.110/0.124 1203/24.681/-0.007/0.109/0.123 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Cloudy AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 166985/32.202/+0.008/0.087/0.098 97432/32.183/+0.006/0.087/0.097 51398/32.165/+0.005/0.087/0.097 28300/32.432/+0.004/0.086/0.096 16212/32.674/+0.002/0.084/0.095 

10 min 179745/33.134/+0.007/0.076/0.087 112993/33.095/+0.005/0.074/0.085 57104/33.332/+0.002/0.073/0.083 30134/33.676/+0.000/0.071/0.081 16748/34.179/-0.002/0.070/0.080 
15 min 130397/33.531/+0.006/0.071/0.081 97336/33.526/+0.003/0.068/0.078 50472/33.879/+0.001/0.065/0.076 26467/34.421/-0.001/0.063/0.074 14800/34.811/-0.002/0.063/0.073 
20 min 83460/33.719/+0.005/0.068/0.079 76734/33.515/+0.003/0.066/0.077 41084/33.927/+0.000/0.064/0.074 22229/34.179/-0.002/0.063/0.073 12766/34.658/-0.004/0.062/0.073 
25 min 54135/34.067/+0.005/0.067/0.078 56997/33.387/+0.003/0.066/0.077 32752/33.617/+0.000/0.064/0.075 18212/33.788/-0.002/0.064/0.075 10731/33.901/-0.004/0.064/0.075 
30 min 36766/34.310/+0.005/0.067/0.078 41695/33.485/+0.003/0.066/0.076 25492/33.314/-0.000/0.066/0.077 14594/33.458/-0.002/0.066/0.077 8704/33.477/-0.004/0.065/0.077 
45 min 13233/34.693/+0.004/0.069/0.080 16266/33.315/+0.002/0.070/0.081 10905/32.638/+0.001/0.071/0.082 6765/32.400/-0.002/0.070/0.082 4361/32.948/-0.004/0.071/0.082 
60 min 6288/34.130/+0.003/0.075/0.086 6463/32.988/+0.003/0.074/0.085 4777/31.828/+0.002/0.078/0.089 3103/31.746/-0.003/0.078/0.089 2263/31.456/-0.003/0.080/0.091 
75 min 3798/34.033/+0.002/0.079/0.088 3298/31.983/+0.001/0.081/0.092 2476/31.298/-0.001/0.083/0.095 1709/30.934/-0.002/0.083/0.094 1089/29.990/+0.001/0.088/0.099 

- - - - -

Table 61: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Cloudy AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering AMVs with a
 
Best fit level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa separated by less than 100 hPa)
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  90 min    2884/30.622/+0.004/0.091/0.102    2645/28.591/+0.000/0.093/0.106    1980/27.175/ 0.002/0.095/0.108    1488/25.300/ 0.004/0.104/0.117    1121/25.178/ 0.011/0.101/0.116 

 

                       
                           

AEMET/EUMITT203682/FRM/FR v2.0d (24 Oct. 2012) 
Temporal & spatial scaling issues in AMV extraction 

Final Report 

ase 1: Using wind guess with 0.5 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 18173/32.081/+0.001/0.091/0.101 18256/30.184/-0.000/0.096/0.107 12428/29.424/-0.002/0.098/0.109 7709/29.064/-0.003/0.100/0.111 4726/28.663/-0.003/0.101/0.112 

10 min 27432/30.847/+0.002/0.088/0.099 22475/28.859/-0.000/0.093/0.105 13747/28.304/-0.005/0.094/0.106 8253/28.410/-0.005/0.093/0.105 4875/28.468/-0.006/0.092/0.104 
15 min 23867/29.224/+0.001/0.090/0.102 20217/27.737/-0.003/0.092/0.105 12161/27.090/-0.007/0.093/0.107 7368/26.749/-0.010/0.093/0.107 4377/26.893/-0.012/0.091/0.105 
20 min 20971/28.456/+0.000/0.091/0.103 18119/26.990/-0.002/0.093/0.106 11300/26.517/-0.007/0.092/0.106 6967/26.063/-0.011/0.094/0.109 4274/25.676/-0.014/0.095/0.109 
25 min 18708/27.502/+0.000/0.096/0.109 16553/26.528/-0.002/0.095/0.108 10553/25.867/-0.006/0.095/0.110 6633/25.723/-0.009/0.097/0.111 4100/25.474/-0.012/0.096/0.111 
30 min 17297/27.367/-0.001/0.098/0.110 15412/26.335/-0.003/0.095/0.109 9960/25.748/-0.007/0.097/0.111 6220/25.432/-0.010/0.097/0.111 4074/25.017/-0.013/0.098/0.114 
45 min 15471/26.224/-0.002/0.105/0.119 13260/25.679/-0.003/0.102/0.116 8462/25.095/-0.007/0.101/0.115 5586/24.809/-0.011/0.102/0.117 3619/24.226/-0.014/0.103/0.118 
60 min 15086/25.915/-0.004/0.108/0.121 11402/25.404/-0.004/0.106/0.120 7246/24.942/-0.006/0.105/0.120 4734/24.286/-0.012/0.106/0.121 3207/23.965/-0.013/0.107/0.122 
75 min 14774/25.637/-0.004/0.111/0.124 10538/25.267/-0.005/0.107/0.120 6337/24.779/-0.008/0.108/0.122 4241/24.112/-0.011/0.107/0.122 2863/23.780/-0.012/0.109/0.124 
90 min 14746/25.301/-0.005/0.114/0.127 9831/25.135/-0.005/0.109/0.123 6044/24.425/-0.007/0.110/0.124 3836/24.058/-0.011/0.110/0.125 2648/23.642/-0.012/0.112/0.127 

ase 2: Using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 18398/32.025/+0.001/0.090/0.101 18334/30.206/-0.001/0.095/0.106 12511/29.436/-0.002/0.098/0.109 7681/29.019/-0.003/0.099/0.110 4695/28.655/-0.003/0.100/0.112 

10 min 27605/30.789/+0.002/0.087/0.099 22688/28.865/-0.000/0.093/0.105 13855/28.262/-0.005/0.094/0.106 8331/28.306/-0.005/0.092/0.105 4871/28.401/-0.006/0.092/0.104 
15 min 24146/29.242/+0.000/0.089/0.101 20379/27.690/-0.003/0.092/0.105 12198/27.106/-0.007/0.092/0.106 7431/26.710/-0.011/0.093/0.107 4421/26.762/-0.013/0.091/0.105 
20 min 21297/28.399/-0.000/0.091/0.103 18210/26.961/-0.003/0.092/0.106 11431/26.459/-0.008/0.092/0.106 7012/26.005/-0.011/0.094/0.109 4332/25.652/-0.015/0.094/0.109 
25 min 18957/27.529/-0.000/0.095/0.108 16567/26.541/-0.003/0.094/0.107 10658/25.788/-0.007/0.096/0.110 6753/25.576/-0.009/0.097/0.112 4162/25.341/-0.013/0.097/0.112 
30 min 17415/27.338/-0.002/0.097/0.109 15694/26.275/-0.004/0.095/0.109 10012/25.714/-0.007/0.096/0.110 6257/25.362/-0.010/0.096/0.111 4095/25.043/-0.013/0.098/0.113 
45 min 15586/26.209/-0.003/0.105/0.118 13353/25.689/-0.003/0.101/0.115 8556/24.988/-0.007/0.101/0.115 5598/24.730/-0.011/0.101/0.117 3664/24.128/-0.013/0.103/0.118 
60 min 15175/25.889/-0.004/0.108/0.121 11463/25.352/-0.004/0.105/0.119 7387/24.931/-0.006/0.105/0.119 4821/24.259/-0.011/0.106/0.121 3243/23.967/-0.013/0.106/0.121 
75 min 14906/25.667/-0.004/0.110/0.123 10734/25.182/-0.006/0.106/0.121 6435/24.736/-0.008/0.108/0.122 4302/24.015/-0.011/0.107/0.122 2915/23.711/-0.013/0.108/0.124 
90 min 14811/25.318/-0.005/0.113/0.126 9914/25.049/-0.005/0.109/0.123 6044/24.413/-0.007/0.109/0.124 3919/23.944/-0.012/0.110/0.125 2705/23.532/-0.013/0.110/0.125 

ase 4: Not using wind guess with 0.125 degree ECMWF NWP model data. 
V062 Clear Air AMV statistics: Number of AMVs/Mean AMV speed/Norm. BIAS against NWP at best level/Norm. MVD against NWP at best level/Norm. RMSVD against NWP at best level 

8x8 16x16 24x24 32x32 40x40 
5 min 17317/32.566/+0.001/0.088/0.098 19477/30.228/-0.001/0.095/0.106 12945/29.321/-0.003/0.098/0.109 8062/28.729/-0.004/0.099/0.111 5035/28.329/-0.004/0.100/0.112 

10 min 16907/33.483/+0.004/0.079/0.089 21366/30.901/+0.002/0.085/0.097 13778/29.950/-0.002/0.087/0.099 8604/29.815/-0.004/0.087/0.099 5086/29.728/-0.005/0.087/0.099 
15 min 13226/33.669/+0.004/0.075/0.085 18873/31.547/+0.001/0.079/0.090 12748/30.833/-0.003/0.080/0.092 7950/30.213/-0.006/0.081/0.093 4931/30.206/-0.008/0.080/0.092 
20 min 9879/33.803/+0.005/0.074/0.084 15718/31.395/+0.002/0.077/0.089 11391/30.519/-0.004/0.078/0.090 7276/30.110/-0.007/0.079/0.091 4734/29.656/-0.009/0.080/0.093 
25 min 8152/33.305/+0.004/0.076/0.087 12837/31.370/+0.002/0.076/0.088 9970/30.141/-0.002/0.080/0.092 6757/29.383/-0.005/0.082/0.095 4345/29.398/-0.008/0.082/0.094 
30 min 6777/33.085/+0.004/0.078/0.088 10879/31.029/+0.002/0.078/0.090 8634/29.916/-0.001/0.080/0.092 6063/29.367/-0.006/0.081/0.094 4140/28.946/-0.008/0.082/0.095 
45 min 5149/32.076/+0.002/0.082/0.093 6702/29.965/+0.002/0.083/0.095 5664/29.099/-0.003/0.083/0.096 4333/28.439/-0.007/0.085/0.099 3251/27.820/-0.009/0.086/0.099 
60 min 4216/31.721/+0.001/0.086/0.097 4748/30.027/+0.002/0.087/0.099 3835/28.701/-0.001/0.088/0.101 2971/27.474/-0.005/0.092/0.105 2140/26.845/-0.007/0.093/0.106 
75 min 3452/30.508/+0.004/0.090/0.101 3389/29.063/-0.000/0.088/0.101 2620/27.619/-0.002/0.093/0.106 2110/26.381/-0.005/0.097/0.111 1554/25.282/-0.010/0.099/0.114 

- - -

Table 62: Validation normalized statistics for WV062 Clear air AMVs against NWP wind analysis at the Best fit level (considering AMVs with a
 
Best fit level related to a narrow layer smaller than 100 hPa or several narrow layers smaller than 100 hPa and separated by less than 100 hPa)
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